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Abstract
The increasing potential of storage technologies and information systems has
opened the possibility to conveniently and affordably gather large amounts of
complex data. Going beyond simple descriptions of objects by some few character-
istics, such data sources range from high dimensional vector spaces over imperfect
data containing errors to network data describing relations between the objects.
Data Mining is the task of extracting previously unknown and useful patterns from
such data sources by using automatic or semi-automatic algorithms. In this thesis,
we focus on the mining task of clustering, which aims at grouping similar objects
while separating dissimilar ones.
Since in today’s applications usually many characteristics for each object are
recorded, one cannot expect to find similar objects by considering all attributes
together. In contrast, valuable clusters are hidden in subspace projections of the
data. As a general solution to this problem, the paradigm of subspace clustering
has been introduced, which aims at automatically determining for each group of
objects a set of relevant attributes these objects are similar in.
In this thesis, we introduce novel methods for effective subspace clustering
on various types of complex data. Our methods tackle major open challenges
for clustering in subspace projections. We study the problem of redundancy in
subspace clustering results and propose models whose solutions contain only non-
redundant and, thus, valuable clusters. Since different subspace projections repre-
sent different views on the data, often several groupings of the objects are reason-
able. Thus, we propose techniques that are not restricted to a single partitioning
of the objects but that enable the detection of multiple clustering solutions. Be-
sides tackling these challenges of subspace clustering for the case of vector data,
we study the task of subspace clustering on two further data types: imperfect data
and network data in combination with vector data. We propose integrated mining
techniques directly handling errors in the data and simultaneously mining differ-
ent information sources. In thorough experiments, we demonstrate the strengths
of our novel clustering approaches. Overall, for the first time, meaningful subspace
clustering results can be obtained for these types of complex data.
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Zusammenfassung
Das gestiegene Potential von Speichertechnologien und Informationssystemen hat
die Mo¨glichkeit ero¨ffnet, kostengu¨nstig große Mengen an komplexen Daten zu
sammeln. Neben einfachen Beschreibungen von Objekten durch einige wenige
Attribute reichen diese Datenquellen von hochdimensionalen Vektorra¨umen u¨ber
unvollkommene Daten hin zu Netzwerkdaten. Die Aufgabe des Data Mining ist
es, mit Hilfe von automatischen oder semi-automatischen Algorithmen aus diesen
Datenquellen bislang unbekannte und nu¨tzliche Muster zu extrahieren. In dieser
Arbeit betrachten wir die Aufgabe des Clusterings, die darauf abzielt Gruppen von
a¨hnlichen Objekten zu bilden und gleichzeitig una¨hnliche Objekte zu trennen.
Da in heutigen Anwendungen ha¨ufig sehr viele Eigenschaften fu¨r jedes Objekt
gespeichert werden, ist nicht zu erwarten, dass Objekte existieren, die bei Betrach-
tung der Gesamtheit aller Eigenschaften a¨hnlich zueinander sind. Vielmehr wer-
den sinnvolle Gruppen nur in Teilra¨umen des Datenraums gefunden. Als Lo¨sung
fu¨r dieses Problem wurde das Paradigma des Subspace Clusterings eingefu¨hrt, wel-
ches automatisch fu¨r jede Gruppe von Objekten eine zugeho¨rige Menge relevanter
Attribute identifiziert, in welchen die Objekte a¨hnlich zueinander sind.
In dieser Arbeit fu¨hren wir neue Methoden fu¨r ein effektives Subspace Cluster-
ing auf verschiedenen Typen von komplexen Daten ein. Wir untersuchen das Pro-
blem der Redundanz in Subspace Clustering-Ergebnissen und schlagen neue Mo-
delle zur Vermeidung dieser Redundanz vor. Da jeder Teilraum eine andere Sicht
auf die Daten liefert, ko¨nnen ha¨ufig mehrere sinnvolle Gruppierungen der Objekte
gefunden werden. Daher fu¨hren wir Techniken ein, die nicht auf eine einzige
Partitionierung der Objekte eingeschra¨nkt sind sondern mehrere unterschiedliche
Gruppierungen finden ko¨nnen. Neben der Lo¨sung dieser Herausforderungen fu¨r
das Subspace Clustering von vektoriell beschriebenen Daten analysieren wir ferner
das Subspace Clustering auf unvollkommenen Daten sowie auf einer Kombina-
tion von Netzwerkdaten mit vektoriellen Daten. Wir schlagen integrierte Ana-
lysetechniken vor, welche mit Fehlern in den Daten umgehen ko¨nnen und ver-
schiedene Datenquellen simultan analysieren. In experimentellen Untersuchun-
gen zeigen wir die Sta¨rken der neu entwickelten Clustering-Methoden. Insgesamt
ermo¨glichen wir erstmalig die Bestimmung eines sinnvollen Subspace Clustering
fu¨r diese komplexen Daten.
3

Chapter 1
Overview of Thesis
1.1 Introduction
The increasing potential of storage technologies and information systems over the
last decades has opened the possibility to conveniently and affordably gather large
amounts of complex data. Going beyond simple descriptions of objects by some
few characteristics, such data sources range from high dimensional vector spaces
over imperfect data containing errors to network data describing relations be-
tween the objects. While storing these data is common, their analysis is challeng-
ing: the human capabilities of a manual analysis are quickly exhausted consid-
ering the mere size of the data. Thus, automatic techniques supporting the user
in the process of knowledge extraction are required to gain a benefit from the
collected data.
The concept of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) [HK01] has been
evolved as a possible solution for the above challenge and it is coherently de-
scribed by a multilevel process the user has to follow (cf. Figure 1.1). Given the
raw data, which is rarely perfect since, e.g., missing entries, inconsistencies, or
uncertain values are prevalent during the data acquisition phase, the KDD process
starts with a preprocessing step to clean the data. This step is often referred to
data cleansing and tries to increase the data quality to support the subsequent data
mining step. The goal of data mining, as the key component of the KDD process, is
to extract previously unknown and useful patterns from the data using automatic
or semi-automatic algorithms. Finally, the KDD process concludes with the pre-
5
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Figure 1.1: Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) process
sentation and evaluation of the detected patterns, enabling the user to understand
and interpret the results.
In this thesis we focus on the development of novel models and algorithms for
the central step of the KDD process: data mining. Out of the several mining tasks
that exist in the literature, this work centers on the important method of clus-
tering, which aims at grouping similar objects while separating dissimilar ones.
Clustering, as an unsupervised learning task, analyses data without given labels
but automatically reveals the hidden structure of the data by its aggregations. For
today’s data, however, it is known that traditional clustering methods fail to de-
tect meaningful patterns. The problem originates from the fact that traditional
clustering approaches consider the full space to measure the similarity between
objects, i.e. all characteristics of the objects are taken into account. While collect-
ing more and more characteristics, however, it is very unlikely that two objects
are similar with respect to the full space and often some dimensions are not rele-
vant for clustering. A continuative aspect is the decreasing discrimination power
of distance functions with increasing dimensionality of the data space due to the
”curse of dimensionality” [BGRS99]. The distances between objects grow more
and more alike, thus all objects seem equally similar based on their attribute val-
ues. Since clusters are strongly obfuscated by irrelevant dimensions and distances
are not discriminable any more, searches in the full space are futile or lead to very
questionable clustering results.
Global dimensionality reduction techniques, e.g., based on Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA [Jol02]), try to mitigate these effects, but they do not provide
a solution to this problem. Since they reduce all objects to a single projection,
they cannot detect clusters with locally relevant dimensions. In complex data sets,
however, different groups of objects may have different relevant dimensions. In
Figure 1.2, the objects depicted as rectangles are similar in a 2-dimensional sub-
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Figure 1.2: Exemplary subspace clustering of a 4-dimensional database
space, while the objects depicted as triangles show only similar values in a single
dimension.
As a general solution to this problem, the paradigm of subspace clustering
[PHL04, KKZ09] has been introduced. Subspace clustering detects clusters in arbi-
trary subspace projections of the data by automatically determining for each group
of objects a set of relevant dimensions these objects are similar in. Thus, in Figure
1.2 the objects grouped in cluster C1 would correspond to a subspace cluster in
subspace {fast food consumption, sport activity}, while the cluster C2 is only lo-
cated in subspace {sport activity}. Since different subspaces may lead to different
groupings, each object can naturally belong to multiple clusters as illustrated in
Figure 1.2 (right). The subspaces individually assigned to each group provide the
reasoning why such multiple solutions are meaningful. Thus, in the example of
Figure 1.2, each of the four clusters {C1, . . . , C4} is useful and should be provided
to the user.
In this thesis we introduce novel methods for effective subspace clustering on
complex data including high-dimensional vector spaces, imperfect data, and het-
erogeneous data. Such clustering methods are beneficial for various applications:
In customer and social network analysis, persons can be grouped according to their
similarity based on some product relevant attributes. In bioinformatics, groups
of genes that show similar expression levels in a subset of experimental medical
treatments can be identified. In sensor network analysis, different environmen-
tal events can be described by similarly behaving sensors with respect to specific
measured variables. For all of these domains objects are characterized by many
attributes, while the clusters appear only in subspace projections of the data.
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1.2 Subspace Clustering for Complex Data
In the previous section we introduced the basic objective of subspace clustering.
Though, achieving this objective, especially for today’s complex data, is subject to
several challenges, which we will discuss in this section. These challenges affect
different levels of the KDD process and in total they support the demand for novel,
effective subspace clustering models as developed in this thesis.
Challenges for Subspace Clustering on Vector Data
Redundancy. As the example in Figure 1.2 indicates, subspace clustering finds
groups of objects in arbitrary projections of the data. A naive approach for sub-
space clustering would be to apply traditional clustering on any possible subspace
projection. However, besides the high computational demand due to the expo-
nential number of subspaces w.r.t. the number of dimensions that have to be an-
alyzed, this approach generates results with a tremendous amount of redundant
clusters. In Figure 1.2 for example, one would detect that the objects of the 2-
dimensional subspace cluster C1 are also similar in the 1-dimensional projections
{sport activity} and {fast food consumption}; this results in already three clusters.
Though, most of these groups do not provide novel knowledge about the data’s
structure since, e.g., the clustered objects among these groups are identical. A
challenge for subspace clustering is to avoid such redundant information in the
clustering result and thus presenting the user a result of manageable size.
Multiple views. Eliminating redundancy from subspace clustering results has
to be regarded carefully: overlapping clusters are not necessarily a sufficient crite-
rion for redundancy. Since different subspaces represent different views on the
data, objects are allowed to be contained in several clusters without inducing
redundancy (cf. Figure 1.2). The subspace clusters of each view provide novel
information about the data’s characteristic, and their grouping into views enables
further interpretations about the clusters’ interrelations. For effective subspace
clustering, we have to tackle the challenge of detecting the data’s multiple views
and the underlying subspace clusters.
Complex patterns. In general, clustering aims at grouping similar objects.
While many techniques constrain themselves on detecting dense areas, i.e. sim-
ilarity of objects is reflected in similar attribute values, one also observes more
complex patterns. A prominent example for such a pattern is the correlation be-
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d1 d2 d3 d4 d5
o1 low value low value low value
o2 low value low value low value
o3 low value low value low value
o4 low value low value ??? high value high value
o5 high value high value high value
o6 high value high value high value
o7 high value high value high value
Figure 1.3: Challenge of handling missing values in subspace clustering
tween attributes, i.e. a set of objects is regarded as similar if their attribute values
depend on each other in a similar way. Detecting such complex patterns in sub-
space projections is a challenge effective subspace clustering methods have to cope
with.
Overall, the previous challenges deal with level 3 of the KDD process by focus-
ing on the set of detected patterns. Though, the basic requirement such enhance-
ments rely on is a cleaned data set as provided in level 2 of the KDD process. The
challenges accompanied by this step are discussed in the next section.
Challenges for Subspace Clustering on Imperfect Data
Most algorithms assume perfect data as input. Imperfect information, however,
is ubiquitous where data is recorded: Missing values, for example, occur due to
sensor faults in sensor networks, or uncertainty about attribute values is present
due to noise or privacy issues. There is a need to handle such imperfect data for
the task of subspace clustering.
Integrated mining. Naively, traditional data cleansing techniques could be
applied to preprocess the data before clustering. This procedure, however, has
a major drawback: preprocessing methods are not aware of the specific charac-
teristics introduced for subspace clustering as, e.g., the occurrence of objects in
multiple clusters. Considering the exemplary database illustrated in Figure 1.3,
the object o4 should be included in both subspace clusters since dependent on the
currently considered subspace we are able to find an instantiation of the missing
value such that o4 is similar to the remaining objects of the cluster. Traditional
preprocessing, however, is not aware of different subspaces; it would instantiate
the missing entry by a single value, and at least one cluster would not be detected
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Figure 1.4: Enhanced KDD process by integrating the preprocessing step into the
mining step for better handling of imperfect data
correctly. Thus, preprocessing leads to an information loss if used in combination
with subspace clustering.
For an effective subspace clustering on imperfect data, we have to perform an
integrated mining. By joining the preprocessing step with the actual mining task,
we are able to account for the special characteristics of subspace clustering leading
to a better handling of imperfect information. Figure 1.4 illustrates this integrated
mining step: instead of mining the preprocessed data, the mining method directly
analyzes the raw data and, e.g., instantiates missing values based on the currently
detected subspace clusters.
Robust clustering models. Directly operating on imperfect data leads to novel
requirements for subspace clustering models and definitions ranging from the ac-
curate determination of similarity values between individual objects to the overall
coherence of a cluster in an imperfect setting. The underlying challenge to be
tackled by these models is their robustness against ’errors’ in the data. Even for
a high-degree of imperfect information, reliably detecting high quality patterns
should be possible.
In summary, the issues discussed so far focus on level 2 and 3 of the KDD
process, and they assume a single representation of the objects by, e.g., a database
of high-dimensional vectors. As the following section illustrates, the assumption
of single data type has to be relaxed in many applications; we also have to adapt
level 1 of the KDD process.
Challenges for Subspace Clustering on Heterogeneous Data
Traditional data mining algorithms process just a single type of data, e.g., objects
embedded into a vector space. Today’s applications, however, can acquire multi-
ple, diverse, and heterogeneous data sources. Besides characterizing single objects
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Figure 1.5: Exemplary social network represented by vector and graph data
by vector data, network information, for example, is a ubiquitous source to indi-
cate the relations between different objects. Such type of heterogeneous data can
be observed in various domains including social networks, where friendship rela-
tionships are available along with the users’ individual interests (cf. Figure 1.5);
systems biology, where interacting genes and their specific expression levels are
recorded; and sensor networks, where connections between the sensors as well
as individual measurements are given. While imperfect data, as introduced in the
previous section, usually reduces the amount of information that can be utilized in
the mining step, heterogeneous data increases this pool. Thus, to realize the full
potential for knowledge extraction, mining techniques should consider all avail-
able information sources. In this thesis we focus on heterogeneous data as given
in the applications mentioned above because this type is one of the most prevalent
ones. The general challenges for subspace clustering, however, apply for all types
of heterogeneous data.
Integrated mining. A sequential process for heterogeneous data, which first
mines each type independently and then compares the detected patterns, is prob-
lematic since the results of each source might differ or even contradict. Thus,
for an effective subspace clustering, again an integrated mining promises more
meaningful and accurate results. By simultaneously mining different types of in-
formation, as illustrated in the adapted KDD process of Figure 1.6, inaccurate
information in one source can be mitigated by the other sources and an overall
coherent result is possible.
By integrating heterogeneous information types into a single mining task, dif-
ferent paradigms as graph mining and subspace clustering need to be joined. Since
each paradigm has established its own objectives and even worse these objec-
tives might contradict, e.g., large clusters vs. high dimensional clusters, a sound
synthesis is highly challenging but actually crucial. We have to ensure that the
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Figure 1.6: Enhanced KDD process by simultaneously mining multiple information
types for better handling of heterogeneous data
paradigms are treated on an equal footing and none of the data sources is favored
over the other. Especially retaining the characteristic of subspace clustering —
objects might be part of multiple patterns potentially inducing redundancy — is a
challenge posed by mining heterogeneous data.
Efficient algorithms. Since the databases to be analyzed and the resulting
patterns to be detected are inherently complex due to the heterogeneous types
of information, the algorithms’ efficiency is an important aspect we have to cope
with. Thus, developing novel pruning techniques or algorithms that efficiently
provide an approximate mining result is a further requirement for today’s subspace
clustering methods.
Summary
As shown in this section, for an effective subspace clustering on complex data
various challenges have to be solved and novel techniques need to be introduced
covering the first three levels of the KDD process. Only such novel models en-
sure to detect meaningful patterns and, thus, potentially lead to new and useful
knowledge.
1.3 Contributions and Structure of this Thesis
This thesis introduces models and algorithms for effective subspace clustering on
complex data. To provide a holistic view on the KDD process, all aforementioned
challenges are tackled in this work. The following section presents an overview of
the major contributions and the general structure of this thesis while details are
discussed in the subsequent chapters. The thesis is divided into four parts.
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Part 1: Subspace Mining on Vector Data
In the first part of this thesis we focus on subspace clustering methods for vector
data. As our first contribution, we introduce our clustering model RESCU that
avoids redundant information in the final clustering in Chapter 2. In contrast to
existing approaches that simply exclude lower dimensional projections of clusters,
our method introduces a global optimization approach taking all clusters simul-
taneously into account. Our optimization ensures to select the most interesting
clusters, where each cluster provides novel knowledge w.r.t. all other clusters in
the final result. Unlike to projected clustering methods, which avoid redundancy
by enforcing disjoint clusters, RESCU allows overlapping clusters in general by ex-
tending the Set Cover optimization problem to the subspace clustering paradigm.
Our model is highly flexible since it is independent of the underlying subspace
cluster definition and the selected interestingness measures. We prove that the
computation of our RESCU model is NP-hard, and we propose an algorithm deter-
mining an approximate solution showing high clustering accuracy.
While RESCU successfully avoids redundant information, it is not able to detect
multiple views in the data. Thus, as our second contribution, we introduce clus-
tering models able to solve this challenge. In Chapter 3, we present our OSCLU
method that judges the redundancy of clusters based on their similarity regarding
objects and subspaces. The global optimization method of OSCLU actively in-
cludes novel knowledge of (almost) orthogonal subspaces into the final clustering
result. While our OSCLU model provides a general and flexible solution to detect
subspace clusters hidden in multiple views, we prove its complexity to be NP-hard
and propose an efficient algorithm to compute an approximate solution.
OSCLU is able to detect clusters hidden in multiple views. The views itself,
however, are not explicitly mined, i.e., it remains unknown which clusters belong
to the same view and which attributes are characteristic for this view. To overcome
these limitations, we introduce our MVGen method in Chapter 4. Based on a
generative model that considers the data as a result of a process generated by
different views, we couple the detection of subspace clusters and their aggregating
views. Using our novel representation, we perform Bayesian model selection to
determine those dimensions which are relevant for the views and their subspace
clusters, and we enable the detection overlapping clusters and overlapping views
without inducing redundancy. Since exact inference in our model is intractable, we
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use the principle of iterated conditional modes to realize an efficient and effective
clustering algorithm.
While the previous methods focus on clusters corresponding to dense areas in
the data space, we propose in Chapter 5 a method which is able to detect more
complex patterns. As our next contribution, we introduce the novel paradigm of
subspace correlation clustering: we analyze subspace projections to find subsets of
objects showing linear correlations among this subset of dimensions. While ex-
isting correlation clustering methods are limited to almost disjoint clusters, our
model allows each object to contribute to several correlations due to different
subspace projections. In our paradigm, we permit multiple overlapping clusters
but simultaneously avoid redundant clusters deducible from already known cor-
relations originating from collinearity or induction. Furthermore, as known from
traditional clustering, analyzing the full-space might be questionable due to the
decreasing discrimination power of distances resulting from multiple overlapping
patterns and irrelevant dimensions. Therefore, by analyzing individual subspace
projections, our model opens the potential to detect correlations that clearly stand
out in the data. We develop the algorithm SSCC, which exploits different pruning
techniques to efficiently generate a subspace correlation clustering result.
Part 2: Subspace Mining on Imperfect data
In the second part of this thesis we focus on subspace clustering methods for im-
perfect data. After introducing and classifying the various types of imperfect data
in Chapter 6, we analyze two scenarios in detail: imperfect data due to missing
values and imperfect data due to uncertainty about attribute values.
As our contribution in Chapter 7, we introduce a general fault tolerance defi-
nition enhancing subspace clustering models to handle missing values. Our model
handles missing values based on the currently considered subspace and set of ob-
jects. It, thus, enables objects to be part of multiple subspace clusters. Our variable
thresholds realize a flexible model that adapts to the individual cluster character-
istics and ensures a robust parameterization. The high complexity of an integrated
subspace clustering method handling missing values demands for effective prun-
ing methods. Thus, we prove important monotonicity properties of our general
model. In the experimental evaluation, our approach yields high quality results
even in the presence of many missing values.
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In Chapter 8 we present an integrated mining method for subspace clustering
on uncertain data. We present three variants that can be distinguished by the
amount of information extracted from the probability density functions. Since for
subspace clustering and especially in uncertain scenarios a strict assignment of
objects to single clusters is not appropriate, we enrich our model with the con-
cept of membership degree enabling a non-partitioning clustering result. To cope
with the computational challenges of subspace clustering for uncertain data, we
propose an efficient solution that uses Apriori-based pruning and heuristic sam-
pling. Thorough experimental evaluation demonstrates that our integrated sub-
space clustering method substantially outperforms competing techniques.
Part 3: Subspace Mining on Heterogeneous Data
In the third part of this thesis we develop subspace clustering methods for het-
erogeneous data. We discuss the diversity of data types and mining challenges
in Chapter 9, before we focus on the development of integrated clustering tech-
niques simultaneously handling network data in combination with vector data in
the subsequent chapters.
In Chapter 10 we introduce our GAMER method for finding homogeneous
groups in such heterogeneous data by joining the paradigms of subspace clus-
tering and dense subgraph mining. GAMER detects clusters that are optimized
according to their density, size, and number of relevant dimensions to fairly trade-
off the different paradigms’ objectives and to obtain the most interesting clusters.
GAMER confines the clustering by excluding redundant clusters but still allows
multiple views on the data. By incorporating both data sources we develop novel
pruning strategies that lead to an efficient calculation of our clustering.
Extending the GAMER method, we develop our EDCAR model in Chapter 11.
EDCAR performs a global optimization to determine the overall clustering solu-
tion and to avoid redundancy. As shown for traditional vector data by our RESCU
model, optimizing the clustering globally is beneficial but is usually more com-
plex. We prove the complexity of our EDCAR model and identify the critical parts
inhibiting an efficient execution. Based on this analysis, we develop an efficient
and effective algorithm that approximates the optimal clustering solution. By in-
terweaving the process of cluster generation and cluster selection, which both
make use of the GRASP principle, we determine high quality clusters and ensure
low runtimes.
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As our last contribution in this part, we introduce in Chapter 12 the DB-CSC
model that adopts a density-based cluster definition to take the attribute similar-
ity in subspaces and the graph density into account. Even though the previously
proposed approaches successfully overcome the problem of full-space clustering,
their limited cluster definitions are restricted to clusters of certain shapes. Thus,
introducing the novel notion of local densities, our DB-CSC model aims at detect-
ing clusters of arbitrary shape and size. In contrast to density-based methods for
vector data, calculating clusters in heterogeneous data is more challenging and we
show how a fixed point iteration can be used to find the clusters. Using this princi-
ple and further pruning techniques, our DB-CSC algorithm efficiently determines
the combined clustering solution.
Part 4: Summary
In the last part, we conclude this thesis by summing up all contributions and by
presenting open challenges for future work in the area of subspace clustering.
Part I
Subspace Mining
on Vector Data
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Chapter 2
Relevant Subspace Clustering
In high-dimensional vector spaces, clusters rarely show up in the full dimensional
space but are hidden in subspace projections of the data. Subspace clustering
methods try to detect these patterns by analyzing arbitrary subspaces of the data
for their clustering structure. In general, a subspace cluster C = (O, S) is defined
by a set of objects O ⊆ DB that are similar in a subset of dimensions S ⊆ Dim.
As discussed in Chapter 1.2, naively performing subspace clustering yields to
an overwhelming result of redundant clusters: often the objects grouped in cluster
C = (O, S) are also similar in the subspace projections S ′ ⊆ S. Since the number
of possible subspace projections is exponential in the number of dimensions, tra-
ditional subspace clustering approaches generate a tremendously large result and
they fail to detect only the relevant subspace clusters.
In this chapter, we propose our novel model for relevant subspace clustering
(RESCU), detecting the most interesting non-redundant subspace clusters. In con-
trast to existing methods, our global redundancy elimination checks the relevance
of each cluster against all other possible subspace clusters. It aims at reporting
as few clusters as possible to reduce redundancy, yet include as many interest-
ing clusters as possible. The general idea is to cover almost all objects (except
of noise) by interesting clusters. Thus, we allow overlapping subspace clusters in
general but require each cluster to contribute at least some novel knowledge by
grouping additional objects. Overall, the result is optimized based on the user’s
specified interest and our global redundancy notion.
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2.1 Motivation and Comparison with Related Work
In the last decades several methods for clustering in subspace projections were
proposed. In general, we can distinguish two different paradigms: subspace clus-
tering and projected clustering.
Subspace clustering. Subspace clustering detects clusters in arbitrary projec-
tions by automatically determining a set of relevant dimensions for each cluster
[PHL04, KKZ09]. Thus, one is able to detect objects as part of various clusters in
different subspaces. In bioinformatics, for example, genome data analysis clusters
genes (objects) that show similar expression levels in a subset of experimental
medical treatments (attributes). Such similarities might indicate functional re-
lationships. Each gene might appear in multiple roles (subspace clusters). As
a consequence, subspace clusters might overlap in the sense that they share ob-
jects. Starting with the first subspace clustering approach CLIQUE [AGGR98],
recent research has seen a number of approaches using different definitions of
what constitutes a subspace cluster [AGGR98, KKK04, SZ04, KKRW05, NGC01].
As summarized in a recent evaluation study [MGAS09], their common problem is
that the output generated is typically huge.
Subspace clustering allows clusters to overlap, but has to cope with the de-
tection of exponentially many subspace clusters in arbitrary projections. Many of
these clusters do not provide any further information, as more or less the same
object groups are detected in multiple projections of the data. Such redundant
subspace clusters should be removed and only the most interesting ones, which
provide novel knowledge about the data should be reported.
Some approaches towards modeling and removing redundant subspace clus-
ters have been proposed. They define non-redundant and possibly overlapping
subspace clusters, but only with a local scope. In [AKMS07, AKMS08a, AKMS08b],
a subspace cluster is redundant if it shares a certain fraction of objects with an-
other one. Retaining only maximal subspace clusters, i.e. the highest dimensional
one of two, results in a clear increase in clustering quality. This is due to the fact
that maximal clusters tend to contain less noise and thus represent the inherent
data structure more faithfully. This definition of redundancy, however, is limited
in two respects. First, redundancy is based only on a pairwise comparison of clus-
ters. And second, the redundancy check incorporates only the fraction of jointly
detected objects [AKMS07, AKMS08a, AKMS08b]. We call this a local redundancy
definition, as only local properties like object count and comparison of two sub-
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space clusters is used. Consequently, a redundant subspace cluster that is covered
by a combination of high dimensional subspace clusters is still reported as non-
redundant. In contrast, our model aims at a global redundancy check including
a more flexible interestingness definition comparing each cluster with the overall
set of detected subspace clusters.
Another subspace clustering approach aims at extracting non-redundant axis-
parallel subspace regions [MS08]. It defines non-redundant results as the min-
imal subset of subspace clusters to approximately compute the support of any
other subspace cluster (assuming uniform distribution otherwise). This statistical
approach, however, is based on the assumption of uniform distribution inside a
cluster. Moreover, the redundancy model is limited to the fixed cluster definition.
Projected clustering. The paradigm of projected clustering was introduced by
the PROCLUS method [AWY+99]. Inspired by traditional partitioning clustering
methods like k-Means, projected clustering [AWY+99, MSE06, YCN05, BKKK04,
YM03, PJAM02] partitions the data into disjoint clusters but simultaneously de-
termines the most relevant dimensions for each group. Thus, projected clustering
assigns each object to at most a single cluster. A partitioning of the data into
projected clusters can be regarded as extreme redundancy elimination. Projected
clustering results in a manageable number of clusters, but is not able to detect
overlapping clusters. By limiting the clustering model to handle only disjoint clus-
ters several meaningful clusters are only detected in parts or they are completely
lost. In many application scenarios this is a general drawback, which is not ac-
ceptable for clustering in subspace projections.
As we show in our evaluations all of the existing approaches fail to detect all
but only the hidden subspace clusters in a high dimensional database.
Contributions of the RESCU model. Our goal is to derive a novel model for non-
redundant subspace clusters that takes a global look at overlapping clusters. The
aim is to find all but only relevant clusters by optimizing the overall clustering
result. The main contributions of our work are:
• Detection of all interesting clusters, but without the overwhelming result size
of subspace clustering.
• Detection of only non-redundant clusters, but without the strict partitioning
of projected clustering.
To achieve these objectives, we introduce a new global relevance model for sub-
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space clustering. We combine an interestingness function for subspace clusters
with a coverage criterion for an overall redundancy removal. By including the
most interesting clusters and excluding redundant clusters, our result set contains
all but only relevant subspace clusters. Any object can be part of multiple clusters,
allowing overlapping subspace clusters. Furthermore, our relevance model is nei-
ther restricted to one cluster definition nor based on a fixed interestingness rating.
These two aspects are typically application dependent and can be adapted by the
instantiation of our model. Considering computation complexity, we prove that
our relevant subspace clustering is NP-hard. Thus, for an efficient computation of
our relevance model we propose an heuristic algorithm generating possible cluster
candidates in best-first order according to their relevance.
2.2 Relevant Subspace Clustering
In this section, we introduce our relevant subspace clustering definition. Our
model is independent of a certain subspace cluster definition, as e.g. density-based
clusters [KKK04, AKMS07], but we simply assume that the set All = {C1 . . . Cn}
of all subspace clusters that fulfill the selected definition is given. Note: As pre-
computation of All is usually too expensive we propose an heuristic algorithm
using an on-demand cluster generation derived from our relevance model in Sec-
tion 2.3. Most of the clusters in All do not provide any knowledge for the user,
thus, our relevance model defines which of these clusters to output (cf. Fig. 2.1).
In our model we utilize a global view for redundancy elimination, which considers
the whole set All at the same time. Overall, we aim at reducing the output to only
the relevant subspace clustering Res ⊆ All. The remaining clusters overwhelm the
user, thus hinder the analysis and are removed.
Two aspects are important for relevance. One is the interestingness of a cluster
itself. The interestingness evaluates a cluster locally via its properties like dimen-
sionality or size. For example, clusters in located in one-dimensional subspaces
might not be interesting. Interestingness is often user or application dependent
and therefore it should be adaptable. A detailed discussion of our flexible inter-
estingness model is given in Section 2.2.1.
Another aspect is the redundancy of clusters. Redundancy means that this clus-
ter does not contribute to new knowledge with respect to other clusters (for exam-
ple if another cluster with similar properties exists). Consequently, a redundant
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Figure 2.1: Components of a relevance model
cluster should not be reported. The redundancy is discussed in Section 2.2.2.
Please note that the two aspects redundancy and interestingness are not entirely
independent in our model but they are considered simultaneously. We include the
most interesting clusters but exclude redundant clusters of low interest. Thus, the
user specified interest is also used in the redundancy elimination. Given the choice
between two clusters with similar properties, the less interesting one should be
marked as redundant. Overall, our optimization excludes both clusters with low
interest and clusters that cover too few new objects (not yet covered by other clus-
ters). This interleaved handling of interest and coverage of new objects is the key
property of our optimization: a relevant cluster is interesting but not redundant.
Our overall relevance model is described in Section 2.2.3. We prove important
complexity results in Section 2.2.4, discuss the parameters of our approach in
Section 2.2.5 and conclude in Section 2.2.6 with an instantiation of our model.
2.2.1 Interestingness of a cluster
In this section, we describe the flexible interestingness model of RESCU to quantify
the interestingness of a single cluster. Figure 2.2 gives an example of clusters
in dimensions 1 and 2 (left), and 3 and 4 (right), respectively. Objects in both
illustrations are represented using the same symbol. For example, assume that
we deem clusters with more dimensions more interesting. The two-dimensional
clusters C1 and C2 are then favored over the one-dimensional clusters C3−C6. The
number of objects, the diameter or the density of a cluster are other typical choices
of interestingness. Besides these user driven specifications, further measures using
statistical properties of the data might also be applicable and are widely used in
other research areas such as frequent itemset mining [GH06, ST96]. By analyzing
the data’s distribution, such measures provide more objective criteria to evaluate
the interestingness of a pattern and can be integrated in our model. However, as
we focus more on the general perspective and the interleaved usage of interest in
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our relevance model, we select a simple user-dependent interestingness measure
based on the size and/or dimensionality of a cluster (cf. Section 2.2.6).
For the general perspective, let us discuss how interestingness is currently used
(or not used) in subspace and projected clustering methods. Interestingness is not
handled explicitly in existing projected clustering approaches. Since overlapping
clusters are not permitted, the most interesting clusters, e.g. C1 and C2 in Figure
2.2, may not be found. They both contain some objects that occur in the other clus-
ter as well, and are therefore mutually exclusive. As a consequence, potentially
interesting clusters are missed by the occurrence of other interesting clusters. An-
other problem is the handling of outliers only in a post-processing step. Since the
interestingness of clusters, e.g. their compactness, is calculated before removal of
outliers, misleading values can occur.
Subspace clustering algorithms realize only a very limited interestingness cal-
culation. Each set of points and dimensions that fulfills the cluster definition (e.g.
exceeding a density threshold) is equally interesting. Thus, there is no specifica-
tion of different degrees of interest in subspace clustering. It is a binary decision
“cluster” or “no cluster”. The user is not able to control what kind of clusters he
is more interested in. After detecting all subspace clusters, no additional selection
of the most interesting clusters out of the huge result set is performed.
Finally, the calculation of the interestingness in both models is usually fixed
(or at least limited to the parameters introduced by the methods’ developers) and
cannot be modified by the user. A general and flexible interest specification pro-
viding the ability to instantiate the model by the application dependent needs is
not provided.
C1 k=1
C4 k=10
C3
k=8
C6 k=20
C5
k=13
C2 k=2
Dim. 1 Dim. 3
Dim. 2 Dim. 4
Figure 2.2: Interestingness by cost values
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Our model overcomes these problems. We assign an (un-)interestingness value
to each cluster. It is a local rating, i.e. other clusters do not influence this measure.
Furthermore, our cluster definition (cf. Sec. 2.2.6) accounts for outliers. Thus,
misleading values do not occur.
As a general and flexible framework, we model the (un-)interestingness via a
cost function k. Intuitively, uninteresting clusters should get a high cost value since
the benefit of analyzing these clusters during the knowledge discovery process is
low but they only lead to high cost since, e.g., human resources or storage capac-
ities are wasted for the analysis. Accordingly, small cost values denote interesting
clusters. For any cluster C, given by the set of its objects O and the corresponding
dimensions S, we define the cost function as follows:
Definition 2.1 Cost function for subspace clusters
Let P(DB) be the power set of all database objects and P(Dim) the power set of the
dimensions. A cost function
k : P(DB)× P(Dim)→ R
assigns cost k(O, S) to the subspace cluster C = (O, S).
Please note that the domain of the cost function is not modeled by P(DB×Dim).
In this case, a single cluster C could contain objects that belong to different sub-
spaces. For traditional subspace clustering, however, each object o ∈ O of a given
subspace cluster C = (O, S) is associated with the same subspace S.
Exemplary cost values are depicted in Figure 2.2, where the one-dimensional
cluster C4 gets a cost value of k = 10 while the more interesting two-dimensional
cluster C1 gets a lower cost value of k = 1. By defining a cost function, we can
account for several aspects of a subspace cluster, like the dimensionality or the
density. Changes to the cost function yield an easy adaptation of the model. This
flexibility is not achieved by other approaches. By first calculating the interesting
values individually and allowing overlap we find higher quality clusterings. In
Figure 2.2 we may select both C1 and C2.
For computational reasons, we assume cost functions which assign a strictly
positive value to all subspace clusters, i.e. given a set M = {(O1, S1), . . . , (On, Sn)}
of clusters, the function fulfills k(Oi, Si) > 0 for all (Oi, Si) ∈ M . To mine the
most interesting clusters we minimize the overall cost. However, to also maximize
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the number of objects covered by a clustering, we additionally take coverage into
account. We formalize coverage as follows:
Definition 2.2 Coverage of a clustering
Given a clustering M = {(O1, S1), . . . , (On, Sn)}, the coverage of M is defined as
follows: Cov(M) =
⋃n
i=1Oi
The coverage of a clustering M is the union of the objects in all selected clusters.
We now define the overall relative cost of a clustering as the sum of the individual
cost values normalized by the number of covered objects.
Definition 2.3 Overall relative cost of a clustering
Let M = {(O1, S1), . . . , (On, Sn)} be a clustering and k a cost function for subspace
clusters. We define the overall relative cost of M as:
RK(M) =
K(M)
|Cov(M)| with K(M) =
∑
(Oi,Si)∈M
k(Oi, Si)
The smaller the overall relative cost RK(M), the more interesting is the clustering
M per covered object. Thus, we trade off the total cost of a clustering against its
coverage. We achieve a high coverage and at the same time small total cost.
2.2.2 Redundancy of a cluster
The second aspect of relevance is non-redundancy. A large cluster C and all of its
lower dimensional projections could be assigned low cost values if interestingness
is based on size. Selecting all projections along with C based on interestingness
alone leads to a poor overall result. One gets very many redundant clusters, while
C would be sufficient.
Existing projected and subspace clustering algorithms do not address redun-
dancy handling adequately. Projected clustering simply forces results to be non-
redundant by assigning each object to a single cluster at the cost of missing over-
lapping clusters. Subspace clustering algorithms, in contrast, either use no or a
mere local approach to check the redundancy. Such an approach compares only
two clusters [AKMS07, AKMS08a, AKMS08b]. If the clusters cover nearly the same
objects, one of them is redundant. The problem of this local approach is illustrated
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in Figure 2.3. Obviously, in both subfigures, the cluster C2 is redundant because it
is induced by the other clusters C1, resp. C1a, C1b. A local approach could identify
the redundancy in the left figure. Cluster C2 is redundant, as it covers C1 and only
a few additional objects. In the right figure, the fraction of points shared by C1a
and C2 as well as by C1b and C2 is small, and the cluster C2 is misleadingly classi-
fied as non-redundant. This mistake is the result of the local view on redundancy,
i.e. for each check only a pairwise comparison of clusters is performed.
C1
C2
(a)
C1a
C1b
C2
(b)
Figure 2.3: Local and global redundant clusters
We use a global view for the redundancy checks, i.e. we use all clusters at the
same time to judge the redundancy of another cluster. This approach results in
more accurate decisions. While the interestingness is a local measure based on
the cluster itself, the redundancy takes other clusters into account.
As one can see from the above example, the redundancy of a cluster is linked to
the coverage of objects. If a set of clusters shares many objects with a cluster C, C
is a redundant cluster. In other words: A cluster is redundant if it does not cover
many new objects. The cluster C2 in Figure 2.3(b) is redundant, because with
respect to the two other clusters only a few new objects are covered. The same
holds for the cluster C2 in Figure 2.3(a). The fact that we consider all clusters for
the redundancy checks yields a global redundancy model. Thereby we identify in
both subfigures the cluster C2 as redundant.
Basic Set-Cover approach If we select the minimal number of clusters such that
all objects are covered, we can realize a global redundancy model. The output
of clusters that only contain already covered objects is prevented. This check is
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performed with respect to all other clusters in the result set. At the same time, we
identify multiple overlapping clusters in the data because all objects have to be
covered.
This novel way of subspace clustering can be considered as an instance of the
Set-Cover problem [GJ79]. Given several finite sets, Set-Cover seeks for the mini-
mal number of sets that cover the whole population. In the clustering context, we
want to find the minimal number of clusters such that all objects are covered.
However the direct application of Set-Cover to our task is not possible.
Problem 1: Simply choosing the minimal number of clusters means that usu-
ally low dimensional clusters, which tend to contain more objects, are preferred
over high dimensional clusters. This preference usually conflicts with the user’s
notion of interestingness. Instead of choosing the minimal number of clusters,
we determine the clustering with minimal relative cost (cf. Def. 2.3). This setup
takes the desired interestingness notion into account. In Figure 2.3(b), for exam-
ple, we would choose the two two-dimensional clusters instead of the one one-
dimensional cluster. We thus use an extension of the Set-Cover problem to the
Weighted-Set-Cover problem [Chv79].
Problem 2: Covering all objects by clusters is not always a meaningful solution,
as some databases contain outliers that do not fit to any cluster. The Set-Cover
problem enforces a complete cover of all objects and potentially finds no solution
in this case. Or all objects are covered by uninteresting clusters only. For example,
if the outliers are only contained in the one-dimensional clusters, the Set-Cover
problem enforces choosing these uninteresting ones. An example is depicted in
Figure 2.3(b), as one has to select C2 to get a complete coverage. We therefore
propose a generalization of the Set-Cover problem to cope with outliers.
Gain-based redundancy We solve these problems by a gain-based extension of
the Set-Cover problem. The basic idea is to measure the gain of a new cluster if
we add it to a known clustering. In other words, we have to answer the question:
Is it worthwhile to take the “more complex” clustering?
Let us consider Figure 2.4 and assume the clusters C1 and C2 to be selected.
Intuitively, the cluster C3 is redundant with respect to the selected ones, so its gain
should be small. Two important aspects contribute to this fact. First, the cluster
C3 covers only a few new objects, i.e. many objects are already contained in other
clusters. These new objects, covered by the cluster C3 = (O, S), can be calculated
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clus gain(C3, {C1, C2}) = 310 = 0.3
clus gain(C4, {C1, C2}) = 18 = 0.13
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3
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Figure 2.4: Relevant clustering
via the residual set O\Cov({C1, C2}). And second, the cost of the cluster is very
high, i.e. the cluster is not interesting. High cost k(O, S) should correspond to a
low gain. Overall we take the ratio of these two measures. Cluster gain thus is the
additional coverage in relation to its cost.
Definition 2.4 Cluster gain
Given a cluster C = (O, S), a clustering M and a cost function k for M ∪ {C}. The
cluster gain of C with respect to M is:
clus gain(C,M) =
|O\Cov(M)|
k(O, S)
We identify a cluster as redundant (with respect to a given clustering) if its
cluster gain is smaller than a user-defined threshold ∆. In Figure 2.4 the cluster
gain of C3 (with respect to {C1, C2}) is only 0.3 as C3 covers 3 new objects and
k(C3) = 10. Instead, C2 has a higher cluster gain of 4 (with respect to {C1}).
Consistent with this idea, a clustering M is redundancy-free if all clusters from M
exceed the selected minimal cluster gain ∆. The gain is measured with respect to
the remaining clusters from M so that each cluster adds sufficient information to
the overall clustering.
Definition 2.5 Redundancy-free clustering
Given a clustering M ⊆ All and a minimal cluster gain ∆ ∈ R≥0. The clustering M
is redundancy-free, iff
∀C ∈M : clus gain(C,M\{C}) > ∆
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In this way we achieve a global view for the redundancy checks. Each subspace
cluster C has to compete with all remaining clusters M\{C} in the result set at
the same time.
As one can see, the clustering {C1, C2} in Figure 2.4 is redundancy-free while the
clusterings {C1, C2, C3} or {C1, C2, C4} contain redundant information (assuming
∆ = 0.5). Definition 2.5 gives us the basis to avoid redundancy in our clus-
tering. However, if we remove clusters from a redundancy-free clustering, this
property still holds for the smaller clustering. The removal of information, i.e.
clusters, cannot generate redundancy. This means that also the empty clustering
is redundancy-free. That is obviously not desired by the user. To obtain a rele-
vant clustering, it should be redundancy-free but at the same time cover as many
objects as possible.
2.2.3 Overall relevance of a clustering
To enforce the selection of clusters we introduce the property of concept-covering.
A clustering M does not satisfy this property as long as clusters exist that have
a high gain and are not in M . M is not the result because further interesting
concepts, represented by sets of clusters, can be covered. A clustering is concept-
covering, and hence the coverage is sufficient, if all remaining clusters have a small
cluster gain. We formalize this by:
Definition 2.6 Concept-covering clustering
Given a clustering M ⊆ All and a minimal cluster gain ∆ ∈ R≥0. The clustering M
is concept-covering, iff
∀C ∈ All\M : clus gain(C,M) ≤ ∆
Intuitively, a clustering is concept-covering if adding any new cluster always
results in redundancy. A concept-covering clustering in Figure 2.4 is {C1, C2}.
Clustering {C1} is not concept-covering because we could add C2 without intro-
ducing redundancy.
The property of concept-covering clusterings is a relaxation of complete cover-
age. It solves the problem of enforcing a complete coverage as in the Set-Cover
problem (cf. Problem 2).
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RESCU: Relevant subspace clustering Our RESCU model demands a relevant
clustering to be redundancy-free and concept-covering. However, as the exam-
ple in Figure 2.4 illustrates, several clusterings could fulfill both properties, e.g.
{C1, C2} or {C4, C5}. To select the most interesting clustering, we additionally
compare their relative cost (cf. Def. 2.3). Our relative cost function (cost per cov-
ered object) ensures finding an optimal clustering with both interesting clusters
and high coverage. The relative cost for the clustering {C1, C2} in Figure 2.4 is
just 0.17, but 0.81 for {C4, C5}. This is formalized by:
Definition 2.7 Relevant subspace clustering (RESCU)
Given a clustering Res ⊆ All and a minimal cluster gain ∆ ∈ R≥0. Res is relevant,
if and only if
• Res is redundancy-free (Def. 2.5) and concept-covering (Def. 2.6) AND
• Res has minimal relative cost, i.e. RK(Res) ≤ RK(N)
for all redundancy-free and concept-covering clusterings N ⊆ All
The relevant clustering in our previous example is thus {C1, C2}. Also for the
example in Figure 2.2 the relevant clustering is {C1, C2} even though the two
clusters share some objects. This illustrates that handling of overlapping clusters
is possible in our model.
The flexibility of our model additionally provides the possibility of classifying
other clusterings as relevant by changing the interestingness criterion. If we adapt
the cost function so that C1 and C2 in Fig. 2.4 get higher cost values, the clustering
{C4, C5} could become relevant. Thus our model enables the user to control the
output as desired.
2.2.4 Complexity analysis
In the following we show that calculating a RESCU clustering is an NP-hard prob-
lem. We prove this by giving a polynomial reduction of the Weighted-Set-Cover
problem, which is a NP-complete problem, to our RESCU model, i.e. we prove
Weighted-Set-Cover ≤p RESCU . The Weighted-Set-Cover problem seeks those
non-empty sets that together have minimal weights and fully cover all objects. For
this reduction we need to map the input of the Weighted-Set-Cover problem to an
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input of RESCU and show that the resulting relevant subspace clustering is a valid
solution for the Weighted-Set-Cover problem.
Theorem 2.1 Computing RESCU (Def. 2.7) is NP-hard.
Proof 2.1
We show that Weighted-Set-Cover ≤p RESCU .
Input mapping: We map the input of the Weighted-Set-Cover (objects, sets, weight
function) to an input for RESCU (database DB, possible clusters All, cost function
k). We map the assumption of the Set-Cover (complete coverage exists) to (∆=0) in
RESCU. We now have to show that relevant subspace clustering (cf. Def. 2.7) corre-
sponds to a solution of the Weighted-Set-Cover problem.
RESCU generates a valid solution for Set-Cover:
(1) Every chosen set contributes at least one object to the overall coverage:
A relevant clustering Res is non-redundant (Def. 2.5):
⇔ ∀ C ∈ Res : clus gain(C,Res\{C}) = |O\Cov(Res\{C})|k(O,S) > 0
Thus, all sets contribute at least one object
∀ C ∈ Res : O = Cov({C}) 6⊆ Cov(Res\{C}).
(2) For a Weighted-Set-Cover all objects have to be covered by at least one set:
A relevant clustering Res fulfills the concept-covering property (Def. 2.6):
⇔ ∀ C ∈ All\Res : clus gain(C,Res) = |O\Cov(Res)|k(O,S) ≤ 0
⇔6 ∃ C ∈ All\Res : |O\Cov(Res)| > 0
Thus, all objects are covered: Cov(Res) = DB.
(3) The sum of weights is minimal for the chosen sets:
A relevant clustering Res has minimal relative costs (Def. 2.7):
For all non-redundant and concept-covering clusterings
N ⊆ All: RK(Res) ≤ RK(N)⇔ K(Res)|Cov(Res)| ≤ K(N)|Cov(N)|
From Cov(Res) = Cov(N) = DB we have: K(Res) is minimal.
(1) ∧ (2) ∧ (3)⇒ Res is a valid Set-Cover solution. ⇒ RESCU is NP-hard. 2
As we have proven, RESCU is a generalization of the Set-Cover problem and
thus NP-hard. Furthermore, it has two advantages for detection of relevant clus-
terings. First, we can handle outliers so that we can find a solution even if a
complete coverage is not possible. And second, RESCU incorporates clustering
properties and thus mines the most relevant clusters instead of simply covering
the data.
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2.2.5 Discussion of Parameters
Our RESCU model requires just a single parameter: ∆. The parameter specifies
the minimal gain each cluster of the result has to exceed. The parameter can be
selected in the range [0,maxg) where maxg = max(Oi,Si)∈All
|Oi|
k(Oi,Si)
is the maximal
gain a single cluster can achieve. For ∆ ≥ maxg, the result will be empty. By low-
ering the parameter, redundancy is evaluated less strict, i.e. clusters are allowed
to overlap to a higher degree. For ∆ → 0 arbitrary overlap between clusters is
possible as far as a cluster is not completely covered by other clusters.
Furthermore, the parameter ∆ intuitively controls the maximal relative cost
the user is willing to accept for the final result. It holds that the relative cost
of an optimal RESCU clustering Res ⊆ All is upper bounded by |DB|
∆
. Since
|Cov(Res)| ≥∑Ci∈Res |Oi\Cov(Res\Ci)| and each cluster covers at least one addi-
tional object compared to the remaining clusters, we get RK(Res) = K(Res)|Cov(Res)| ≤∑
Ci∈Res k(Oi,Si)∑
Ci∈Res |Oi\Cov(Res\Ci)|
(∗)
≤ ∑Ci∈Res k(Oi,Si)|Oi\Cov(Res\Ci)| < ∑Ci∈Res 1∆ = |Res|∆ ≤ |DB|∆ . The
inequality (∗) is true as shown by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2 (Sum inequality) Let n1, . . . ,nm and d1, . . . ,dm be two sequences with
ni ∈ R+0 , di ∈ R+ for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. It holds:
∑m
i=1
ni
di
≥
∑m
i=1 ni∑m
i=1 di
Proof 2.2 Let L = maxi∈{1...,m}{nidi }. We get
∑m
i=1
ni
di
(1)
≥ L = L ·
∑m
i=1 di∑m
i=1 di
=
∑m
i=1 L·di∑m
i=1 di
(2)
≥∑m
i=1 ni∑m
i=1 di
Inequality (1) holds, since each term ni
di
is non-negative. Inequality (2) holds,
since for all i we have L ≥ ni
di
⇔ L · di ≥ ni and di is positive. 2
Thus, overall our model ensures the bound RK(Res) < |DB|
∆
for an optimal
RESCU clustering Res ⊆ All. This result can, for example, be used to find appro-
priate parameter settings for ∆. For example, if the user selects a cost function
that rates the dimensionality of clusters and if the user wants to ensure that the
average dimensionality of the clusters in the final result exceeds a certain value,
we can derive a value for ∆ guaranteeing this property.
2.2.6 Instantiation of the model
By the flexibility of our model we can handle any definition of subspace clusters
(as the input of the model) and cost functions (to rate the clusters). For a practi-
cal evaluation we instantiate these two aspects: for the cluster definition we use
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the frequently used paradigm of density-based clusters, while the cost function is
based on the dimensionality of the clusters.
Definition of subspace clusters. We use density-based clustering because it de-
tects clusters of arbitrary shape and size even in noisy data [EKSX96]. The idea
is to define clusters as dense areas separated by sparsely populated areas. In this
way outliers are not part of the clusters within the same subspace, and mislead-
ing ratings are prevented. An object is considered dense if its neighborhood, i.e.
an ε-distance region around it, is sufficiently populated. We follow the definition
from [KKK04] with the modification that we adjust the ε-range according to the
subspace dimensionality. Thereby we account for increasing distances between
the objects in higher dimensional spaces. Thus, a subspace cluster is defined by
Definition 2.8 Given a set of dimensions Dim = {1, . . . , D}, a database of objects
DB ⊂ RD, and an adaptive neighborhood range function ε(d) : N→ R+, a subspace
cluster C = (O, S) with O ⊆ DB and S ⊆ Dim fulfills the following properties:
(1) high density: ∀o ∈ O : |{p ∈ DB | distS(o, p) ≤ ε(|S|)}| ≥ τ
(2) density connected: ∀o, p ∈ O : ∃o1, . . . , ok ∈ O : o1 = o ∧ ok = p ∧ ∀i =
1, . . . , k − 1 : distS(oi, oi+1) ≤ ε(|S|)
(3) maximality: ¬∃O′ ⊃ O fulfilling (1) and (2)
where distS(o, p) =
√∑
i∈S |o[i]− p[i]|2 is the Euclidean distance restricted to the
subspace S.
While traditional density-based clustering methods and many subspace clus-
tering approaches use a constant neighborhood range, we use a monotonically
increasing function ε(d). Since the distance between objects increases with in-
creasing subspace cardinality, using a constant density criterion is problematic: By
using a small ε (or large τ) we cannot expected any high dimensional clusters;
most objects have a distance larger than ε. By using a large ε (small τ), however,
the low dimensional clusters are no longer meaningful since they group nearly all
objects in a single cluster; most objects have a distance smaller than ε. A den-
sity criterion that is identical for each subspace is not an appropriate choice for
subspace clustering. We have to use an adaptive density measure.
In general, the density calculation can be adapted to the subspace cardinality
by modifying either ε, i.e. the neighborhood range, or τ , i.e. the minimal number
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of objects in the neighborhood. While an adaption of ε directly antagonizes the
increasing distances, τ acts only indirectly (increasing distances → fewer objects
in ε-neighborhood→ smaller τ).
The indirect adaptation based on τ , as for example performed by [AKMS07,
SZ04], is problematic since the value of τ quickly converges to 0, i.e. even objects
with just a single neighbor are regarded as dense areas. To prevent such mislead-
ing clusters the methods of [AKMS07, SZ04] introduced an artificial constant that
bounds the value of τ to a minimal value. Thus, in our method (and similar in
[KKRW05]) an adaption of ε is performed to expect non-empty neighborhoods
also in higher-dimensional subspaces. Formally, we adapt the value of ε(d) in a
subspace with dimensionality d by
ε(d) =
[
8 · n
3 · √pi
] 1
5
· ε1 ·
[
d+ 2
4 · n · Γ(1 +
d
2
)
] 1
d+4
(2.1)
where ε1 denotes the ε-range in the one-dimensional subspaces, n the database
size and Γ the gamma function.
Our adaptive function is derived from a statistically optimal choice of ε pro-
vided by kernel bandwidth estimators [Sil86]. Clustering based on kernel den-
sity estimation [AKMS07, HK98], is an extension of the traditional density-based
clustering paradigm as, e.g., performed by [EKSX96]. More precisely, traditional
techniques as [EKSX96] use a constant kernel (also denoted as the uniform kernel
KU): all objects in the ε-neighborhood have the same importance, i.e. one just
considers the number of objects in a certain neighborhood to determine the den-
sity. Using this observation, we can determine the function ε(d) based on existing
methods that estimate the bandwidths of kernels. That is, if hd(K) provides a
bandwidth estimation for the d-dimensional kernel K, a reasonable neighborhood
range function should fulfill the property ε(d) ∼ hd(K).
According to [Sil86], the optimal kernel bandwidth hd(K), given a fixed di-
mensionality d and the kernel function K, can be estimated based on
hd(K) :=
[
d · βd(K) · αd(K)−2 · (2
√
pi)d(
1
2
d+
1
4
d2)−1 · 1
n
]1/(d+4)
(2.2)
with αd(K) :=
∫
x∈Rd
x21 ·K(x) dx βd(K) :=
∫
x∈Rd
K(x)2 dx
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For the above mentioned uniform kernel KU , we get the results αd(KU) = 1d+2
and βd(KU) =
Γ(1+ d
2
)
pid/2
leading to the simplified formula
hd(KU) =
[
d+ 2
4 · n · Γ(1 +
d
2
)
] 1
d+4
· 2 (2.3)
By using an initial choice of ε1 for the one-dimensional subspaces and by scal-
ing this value with increasing dimensionality, i.e.
ε(d) ∼ hd(KU) and ε(1) = ε1
should hold, we can easily derive Equation 2.1. Overall, the parameter ε1 can be
used to adapt our model to application dependent properties while the scaling to
different subspaces is done automatically.
Definition of cost functions. The cost function used in our experiments is se-
lected as k(O, S) = 1|S|β with β ≥ 0. Higher dimensional clusters get lower cost
values and are therefore more interesting than lower dimensional clusters. Pref-
erence for higher dimensional clusters is also used in [AKMS08a]. Variation of
β influences how much different subspace dimensionalities affect the cost value.
A very high β-value implies that the result set mainly contains high dimensional
clusters, whereas a low value tends to lead to lower dimensional clusters. If all
cost values are nearly identical, low dimensional clusters are usually preferred
because these clusters generally cover more objects and so their cluster gain is
higher. Overall, by selecting the cost function as above, the cluster gain accounts
for the two major aspects of subspace clusters: their object cardinality as well as
their subspace cardinality.
2.3 The RESCU Algorithm
There are two major challenges for the efficient computation of a relevant sub-
space clustering. First, as we have shown in Section 2.2.4, the global optimization
of the clustering is an NP-hard problem. And second, the assumed input set All
is too large and its enumeration may be difficult or even impossible. Thus, we
assume that there exists no efficient and especially no scalable solution. However,
we propose an algorithm computing an approximate solution that tackles both of
these challenges based on the following contributions:
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• Greedy selection of clusters and relevance update.
• On-demand generation and ranking of subspace clusters according to their
cluster gain.
A naive approach would compute all possible subspace clusters (All is expo-
nential w.r.t. the number of dimensions) and then chooses an optimal subset of
clusters (exponential in the number of cluster candidates). We use an approach
that generates promising clusters on-demand and ranks them according to their
relevance information. Thus, we avoid an expensive pre-computation of all pos-
sible subspace clusters. With our greedy approach we relax the optimization by
choosing in each step the most promising cluster available. Please note that a new
cluster changes the overall coverage of the data, and it changes the relevance of
remaining clusters. Updating the relevance is thus essential for concept-covering.
The overall pseudo-code of our RESCU approach is illustrated in Algorithm 2.1.
Greedy Selection of Clusters and Relevance Update
Our greedy approach iteratively includes the best cluster so far. Such an approx-
imation idea is known for other NP-hard problems like Set-Cover [GJ79, Chv79].
For our relevant subspace clustering, this basic idea of greedy processing leads to
efficient computation but also high quality subspace clustering results by choosing
in each step the most relevant cluster according to our cluster gain definition.
By iteratively picking clusters, we relax two parts of Definition 2.7. First, in-
stead of checking the global redundancy (Def. 2.5) we compute an approximate
solution, as in each step i the relevance of a new cluster Ci is checked only w.r.t.
clusters Mi = {C1, . . . , Ci−1} already chosen in the previous i − 1 steps. The clus-
ter Ci is non-redundant w.r.t. Mi. Second, we choose the cluster with the highest
clus gain in order to have the most interesting clusters in the result and to approx-
imate the minimal relative cost of the relevant clustering. Formally, in step i, we
insert Ci into the current result set Mi iff
(1) Ci is a non-redundant cluster w.r.t. Mi: clus gain(Ci,Mi) > ∆
(2) Ci is the most interesting cluster in step i: ∀C ∈ All\Mi : clus gain(Ci,Mi) ≥
clus gain(C,Mi)
Our relaxation leads to an efficient processing. It computes a chain of most
relevant clusters Ci yielding an approximate solution for our RESCU model. It
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Algorithm 2.1: Overall processing scheme of the RESCU algorithm
1 Result = ∅ // current result set
2 queue = ∅ // ranking of clusters, sorted in descending order by cluster gain
3 initialize queue with a (small) set of clusters
4 while queue 6= ∅ do
5 remove first cluster C from queue (highest cluster gain)
6 if C was not used for on-demand generation then
7 generate clusters based on C and queue→ set of clusters C
8 add clusters of C and C to queue
9 else
10 if cluster gain(C,Result) > ∆ then
11 add C to Result
12 update ranking
13 else
14 break; // Result is concept-covering
is a best-first method as in each step the cluster with the highest gain is selected
(Algorithm 2.1, line 5). The greedy processing terminates if no more relevant clus-
ters are available in the residual set of clusters according to the concept-covering
property (cf. Def. 2.6). This is illustrated in lines 10-14 of Algorithm 2.1.
The set of resulting clusters directly influences the cluster gain of the next
cluster to be chosen. As the new cluster Ci changes the overall coverage of objects,
i.e. Cov(Mi+1) = Cov(Mi∪{Ci}) ⊃ Cov(Mi), we have to adjust the relevance of all
remaining cluster candidates, i.e. the cluster gain (Definition 2.4) of all candidates
C ∈ All\Mi+1 is updated. Our relevance update (Algorithm 2.1, line 12) decreases
the gain of redundant clusters that are already covered by Ci. Consequently, other
clusters not yet covered have a relatively higher likelihood of being chosen in the
following iteration.
In our example given in Figure 2.4 we first choose C1 as the first relevant
subspace cluster with maximal cluster gain clus gain(C1, {}) = 10. Intuitively,
our algorithm chooses the clusters according to the cluster gain definition, which
prefers higher dimensional clusters that contain objects not yet covered by other
relevant clusters. Thus, in the second step we choose C2 with the currently highest
gain clus gain(C2, {C1}) = 4, a 2d-cluster with not yet covered objects. Each
selected cluster forces a relevance update and in our example, most of the objects
in C3, C4, C5 are now already covered. Thus, the next most relevant cluster is C3
with an updated relevance of only 0.3 as it contributes only 3 objects to the overall
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clustering. Assuming ∆ = 0.5, the algorithm has detected all and only the relevant
clusters as any remaining cluster has a lower cluster gain.
On-Demand Generation and Ranking
For our greedy processing we maintain an up-to-date ranked list of subspace clus-
ters with a high cluster gain (Algorithm 2.1, line 2). However, it would be com-
putationally too expensive to compute all possible clusters All and then sort them
according to their cluster gain. In contrast to such an exhaustive generation of
all possible clusters, our approach computes candidates on-demand and reduces
computation to only the most promising regions. As most of the exponentially
many clusters in All are not interesting or they are redundant w.r.t. the final result
set, they do not affect the global optimization. Hence, our on-demand candidate
generation computes only the most promising cluster candidates according to their
cluster gain.
For on-demand generation of clusters, we use the technique introduced in
[MAGS11]. Given a set of already known clusters K, the technique of [MAGS11]
selects a cluster C = (O, S) ∈ K to generate a set C of higher dimensional clusters
located in subspaces S ′ ⊃ S that cover similar sets of objects. Unlike traditional
exhaustive enumeration techniques, which are, e.g., based on depth-first search,
the cardinality of the newly generated subspaces S ′ might be much higher than
|S|, i.e. in each step the dimensionality of the clusters can increase by x > 1.
The information which dimensions are reasonable candidates for an extension of
C = (O, S) is obtained by analyzing the set of known clusters K and their simi-
larity w.r.t. C. Intuitively, this approach adapts and generalizes the merging step
known from bottom-up Apriori-methods but it uses an approximate generation of
high dimensional clusters to allow a high efficiency. A similar method was also
introduced for itemset mining [ZYH+07].
In our method, the set of known clusters corresponds to the current ranking
of the clusters, and according to [MAGS11] we initialize this set by analyzing the
2d subspace projections of the data (Algorithm 2.1, line 3). Based on this set, we
pick the cluster C with the highest cluster gain to generate a set of novel clusters
C = {C1, . . . , Ck} since such a cluster C is the most promising one to generate
further clusters with a high gain (line 5,7). These novel cluster candidates C are
inserted into our ranking based on their cluster gain (line 8). They thus increase
the amount of known clusters that can be used for determining the final result
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and for generating further clusters in later iterations. If the cluster with the high-
est cluster gain was already used for generating further candidates (line 9), we
proceed with the previously described greedy processing, i.e. we test whether the
cluster can be added to the final result.
Please note that due to relevance update, the positions of the new cluster can-
didates might be rearranged. Thus, at each time, the currently most relevant
candidates are at the top of the ranking. By choosing the top candidate from the
ranking, we focus in each step on the most promising cluster either to generate
new candidates or to complete the result. Using this interleaved processing of on-
demand generation and greedy selection, we ensure efficiency by generating only
a small set of promising subspace cluster candidates as needed and selecting only
the most promising (top ranked) cluster for processing.
2.4 Experimental Analysis
We compare RESCU with recent representatives of different high dimensional
clustering paradigms: Grid-based subspace clustering CLIQUE [AGGR98] and its
extension SCHISM [SZ04]; Density-based algorithms SUBCLU [KKK04], INSCY
[AKMS08a] and FIRES [KKRW05]; Projected clustering PROCLUS [AWY+99] and
statistical P3C [MSE06] and StatPC [MS08]. Note that we have optimized param-
eters for each algorithm on each data set. Furthermore, we provide supplementary
material (executables, exact parameter settings and data sets used in our evalua-
tion) for repeatability and comparison on our website. All implementations are in
Java and experiments were run on Intel Core 2 Duo computers with 3 GHz and
2 GB main memory.
Benchmark data from the UCI archive [FA10] (also used in the evaluation
study in [MGAS09]) is used to study performance on real data. In addition,
we use 17-dimensional features as extracted in [AKMS08a] from sequence data
in [KWX+06]. Besides the UCI 16-dimensional pendigits data, we use 32 and
48-dimensional variants by interpolation of the available polylines. As the true
number of clusters is unknown for real data, accuracy w.r.t. class labels, as also
used in [MSE06, AKMS08a, MAK+09], is measured. We employ synthetic data
for validating that all generated clusters are identified and for scalability experi-
ments. Following the method in [KKK04, AKMS08a] for overlapping density-based
clusters in arbitrary subspaces, we generate data of different dimensionalities and
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hide subspace clusters with a dimensionality of 50%, 60% and 80% of the data
dimensionality.
We measure quality via the F1 value [MSE06, AKMS08a, MAK+09, WF05]. It
is computed as the harmonic mean of recall (“are all clusters detected?”) and
precision (“are the clusters accurately/purely detected?”). On real data, the class
label of a detected subspace cluster is its most frequent label. The F1 value of
the entire clustering is the average of all clusters’ F1 values. Additionally, we
provide the commonly used accuracy of classifiers (e.g. C4.5 decision tree) built
on the detected patterns [BZ07, MAK+09]. A high accuracy indicates that the
subspace clustering is a good generalization of the underlying data distribution.
By providing both measures on many data sets, we provide a thorough analysis
for real world data.
2.4.1 Scalability
Our comparative study begins with an analysis of the result size and runtime
(Fig. 2.5(a) & 2.5(b)) with respect to the dimensionality on a synthetic data set
with 10 hidden clusters.
Redundancy maintenance: First, we want to show the result size of the algo-
rithms CLIQUE and SUBCLU, which do not provide redundancy removal. They
produce overwhelming result sets that are several orders of magnitude larger than
the number of hidden clusters. They suffer from the fact that any cluster typically
induces several very similar clusters in lower dimensional projections, especially
as dimensionality increases. Our RESCU approach successfully detects only the 10
relevant subspace clusters.
Figure 2.5(b) illustrates the effect of size on the runtime of these approaches.
(Please note the logarithmic scale.) Beyond 15 dimensions, the poor scalability
of CLIQUE and SUBCLU due to their result size renders analysis infeasible on
standard desktop PCs. In the following experiments, we do not include CLIQUE
and SUBCLU due to their poor performance in terms of result size and runtimes.
RESCU, as a representative for models with redundancy removal, clearly outper-
forms these algorithms.
In summary, redundancy removal is a key property to provide interpretable
results and good scalability. Algorithms that maintain redundant clusters are not
considered in the following experiments.
Redundancy removal: Compared to CLIQUE and SUBCLU the remaining algo-
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Figure 2.5: Scalability w.r.t. dimensionality and size of the database
rithms scale to higher dimensional data sets and show significantly smaller result
sizes in the range from 6 to 169 as depicted in Figure 2.5(a). Please note that com-
parison with some algorithms that require the number of clusters as an input, like
the projected clustering approach PROCLUS, does not reflect their performance in
real application scenarios where this information is typically not available. Most
of the algorithms output more than 10 clusters, however, they where not able to
detect all of the 10 hidden clusters. RESCU is able to find all hidden clusters.
Overall only our RESCU relevance model is able to find the hidden and, thus, rel-
evant clusters. We further investigate the quality of the clustering result on real
world data sets in Section 2.4.2.
The runtime of RESCU (Fig. 2.5(b)) is comparable to that of the other ap-
proaches. It is less affected by the dimensionality as it computes only the relevant
subspace clusters on-demand and excludes most of the irrelevant clusters. Our rel-
evance ranking of cluster candidates and the greedy processing ensures an overall
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Figure 2.6: Quality on pendigits data (7494 objects; 16-48 dimensions)
efficient computation. Although some algorithms have smaller runtime, RESCU is
still efficient and, as we believe, this aspect is compensated by the higher cluster-
ing quality of RESCU.
Our next experiment in Figure 2.5(c) shows the runtime of the algorithms with
respect to the database size. Our RESCU approach scales well, whereas most of
the competing algorithms show a greater increase in runtime. Overall the results
from this experiment are comparable to the results in Fig. 2.5(b).
2.4.2 Quality on real world data
Our next experiment in Figure 2.6 evaluates F1 value and accuracy for the pendig-
its data. We vary the dimensionalities from 16 to 48. For F1 measure on the 16d
data set we observe top quality results for RESCU, P3C and PROCLUS. Hence
these algorithms find almost all and pure clusters. While P3C does not scale to the
higher dimensional data sets, RESCU and PROCLUS reach again high qualities.
Considering accuracy, our RESCU approach has the best quality results. SCHISM
is second in accuracy, but has a significantly lower F1 value. In general, RESCU is
the only approach that shows top results for both measures in all dimensionalities.
Our novel model is able to detect the most interesting and non-redundant clusters
in the data set.
It must be highlighted that the results of the two density-based approaches
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RESCU 60 100% 62 100% 44 100% 64 96% 71 100% 69 100%
INSCY 56 93% 54 87% 37 84% 67 100% 58 82% 65 94%
FIRES 30 50% 49 79% 10 23% 12 18% 33 46% 65 94%
SCHISM 45 75% 49 79% 24 55% 53 79% 69 97% 69 100%
PROCLUS 39 65% 54 87% 32 73% 30 45% 44 62% 65 94%
P3C 17 28% 39 63% 8 18% 16 24% 44 62% 65 94%
STATPC 19 32% 47 76% 17 39% 47 70% 39 55% 64 93%
60 62 44 67 71 69
RESCU 60 100% 75 100% 62 97% 61 98% 67 100% 76 97%
INSCY 56 93% 61 81% 62 97% 59 95% 65 97% 70 90%
FIRES 56 93% 62 83% 50 78% 53 85% 46 69% 75 96%
SCHISM 38 63% 59 79% 64 100% 58 94% 65 97% 71 91%
PROCLUS 60 100% 62 83% 46 72% 62 100% 47 70% 77 99%
P3C 39 65% 45 60% 36 56% 58 94% 63 94% 77 99%
STATPC 31 52% 62 83% 57 89% 58 94% 41 61% 78 100%
60 75 64 62 67 78
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Figure 2.7: Clustering quality (F1 and accuracy) on real world data. Captions:
data set (size; dimensionality)
INSCY and FIRES cannot compete with RESCU. The high quality of RESCU is not
only a result of the density-based instantiation of the subspace cluster definition
but in particular due to our new relevance model.
In Figure 2.7 we show F1 and accuracy results for six further real world data
sets. In addition to the absolute values we note the relative quality compared to
the best measurement on each data set. Best 95% results are highlighted in gray.
RESCU achieves top quality results for all data sets with respect to both measures.
Competing approaches show highly varying performance. None of them achieves
top quality allover. Although some of the approaches achieve slightly better results
on some of the data sets, RESCU reliably shows top results on all data sets.
2.4.3 Parametrization
We also evaluate the approximation quality of RESCU compared to the full opti-
mization model. As we have proven RESCU is NP-hard and thus we can compute
an optimal solution only for very small settings. In this experiment we use datasets
with 10 clusters. The cost and objects per cluster are randomly selected from (0; 1]
and [1; 100], respectively. For each ∆ value we generate at least 20 random datasets
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to calculate the optimal and approximate solution. Figure 2.8 gives the relative
approximation quality compared to the optimal solution (in terms of cost) for dif-
ferent values of ∆. Note that we have to solve a minimization problem, i.e. the
optimal solution corresponds to the lower curve (100%). On average, the ap-
proximative solution shows only small differences to the optimal solution. The
whiskers, corresponding to the 15% and 85% quantiles respectively, indicate that
also rare cases yield good approximation qualities. The approximation quality is
remarkably robust against the parameter ∆, the cluster gain threshold. Even for
extremely rigid values close to zero, average approximation is close to optimal.
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Figure 2.8: Approximation quality (∆ variation)
Next, we evaluate the flexibility of our RESCU model. For our cost function in-
stantiation (cf. Sec. 2.2.6), we vary the β parameter that controls interestingness
as a trade-off between higher dimensional clusters and more objects per cluster.
For the 32d pendigits data set, Figure 2.9 shows the median size (triangles) of
the clusters and the number of high-D (≥ 12) clusters (squares) for the relevant
clustering of a given β value. As we can see, low β values give strong preference
to large and few clusters, whereas high values result in many clusters with less ob-
jects. Likewise, RESCU can be just as easily adapted using any other cost function
that reflect the interestingness in a user’s analysis.
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Figure 2.9: Effects on clustering by β variation
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we introduced the RESCU (relevant subspace clustering) model
for mining the most interesting non-redundant clusters in high dimensional data.
Our model incorporates both non-redundancy and interestingness via a new clus-
ter gain definition. We prove that the computation of this model is NP-hard. For
RESCU, we propose an approximative solution that shows high accuracy with re-
spect to our relevance model. Thorough experiments demonstrate that RESCU
reliably outperforms existing subspace and projected clustering algorithms while
automatically reducing the output to all and only relevant clusters.
Overall, our RESCU model solves the challenge of redundancy in the clustering
result but avoids the limitations of projected clustering by allowing overlapping
clusters. Though, inspired by the Set Cover idea, our model is not able to detect
(all) multiple views in the data, i.e. some clusters might be lost due to our strict
redundancy handling. Thus, in the following chapters we introduce novel mod-
els to handle redundancy in subspace clustering results more appropriate and to
enable the detection of multiple views.
Chapter 3
Detection of Orthogonal Concepts
In today’s applications, data is collected for multiple analysis tasks. Thus, for each
object one gathers many measurements in one high dimensional database to pro-
vide a large variety of information. In such scenarios one typically observes that
each object can participate in various groupings, i.e. objects fit in different roles.
For example, in customer segmentation, we observe for each customer multiple
possible behaviors which should be detected as clusters. Each of these multiple
clustering solutions is valuable and interesting as different perspectives on the
same data are given. Especially for high dimensional data, where each object is
described by multiple attributes, alternative clusters in different attribute subsets
are of major interest. Recent clustering techniques, however, do not succeed in de-
tection of these orthogonal concepts hidden in the data. They either miss multiple
concepts for each object, provide redundant clusters in very similar subspaces, or
transform the data thus losing the original descriptive attributes.
In this chapter, we propose a novel clustering method aiming only at orthog-
onal concept detection in subspaces of the data. Unlike existing clustering ap-
proaches, OSCLU (Orthogonal Subspace CLUstering) detects for each object the
(almost) orthogonal concepts described by differing attributes while it prunes
similar concepts. Thus, our clustering method is able to detect clusters hidden
in multiple views of the data but simultaneously avoids redundant information.
Thorough experiments on real and synthetic data show that OSCLU yields sub-
stantial quality improvements over existing clustering approaches.
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3.1 Motivation
Traditional clustering approaches compute a partitioning of the data, grouping
each object in at most one cluster or detecting it as noise. However, it is not always
the case that an object is part of only one cluster. Multiple meaningful groupings
might exist for each object. The detection of such multiple clusters describing
different views on each object is still an open challenge in recent applications.
Since data is often collected for multiple analysis tasks, databases contain ob-
jects specified by very many attributes. As one does not know the hidden structure
of the data, one mixes up different measurements in one high dimensional data
set. Thus, each object can participate in various groupings reflected in different
subsets of the attributes. For example, in customer segmentation, objects are cus-
tomers described by multiple attributes specifying their profile. A customer might
be grouped by the attributes “average fruit consumption” and “sport activity” with
other “healthy people” having high values in both of these attributes. The same
customer might be a “Rock Fan” which could be specified by high values in the
attribute “attendance to rock concerts” and low values in “attendance to classic
concerts” (cf. Fig. 3.1). We observe for each customer multiple possible behaviors
which should be detected as clusters. Thus, clusters may overlap in their clustered
objects, i.e. each object may be represented in multiple clusters. Furthermore,
each behavior of a customer is described by specific attributes. Thus, meaningful
clusters appear only in these specific subspace projections of the data. While the
attribute “attendance to rock concerts” is useful for the distinction of musical inter-
ests, the attribute “fruit consumption” is irrelevant for grouping musical interests
of customers.
Detection of Orthogonal Concepts
We generalize these observations as they are not only applicable to customer
segmentation. In other applications, objects might be sensor nodes represented
by multiple sensor measurements, or objects might be genes described by their
expression level under multiple conditions. For each of these application scenarios,
objects are described by very many attributes. For such high dimensional, clusters
cannot be identified in the full dimensional space but each of the objects might be
part of different groups in different subsets of attributes. In general, we call this an
object that is part of multiple orthogonal concepts that provide different views on
the data. For the general case of high dimensional data, a concept is characterized
by a subset of attributes and by the subspace clusters located in this (or a similar)
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Figure 3.1: Different concepts providing different views on the data
subspace. The concept’s dimensions provide the reasoning why specific objects
are grouped together. In Fig. 3.1 the concept “taste of music” is described by two
dimensions. Overall, we can substitute the detection of orthogonal concepts with
the detection of orthogonal subspaces and their contained clusters.
A concept can contain several clusters that are clearly separated in the relevant
dimensions of the concept, like customers loving Rock or customers loving Classic
in our previous example. Each object may be clustered by at most one cluster in the
same subset of relevant attributes. However, it can be clustered in multiple orthog-
onal concepts having different sets of attributes. Considering the concept “health
status”, a “Rock Fan” can be clustered with other customers to form a new group-
ing of “healthy people”. There might exist multiple meaningful groups for each
object as it can be interpreted in multiple different ways. The same observation
can be made in the other scenarios as well: Genes are controlling multiple func-
tions (concepts) expressed only under specific conditions (relevant attributes for
the concept), or sensors are measuring multiple concurrent environmental events
(concepts) specified by different sensor measurements (relevant attributes).
Overall, orthogonal concepts provide the user different views on the same data
by determining for each object different groupings using no or only few shared
attributes. Our OSCLU (Orthogonal Subspace CLUstering) approach is able to
detect such multiple orthogonal concepts. Each detected cluster provides novel
information, as we select only clusters in (almost) orthogonal subspaces and prune
redundant clusters in similar subspace projections of already detected clusters.
Summing up, in our approach we aim at detection of only the orthogonal con-
cepts fulfilling the following properties:
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• subspaces and subspace clusters represent the concepts in the database
• objects might be present in multiple clusters, if the subspaces of their con-
cepts differ (to a high extent)
• each cluster provides novel information for its concept
Following these properties, we propose a method for selection of orthogonal
subspaces by using a similarity measure on subspace projections. Our novel ap-
proach OSCLU chooses according to this similarity only the orthogonal subspaces
for the result set. In addition, we propose a relaxation of the orthogonal subspaces
to “almost orthogonal subspaces”. This generalization allows us to detect concepts
sharing a certain amount of common dimensions. The attribute “gender” for ex-
ample could belong to several concepts. Relaxing to almost orthogonal subspaces
includes more possible concepts in the result.
As each object might be present in multiple clusters, we have to ensure that
each cluster adds sufficiently novel information within its concept. Unlike most
subspace clustering techniques we prevent redundant information. For this pur-
pose we introduce an interestingness measure for choosing only sufficiently distin-
guishing clusters from similar concepts. Furthermore, to select the most interest-
ing clusters, we present an objective function that is based on multiple properties
like size, dimensionality and density extracted out of the subspace clusters.
Using both properties of orthogonal subspaces and most interesting clusters, OS-
CLU performs a global optimization of the result set. It ensures to include overlap-
ping clusters to detect multiple views on the data. Furthermore, it prunes similar
subspaces and non-interesting clusters to ensure only the meaningful patterns in
the result.
3.2 Comparison with Related Work
Different clustering paradigms have been proposed in the past decades. In this
section, we review the main techniques and show their limitations in detection of
orthogonal concepts in high dimensional data. Especially, we show the differences
to our approach as none of the proposed techniques analyzes subspace projections
to steer cluster detection in the direction of orthogonal concepts.
Traditional Clustering. Traditional clustering approaches, aim at the detec-
tion of clustered objects using all attributes in the full data space. Several dif-
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ferent clustering models, like partitioning or density-based clustering, have been
proposed. However, independent of the underlying clustering model, full space
clustering approaches do not scale to high dimensional data spaces covering mul-
tiple different concepts since clusters do not appear across all attributes.
Clustering in Subspace Projections. Recent research for clustering in high
dimensional data has introduced a number of different approaches summarized in
[PHL04, KKZ09] and they were already discussed in Chapter 2.1. Their common
goal is to detect clusters in any (axis-aligned) subspace projection of the data.
Each cluster is associated with a set of relevant dimensions in which this pattern
has been discovered. The existing approaches fail in detecting the orthogonal
concepts in the data: Either they are only able to detect (almost) disjoint clusters
and hence are unable to detect multiple clusters per object, or they allow objects
to be part of multiple clusters but the result contains a huge number of redundant
clusters. Although some recent approaches as our RESCU model or [AKMS07,
AKMS08a, MS08] confine the result to only non-redundant clusters the similarity
of the sets of dimensions is not adequately taken into account. Thus, a set of
objects might result in being part of clusters with very similar subspaces. Taking
similarity of subspaces into account, is essential for effective detection of only the
orthogonal subspaces.
Multi-view Clustering. There exist some recent extensions of traditional clus-
tering techniques that try to detect multiple clustering solutions. They can be
divided into two categories: methods operating in the original full-space [BB06,
DB10b, DB10a, NE10] and methods using space transformations [DQ08, QD09,
CFD07]. Approaches from the first category are problematic since they analyze
just a single subspace to detect multiple clustering solutions of high quality. In
a single subspace, however, the resulting groupings are either very similar or the
quality of the alternative solutions is very low. Furthermore, as discussed in Chap-
ter 1, clustering in the full-space is questionable due to the curse of dimensionality
[BGRS99].
Approaches from the second category try to iteratively detect further clustering
solutions by transforming the data space based on the previously detected cluster-
ing. Thus, they force the traditional clustering algorithm to find novel clusters
in a novel space. In contrast to subspace clustering algorithms, they search for
clusters in the full space or in arbitrary space transformations. By transforming
the data they pose constraints on the cluster detection. However, transformation
hinders the interpretation of results as the original attributes are not directly used
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for description of detected concepts. Furthermore, due to the iterative procedure,
these approaches typically detect some of the already detected clusters multiple
times [CFD07] or they are restricted to one alternative clustering for a given set of
clusters [QD09]. Detection of only orthogonal concepts is hindered as redundant
information does not provide any additional knowledge and restriction to a fixed
number of alternative concepts does not provide knowledge about all hidden con-
cepts. Overall, simultaneously detecting all orthogonal concepts without including
redundant information is not possible.
3.3 Orthogonal Concepts in Subspaces
In this section, we present our model for the detection of orthogonal concepts in
subspaces of high dimensional data. Formally we map our contributions to an opti-
mization problem based on detected subspace clusters in the database. In contrast
to subspace clustering, where all clusters are selected for the result set, we choose
only a subset of most interesting clusters based on orthogonal subspaces. For this
purpose we make a distinction between the cluster definition and clustering defi-
nition. While the cluster model defines the properties that a set of objects O ⊆ DB
and a set of dimensions S ⊆ Dim have to fulfill to be a valid cluster C = (O, S),
the clustering model determines a set of clusters M = {C1, . . . , Cn} to be a valid
clustering result. The valid clustering result for traditional subspace clustering is
simply the set All that contains all subspace clusters. This set is highly redundant
and hence in our model it is not a valid clustering.
We want to generate an informative clustering Opt ⊆ All so that the clusters
in the result set represent the multiple concepts of the data without obfuscating
this structure by redundant information. As motivated before, each object might
be present in multiple clusters if the clusters describe different concepts, and each
cluster C ∈ Opt has to provide novel information within its concept. In short: it
is not allowed to group the same objects in similar subspaces by several clusters.
Therefore, we have to define
• whether a concept is similar to another one or if it describes a different
concept, and
• if a subspace cluster identifies a new grouping within its concept.
As a consequence, overlapping clusters between different concepts are possi-
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ble, in contrast to projected clustering. We solely have to check if the same objects
are already described within similar concepts to filter out uninteresting clusters
and to steer our cluster detection to the orthogonal subspaces. Thus, in a first step
in Section 3.3.1, we define the notion of (almost) orthogonal concepts to deter-
mine which concepts are similar to a selected one. In Section 3.3.2 we present
the interestingness criterion, that each cluster has to fulfill to be an informative
cluster within its concept. In Section 3.3.3 we define our overall model for the op-
timal orthogonal clustering and we prove in Section 3.3.4 that solving this model
is NP-hard. Finally, we discuss the parameters of our approach in Section 3.3.5
and show in Section 3.3.6 how the user can influence the clustering result.
3.3.1 Almost orthogonal concepts
The data collected in today’s applications are generated by different concepts
which are mixed together. In an optimal setting, the concepts, described by sub-
spaces, share no dimensions; and we can clearly distinguish between them. If
we identify a concept in the subspace S, all other subspaces T that share at least
some dimensions T ∩ S 6= ∅ are similar to it and we can prune them. T cannot
characterize a different concept because a dimension d ∈ S ∩ T is already covered
by the concept in S and, hence, T does not detect a novel concept in this scenario.
Hence, all subspaces that are similar to S are excluded from further consideration
by the identification of S. This can be formalized by:
coveredSubspaces0(S) = {T ⊆ Dim | T ∩ S 6= ∅}
= {T ⊆ Dim | |T ∩ S| > 0} (3.1)
A concept with the relevant subspace T is orthogonal to a concept in S if T /∈
coveredSubspaces0(S). The dimensions of T and S are disjoint and hence we can
detect novel information in T . So our clustering model only has to identify clusters
in subspaces which are orthogonal and prune the already covered subspaces.
However, this orthogonality definition is a too hard restriction for our cluster-
ing model. Many subspaces are prohibited for selection and hence the resulting
clustering contains only low information. By definition each dimension appears
in at most one concept. However, overlapping concepts are useful and expected
in real life scenarios, e.g. the attribute “gender” in a customer database could ap-
pear in multiple concepts. For subspace clustering we need a relaxation of the
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orthogonality property.
A less hard restriction is realized by the idea of excluding lower dimensional
projections of S. The subspace S is more meaningful for the representation of a
concept than its projections, which contain fewer attributes. Hence, if we identify
S as the relevant subspace for a concept, each projection is already described by
this subspace. The subspaces similar to S can be defined by:
coveredSubspaces1(S) = {T ⊆ Dim | T ⊆ S}
= {T ⊆ Dim | T ∩ S = T}
= {T ⊆ Dim | |T ∩ S| = |T |}
(3.2)
By this definition we can find overlapping concepts, e.g. characterized by S1 =
{1, 2} and S2 = {2, 3}. Neither of them is similar to the other concept and, hence,
both of them could appear in the result set. This definition is related to the max-
imality property in other subspace clustering approaches [AKMS07, AKMS08a],
resulting in the same problems. Even if two subspaces share a high fraction of
dimensions, e.g. 9 out of 10, they represent different concepts. Thus, similarity of
subspaces is not yet modeled in an adequate way.
Our model of almost orthogonal concepts integrates the advantages of both
models. We allow overlapping concepts, but we also avoid concepts with too
many shared dimensions. Thus, we only include (almost) orthogonal concepts in
the result and obtain a flexible model by generalizing both definitions to:
coveredSubspacesβ(S) = {T ⊆ Dim | |T ∩ S| ≥ β · |T |}
with 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. For β → 0 we get Equation 3.1, for β = 1 the Equation 3.2. The
case β = 0 is possible but rarely useful: In this case, all concepts are similar to
each other even if they share no dimensions. Thus, the final result can just contain
a single concept, similar to the RESCU approach. Since we focus on the detection
of multiple concepts, we will not consider the case β = 0 in the following.
The idea of our clustering model is to avoid the grouping of the same objects
in similar concepts by several clusters. Given a cluster C we have to determine the
set of clusters that are in similar concepts. Because we use (almost) orthogonal
subspaces for the orthogonal concept detection, we can determine these clusters
by checking if their subspaces cover the subspace of C. We call this set the concept
group of C which can be formalized by the following definition.
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Figure 3.2: Concept group with variation of β
Definition 3.1 Concept group
The concept group of C = (O, S) with respect to a set of clusters M = {C1, . . . , Cn}
is defined as
conceptGroup(C,M) = {Ci ∈M\{C} | S ∈ coveredSubspacesβ(Si)}
The concept group of C = (O, S) contains all clusters that share at least a β-
fraction of the dimensions of S. Checking the grouped objects O of C against the
objects of clusters in C ’s concept group is required to provide novel information
within similar concepts. All other clusters, not in the concept group of C, do not
need to be considered because they belong to other concepts. Thus, we permit
multiple concepts in our result.
Let us consider Figure 3.2 where the selected cluster C is in the subspace
{2, 3, 4}. For β → 0 we have to compare C with all clusters in subspaces sharing at
least one dimension. C has to group new objects w.r.t. these clusters because they
all characterize similar concepts. The higher β the less subspaces are considered as
similar and hence the more concepts may occur in the final clustering. The choice
of β = 1 results in comparing C only to higher dimensional clusters C ′, which
cover the subspace of C by their dimensions. For example, the concept described
by the subspace {1, 2, 3, 4} subsumes the concept of C and, thus, C has to be
checked against this subspace. Thereby, we see that the notion of concept group is
not symmetric, i.e. C ′ ∈ conceptGroup(C,M) but C 6∈ conceptGroup(C ′,M) might
hold. The concept group of a cluster C tends to include more higher dimensional
clusters. The concept group of a low dimensional cluster, that is in general less
interesting, usually contains more clusters compared to the one of a higher dimen-
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sional cluster. Thus, for a low dimensional cluster it is more difficult to provide
novel information and consequently to be included in the result set.
3.3.2 Global interestingness
After defining the clusters D that are located in similar concepts as C, we have
to ensure that the cluster C is interesting enough compared to the clusters in
D. For our resulting clustering Opt ⊆ All, each cluster C ∈ Opt has to fulfill
this property since otherwise redundant information is included. According to our
motivation, a cluster C = (O, S) has to group new objects compared to the clusters
located in similar concepts. Hence we use the coverage of objects as a criterion for
interestingness. For a clustering M = {C1, . . . , Cn} the coverage is defined as:
Cov(M) =
n⋃
i=1
Oi
Because a strict partitioning of the clusters in similar concepts is not useful,
i.e. we would enforce that each object of C is in no other cluster, we relax this
property. We calculate the relative fraction of objects which are not covered by
other clusters in similar concepts w.r.t. the whole cluster size.
Definition 3.2 Global interestingness
Given a cluster C = (O, S) and a set of clusters M = {C1, . . . , Cn}. The global
interestingness of C with respect to M is
Iglobal(C,M) =
|O\Cov(conceptGroup(C,M))|
|O|
First, we determine the clusters in similar concepts to the one of C, and afterwards,
their objects are removed from O to obtain the newly covered objects of C. Only
if Iglobal(C,M) is larger than a given threshold α the cluster adds sufficiently new
information to this concept.
Figure 3.3 illustrates this interestingness check. Let us assume that M con-
tains the clusters C7 to C10 and possible further clusters in other subspaces (not
within dimension 3). If we choose C = C10, the concept group corresponds to
{C7, C8, C9}. The remaining clusters are not considered because they represent
other concepts. C10 has to group new objects within the concept. However,
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Figure 3.3: Example for the selection of an optimal orthogonal clustering
most of the objects (29 out of 32) from C10 are already covered by the other
clusters and, hence, the information obtained by C10 in this concept is small
(Iglobal(C,M) = 32−2932 ). For a threshold α >
3
32
, the cluster C10 is regarded as
redundant with respect to M .
The user is able to control the required interestingness of a cluster by variation
of α. If the fraction of newly clustered objects is smaller than α we do not choose
the cluster. For the extremal value α = 1, the clusters in similar concepts must not
overlap. For α → 0 a cluster is selected as long as not all objects are covered by
other clusters. Consequently a high overlap is possible.
An important aspect of this model is that the interestingness is simultaneously
checked against several clusters. Unlike other models [AKMS07, AKMS08a] that
make only a pairwise comparison of the object coverage, in our model all clusters
from a similar concept are considered at the same time to evaluate the interest-
ingness of the new cluster. If we did not check against several clusters, the cluster
C10 in Figure 3.3 would get a misleading high interestingness value. A pairwise
comparison of C10 to C7 or C8 indicates a high fraction of newly clustered objects
which is in fact not true. In contrast, the calculation of our global interestingness
value is in line with the observations made for the global redundancy removal as
introduced in our RESCU approach (cf. Chapter 2).
Let us choose a clustering M ⊆ All. The global interestingness ensures that
each cluster C ∈ M results in an information gain within its concept by covering
new objects. Thus, we do not include redundant information. At the same time,
however, varying concepts are possible in M and considered by the definition.
Thus, the proposed properties for a good clustering (cf. page 50) are realized.
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Definition 3.3 Orthogonal clustering
The clustering M = {C1, . . . , Cn} is orthogonal iff
∀C ∈M : Iglobal(C,M\{C}) ≥ α
The clustering M = {C1, C2, C7, C8, C9} in our example from Fig. 3.3 is an or-
thogonal clustering, while the clustering M ∪{C10} is not. However, the proposed
definition alone is not yet sufficient to determine an optimal clustering Opt ⊆ All.
Several clusterings could fulfill the definition, e.g. the trivial clustering M = ∅.
The user wants to get an overview of the clustering structure and seeks for the
most informative clusters. We have to ensure that these clusters are selected.
3.3.3 Optimal orthogonal clustering
While the global interestingness Iglobal(C,M) always rates the cluster C with re-
spect to a clustering M , we now assess the interestingness of the cluster C on its
own. This so called local interestingness should correspond to the user-specific
notion of interesting clusters. Formally, we define a function Ilocal which maps
each cluster C to the value Ilocal(C). This function could include different aspects,
as the dimensionality or the size of the clusters. A discussion of this function is
presented in Section 3.3.6.
Both, the global and local interestingness are used to define our optimal or-
thogonal clustering. With the global property we ensure that only informative
clusters within similar concepts are selected. At the same time we want to maxi-
mize the sum of the local interestingness for the resulting clusters. By maximizing
the local interestingness we get the most interesting clusters but also as many
interesting clusters as possible (taking the orthogonal clustering constraint into
account).
Definition 3.4 Optimal orthogonal clustering (OOC)
Given the set All of all possible subspace clusters, a clustering Opt ⊆ All is an optimal
orthogonal clustering iff
Opt = arg max
M∈Ortho
{∑
C∈M
Ilocal(C)
}
with Ortho = {M ⊆ All |M is an orthogonal clustering}
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In Figure 3.3 we show an overall example with α = 0.5 and β = 0.5. The
clustering M1 = {C1, C2, C7, C8, C9} is a valid orthogonal clustering, because each
cluster covers a sufficient amount of new objects within its concept. Although C1
and C9 contain similar objects the overlap is permitted because different concepts
are realized. The clustering M1 ∪ {C10} for example is not valid. As shown in our
previous example it holds Iglobal(C10,M1) = 32−2932 < α. Obviously each subset of
M1 is also an orthogonal clustering but less informative thanM1. Hence, these sub-
sets cannot be optimal clusterings. If we assume that the user is more interested in
high dimensional clusters and chooses Ilocal accordingly, the sum
∑
C∈M1 Ilocal(C)
would be maximal out of all orthogonal clusterings. Another orthogonal clustering
like M2 = {C1, C2, C10, . . . , C13} which contains the one-dimensional projections
from the second concept would therefore result in a lower value for the sum. As
a consequence M1 is preferred over M2, and M1 is the optimal clustering in this
example.
Our model provides a selection of only interesting clusters in different and
novel concepts. An overwhelming result size of redundant clusters is prevented.
As we use subspace clusters in our model, the interpretability of the result set
and the identification of the relevant attributes for each concept are guaranteed.
Unlike other orthogonal clustering models we keep the original dimensions and we
use them for the orthogonality check. We steer the cluster selection to orthogonal
subspaces.
3.3.4 Complexity analysis
In this section, we prove the NP-hardness of our optimal orthogonal clustering
problem (denoted as OOC). To achieve this aim, we reduce the NP-complete
SetPacking problem [GJ79] to our model, i.e. we show SetPacking ≤P OOC.
Given several finite sets Oi the SetPacking problem seeks for the maximal number
of disjoint sets.
Theorem 3.1 Computing OOC (Def. 3.4) is NP-hard.
Proof 3.1
We show that SetPacking ≤p OOC.
A. Input mapping: Each set Oi is mapped to the cluster Ci = (Oi, {1}). Furthermore
we set β ∈ [0, . . . , 1], α = 1 and Ilocal(C) = |S|.
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B. OOC generates a valid SetPacking solution:
1) The concept group contains all clusters:
conceptGroup(C,M\{C})
= {Ci ∈M\{C} | S ∈ coveredSubspacesβ(Si)}
= {Ci ∈M\{C} | {1} ∈ coveredSubspacesβ({1})}
= M\{C}
2) Each orth. clustering M contains only disjoint sets:
M is orthogonal clustering
⇔ ∀C ∈M : Iglobal(C,M\{C}) ≥ 1
⇔ ∀C ∈M : |O\Cov(conceptGroup(C,M\{C}))||O| ≥ 1
⇔ ∀C ∈M : |O\Cov(M\{C})| ≥ |O|
⇔ ∀C ∈M : O∩
⋃
Ci∈M\{C}Oi = ∅
3) Opt contains maximal number of such disjoint sets:
Opt = arg maxM∈Ortho{
∑
C∈M Ilocal(C)}
⇔ Opt = arg maxM∈Ortho{
∑
C∈M |{1}|}
⇔ Opt = arg maxM∈Ortho{
∑
C∈M 1}
⇔ Opt = arg maxM∈Ortho{|M |}
(2) and (3)⇒ Opt is a valid SetPacking solution⇒ OOC is NP-hard 2
3.3.5 Discussion of parameters
To control the optimal orthogonal clustering result, the user can vary two param-
eters: α and β. The parameter α intuitively controls the allowed overlap between
clusters that are located in similar subspaces. The fraction of newly covered objects
within each cluster has to be at least α. Increasing the value of α leads to a stricter
evaluation of redundancy. Thus, for α = 1 the result must only contain disjoint
clusters (w.r.t. the corresponding concept) while α → 0 permits almost arbitrary
overlapping clusters. Analogously, β controls the overlap between the concepts
of the final clustering solution. For β → 0 the concepts have to be disjoint to be
regarded as different. By increasing the value of β, the final clustering is allowed
to contain concepts that share a certain amount of dimensions. Intuitively, α con-
trols the redundancy between clusters while β controls the redundancy between
concepts.
As a guideline to select these parameters in real world applications, we rec-
ommend the selection of α close to 1 and β close to 0. The obtained clustering
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solution is easy to interpret since it intuitively corresponds to the following proce-
dure: First, partition the dimensions of the database into different views. Second,
perform projected clustering on each of these views. Our method, however, is su-
perior since the number of views and their subspaces are automatically determined
as well as noisy dimensions are excluded.
3.3.6 Instantiation of our model
Before we present our local interestingness function, we first set up our cluster
definition. We use the same density-based clustering model as introduced in Chap-
ter 2, Definition 2.8. Thus, the density of an object o in a subspace S is the num-
ber of objects in its adaptive ε-neighborhood around it, i.e. densityS(o) = |{p ∈
DB | distS(o, p) ≤ ε(|S|)}|.
With this cluster definition we can define our user-specific local interestingness
function. Three main properties characterize a subspace cluster C = (O, S) in
our cluster instantiation. The dimensionality |S|, the size |O| and the density. A
very dense cluster shows small variation in the attribute values of the relevant
dimensions and hence is more interesting than a sparse cluster. We use the mean
density 1|O|
∑
o∈O density
S(o) over all objects within the cluster for this criterion.
Maximizing all measures at the same time is in general not possible, e.g. low
dimensional clusters are usually larger than high dimensional clusters. Therefore,
our local interestingness function subsumes all measures and gives the user the
flexibility to weight the measures dependent on the application. The local inter-
estingness function used in our experiments is
Ilocal(C) = |S|a · |O|b ·
(
1
|O|
∑
o∈O
densityS(o)
)c
with C = (O, S) and a+ b+ c = 1.
3.4 The OSCLU Algorithm
The optimal orthogonal clustering has global properties that increases the com-
putational complexity. As we have already proven, the problem is NP-hard, and
hence, we cannot expect that an efficient algorithm exists. Furthermore, we can-
not generate the huge set of all subspace clusters All in a first step and select
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the optimal subset afterwards. We develop a heuristic algorithm (OSCLU) that
incrementally adds further clusters to the result set. For efficient calculation we
integrate the clustering process into the process of concept and cluster selection.
This means that not all clusters in all subspaces are generated but many subspaces
are pruned based on already detected concepts/clusters. An important question
is which subspaces should be clustered first and, hence, which clusters should be
added at the beginning to the result set in order to prune many other subspaces.
Traditional bottom-up approaches that start with the low dimensional clusters
are not useful for pruning based on our global interestingness criterion. As already
mentioned, the concept group of a cluster contains mainly higher dimensional
clusters (cf. Fig. 3.2). Thus, a low dimensional cluster has to compare its object
coverage against more clusters than a high dimensional cluster. A low dimensional
cluster is more likely to be excluded from the result set than a high dimensional
cluster. For this reason we use a top-down approach to add clusters to the final
clustering.
Our algorithm, summarized in Algorithm 3.1, comprises three major contri-
butions to avoid clustering of all subspaces. First, we develop a ranking of the
subspaces (all with the same dimensionality) without clustering them (lines 4-6).
The ranking accounts for the similarity of the current subspace with already de-
tected concepts. The greater the number of already detected similar concepts, the
less interesting is the subspace for a further investigation. In a second step, the
ranking considers the possibility for a good clustering in a subspace based on an
efficient estimation. After ranking the subspaces in a priority queue we use the
first subspace for clustering (line 8). If clusters were identified, we incrementally
update the result set (line 10). We have to consider the global interestingness so
that redundant clusters are not selected. Furthermore, a high local interestingness
of the selected clusters should be ensured. Resorting the ranking and the possible
pruning of further subspaces (line 11) based on the new clusters is performed in
order to push novel concepts to the top of the priority queue. If all subspaces
with the dimensionality dim are pruned or selected for clustering, we decrease the
dimensionality to realize the top-down approach.
As an additional step we present an efficient method that approximately iden-
tifies the highest dimensionality (of a subspace) in which clusters are expected
(line 2). This avoids to start our ranking in the full-space, where clusters are in
general not present.
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Algorithm 3.1: OSCLU (Orthogonal Subspace CLUstering)
1 result set M := ∅
2 find initial dimensionality dim (Sec. 3.4.3)
3 while dim > 0 do
4 rank and prune subspaces based on (Sec. 3.4.1)
5 1) subspace orthogonality score
6 2) subspace quality score
7 while ranking not empty do
8 choose best subspace for clustering
9 if clusters found then
10 update result set M (Sec. 3.4.2)
11 resort ranking and prune
12 dim=dim-1
13 return result set M
3.4.1 Orthogonal Subspace Selection
Clustering each subspace is not efficient since many subspaces can be pruned be-
cause of similar concepts that are already detected. We use two techniques to rank
subspaces without clustering. The aim is to cluster only interesting and orthogo-
nal subspaces. In our first approach we use the similarity of already discovered
concepts for pruning and ranking. The larger the number of similar subspaces in
the result set the higher is the possibility that new clusters in the current subspace
cover the same concept and hence provide no novel information. We define the
orthogonality score of a subspace S w.r.t. the current result set M as
orthogonality score(S,M) =
|{T ⊆ Dim | S ∈ coveredSubspacesβ(T ) ∧ ∃(O, T ) ∈M}|
The definition is similar to the concept group, but only considers the subspaces
instead of the actual subspace clusters. The higher the score the worse is a sub-
space because many similar concepts are already in the result set. If the score is
too high, a subspace is pruned. The orthogonality score is the first criterion for
ranking.
During a run of the algorithm the result set M changes and hence the orthog-
onality score does so, too. This way, only subspaces representing novel concepts
are top ranked and potentially clustered. The clustering is concentrated to the
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orthogonal and novel concepts.
Our second approach makes use of subspace search [CFZ99, KKKW03] for mea-
suring the quality of subspaces. Usually subspace search is a stand-alone technique
for identifying interesting subspaces. Each subspace is mapped to a quality value,
a high value corresponds to a high possibility for a good clustering structure. Our
trick is to use this technique within the clustering task. We guide our algorithm
to cluster only the most interesting subspaces based on the calculated qualities.
Therefore, our ranking is extended such that all subspaces with the same orthog-
onality score are secondly ranked based on this qualities. In total, our ranking
concentrates not only on novel concepts but also on high quality subspaces.
The subspace search method within our framework is easily exchangeable
and we can use techniques like RIS [KKKW03] or ENCLUS [CFZ99]. Similar
to the method of [KKKW03], we exploit our density-based cluster definition (cf.
Sec. 3.3.6) to evaluate the quality of a subspace. To find clusters in a subspace,
several objects must have a high density according to our density-based clustering
model, i.e. for an object p the value of densityS(p) is large. We use a strategy that
randomly selects points and calculates their mean density. This method is efficient
and represents a good indicator for the existence of clusters. The higher this qual-
ity score the better the subspace. Let Seeds be a set of randomly selected points,
the quality score is then defined as
quality score(S,M) =
1
|Seeds|
∑
p∈Seeds
densityS(p)
In contrast to the method of [KKKW03], which just considers the number of dense
objects in a subspace, we compute the average over the exact density values.
3.4.2 Incremental result construction
After ranking the subspaces based on the two scores in a priority queue, we select
the top-ranked subspace and cluster it according to our model. We get a list of
resulting clusters New. We now have to check which clusters C ∈ New should be
included to our result set M . In a first step we analyze the global interestingness
of the new clusters. For each cluster C ∈ New we calculate Iglobal(C,M), and we
distinguish two cases.
If Iglobal(C,M) ≥ α we directly add the cluster to M , i.e. the new result set is
M := M ∪ {C}. The cluster C adds sufficiently new information. This way, we
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ensure that in each step of the algorithm only informative clusters are selected.
Please note that by this procedure the Definition 3.3 is relaxed. We do not check
the global interestingness of the remaining clusters in M which could be changed
by selection of C. This recalculation would be too costly. However, due to our
top-down approach, higher dimensional clusters are added first to M , and these
clusters are rarely removed by low dimensional clusters. Additionally, within the
same dimensionalities our ranking tries to rank the best subspaces on top and,
hence, these clusters are selected first from the priority queue.
If Iglobal(C,M) < α we do not reject the cluster immediately but we perform an
additional improvement heuristic. We want to maximize the local interestingness
in our model, hence we check if it is possible to remove some clusters from M such
that C is afterwards globally interesting and the sum of the local interestingness
is increased. The pseudo-code of our algorithm that decides if C is included and
which subset of M should be removed is depicted in Algorithm 3.2. First, we rank
the clusters from conceptGroup(C,M) in decreasing order based on their local
interestingness values. Second, we select the most interesting clusters which do
not result in redundancy for C (set N). The clusters which induce the redundancy
are stored in R. At the end it holds that Iglobal(C,M\R) ≥ α, i.e. C provides novel
information with respect to the new set. If the local interestingness of C is greater
than the one of R, it is better (for maximizing the interestingness) to select C and
to remove R from the result set M . The new result set is then M := (M\R)∪{C}.
Otherwise C is rejected and the set M remains unchanged.
By the incremental result construction we add only informative clusters to our
set and additionally try to maximize the interestingness of all selected clusters.
Algorithm 3.2: Cluster selection procedure
1 〈C1, . . . , Cn〉 := ranking of conceptGroup(C,M)
2 R := ∅ // clusters inducing the redundancy of C
3 N := ∅ // clusters not inducing the redundancy of C
4 for i:1 . . . n do
5 if Iglobal(C,N ∪ {Ci}) ≥ α then N := N ∪ {Ci}
6 else R := R ∪ {Ci}
7 if Ilocal(C) >
∑
C′∈R Ilocal(C
′) then
8 add C to M and remove R from M
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3.4.3 Efficient initialization
In general, full dimensional clusters rarely occur in high dimensional databases.
If we started our top-down approach in full space we would analyze many unin-
teresting subspaces which are filtered out by our quality score criterion. For an
efficiency boost we identify the topmost layer with interesting subspaces based on
the idea of binary search. We start with subspace covering half of the dimensions
(e.g. with 5d subspaces in a 9d database) and use our subspace search estimator to
calculate the qualities. If we identify a subspace with sufficiently high quality we
directly jump up to the dimensionality between the current subspace and the full
space (e.g. from 5d to 7d). If no interesting subspaces are found we accordingly
jump to lower dimensional spaces (e.g. from 5d to 3d). For this new dimensional-
ity we repeat the “check-and-jump” procedure (with half the jump size) until we
identify the highest dimensionality with interesting subspaces. This represents a
binary search procedure.
In summary, our algorithm comprises three contributions to obtain a good ap-
proximation of the optimal orthogonal clustering. The binary search technique
supports the top-down approach by an efficient initialization. The ranking of sub-
spaces in a priority queue yields a preference of orthogonal and interesting sub-
spaces. By recalculating the ranking, further subspaces can be pruned without
clustering and novel concepts advance to the top of the priority queue. At last,
the meaningful selection of new clusters to M results in an informative clustering
since clusters with high interestingness values are chosen. In the next section we
confirm this with an experimental analysis.
3.5 Experimental Analysis
We evaluate the quality and efficiency of the OSCLU approach compared to three
variants of orthogonal clustering techniques (Multi-View 1 and Multi-View 2 pro-
posed in [CFD07], and Alternative Clustering [QD09]), a recent non-redundant
subspace clustering technique (StatPC [MS08]) and a projected clustering ap-
proach (P3C [MSE06]). For all algorithms we tried to find the optimal parameter
settings for each data set.
In general, we perform our evaluation on data with multiple hidden concepts.
For both, synthetic and real world data, we extend single concept data as used for
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the evaluation of traditional clustering approaches such that each object is part of
multiple concepts. Thus, for a high quality clustering each object has to be de-
tected in multiple clusters. While traditional clustering approaches are well suited
for data with only one hidden concept, we compare our approach against recent
techniques designed for multiple hidden concepts. For scalability experiments,
we generate synthetic data following a method proposed in [KKK04, AKMS08a]
to generate density-based clusters in arbitrary subspaces. In addition, our gener-
ator takes into account that objects can belong to multiple concepts. To obtain
data with these characteristics, for each object we concatenated attribute values
of different subspace clusters to a higher dimensional space with multiple hidden
concepts per object. Further on, we show the performance of OSCLU on two ex-
tended real world data sets (original iris and liver disorders are provided by the UCI
repository [FA10]). Again, we created multiple concepts per object by randomly
concatenating objects of different classes, resulting in one high dimensional data
set. As usual for the evaluation of clustering results, we use the class labels of the
data as ground truth information.
To ensure comparability of evaluations, we measure runtimes on identical ma-
chines with 2.33GHz Intel XEON CPU, 2 GB of main memory and JAVA 1.6 runtime
environment. For quality measurements, we use the F1 value [GFM+11] that is
used in evaluation of subspace and projected clustering [AKMS08a, MS08, MSE06,
MGAS09].
3.5.1 Scalability
Database size. In Figure 3.4(a) we analyze the quality of the clustering results
with respect to the database size. While increasing the number of objects, we keep
the number of concepts fixed to three. We generate concepts with five relevant at-
tributes such that overall we obtain a 15-dimensional data space. Our OSCLU
algorithm yields the highest quality compared to all other algorithms, as we de-
tect all hidden clusters in various concepts. The quality of OSCLU is independent
of the database size and very robust. StatPC and P3C show good quality results,
but also high fluctuating values that cannot reach the quality of OSCLU. All three
orthogonal clustering approaches show only low and decreasing quality with re-
spect to the database size. Their underlying k-means model tries to partition the
data in each iteration of orthogonal cluster detection. Thus, it cannot cope with
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Figure 3.4: Scalability w.r.t. database size
the fixed noise ratio in the data, which is always assigned to some of the detected
clusters, hence, resulting in low quality clusterings.
The runtime with respect to the database size is presented in Fig. 3.4(b). The
slopes of all curves are in the same range and the influence of the size on all algo-
rithms becomes apparent. The two top quality approaches, our OSCLU model and
StatPC, result in similar runtimes. Our redundancy checks and also our density-
based model are very complex, but these aspects account for the high quality. The
remaining algorithms are faster but we believe, that our runtime is still acceptable
considering our high quality results. Especially with increasing concept number,
as presented in the next experiment, our model outperforms all other approaches.
Number of concepts. The aim of our model is the detection of multiple con-
cepts, which arise in real scenarios. Thus, in the next experiment we analyze the
performance of the algorithm by increasing the number of concepts hidden in a
database. To scale the number of concepts, we use a simple data set with only
1000 objects as most of the algorithms showed comparable quality values in this
range in the previous experiment. We vary the number of hidden concepts in
Figure 3.5 from 1 to 5.
As shown, OSCLU is able to detect clusters even if objects group in multi-
ple concepts. It shows high quality even for a high number of hidden concepts.
While traditional clustering approaches aim at clustering single concept data, the
alternative clustering approach is designed for two concepts and the multi-view
approaches should detect even more than two. However, even these approaches
cannot compete with our model. For the subspace and projected clustering ap-
proaches, increasing number of concepts makes it very hard to detect the hidden
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clusters. Especially the projected clustering approach P3C shows decreasing qual-
ity, as each object belongs to at most one concept. Overall, StatPC and P3C are not
able to detect the multiple hidden concepts per object, while OSCLU yields very
high clustering quality.
Noise percentage. In the previous experiments we showed that we outper-
form subspace and projected clustering approaches as they cannot cope with mul-
tiple hidden concepts. Thus, in the following experiments we focus on a more
detailed comparison of OSCLU against the orthogonal clustering techniques de-
tecting multi-view and alternative clusterings. First we analyze the effect of noisy
data especially for high concept numbers. For the next experiment, illustrated in
Figure 3.6, we generate data with five hidden concepts and vary the noise per-
centage. On such a difficult data setting, our OSCLU approach outperforms the
other techniques. It can detect the clusters hidden in different concepts even in
very noisy data sets. Both multi-view algorithms and the alternative clustering
approach show again decreasing qualities.
3.5.2 Real world data
As we aim at the detection of multiple concepts, we focus our evaluation for real
world data also on scalability w.r.t. number of concepts. We use single concept
data obtained by UCI repository and extend them to multi concept data sets. As
described in the experimental set-up, similar to synthetic data we can vary the
complexity of data sets by including more and more hidden concepts. However,
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in contrast to the previous experiments we use real world data distribution for
the single concepts. We evaluate the effect of variable concept counts on the
clustering quality, as for an increasing number of concepts it is more difficult for
all algorithms to identify the hidden structure of the data.
In Figure 3.7 we show clustering quality on iris and liver disorder data set. For
the very simple case of only one concept (original UCI data sets), the quality is
high for all algorithms. However, for increasing number of hidden concepts, qual-
ity dramatically drops for all competing approaches. Especially, quality of the al-
ternative clustering approach drops with more than two concepts, as it is designed
for up to two concepts only. OSCLU shows significantly better performance as it
keeps quality high, outperforming the competing approaches for multiple concept
data. Only for the original iris data set one of the multi-view approaches shows
higher quality values. Even though we parameterize the competing approaches
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Figure 3.7: Quality on real world data sets with increasing number of concepts
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that their resulting number of clusters matches the true number of hidden clus-
ters, these approaches are not able to detect all hidden concepts. Overall, our
OSCLU approach clearly outperforms all competing algorithms even for increas-
ing number of concepts per object.
3.5.3 Parametrization
Additional to the experiments that compare OSCLU with existing methods, we
analyze the flexibility of our model. Besides controlling the output of OSCLU
depending on the application by varying the local interestingness function Ilocal,
the user can also control the redundancy between the clusters. In Figure 3.8, we
present the variation of the parameter α which controls the interestingness of each
cluster in the result set. As intended by this parameter, higher values of α increase
the required interestingness and, hence, less clusters are in the result, i.e. redun-
dancy is evaluated more strict. By varying the α parameter one can control the
overall result set based on our global interestingness Iglobal. We include a cluster
only if the fraction of its newly clustered objects is at least α (cf. Definition 3.3).
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3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we introduced the OSCLU (Orthogonal Subspace CLUstering) ap-
proach. It overcomes major limitations of existing approaches in the detection of
multiple concepts hidden in arbitrary subspace projections of the data. Our clus-
tering model detects multiple concepts per object. It computes an optimal orthog-
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onal clustering by ensuring non-redundancy and maximal interestingness of the
resulting clustering. We show that our clustering model is NP-hard and propose
an efficient algorithm computing an approximate solution. We approximate the
optimization problem by pruning similar subspaces ensuring efficient cluster de-
tection since only orthogonal subspaces are analyzed. Thus, our OSCLU approach
is the first method for detecting multiple clustering views in subspaces of high
dimensional data. Thorough experiments demonstrate that OSCLU clearly out-
performs existing subspace clustering and multi-view clustering algorithms while
automatically reducing the output to only the orthogonal concepts hidden in the
data.
Our OSCLU model provides a general solution to detect clusters hidden in mul-
tiple views, independent of the chosen subspace cluster definition. However, OS-
CLU does not explicitly mine the underlying views, i.e. it does not identify which
clusters belong to a common view, and the views do not influence the individual
groupings since they are solely determined through the cluster definition. In the
following chapter, we propose a novel approach that overcomes these limitations
by combining the cluster definition and the view detection into a single model.
Chapter 4
Multi-View Subspace Clustering via
Multiple Mixture Models
Mixture models are a powerful method to represent and learn the clustering struc-
ture of data. Traditional mixture models, however, are limited to describe just
a single grouping of the objects. In this chapter, we propose a novel generative
model that accounts for data containing multiple clustering views. Our model rep-
resents the data’s multiple views by different subspace projections, thus, avoiding
the problem of full-space clustering. Each view describes an individual partition-
ing of the objects. Accordingly, our model is able to represent multiple groupings
and it simultaneously prevents redundant information since highly overlapping
clusters in similar subspace projections are avoided. Since views and clusters are
located in subspace projections, we distinguish between relevant and irrelevant
dimensions. Thus, unlike to traditional mixture model, in our model we have to
tackle the challenge of model selection. Overall, our generative model couples the
detection of views and their corresponding subspace clusters: the data’s multiple
clustering views are described by a single statistical model. To realize an efficient
learning of this model, we develop the algorithm MVGen that utilizes the principle
of iterated conditional modes. In thorough experiments, we show the effectiveness
of our MVGen approach in comparison to other multi-view clustering methods.
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4.1 Motivation and Comparison with Related Work
As discussed in the previous chapter of this thesis, each object can belong to var-
ious clusters. There does not exist only a single clustering solution but multiple
groupings are possible, each providing different views on the data. Depending on
the view, each object takes a certain role: in a customer database, for example, we
might find the views ’hobby’ and ’profession’, and a specific person might take the
roles of a ’soccer fan’ and an ’architect’. Since clusters usually do not occur in the
full-space, we have seen that views are characterized by subsets of the dimensions
where the corresponding groupings can be identified (cf. Figure 3.1). Accordingly,
also the detected clusters are hidden in subspace projections and some of their
dimensions are irrelevant. Finally, as discussed in our OSCLU model, views can
overlap in the sense that some dimensions might occur in multiple views. The
attribute ’gender’, for example, might be used to characterize several views, e.g.
’hobby’ as well as ’profession’. Overall, as a consequence, datasets containing mul-
tiple clustering views are highly complex. Modeling such complex data in a single
statistical model is a challenge not tackled so far.
A traditional way of modeling data with an underlying clustering structure is
by using mixture models. Given a parametric family K, e.g. the set of all Gaussian
distributions, a mixture model describes the data by a set of components (each
selected from K) and a set of mixture weights. Intuitively, each component rep-
resents a cluster (more precisely: its distribution of the attribute values) and the
mixture weight represent the number of objects belonging to this cluster. Since,
overall, only a single mixture distribution is obtained, traditional mixture models
are not suited to model multi-view data but are limited to a single view, i.e. each
observation is assumed to follow a single component’s distribution. Please do not
confuse the notions of soft clustering and multi-view clustering. In soft clustering
one describes the uncertainty about the decision which component an observation
follows, while in multi-view clustering each object (certainly) follows multiple
components. Thus, even if we apply the principle of soft clustering to traditional
mixture models, i.e. we consider for each object the likelihood of belonging to a
certain cluster, we do not realize multiple views. To put it simply, if the data shows
a clear clustering structure, in traditional mixture models one typically observes
for each object a high likelihood only for a single component, i.e. an object mostly
belongs to a single cluster.
To overcome the last-mentioned issue, a few models [SJR10, SJR08, FB08,
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BKG+05] try to represent a mixed membership in different components, i.e. an
object might follow multiple components. Thus, they realize an overlapping clus-
tering and, e.g., allow for a movie to participate in the ’humor’ as well as in the
’action’ genre [BKG+05]. Though, these methods are still not suited for multi-
view clustering. First, the existing works do not consider a grouping of clusters
into views, i.e. they do not model that an object takes a single role within a sin-
gle view but different roles among different views. Instead, these models lead to
results where an object might take multiple roles within a single view. Therefore,
these methods are able to represent only a single view on the data, e.g. the view
’genre’ for the movie example. Different clusterings based, for example, on the
movies’ characteristics as ’location’, ’cast’, or ’budget’ can not be represented. Sec-
ond, the existing models are not able to model subspace clusters in a reasonable
way, which, however, is a prerequisite for good clustering results as shown in the
previous chapters of this thesis.
In the following we discuss the challenges for modeling multi-view data and
we motivate how to represent these aspects in a novel statistical model. The ad-
vantage of such a statistical model based approach is twofold: First, describing
multi-view data with a single generative model allows a tight coupling between
the actual representation of views and the grouped subspace clusters. Second,
learning such a model given a set of observed data objects directly leads to a
method how to detect the data’s multiple clustering solutions. Thus, in contrast to
our OSCLU method, our novel clustering algorithm couples the detection of views
and clusters: both aspects influence each other.
4.1.1 Challenges for modeling multi-view data
Instead of summarizing the data by a single mixture distribution, we generalize the
data by using multiple mixture models. Taking a generative perspective, we can
assume each object to be generated by multiple mixture distributions, each refer-
ring to a different view of the data. Consequentially, each object follows multiple
components, each in a different mixture model, each defining a distribution only
for a certain view (i.e. subspace) of the data, and each representing a different
role of the object. This poses several challenges:
Challenge 1: Multiple Groupings. In the most simple case of multi-view data,
multiple groupings are obtained by partitioning the dimensions of a database into
non-overlapping views, and the relevant dimensions of each subspace cluster cor-
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Figure 4.1: Different scenarios of multi-view data (black rectangles: relevant di-
mensions; white: irrelevant dimensions)
respond to its view’s dimensions. That is, each cluster is a full-space cluster with
respect to the view. A schematic representation of this case for a database with
6 dimensions, 2 views, each with 3 clusters, is given in Figure 4.1(a). The views’
and clusters’ relevant dimensions are depicted as black rectangles, while irrelevant
dimensions are depicted in white. For example, the cluster C1,1 is located in the
subspace {d1, d2, d3}, while the cluster C2,1 is located in {d4, d5, d6}. Intuitively,
we can model this scenario by ’concatenating’ several traditional mixture models.
Each view represents an individual mixture model; thus, enabling different group-
ings among different views. To model this scenario, it is sufficient to provide,
besides the actual components of the mixture models, an indicator variable that
assigns each dimension to a corresponding view. In Figure 4.1(a), for example,
the dimensions {d1, d2, d3} are assigned to the first view.
Challenge 2: Subspace Clusters. Usually, the solution via traditional mixture
models discussed above is too restrictive for the characteristics of real world data.
While for a certain view a set of attributes is relevant in general, we cannot expect
that each cluster covers exactly the same set of dimensions as its view (subspace
cluster w.r.t. the view). While the dimension ’viewers age’ might be relevant for
the view ’genre’ in general (e.g. ’Horror’ movies target only adults), some genres
like, e.g., ’3D Animations’ show no certain characteristic in this dimension. This
scenario is illustrated in Figure 4.1(b).
Subspace clusters cannot be represented by traditional mixture models. While
in the relevant dimensions of a subspace cluster, the attribute values are dis-
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tributed according to, e.g., a Gaussian distribution, irrelevant dimensions follow
a completely different model, e.g. a uniform distribution. That is, depending on
the dimension’s relevance a different parametric family is used. Thus, to model
data containing subspace clusters, we encounter the challenge of model selection,
i.e. before we can estimate the actual mixture model parameters, we first have to
determine the parametric families that are used for each cluster.
Challenge 3: Overlapping Views. So far, we just discussed non-overlapping
views. In general, however, dimensions can occur in multiple views (Fig. 4.1(c)).
E.g., the dimensions ’gender’ and ’age’ might be characteristic for the two views
’hobby’ and ’profession’ of a customer data base. This scenario is particularly chal-
lenging as several components might compete with each other for generating an
object in one or more dimensions (e.g. clusters C1,1 and C2,3 in dimension four).
Obviously, the dominant view (and hence dominant distribution) might vary for
each dimension and each object: while in dimension ’gender’ some objects rate
the view ’hobby’ as dominant, other objects use the view ’profession’ in this di-
mension; in the dimension ’age’ completely different views might be considered as
dominant. This observation is even intensified by considering subspace clusters:
some clusters might not be relevant in the overlapping dimensions. Accordingly,
it is not sufficient to consider only the views, but we need to consider the actual
subspace clusters to determine the dominant view. Since each object might be
located in different subspace clusters, different overlap scenarios can occur.
To tackle all these challenges, we propose in the next section a Bayesian frame-
work modeling data with an inherent multi-view clustering structure. Our model:
• provides multiple generalizations of the data by modeling individual mixture
models, each representing a distinct view
• handles individual sets of relevant dimensions for each cluster by performing
Bayesian model selection
• tackles the ambiguity of the objects’ memberships regarding multiple, com-
peting components
4.2 Formal Description of the Model
In this section, we introduce a Bayesian framework modeling the process of gen-
erating data containing multiple clustering views. An overview of our framework
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Figure 4.2: Graphical model of our method. Rectangles denote discrete random
variables, circles continuous random variables, and black dots (deterministic) hy-
perparameters of the prior distributions.
is given by the graphical model depicted in Figure 4.2. We start in Section 4.2.1
by describing our model from a generative perspective, i.e. we show how our
model generates data containing multiple views. The inverse process where a set
of observations is given and the model’s components are learned, is introduced in
Section 4.2.2. In Section 4.2.3 we discuss the parameterization of our model.
Following convention, we do not distinguish between a random variable X and
its realization X = X if it is clear from the context. As an abbreviation, we denote
sets of random variables with the index ∗, e.g. Y∗,d is the set of random variables
{Yi,d} with i in the corresponding index domain, and Y is an abbreviation for the
set Y∗,∗.
4.2.1 Generating Multi-View Data
In our model we explicitly differentiate between the relevant dimensions of the
clusters and the relevant dimensions of the views. The relevant dimensions of a
view provide a concise description for the relevant dimensions for a set of clusters.
That is, the clusters belonging to the same view are located in similar subspace
projections. Since the clusters’ relevant dimensions might slightly vary, the rel-
evance of dimensions for the view can also vary. In Figure 4.1(b), for example,
dimension 1 has a high relevance for view 1 since all of its represented clusters
use this dimension; dimension 1 is a good descriptor for the whole set of clusters.
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Dimension 3, in contrast, has a slightly smaller relevance since one of the clusters
does not require this dimension. Thus, to reflect the differing relevances of dimen-
sions for each view, our model includes the (continuous) latent variable Vm,d on
(0, 1) for m ∈M = {1, . . . ,mmax} and d ∈ D = {1, . . . , dmax}.
Based on this relevance information, the actual relevant dimensions of each
subspace cluster can be generated. We model this aspect by the (discrete) random
variable Sm,k,d on {0, 1} for d ∈ D, k ∈ K and m ∈ M .1 The latent variable is
1 if the dimension d is relevant for the k-th cluster of view m, and 0 otherwise.
The higher the relevance of a view’s dimension, the more likely is the dimension
relevant for the cluster. This property can be realized by a Bernoulli process. With
probability Vm,d the dimension d is relevant for the cluster, while with probability
1 − Vm,d it is not. Formally, the distributions of the latent variables Sm,k,d is given
by
p(Sm,k,d = 1 | Vm,d = r) = r
p(Sm,k,d = 0 | Vm,d = r) = (1− r)
(4.1)
If the value of Vm,d is either close to 1 or close to 0, then the subspaces of each
cluster in the same view are very similar. If Vm,d is close to 0.5, we do not have a
clear decision, and thus the subspaces of the clusters may differ stronger.
Prior distributions. To allow a fully Bayesian approach, we specify prior distri-
butions for the variables Vm,d. We select the prior according to a Beta distribution,
i.e.
Vm,d ∼ Beta(αRel, βRel)
with hyperparameters αRel ∈ R>0 and βRek ∈ R>0. A Beta distribution is suited
due to the following reasons: First, since Vm,d simulates a Bernoulli process, the
Beta distribution corresponds to its conjugate prior. Second, based on the hy-
perparameters, the user can control the views’ purity. That is, one can control
the similarity between the clusters’ subspaces originating from the same view.
As mentioned above, high similarity between the subspaces can be realized by
choosing Vm,d close to 1 or close to 0. This issue can be modeled by selecting
αRel = βRel < 1. If no knowledge about the views’ purity is given, we can simply
choose αRel = βRel = 1, leading to a non-informative prior.
1To simplify our model description, we assume that each view describes kmax clusters, i.e.
K = {1, . . . , kmax}.
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Generating the membership information. After generating the relevant dimen-
sions of each cluster, we now aim at generating observations that follow multiple
overlapping views. More precisely, in each of the views each object shall belong
to a single cluster; thereby, we realize a single grouping within a single view and
multiple overlapping groupings among different views.
This idea can be modeled by the latent variable Seln,m on K = {1, . . . , kmax}
that models which of the kmax clusters an object n follows in view m. The distri-
bution of Sel is governed by the (relative) weights pim,k of the clusters, i.e.
p(Seln,m = k | pim,∗) = pim,k
As for usual mixture models, the larger the weight of a cluster, the more objects
belong (in expectation) to the cluster. Please note that in contrast to traditional
mixture models, in our model each view represents a certain grouping of all ob-
jects. Thus, in our model we have
∑
k∈K pim,k = 1 for each view m ∈ M , while in
traditional mixture models the overall weight of all clusters is normalized to 1.
As discussed in challenge 3 (and illustrated in Fig. 4.1(c)), different views
compete with each other. An object might belong to two clusters which both are
marked as relevant in a specific dimension d. To solve the ambiguity about the
object’s membership in this dimension, we specify one of the views as dominant
(for this object and dimension). This aspect is modeled by the latent variable
Domn,d on M = {1, . . . ,mmax}. Here, a view m ∈ M can only be dominant in d if
the selected cluster is also relevant in d. Thus, let M ′n,d = {m′ ∈ M | Sm′,Seln,m′ ,d =
1} be the set of views that are potentially dominant for object n in dimension d,
the distribution of Domn,d is modeled by
p(Domn,d = m | Seln,∗, S∗,∗,d) =

1/|M ′n,d| if m ∈M ′n,d
0 if m 6∈M ′n,d ∧M ′n,d 6= ∅
1/|M | else
That is, we randomly select a view from the potentially dominant views (case 1),
while the remaining views cannot be selected (case 2). The third case just occurs,
if none of the selected clusters of an object is relevant in this dimension. In this
case, an arbitrary view can be selected as dominant since any cluster represents
just noise in this dimension.
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Figure 4.3: Probability density function of the Beta distribution
Generating Observations. Finally, we specify the distributions from which the
attribute values of a cluster are sampled, i.e. we model the actual components of
the multiple mixture models. Though, keep in mind that for subspace clustering
we have two different parametric families: K1 for the relevant dimensions and K0
for irrelevant ones.
In our model we select the parametric familyK1 according to the set of Beta dis-
tributions, i.e. we consider a mixture of Beta distributions. This is advantageous
compared to the frequently used Gaussian distributions since Gaussian distribu-
tions have an infinite support, which usually does not match the observed data.
In many applications, we have a finite attribute domain that can be normalized to
the range (0, 1); this is exactly captured by the Beta distribution (cf. Figure 4.3).
Additionally, the Beta distribution is able to model distributions near the border of
the data space. These Beta distributions are modeled by the two random variables
αm,k,d and βm,k,d on R>0 providing the necessary shape parameters of each distri-
bution (for each viewm, each cluster k, and each dimension d). For the parametric
family K0, we simply use the uniform distribution on (0, 1) since this corresponds
to a noisy dimension. Thus, |K0| = 1 holds.
Which parametric family a mixture component in dimension d belongs to was
modeled by the latent variable S. Thus, finally, the attribute values of each object
can be modeled by the random variable Xn,d with distribution:
Xn,d | Domn,d, Seln,∗, S∗,∗,d, α∗,∗,d, β∗,∗,d ∼
{
Beta(αi,j,d, βi,j,d) if Si,j,d = 1
Uni(0, 1) else
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where Domn,d = i and Seln,i = j. That is, for each dimension d an object follows
the distribution given by the selected cluster in the dominant view.
Prior distributions. Again, we choose appropriate prior distributions to enable
inference. We select non-informative priors since usually no further knowledge
is provided about the data’s clustering structure. A non-informative prior for the
cluster weights pim,k is simply realized by choosing p(pim,1, . . . , pim,kmax) = const for
each view m.
For the variables αm,k,d and βm,k,d a constant prior does not reflect this aspect
and is anyway improper since the support of the variables is infinite. Thus, we
suggest a non-informative prior p(α, β) that ensures a uniform distribution over
the mean and variance of the resulting Beta distributions Beta(α, β). Intuitively,
this way the cluster centers are uniformly selected from the domain (0, 1) and the
variance from the domain (0, 1
12
). Thus, the prior fulfills∫
α
∫
β
p(α, β) · 1(E(Beta(α, β)) = x) dαdβ ∼ Uni(0, 1)
regarding the mean x of the resulting Beta distribution (same for the variance
with Uni(0, 1
12
)). We can approximately2 achieve these properties by selecting the
priors according to exponential distributions with rate parameter 0.1, i.e.
αm,k,d ∼ Exp(0.1) , βm,k,d ∼ Exp(0.1)
4.2.2 Learning Objective
In the following, we describe our learning objective if a set of observed data points
X is given. Usually, the learning objective would be to maximize the a posteriori
probability p(V, S, α, β,Dom, Sel, pi | X = X).
For our model, however, this idea is not meaningful since in this case usually
all dimensions of a cluster are relevant: the data’s likelihood is always higher
when selecting a (certain) Beta distribution in contrast to selecting a uniform dis-
tribution. This is obvious since a uniform distribution is a special case of a Beta
distribution with shape parameters α = β = 1 and, hence, K0 ⊂ K1. Thus, simply
determining the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate as given above leads to the
2Indeed, the distribution of the mean is exactly captured since the Beta distribution’s mean is
given by αα+β , and for any λ it holds: X,Y ∼ Exp(λ)⇒ XX+Y ∼ Uni(0, 1)
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problem of overfitting since a complex model obviously fits the data better than a
simple one3; one would only choose relevant dimensions.
To overcome this problem, we first perform a model selection before learn-
ing the subspaces S and the shape parameters of the Beta distributions. That is,
we balance the models’ goodness of fit and their simplicity4. Thus, our learning
objective is separated in two phases:
First, we perform Bayesian model selection [Bis06] by finding the best realiza-
tion for V , Dom, Sel, and pi. That is, we determine the MAP estimate
(V∗,Dom∗,Sel∗,pi∗) = arg max
(V,Dom,Sel,pi)
p(V = V,
Dom = Dom, Sel = Sel, pi = pi | X = X)
These variables are illustrated in our graphical model with solid lines. Since learn-
ing these variables involves a marginalization over S, α, and β we realize the
balancing of a model’s complexity and its goodness of fit. Thus, due to this model
selection step, some dimensions might be irrelevant for certain views, correspond-
ing to a more simple model.
Since after the first phase the cluster model is determined, we can estimate in
the second phase the actual mixture components and the clusters’ subspaces. That
is, we can now determine the MAP estimate for the variables S, α and β:
(S∗,α∗,β∗) = arg max
(S,α,β)
p(S = S, α = α, β = β | X = X,
V = V∗, Dom = Dom∗, Sel = Sel∗, pi = pi∗)
Overall, our model allows to learn the clustering structure of data containing
multiple overlapping views by using multiple mixture models. Clusters, i.e. mix-
ture components, are located in individual subspace projections and views sum-
marize these clusters by a concise description of their relevant dimensions.
3A similar example is polynomial interpolation: since the set of polynomials with degree x is a
subset of the ones with degree x+ 1, the interpolation error decreases with increasing degree.
4In the example of polynomial interpolation, one balances the degree of the polynomial against
its regression error.
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4.2.3 Discussion of Parameters
Our model can be adapted based on four parameters, each of them easy to in-
terpret: First, with M we specify the number of views our method should detect.
Second, the parameter K controls the number of clusters per view. This is similar
to the parameter as required by the k-means algorithm. Automatically determin-
ing these two parameters based on a given set of observations is a challenge on
its own and should not be discussed here. Last, the two hyperparameters αRel and
βRel control the prior distribution of the views. As mentioned above, if we expect
a good grouping of the clusters into views one should select αRel = βRel < 1. If no
knowledge about the views is given, αRel = βRel = 1 should be selected.
4.3 The MVGen Algorithm
In this section we introduce our MVGen (Multi-View Generative Model) algorithm
that learns the multi-view clustering structure given a set of observed data points.
Since exactly computing the MAP estimate p(V,Dom, Sel, pi | X) is intractable,
we compute approximations that can be efficiently determined. In general, we
exploit the principle of iterated conditional modes (ICM [Bes86]), which can be
regarded as greedy variant of the Gibbs sampling method [Bis06]. That is, instead
of considering a complex joint distribution p(A1, . . . , An), we iteratively maximize
a set of conditional probabilities p(Ai | A1, . . . , Ai−1, Ai+1, . . . , An) until the pro-
cess converges. This way, the random variables Ai are updated sequentially. The
traditional k-means processing scheme can be seen as an instance of the ICM prin-
ciple with just two easily computable update steps: recomputation of means and
reassignment of points to clusters.
4.3.1 Update Equations
In the following we will present the update equations required in our algorithm;
they are summarized in Equation (U1)-(U4). For simplification, we first introduce
two intermediate results.
BIC Approximation. During our derivation we have to evaluate the term∫
α
∫
β
p(α)p(β)
∏
n∈I
Beta(Xn,d;α, β) dαdβ
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where I is an index set denoting which observations are actually considered.
Using the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC, or Schwarz criterion [Sch78,
Bis06]), and the observation that in our case the Beta distribution is controlled by
two free parameters, we can approximate the above term by
Betad(I) :=
[∏
n∈I
Beta(Xn,d;αMAP , βMAP )
] / |I| (4.2)
where αMAP and βMAP are the MAP estimates of the shape parameters given the
set of observations.
Reformulating the Likelihood. Let Nm,d = {n ∈ N | Domn,d = m} be the set of
all observations that choose the view m in dimension d as dominant and Nm,k,d =
{n ∈ Nm,d | Seln,m = k} be those observations which additionally select the cluster
k. Obviously, for each dimension d ∈ D we have N = ⋃m∈M ⋃k∈K Nm,k,d. Given
the equation ∏
n∈N
Vi(n),d∑
m′∈M Vm′,d
· p(Xn,d | Dom, Sel, S, α, β)
where i(n) = Domn,d denotes the dominant view of observation n. Instead of
taking the product over each observation n ∈ N individually, we can ’group’ the
observations according to their dominant view and selected cluster. That is, the
above equation is equivalent to
∝
∏
m∈M
[(
Vm,d∑
m′∈M Vm′,d
)|Nm,d|∏
k∈K
·
∏
n∈Nm,k,d
{
Bn,mk,d if Sm,k,d = 1
1 else
 (4.3)
and Bn,mk,d is an abbreviation for Beta(Xn,d;αm,k,d, βm,k,d).
Updating the views V . Using the above results, we now derive the update equa-
tion for the variable Vm,d, i.e. for each m ∈M,d ∈ D we aim at maximizing
p(Vm,d | V \{Vm,d}, Dom, Sel, pi,X) (4.4)
∝∑S ∫α ∫β p(V,Dom, Sel, pi, S, α, β,X) dαdβ
The most important aspect here is that we have to marginalize over the vari-
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able S, α and β, as stated in Section 4.2.2. Only if the model selection step is
performed, we can estimate α, β and S.
We will prove that the optimal realization of Vm,d can be computed based on
the equation
Vm,d = arg max
x∈(0,1)
ca · log x + cb · log(1− x) + cc · log(x + cd) +
∑
k∈K
log(ck · x + 1)
(U1)
where the c∗ are constant values given by
ca = αRel − 1 + |Nm,d| cb = βRel − 1 cc = −|N |
cd =
∑
m′∈M,m′ 6=m Vm′,d ck = Betad(Nm,k,d)− 1
Overall, Equation (U1) describes a simple univariate function in the variable x
whose optimization can, for example, be done by Brent’s algorithm [Bre02].
The update equation can be derived as follows: Based on the dependencies
given by our graphical model, maximizing Equation (4.4) is equivalent to maxi-
mizing
∝
∑
S
∫
α
∫
β
p(V )p(S | V )p(α)p(β)p(Dom | S, Sel)p(X | Dom, Sel, S, α, β) dαdβ
Making the individual variables explicit, we obtain
∝
∑
S
∫
α
∫
β
∏
d∈D
( ∏
m∈M
[
p(Vm,d)
∏
k∈K
[
p(Sm,k,d | V )p(αm,k,d)p(βm,k,d)
]]
·
∏
n∈N
[
p(Domn,d | S, Sel)p(Xn,d | Dom, Sel, S, α, β)
])
dαdβ
Due to the summation over all possible realizations of the random variable S,
the term p(Domn,d | S, Sel) can well be approximated by the expected dominance
of view Domn,d =: i(n) in dimension d for observation n. The expected dominance
is given by
Vi(n),d∑
m′∈M Vm′,d
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Thus, the above equation reformulates to
∝
∑
S
∫
α
∫
β
∏
d∈D
( ∏
m∈M
[
p(Vm,d)
∏
k∈K
[
p(Sm,k,d | V )p(αm,k,d)p(βm,k,d)
]]
·
∏
n∈N
[ Vi(n),d∑
m′∈M Vm′,d
p(Xn,d | Dom, Sel, S, α, β)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(∗)
)
dαdβ
We now substitute part (∗) with the result obtained in Equation (4.3), and get
after a reordering of the terms:
∝
∑
S
∫
α
∫
β
∏
d∈D
( ∏
m∈M
[
p(Vm,d)
(
Vm,d∑
m′∈M Vm′,d
)|Nm,d|∏
k∈K
[
p(Sm,k,d | V )·
p(αm,k,d)p(βm,k,d)
∏
n∈Nm,k,d
{
Bn,mk,d if Sm,k,d = 1
1 else︸ ︷︷ ︸
(∗∗)
]])
dαdβ
The part (∗∗) can be substituted with the result obtained in Equation (4.2).
Thus, the integration over α and β vanishes and the formula can further be sim-
plified to:
∝
∑
S
∏
d∈D
( ∏
m∈M
[
p(Vm,d)
(
Vm,d∑
m′∈M Vm′,d
)|Nm,d|∏
k∈K
[
p(Sm,k,d | V )
{
Betad(Nm,k,d) if Sm,k,d = 1
1 else
]])
The summation over S disappears when making the two cases of p(Sm,k,d | V )
explicit, i.e. we introduce the two possible cases p(Sm,k,d = 1 | V ) = Vm,d and
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p(Sm,k,d = 0 | V ) = 1− Vm,d. Thus, the formula simplifies to:
∝
∏
d∈D
( ∏
m∈M
[
p(Vm,d)
(
Vm,d∑
m′∈M Vm′,d
)|Nm,d|∏
k∈K
[
Vm,d ·Betad(Nm,k,d) + (1− Vm,d) · 1
]])
Let cd =
∑
m′∈M,m′ 6=m Vm′,d. Since for the update of Vm,d all remaining V \{Vm,d}
are fixed, we have to maximize for each Vm,d:
p(Vm,d)
∏
m′∈M
(
Vm′,d
cd + Vm,d
)|Nm′,d|
·
∏
k∈K
[Vm,d ·Betad(Nm,k,d) + (1− Vm,d) · 1]
Note that we still have to consider the terms
(
Vm′,d
cd+Vm,d
)
for all m′ ∈ M since
the variable Vm,d appears in the denominator. Maximizing the above equation is
equivalent to maximizing
∝ p(Vm,d) · V |Nm,d|m,d ·
∏
m′∈M
(cd + Vm,d)
−|Nm′,d| ·
∏
k∈K
[Vm,d · (Betad(Nm,k,d)− 1) + 1]
Since
⋃
m′∈M Nm′,d = N and Vm,d’s prior follows a Beta distribution, we get
∝ V αRel−1m,d · (1− Vm,d)βRel−1 · V |Nm,d|m,d · (cd + Vm,d)−|N | ·∏
k∈K
[Vm,d · (Betad(Nm,k,d)− 1) + 1]
Taking the logarithm of the above equation and substituting Vm,d with x yields
∝ (αRel − 1 + |Nm,d|) · log x+ (βRel − 1) · log(1− x)+
(−|N |) · log(x+ cd) +
∑
k∈K
log((Betad(Nm,k,d)− 1) · x+ 1)
Overall, the above equation corresponds to the update Equation (U1), which
leads to a new realization for Vm,d.
Vm,d = arg max
x∈(0,1)
ca · log x+ cb · log(1− x) + cc · log(x+ cd) +
∑
k∈K
log(ck · x+ 1)
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where the c∗ are constant values given by
ca = αRel − 1 + |Nm,d| cb = βRel − 1 cc = −|N |
cd =
∑
m′∈M,m′ 6=m Vm′,d ck = Betad(Nm,k,d)− 1
Updating pi. We perform a block update for the variables pim,∗. Since we use
a non-informative prior, maximizing p(pim,∗ | V,Dom, Sel, pi\{pim,∗}, X) is simply
obtained by
pim,k = |{n ∈ N | Seln,m = k}| · |N |−1 ∀k ∈ K (U2)
Updating Dom and Sel. Finally, we derive the update equations for the variables
Dom and Sel. We perform a block update of the variables Seln,m and Domn,∗, i.e.
for each observation n we simultaneously update its selected cluster in view m
and its dominant views over all dimension. Formally, we aim at maximizing:
p(Seln,m, Domn,∗ | V,Dom\{Domn,∗}, Sel\{Seln,m}, pi,X)
∝
∑
S
∫
α
∫
β
p(S | V )p(Seln,m | pi)
∏
d∈D
[
p(Domn,d | S, Sel)
p(α)p(β)
∏
n′∈N
p(Xn′,d | Dom, Sel, S, α, β)
]
dαdβ (4.5)
We first resolve the integral over α and β by again using the BIC approximation
(cf. Eq. 4.2). We assume that the MAP estimates αMAP and βMAP derivable from
the current grouping change only marginally when reassigning a single point n
to a different cluster. Similarly, the cluster sizes change only marginally, i.e. the
sets Nm,k,d differ by at most one element when reassigning observation n to a dif-
ferent cluster. Using this idea, we can substitute the part p(α)p(β)
∏
n′∈N p(Xn′,d |
Dom, Sel, S, α, β) by Beta(Xn,d;αMAPi,j,d , β
MAP
i,j,d ) if Si,j,d = 1 and by 1 (uniform dis-
tribution) if Si,j,d = 0.5 This simplification stems from the fact that with given,
constant MAP estimates also the densities p(Xn′,d | ...) for n′ 6= n are constant.
5We use the abbreviations i:=Domn,d and j:=Seln,Domn,d
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Thus, Equation 4.5 simplifies to:
∝
∑
S
p(S | V )p(Seln,m | pi)
∏
d∈D
[
p(Domn,d | S, Sel)Beta(Xn,d;αMAPi,j,d , βMAPi,j,d ) if Si,j,d = 11 else
]
(4.6)
Due to the integration over all possible realizations of S, the term p(Domn,d |
S, Sel) can well be approximated by the expected dominance of a view m in di-
mension d. The expected dominance is given by
EDd(m) :=
Vm,d∑
m′∈M Vm′,d
Thus, the above equation simplifies to
∝
∑
S
p(S | V )p(Seln,m | pi)
∏
d∈D
[
EDd(Domn,d)Beta(Xn,d;αMAPi,j,d , βMAPi,j,d ) if Si,j,d = 11 else
]
(4.7)
Since the Sm,k,d are independent given V , the summation over S is effective
only for the variable Si,j,d. Thus, the summation vanishes when making the two
cases of Si,j,d explicit. That is, we introduce the term
ADd(m, k) := p(Sm,k,d = 1 | V ) ·Beta(Xn,d;αMAPm,k,d , βMAPm,k,d ) + p(Sm,k,d = 0 | V ) · 1
and Equation 4.7 simplifies to
p(Seln,m | pi) ·
∏
d∈D
EDd(Domn,d)ADd(Domn,d, Seln,Domn,d)
Please note that the functions EDd and ADd are independent of Sel and Dom
and fully specified by the values of V , αMAP , and βMAP (which are given!). Thus,
while updating the values of Dom and Sel, we do not have to recompute the
functions EDd and ADd.
Based on the above equation it becomes apparent thatDomn,∗ can be optimized
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for each dimension individually. Especially, if the variable Sel is given, we can
efficiently compute the optimal realization of Domn,d by
Domn,d = arg max
m∈M
EDd(m)ADd(m,Seln,m) (U3)
As shown, the optimal realization of Dom depends on Sel in a simple way.
Thus, we can focus on finding a good solution for Seln,m. The optimal solution of
Seln,m can efficiently be computed by
Seln,m = arg max
k∈K
{
pim,k
∏
d∈D
max {EDd(m) · ADd(m, k), cm,d}
}
(U4)
where cm,d = maxm′∈M,m′ 6=mEDd(m′) · ADd(m′, Seln,m′). The value of cm,d is con-
stant since it neither depends on Seln,m nor on Domn,∗. Please note that the up-
date of Seln,m directly uses the best solution for Domn,∗. Thus, we do not have to
optimize Domn,∗ separately but the optimal values are computed while updating
Seln,m.
4.3.2 Recommended Update Sequence
Given the derived update equations, any sequence that recurrently invokes each of
these equations is possible to determine a desired clustering solutions. However,
based on the dependencies as given by our graphical model and the particular role
of the model selection phase, we recommend the following update sequence for
the random variables:
1. We sequentially update the variables Vm,d for each m ∈M,d ∈ D until the views
are stable [Eq. (U1)]
2. For each object n ∈ N , we sequentially update the variables Seln,∗ and Domn,∗
until the variables Sel and Dom are stable
(a) To update Seln,∗ andDomn,∗ we sequentially update Seln,m for eachm ∈M
until Seln,∗ is stable. [Eq. (U3) & (U4)]
3. Update of pim,∗ for each m ∈ M [Eq. (U2)]; goto step (2) until the process has
converged
4. goto step (1) until the process has converged
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Algorithm 4.1: The MVGen algorithm
1 initialization // cf. Section 4.3.4
2 while not converged do
3 while not converged do // update of views
4 for each m ∈M,d ∈ D do update of Vm,d // Equation (U1)
5 while not converged do
6 for each object n ∈ N do // update Seln,∗ and Domn,∗
7 while not converged do
8 for each view m ∈M do
9 determine best value for Seln,m // Equation (U4)
10 // Domn,∗ is automatically set by Equation (U3)
11 update pi // Equation (U2)
12 determine α, β, and S // cf. Section 4.3.3
This update sequence is illustrated in the pseudo code of Algorithm 4.1. Thus,
overall, we exploit the ICM principle in a nested fashion. The outer loop iterating
over steps 1 and 2/3 represents the alternation between learning the views and
learning the groupings. For the inner loop, iterating over 2 and 3, the views are
given and we try to optimize the cluster assignments as good as possible. Note
that implicitly also the mixture components α and β are optimized since based on
the BIC approximation their MAP estimates are considered.
4.3.3 Determining Components and Subspaces
According to Section 4.2.2, the second phase of our learning objective is to deter-
mine the MAP estimate of p(S, α, β | X, V,Dom, Sel, pi).
Since the variables Dom and Sel are given, the set of observations that con-
tribute to the Beta distribution of cluster k in dimension d and view m is known,
and was denoted by the set Nm,k,d = {n ∈ Nm,d | Seln,m = k}. Thus, the shape pa-
rameters αm,k,d and βm,k,d of each mixture component simply correspond to their
MAP estimate given the set of observations Nm,k,d.
In general, however, determining the MAP estimate for the shape parameters
of a Beta distribution is not possible in closed form; one has to iteratively solve
systems of equations [BT78]. Since this is highly inefficient, we refer to the com-
monly used approach of moment matching: the shape parameters are computed
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based on the mean and variance values of the observations. This approach is in
line with the non-informative prior distributions of α and β, which do not favor
certain means or variance values. Thus, we get:
αm,k,d =
(1− µ)µ2 − µ · σ2
σ2
and βm,k,d =
µ(µ− 1)2
σ2
+ µ− 1
where µ denotes the mean of the observations {Xn,d | n ∈ Nm,k,d}, and σ2 the
variance, respectively. Note that these equations are also used for the MAP esti-
mates required in Section 4.3.1. Thus, the estimates for αMAP and βMAP can be
efficiently computed in these steps.
Finally, an estimate for the random variables S can be obtained by testing
which of the models – relevant or irrelevant dimension – is more likely. That is, if
p(Sm,k,d = 1 | V ) ·
∏
n∈Nm,k,d
Beta(Xn,d;αm,k,d, βm,k,d) > p(Sm,k,d = 0 | V ) · 1
holds, the dimension d of cluster k in view m will be relevant. Here, we do not
have to refer to the BIC approximation but can use the likelihood of the Beta
distribution. Since the view V is already learned, i.e. the model selection is done,
the trade-off between the models’ complexities and their goodness of fit is already
reflected in the term p(Sm,k,d | V ).
4.3.4 Initialization
To complete the overall algorithm, we describe a straight-forward initialization.
We simply initialize Sel by the following method: For each dimension d ∈ D
we apply the k-means method with k = |K|. Thus, leading to |D| many object
groupings. Since, however, Sel requires just |M | different groupings, we follow an
approach inspired by traditional agglomerative clustering methods: To reduce the
number of groupings, we successively determine those groupings that are most
similar to each other, and we merge these groupings to a single one. Thus, in each
step the number of groupings is reduced by one until the required number |M |
is reached. To merge two groupings, we simply union the corresponding sets of
dimensions and we recompute the k-means result in the novel space. As similarity
measure between the groupings we use the F-measure [WXC09].
After initializing Sel, the variable pi is determined based on Equation (U2).
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Furthermore, Dom is initialized randomly since no information about the views is
given. The variable V is also initialized randomly based on its prior distribution.
4.4 Experimental Analysis
4.4.1 Experimental setup
Since our MVGen is a partitioning clustering technique (per view), we compare it
with the multi-view clustering techniques Multi-View 1 and Multi-View 2 proposed
in [CFD07], with two variants of the Alternative Clustering method proposed in
[QD09], and two variants of the k-means methods. All of these techniques perform
also a partitioning of the objects per view.
The methods of [CFD07] and our MVGen are provided for each data set with
the true number mmax of views and the true number kmax of clusters per view.
Since the method of [QD09] just detects two groupings, we use two variants:
First, we use the method with the true number of clusters per view. In this case
the method detects 2 · kmax clusters. Second, we parametrize the method with
kmax ·mmax/2. In this case, the method detects kmax ·mmax clusters, which matches
the overall number of clusters hidden in the dataset. Similar, we use for the k-
means method two variants: first, we use as k the number of clusters per view, i.e.
k = kmax; second, we use as k the number of overall clusters in the dataset, i.e.
k = kmax ·mmax.
We generate synthetic data containing multiple views based on our generative
model. The default data set contains 2 disjoint views, each with 5 clusters, 10
dimensions, 1000 objects, and the view’s purity is 0.95. We vary the different
characteristic of the data in our experiments. For case studies on real world data
we use the CMUFaces, liver disorders, diabetes, iris and vowel data (all from the
UCI repository [FA10]), and Escher images.
To ensure comparability of evaluations, we measure runtimes on identical ma-
chines with 2.33GHz Intel XEON CPU and 8 GB of main memory. For quality
assessment we use the E4SC measure [GFM+11] that is used in evaluation of
subspace clustering. Since, however, our MVGen is the only method that performs
multi-view subspace clustering, we ignore the subspaces for the competing meth-
ods in the evaluation. That is, these methods already get a huge advantage since
they are implicitly provided with the correct subspace projections. Thus, for a fair
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(a) constant data dimensionality
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(b) varying data dimensionality
Figure 4.4: Clustering quality w.r.t. a varying number of views
comparison, we also include the results of MVGen if we ignore the subspaces in
the evaluation, denoted with ’MVGen (obj.)’ since only the object groupings are
important.
4.4.2 Evaluation of Clustering Quality
In our work we aim at detecting the clustering structure of data containing multi-
ple views. Thus, we start our evaluation in Figure 4.4(a) by increasing the number
of hidden views in the data set. In this experiment, we keep the overall dimen-
sionality of the data fixed to 30, i.e. while the number of views increases, their
average dimensionality decreases. As depicted, MVGen is the only approach able
to detect the clustering structure in the case of a large number of views. MVGen
is robust with respect to the number of views in the data. The clustering qual-
ity is very high, even if we incorporate the detected subspaces in our evaluation
(solid line of MVGen). Obviously, the clustering quality is even higher if we just
evaluate the object groupings (dashed line). The competing methods show a a
different behavior: while for single-view data the quality of almost all approaches
is high, their quality heavily decreases with an increasing number of views. Inter-
estingly, for a high number of views, the quality of the two multi-view techniques
(depicted by triangles) is not much larger than the quality of the k-means method
with k = kmax. Thus, these methods are not suited to analyze data containing
multiple views.
To ensure that the previous observations are due to the increasing number of
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Figure 4.5: Effects of overlapping views
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Figure 4.6: Effects of the views’ purity
views and not due to the decreasing average dimensionality of the views, we per-
form a second experiment: In the experiment depicted in Figure 4.4(b), we again
increase the number of views in the data; now, however, we keep the average di-
mensionality of the views fixed to 3. Thus, while increasing the number of views
we also increase the overall dimensionality of the dataset. As shown, we get simi-
lar results: MVGen obtains high clustering qualities, while the competing methods
show decreasing quality values. The competing methods cannot handle data sets
with a large number of views. Please note that the Multi-View 1 approach is not
applicable for the first data set: the method is not capable to handle data where
the number of clusters is larger than the data’s dimensionality. This, however, is
problematic for multi-view data since obviously each view might contain an arbi-
trary number of clusters.
In the next experiment, we analyze the potential of our method to detect over-
lapping views. In Figure 4.5 we use a dataset with 12 dimensions containing 3
views. We vary the number of overlapping dimensions, i.e. dimensions that occur
in more than one view, until at the end each dimension occurs in two views (12
overlapping dimensions in a data set with 12 dimensions). As shown, the meth-
ods are nearly not influenced by overlapping dimensions. The reason might be
that none of the views is completely contained in another one. One is still able to
detect the clusters of each view. While the object groupings are nearly perfectly re-
covered by MVGen, some of the clusters’ relevant dimensions are missed for high
overlapping degrees (indicated by the slightly decreasing solid line, and an almost
constant dashed line). Note that the good quality of the competing approaches
can only be observed since in this experiment just 3 views are used.
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Figure 4.7: Scalability w.r.t. the database size
In Figure 4.6 we show that MVGen is able to find subspace clusters (located in
subspace views). In our model we allow a certain deviation of the clusters’ sub-
spaces to the relevant dimensions of their views, denoted as the purity of a view.
In this experiment, we vary the purity from 70% to 100%. Since in this experiment
each view covers 5 dimensions, a purity of 70% already leads to subspaces clusters
of dimensionalty 3, i.e. we get two additional irrelevant dimension per cluster. As
show, MVGen suceesfully detects the relevant dimension of each cluster. Since we
use a model selection approach, we trade-off the simplicity of the model against
its goodness of fit. For the competing approaches we cannot draw any conclusions
since for their evalution we do not consider the detected subspaces.
4.4.3 Evaluation of Scalability
Even though the focus of our method is to obtain high clustering quality, we briefly
analyze its efficiency. We start by increasing the number of objects in the database.
As depicted in Figure 4.7, all methods show increasing runtime and the slopes of
the curves are in a similar range. Please note that the two approaches Multi-View
1 & 2 have almost identical runtimes, and, since we use 2 views, the two Alt.
Clus. approaches are also identical in their runtimes. Apparently, the absolute
runtime of our method is the highest. This is explainable by two facts: First,
all competing approaches are based on the k-means method and they apply this
method at most mmax times. In our initialization, however, we apply k-means
already d + (d −m) times. The runtime of this initialization phase is indicated in
the figure by the dashed line, and it constitutes in this experiment to most of the
overall runtime of our algorithm (solid line). Second, our model selection phase
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Figure 4.9: Scalability w.r.t. the number
of views
that trades off relevant and irrelevant dimensions is complex and is not done by
the competing methods. Even though, the remaining algorithms are faster, the
absolute runtime of MVGen is still low. Furthermore, as we believe, the higher
runtime is compensated by the significantly higher clustering quality of MVGen.
In Figure 4.8 we increase the dimensionality of the data set. We observe a
similar behavior as in the previous experiment. Again, the initialization phase is
responsible for most of the overall runtime. With increasing dimensionality this
effect is even more amplified. Since we just use two views, the actual effort for
the model selection phase is relatively small (please note the logarithmic scale of
the y-axis).
Finally, we analyze the efficiency of MVGen if the number of views in the data
set is increased. In Figure 4.9 the the number of views increases up to 10 while
the dimensionality of the data is fixed to 30. As shown, this leads to an almost
constant initialization phase. The actual runtime of the model selection phase,
however, now increases since detecting the views and subspace clusters gets more
challenging. The runtime of the initialization phase can be neglected for a high
number of views (again note the logarithmic scale).
Overall, MVGen shows good scalability and it is the only method that simulta-
neously achieves high clustering qualities.
4.4.4 Real world data
For evaluation on real world data we use different evaluation principles, all focus-
ing on the aspect of detecting multiple views. In our first experiment, we extend
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(a) multi-view iris data
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(b) multi-view vowel data
Figure 4.10: Clustering quality on real world data
the datasets iris and vowel to data containing multiple views: for this, we ran-
domly concatenate the attribute values of different objects to a higher dimensional
space. The original data sets have dimensionalities of 4 and 10, respectively, while
the extension to multi-view data leads to dimensionalities up to 9 · 4 = 36 (iris)
and 6 · 10 = 60 (vowel), respectively. Figure 4.10 shows the results: For a small
number of views, the quality of some competing approaches is similar to the one of
MVGen. However, increasing the number of views leads to decreasing clustering
quality for all competing approaches. In contrast, MVGen shows constant quality
values; MVGen is not affected by an increasing number of views but detects the
different object groupings even for a high number of views. These results for real
world data are consistent with the observations made for the synthetic data.
In the next experiment we analyze the clustering result of MVGen on the CMU-
Face data. This data is interesting for multi-view clustering since it consists of
images taken from persons showing varying characteristics as their facial expres-
sions (neutral, happy, sad, angry), head positions (left, right, straight), and eye
states (open, sunglasses). As also done in [DB10a], we randomly select 3 persons
with all their images and applied PCA retaining at least 90% of the data’s variance
as a pre-processing step. The clustering result of MVGen for two views each with
three clusters is illustrated in Figure 4.11. The images correspond to the means
of each detected cluster. By visual inspection, we can easily find the reason for
detecting these two views: The first view, describes the grouping based on the
different persons, while the second view, corresponds to a grouping based on their
head positions.
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Figure 4.11: MVGen on face data
Next, we perform an experiment as introduced in [QD09]. They propose to
perform image segmentation on Escher images, which are known to have multiple
interpretations to the human eye. For clustering, each pixel is regarded as an
object with RGB and HSV values as features. In Figure 4.12 (top), such an image
is depicted (followed by the three views detected by MVGen). Focusing on the
dark regions, there is a segmentation of the image as given by the first view of
MVGen. This segmentation is dominant since the dark parts clearly deviate from
the orange/yellow parts. However, MVGen is also able to discover the more subtle
view where the yellow parts are decoupled from the others. Most interesting
is the third view detected by MVGen: it corresponds to only the background of
the image. For the competing methods we observed the following: The work of
[QD09] was only able to detect groupings similar to MVGen’s first and second
view (as also shown in [QD09]). Interestingly, the work of [CFD07], which is
designed to detect more than 2 views, was only able to find view 1. The detected
’alternative’ groupings were all similar. None of the competing methods was able
to detect the third, background view.
In our last case study, we want to highlight the benefit of explicitly modeling
the relevant subspace for each view as done by MVGen. Knowing the relevant
attributes enables us to reason about the views context and to explain the clusters.
Table 4.1 depicts for the liver disorders and diabetes data the detected subspaces
of each view. The number of clusters per view was chosen as 2. As shown for
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Original image
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Figure 4.12: Result of MVGen on an Escher image
the liver disorders data, we clearly find different groupings in these views (small
rand index), and the views do not correspond to the full-dimensional space, i.e.
for each view some dimensions are irrelevant. For liver, we observe disjoint views.
The first view clearly describes the relation between alcohol consumption and the
mean corpuscular volume, while the second view represents the weaker indica-
tors. On the diabetes data, the detected views match well to some factors caus-
ing diabetes of type 1 or type 2 (adult-onset diabetes; also caused by high blood
glucose levels during pregnancy). Here, a further interesting observation can be
made: Besides finding dissimilar groupings in subspace projections, we now also
get slightly overlapping views. E.g., the dimension ’body mass index’ is relevant
for both clusters in view 1 and for a single cluster in view 2. This result also con-
firms our hypothesis that the clusters of the same view may slightly differ in their
relevant dimensions.
Overall, our experiments show that MVGen successfully detects the multi-view
clustering structure on a variety of real world data sets.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we introduced the MVGen approach to learn the clustering struc-
ture of data containing multiple overlapping views. To this end, we proposed a
novel generative model: it represents the different views of the data by multi-
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Liver Disorders Data (rand index between views: 0.25)
V1 mean corpuscular volume, number of half-pint equivalents of alcoholic bev-
erages drunk per day
V2 alkaline phosphotase, alamine aminotransferase, aspartate aminotrans-
ferase, gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase
Diabetes Data (rand index between views: 0.51)
V1 body mass index, diabetes pedigree function, triceps skin fold thickness,
2-hour serum insulin; (for one cluster: plasma glucose concentration)
V2 age, diastolic blood pressure, # of times pregnant, plasma glucose concen-
tration; (for one cluster: body mass index)
Table 4.1: Subspace views on liver and diabetes
ple mixture models located in different subspace projections and it, thus, allows
each object to participate to various clusters. Since for each view a partitioning
of the objects is performed, we are able to describe multiple groupings and at
the same time prevent redundant information. In our method, we use Bayesian
model selection to decide which sets of dimensions are relevant for the clusters
and views. Since each cluster is detected in an individual subspace projection, the
problems of full-space clustering are avoided. For an efficient learning, we exploit
the principle of iterated conditional modes in our MVGen approach, and we de-
rived the required update equations. The comparison of MVGen with competing
approaches demonstrated the strengths of detecting views in multiple subspace
projections. Our MVGen approach was able to discover multiple clustering views
for various real world data sets. Especially the explicit modeling of the views’ rele-
vant subspaces has proven to be very valuable for interpreting the final clustering
results.
Chapter 5
Subspace Correlation Clustering
In the previous chapters of this thesis we have shown that analyzing subspace
projections and avoiding redundant information leads to meaningful clustering
results. With our methods, we avoid analyzing the full space in which the clus-
tering structure may be obfuscated by irrelevant dimensions and multiple views.
While our previously described methods focus on detecting dense areas in the data
space, i.e. groups of objects are characterized by similar attribute values, we now
consider a more complex pattern: correlation. For this type of pattern, a group of
objects is regarded as similar if their attribute values depend on each other in a
similar way. As we will demonstrate, the observations that originate the need to
consider subspace projections for traditional clustering also apply for the task of
correlation analysis.
5.1 Motivation
The goal of correlation clustering1 is to identify groups of objects that exhibit
dependencies between the features of the dataset. Considering correlations, the
attribute values in one dimension depend on the attribute values of other dimen-
sions. In contrast to clustering, however, the objects do not have to be closely
located together but should describe the same regression, e.g., they are located
near the same line or plane. Knowledge about the dependencies of attributes
1Not to be confused with the term as used in the machine learning community, which refers to
the task of determining a partitioning of the data that correlates to a pairwise similarity function f
learned from past data [BBC04].
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Figure 5.1: 4-d database with 15 objects and 3 subspace correlation clusters
provides a motive to reason about causalities and is advantageous for, e.g., trend
analysis, decision strategies, and prediction.
Mistakenly, in the literature, correlation clustering is characterized as gener-
alized subspace clustering [KKZ09]. Contrarily, we show in the following how
traditional correlation clustering falls short of the fundamental observations and
assumptions which originated the research field of subspace clustering and that
the actual transfer of the correlation principles towards subspace clustering still
needs to be done.
Subspace clustering [PHL04, KKZ09] identifies clusters in any (iso-oriented)
subspace projection of the data. In consequence, each group of objects can have
an individual set of relevant dimensions. Similarly, correlation clustering assumes
that strong correlations can only be observed for a subset of objects and a subset
of attributes. The assumption of each cluster having its own subset of relevant
attributes led subspace clustering to realize that an object can easily belong to
multiple clusters when considering different views, i.e., attribute subsets of the
data (cf. Chapter 3 and 4). This aspect, however, is not considered by the existing
correlation clustering methods, which require the clusters to be (almost) disjoint
with respect to their objects.
By considering the 2-dimensional subspace {d1, d2} in Figure 5.1, two differ-
ent (local) correlations can be detected: The objects indicated by a cross are pos-
itively correlated on a line, while the objects indicated by a circle are negatively
correlated on a different line2. Considering the subspace {d3, d4}, a different cor-
relation supported by a different set of objects can be detected. Thus, objects may
contribute to several correlations due to different subspace projections.
A second observation is the following: Given a multitude of overlapping clus-
ters in different subspaces and a set of locally irrelevant dimensions, an immedi-
2Of course our paradigm is not restricted to lines but correlations with higher degrees of free-
dom may be detected.
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ate consequence is that the clustering structure might be totally obscured in the
full-space [BGRS99]. That is, due to the decreasing discrimination power of dis-
tances, we cannot find a clustering solution that stands out in the data; almost any
grouping looks alike when, e.g., comparing their compactness in the full-space. By
analyzing subspace projections, as, e.g., done in our RESCU, OSCLU and MVGen
method, the discrimination power of distances and hence between different clus-
tering solutions is increased, and clearly outstanding clusters can be detected. In
existing correlation clustering methods, however, such an obfuscation of the clus-
tering structure in the full-space is not taken into considerations.
Why do we highlight this problem? One might argue that given an appropriate
set of objects, correlation clustering can easily determine the subset of correlated
dimensions and excludes the irrelevant dimensions by a post-processing. The crux,
however, is to find the ’appropriate’ set of objects in the first place. If patterns are
hidden in subspace projections of the data as, e.g., illustrated in Fig. 5.1, this is an
almost impossible task for approaches operating in the full-space. Since correla-
tion clustering analyses the full-space, noisy dimensions and overlapping clusters
will obfuscate the local correlations of objects; none of the possible groupings
stands out in the full dimensional data space (similar to traditional full-space clus-
tering). In Fig. 5.1 it is very unlikely to find a group of objects in the full-space
that corresponds to a strong correlation in a subspace. If, however, already wrong
sets of objects have been clustered, determining the true subset of correlated di-
mensions in a post-processing is almost impossible. Thus, correlation clustering
will not just miss some clusters due to its partitioning, but the resulting clusters
are highly questionable as for the traditional full-space clustering approaches.
A novel mining paradigm. In this chapter, we show that the observations
made for (subspace) clustering also have to be transferred to the task of correlation
analysis and we introduce the novel paradigm of subspace correlation clustering:
First, correlations between dimensions can be restricted to subspace projections,
i.e., not the whole set of dimensions is correlated. And second, correlations can be
hidden in local and possibly overlapping patterns, i.e., only subsets of the objects
may be correlated, and objects may contribute to several correlations.
With our paradigm we detect locally correlated dimensions in subspace pro-
jections. If we considered the full-dimensional data space in Fig. 5.1, no strong
correlation between the dimensions could be detected. Consequently, we focus on
subspace projections of the data. Overall, subspace correlation clustering derives
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Figure 5.2: Valid correlation in subspace {x, y}, invalid in {x, y, z}
more meaningful and more precise local patterns, and it unfolds the potential of
correlation clustering also for higher dimensional datasets.
Furthermore, in our paradigm we aim at reporting only clusters whose dimen-
sions are (strongly) correlated. In Fig. 5.2, for example, any existing correlation
clustering approach would identify the plane as a cluster; though, the attribute
values in z do not depend on the values in x and y. Highly misleading information
can be derived from such results: the interpretation that all three dimensions are
correlated on a plane is wrong! Thus, in our paradigm we aim at avoiding such
misleading clusters. Instead of detecting the plane in the 3d-subspace, our gaol
is to detect the line in subspace {x, y} since these two dimensions are strongly
correlated. Similarly, in Fig. 5.1 the horizontal line in subspace {d3, d4} does not
correspond to a correlation. The attribute values do not depend on each other. Our
method will just determine the other three lines in subspace {d3, d4} and {d1, d2}.
Since we report only the truly correlated dimensions to the user, which exactly
represent the different subspaces, misinterpretations of the clustering result are
prevented.
Multiple views and redundancy. By analyzing subspace projections, objects
can naturally be included in multiple patterns (see Fig. 5.1). While allowing each
object to contribute to several correlations is beneficial for detecting multiple and
alternative patterns in the data, we have to cope with the challenge of redundancy.
As known from the previous chapters, analyzing arbitrary subspace projections
and simply reporting any detected cluster results in highly redundant information.
This observation also holds for the task of correlation analysis. For example, a
line detected in subspace S is also a line in any of its projections S ′ ⊆ S (with
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|S ′| ≥ 2). Including these projections in the final result should be avoided as
they represent similar correlations and are not beneficial for the user. Even worse,
some correlations just exist due to other patterns, hence, representing misleading
(and redundant) information. Thus, to ensure interpretable results for our novel
paradigm, we have to develop a redundancy model handling these scenarios.
Overall, the contributions of this chapter for the novel paradigm of subspace
correlation clustering are:
• we analyze subspace projections to find correlated dimensions supported by a
subset of objects, i.e., we perform local pattern subspace correlation analysis
• we allow multiple overlapping clusters, i.e., each object can contribute to
several correlations due to different subspace projections
• we avoid redundancy in the clustering result, i.e., we remove clusters repre-
senting similar and misleading correlation information
5.2 Comparison with Related Work
In the following we review paradigms that are related to the topic of subspace
correlation clustering. The general clustering objective is to group objects based
on their mutual similarity. For traditional clustering, the similarity of vector data
is determined based on all attributes of the feature space, and the goal usually is
to find clusters that excel by a high compactness or density in the original feature
space.
Subspace Clustering: The key to the paradigm of subspace clustering [KKZ09]
is the observation that irrelevant dimensions and multiple possible groupings ob-
scure the clustering structure in the full-space due to the ’curse of dimensionality’
[BGRS99]. Since no grouping stands out in the data, traditional full-space cluster-
ing often leads to questionable clustering results. Consequentially, to increase the
discrimination power, subspace clustering techniques aim at identifying clusters in
different attribute subsets of the data. Thus, depending on the selected subspace
different clusters are possible and objects may occur in a multitude of clusters.
The main challenge for subspace clustering is the avoidance of redundancy in the
clustering result as presented in Chapters 2-4 of this thesis. Obviously, existing
subspace clustering methods are not designed to detect groups of objects describ-
ing correlations among the dimensions.
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Projected Clustering: As discussed in Chapter 2.1, projected clustering is related
to subspace clustering but does not allow multiple overlapping clusters, i.e. pro-
jected clustering performs (almost) an partitioning of the objects. Consequently,
projected clustering misses many of the hidden clusters, or the resulting solution is
of low quality since it tears multiple clusters apart to fit one partitioning. Projected
clustering methods are also not suited for detecting correlations in the data.
Correlation Clustering: Methods from this paradigm aim at identifying object
groups describing correlations between different features. Since the dimensions
of a cluster are not restricted to subsets of the original attributes but correspond to
arbitrarily oriented subspaces, correlation clustering is often denoted as general-
ized subspace clustering [KKZ09]. This, however, is (at least) inaccurate! Existing
correlation clustering methods are rather generalized projected clustering methods
and accordingly have the same limitations. They are not able to find multiple over-
lapping subspace correlation clusters, since they are limited to find only disjoint
or, in the case of [AR10], nearly disjoint clusters. Furthermore, existing methods
ignore the obfuscation of the clustering structure in the full-space provoked by
highly overlapping clusters in different subspaces.
For completeness, we review existing correlation clustering methods and dis-
cuss further shortcomings. We will restrict the considerations to linear correlation
clustering in the following. The basic technique utilized by most approaches is
Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Agglomerative methods (ORCLUS [AY00],
4C [BKKZ04], COPAC [ABK+07b], HiCo [ABKZ06], ERiC [ABK+07a]) assume that
local neighborhoods are in line with a global trend and perform PCA on those
neighborhoods, which, however, are strongly influenced by the similarity in the
full-space. Therefore these techniques are not appropriate for noise or multiple
views in the data as both negatively influence the choice of the neighborhood. To
avoid the problem of defining a proper local neighborhood, divisive methods were
proposed [LHSY07], [AR10], which, however, usually require the number of clus-
ters to be specified beforehand. Instead of PCA the approach of [ABD+08] utilizes
the Hough transform to detect correlations within the attributes. Furthermore,
as shown in the introduction, the previous approaches may include uncorrelated
dimensions (e.g., the horizontal line in Fig. 5.1) that hinder the interpretation of
the clustering result. In [HH07] uncorrelated dimensions are avoided but they are
restricted to find disjoint lines.
The paradigm of pattern-based clustering [YWWY02, KKZ09], such as biclus-
tering or co-clustering, is related to correlation clustering in that it clusters objects
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that exhibit a similar trend in a subset of attributes. However, it is limited to one-
dimensional positive correlations, i.e., all attributes in the subset are correlated
pairwise.
Overall, none of the existing correlation clustering methods is able to find mul-
tiple overlapping subspace correlation clusters as it is possible with our method.
Subspace correlation analysis: Besides clustering, the paradigm of subspace cor-
relation analysis has to be mentioned. Approaches as CARE [ZPW08a] and REDUS
[ZPW08b] try to identify subsets of attributes in which the majority of data entries
exhibit a correlation. This differs from clustering in that it does not analyze several
local subsets of objects. Therefore these methods are restricted to finding only a
single correlation per subspace and the datasets have to contain a small degree of
noise concerning objects.
5.3 Subspace Correlation Clustering
Generally speaking, a subspace correlation cluster is a set of objects O ⊆ DB
that exhibits a correlation in a set of dimensions S ⊆ Dim. We call this set of
attributes the subspace of the cluster. In Fig. 5.2 for example, the whole set of
objects is correlated in the 2-dimensional subspace {x, y}; the objects form a line.
Considering the 3-dimensional space, however, we do not have a valid subspace
correlation cluster since the attribute z is not correlated to the other ones. Corre-
lation is a measure of the effect of independent variables on a dependent variable
[CCWA02]. As shown in Fig. 5.2, however, we cannot draw any conclusion about
the attribute values in dimension z given the attribute values in the remaining di-
mensions. Thus, the plane does not represent a valid subspace correlation cluster.
Considering Fig. 5.3 the illustrated plane consisting of all objects in the 3-
dimensional space, however, is a valid correlation. Given the attribute values of
an object in dimension x and y, the attribute value in dimension z depends on
x, y. An object in this correlation is described by two independent variables. If
we just consider a subset of the objects, we are even able to find a line in the 3-
dimensional subspace, i.e., given the attribute value in dimension x, for example,
we observe a dependency of the attribute values in dimension y and z. For a line
we have one independent variable, i.e., one degree of freedom.
As shown in the examples, for subspace correlation clusters we have two dif-
ferent types of dimensionalities: First, the subspace dimensionality: for example,
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the 3-dimensional subspace of {x, y, z}. Second, the cluster dimensionality: Within
each subspace, each cluster/correlation has its own intrinsic dimensionality. E.g.,
a plane corresponds to a 2-dimensional cluster (two degrees of freedom) while
a line is a 1-dimensional cluster. Thus, in general, a subspace correlation cluster
is defined by a triple (O, S, λ) with a set of objects O ⊆ DB, a set of correlated
dimensions S ⊆ Dim, and the cluster’s dimensionality λ, representing the de-
grees of freedom. In the following, we formalize the definition of such subspace
correlation clusters.
5.3.1 Cluster definition
The basic idea to describe correlations in the data is to consider the data’s principal
components. We adapt the notions of [ABK+06] to define our clusters. Since we
design our model to detect linear correlations, we will use the term ’correlation’ in
the place of ’linear correlation’.
Definition 5.1 Basic notions
We assume a database DB ⊆ Rd of d-dimensional objects is given. Dim = {1, . . . , d}
is the set of dimensions. With o|S we denote the projection of an object o ∈ DB to
the subspace S ⊆ Dim. Accordingly, O|S refers to the projection of a set of objects
O ⊆ DB. The (sample) covariance matrix for O|S, i.e., for a set of objects O ⊆
DB in a subset of dimensions S ⊆ Dim, is denoted by ΣO,S ∈ R|S| × R|S|. The
eigendecomposition of ΣO,S is ΣO,S = VO,S · EO,S · V TO,S. The eigenvalue matrix EO,S
is a diagonal matrix storing the |S| eigenvalues in decreasing order, i.e., EO,S =
diag(e1, . . . , e|S|) with e1 > e2 > . . . > e|S|. The eigenvector matrix VO,S is an
orthonormal matrix storing the unit eigenvectors vi corresponding to ei. Therefore,
the i-th principal component is ei · vi.
Given a set of objects O projected to the subspace S, i.e., O|S, the minimum
number of principal components needed to retain a significant level α of the data’s
variance corresponds to the cluster’s intrinsic dimensionality. Considering the line
(defined by a subset of the objects) in the 3-dimensional subspace in Fig. 5.3,
we just need one principal component to describe most of the variance. This is
indicated by one large eigenvalue and two small ones. In contrast, for the plane we
need two principal components. Thus, by using the eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix, we are able to determine the cluster dimensionality.
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Figure 5.3: Redundant plane (induced
by the non-redundant line)
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Figure 5.4: Redundancy (line in sub-
space {x, y}) due to collinearity
Definition 5.2 Cluster dimensionality
The cluster dimensionality of the (projected) set of objects O|S w.r.t. a significance
level α is
λ(O, S) = min{k ∈ N+ |
∑k
i=1 ei∑|S|
i=1 ei
≥ α}
using the entries ei of the eigenvalue matrix EO,S.
Considering again the line in the 3-dimensional subspace of Fig. 5.3, we get the
eigenvalues e1 ≈ 10 and e2 ≈ e3 ≈ 0.01. Thus, by selecting, for example, α = 0.9,
the cluster dimensionality corresponds to 1, as expected for a line. By increasing
the value of α also the clusters’ dimensionalities increase since a larger fraction of
the variance needs to be explained.
Since real world data is rarely perfect but contains errors and noise, we can-
not expect to observe a set of objects that perfectly fits a line or another linear
regression model. Thus, the objects slightly deviate from the perfect model, e.g.
in Fig. 5.3 we observe a small deviation of the objects from the line. We can
measure the strength of a correlation by the degree of variation not explained by
the regression model: Since the regression model corresponds to the hyperplane
spanned by the first λ(O, S) principal components with the largest eigenvalues
(strong principal components), the distance along the last |S| − λ(O, S) principal
components with the smallest eigenvalues (weak principal components) deter-
mines the strength of a correlation. Intuitively, this corresponds to the (perpen-
dicular) distance between an object and, e.g., the perfect line. The smaller these
distances, the stronger the correlation.
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Formally, the correlation distance can be computed by determining the Eu-
clidean distance after projecting the objects and the cluster mean onto the weak
principal components (note that the objects are firstly projected to the subspace
S, that is, the weak components are linear combinations of the dimensions in S):
Definition 5.3 Subspace correlation distance
The subspace correlation distance of an object p ∈ DB to a correlation defined by a
set of objects O in subspace S is given by
scdist(p,O, S) =
√
(p|S − µ|S)T · VO,S · Eˆ · V TO,S · (p|S − µ|S)
with µ is the mean vector of the objects in O, VO,S is the eigenvector matrix, and Eˆ is a
diagonal matrix where the first λ(O, S) entries are 0 and the remaining |S|−λ(O, S)
entries are 1.
Thus, we obtain a strong correlation if each object of the cluster has a small
subspace correlation distance. Using these basic ideas, we first introduce our novel
cluster definition and afterwards we highlight the important characteristics.
Definition 5.4 Subspace correlation cluster
A subspace correlation cluster C = (O, S, λ) is a set of objects O ⊆ DB, a set of
dimensions S ⊆ Dim, and its cluster dimensionality λ = λ(O, S), such that
1. the cluster is sufficiently large, i.e., |O| ≥ minSize
2. the subspace correlation distance is small for each object in the cluster, i.e., ∀o ∈
O : scdist(o,O, S) ≤ ε
3. the set of objects is maximal: any object not in the cluster has a larger subspace
correlation distance, i.e., ∀p ∈ DB\O : scdist(p,O, S) > ε
4. the cluster dimensionality is smaller than the subspace dimensionality, i.e., λ < |S|
5. uncorrelated dimensions are not included, i.e., ∀d ∈ S : λ(O, S\{d}) = λ(O, S).
The first property ensures that each cluster has sufficiently large support since,
e.g., a line composed by only two points is not interesting. By the second property,
we ensure that each cluster exhibits a strong correlation; we do not include objects
with large subspace correlation distances. Accordingly, we want to include any
object with a small distance, i.e., the cluster should be as large as possible (third
property).
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The last two properties are the most important ones: With Prop. 4 the case
λ = |S| is prohibited (λ>|S| is not possible by definition). For λ = |S|, the cluster
dimensionality and the subspace dimensionality would be identical. This is not
meaningful since each dimension in the current subspace would be an indepen-
dent variable. Thus, none of the attribute values depends on the others, which
does not represent a correlation.
Property 5 is even more important to avoid ”meaningless” correlations (and is
one large advantage in contrast to traditional correlation clustering). As shown in
Fig. 5.2, the plane is not a valid correlation; dimension z is not correlated to the
other ones. This, however, cannot be detected by considering just the eigenvalues.
The cluster dimensionality is 2 as for any other plane. Thus, the first 4 properties
of the previous definition hold. However, we can detect this invalid correlation
by the following principle: Lets assume we have detected a set of objects with
dimensionality λ′ in subspace S\{d}. By adding a further dimension, i.e., to get
the subspace S, the novel cluster dimensionality obviously has to be either λ′+1 or
λ′. The first case occurs if we add an uncorrelated/noisy dimension to S\{d}, e.g.,
a line in a 2-d subspace becomes a plane in a 3-d subspace (cf. Fig. 5.2). The latter
case occurs if we add a correlated dimension, e.g., a line still is a line (Fig. 5.3).
Thus, Property 5 checks for each lower-dimensional subspace S\{d} whether the
cluster dimensionality remains stable. Otherwise (λ(O, S\{d}) < λ(O, S)) at least
one dimension d would be uncorrelated and the cluster is not valid. (Note that an
uncorrelated dimension can also be detected by checking if a principal component
of the cluster is nearly parallel to the dimension’s axis.)
Overall, our cluster definition enables us to detect groups of objects O that
are correlated in the set of dimension S with a specific degree of freedom λ by
simultaneously excluding uncorrelated dimensions. Note that the smaller λ the
more interesting is a cluster; a line is better than a plane. Contrarily, the larger S
the more interesting is a cluster; a 3-d subspace is better than a 2-d subspace.
5.3.2 Clustering definition
Based on Definition 5.4 we are able to determine all valid clusters, which are
allowed to group diverse object sets in diverse subspaces. Thus, we allow overlap-
ping clusters in general and we are able to detect multiple different correlations
per object, e.g., due to different attribute subsets. We are not limited to disjoint
clusters as previous methods. However, simply using the set All of all valid sub-
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space correlation clusters according to Definition 5.4 would lead to an overwhelm-
ing result size, containing highly redundant information. This redundancy occurs
due to two reasons:
Collinearity: When one dimension d ∈ S is highly correlated with some other
dimension x, the remaining dimensions S\{d} will be correlated to x, too. This
phenomenon is called (multi)collinearity [FW06]. When this happens, we can
derive many clusters describing the same information, e.g., if {d1, d2}, {d2, d3}
and {d3, d4} are correlated, we directly can infer that {d1, d3}, {d1, d4}, . . . are
correlated as well. Instead of reporting several collinear correlations in low di-
mensional subspaces, we represent them by just one cluster in a subspace S of
higher cardinality (note: the cluster dimensionality λ remains unchanged). This
way, we avoid redundancy.
To handle collinearity, we have to ensure that a correlation cluster in subspace
S is not simply a projection of another cluster in a superspace S ′ ⊃ S. Fig. 5.4
illustrates this problem. The correlation cluster in subspace {x, y} is a projection
of two clusters in subspace {x, y, z} (the green and red clusters) and a few noise
objects (black dots). Such a cluster does not provide much additional insight and
therefore should be excluded from the final result.
Induced clusters: With a few extra points, a correlation cluster can induce a
cluster of higher dimensionality (e.g., a line induces a plane). In Fig. 5.3, the 1-
dimensional correlation cluster (blue line) induces the 2-dimensional correlation
cluster (plane) which has only a few extra objects. Induced clusters can be mis-
leading as they mainly take credit for another cluster’s objects. In this example,
the plane is mainly supported by the objects of the line. If we took the line’s ob-
jects out of consideration, the plane would have too little support to be a valid
correlation cluster. The plane is just valid because of the line but not by itself.
Thus, we should exclude induced clusters from the final result.
The ’potentially redundant’ rule. The main question is, which clusters could
lead to a redundancy of other clusters either due to collinearity or due to induc-
tion. The following definition clearly states this:
Definition 5.5 ’Potentially redundant’ rule
A subspace correlation cluster C = (O, S, λ) is potentially redundant to a cluster
C ′ = (O′, S ′, λ′), for short C ≺potred C ′, iff
λ− λ′ ≥ |S\S ′| ∨ ∃S∗⊂S : |S∗| = λ+ 1 ∧ λ− λ′ > |S∗\S ′|
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We continue by discussing why the above rule covers all clusters C ′ to which C is
potentially redundant to. We distinguish three cases:
1) λ < λ′ (the cluster dimensionality of C is lower (better) than the ones of C ′):
In this case, the rule is always evaluated to false as the left sides of both in-
equalities are negative while their right sides are at least 0. This means a lower
dimensional cluster (e.g., a line) is never redundant with respect to a higher di-
mensional cluster (e.g., a plane). This is desirable because high-d clusters cannot
induce low-d ones.
2) λ = λ′ (both clusters have the same dimensionality):
In this case, the rule will be true if and only if S ′ ⊇ S. Otherwise the right
side of the first inequality will be greater than 0, and the second part of the rule
is violated in any case since a strict > is required. This means a cluster in a
higher-dimensional subspace is more important than its projections. As we can
derive clusters in lower-dimensional subspaces by simply projecting the cluster of
a higher-dimensional subspace, clusters in lower-dimensional subspaces need not
to be presented explicitly (cf. collinearity).
3) λ > λ′ (the cluster dimensionality of C is higher (worse) than the ones of C ′):
This case is the most complex one and it corresponds to induced correlation clus-
ters, e.g., C is a plane while C ′ is a line. As before, the rule is true for the case
S ′ ⊇ S. Though, it can even hold for S ′ 6⊆ S.
Let us consider an example: C is a 4-d cluster in subspace S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
and C ′ is a 1d-cluster (line) in subspace S ′={1, 2, 3, 8, 9}. How does C ′ look like in
S? If we project C ′ to {1, 2, 3}=S∩S ′, it has to be still a line. By now adding two
further dimensions, e.g., {4, 5} to reach S, the dimensionality of the 1d-cluster
increases at most by two (if both dimensions are uncorrelated). Thus, in the worst
case the dimensionality of C ′ in S is 1+2=3, which is better than the 4d-cluster C.
Hence C ′ could potentially induce C. In general, this holds if λ′+|S|−|S ′∩S|<λ⇔
|S\S ′|<λ−λ′.
But there is more: Now assume C to be a 4-d cluster in the subspace S =
{1, 2, . . . , 7}. Obviously, the line C ′ does look like a 5-d cluster in S. It cannot
induce the cluster C. However, in our model the cluster C represents all of its
collinear projections, e.g., also the 4-d cluster in subspace {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} = S∗ ⊂ S.
As discussed above, the cluster in this subspace may be induced by C ′ and hence
could be redundant. Consequently, if the projection S∗ is redundant then this
information should not be contained in the ’parent’ cluster. We also have to denote
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C as potentially redundant to C ′. In general, the equation λ− λ′ > |S∗\S ′| has to
be checked for any subset S∗ ⊂ S with |S∗| = λ + 1 since these correspond to the
lowest dimensional subspaces represented by collinear information of C.
Overall model. Based on the ’potentially redundant’ rule, we are now able to
define the overall redundancy of a cluster. As discussed and illustrated in Fig. 5.3,
the plane should be discarded as redundant because its support is too small after
removing the line. Similarly, in Fig. 5.4, the line in subspace {x, y} should be
discarded, since the support is mainly due to the two lines in subspace {x, y, z}.
Thus, we define a cluster C as redundant w.r.t. a set of other clusters Result if C ’s
support is too small after removing all objects that are already grouped in clusters
C ′ ∈ Result to which C is potentially redundant.
Definition 5.6 Redundancy of clusters
A subspace correlation cluster C = (O, S, λ) is redundant to a set of clusters Result,
for short C ≺red Result, iff
|O \
⋃
C′∈Result\{C}
C≺potredC′
C′=(O′,S′,λ′)
O′| < minSize
Finally, we are able to define the overall subspace correlation clustering. The final
clustering should be redundancy free, i.e., it should not contain induced clusters
or clusters present due to collinearity. Moreover, it should be maximal, i.e., should
contain as many clusters as possible without introducing redundancy. Based on
these two principles, we define the overall clustering model as follows:
Definition 5.7 Subspace correlation clustering
Given the set All of all valid subspace correlation clusters, a subspace correlation
clustering Result ⊆ All fulfills the following conditions:
• redundancy-free: ∀C ∈ Result : C 6≺red Result
• maximality: ∀D ∈ All\Result : Result ∪ {D} is not redundancy-free
Our novel clustering model enables the detection of correlations in subspace
projections of the data, it allows objects to contribute to multiple, overlapping cor-
relations, and simultaneously prevents redundant information in the final output.
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5.3.3 Discussion of parameters
Our subspace correlation clustering model can be adapted based on three param-
eters, which were already introduced by the method of COPAC [ABK+07b]: α
is used to determine the cluster dimensionality of a set of objects O, i.e. it con-
trols the degrees of freedom of the corresponding correlation. At least α percent
of O’s variance has to be explained by the calculated correlation. According to
[ABK+07b] one typically selects α ∈ [0.8, 0.9]. In this case, the correlation has to
capture most of the information reflected in the set of objects O.
The parameter ε ensures that all but only similar objects (w.r.t. the correlation
distance) are included in the cluster. By choosing ε = 0, the objects of a cluster
have to form a perfect correlation; the object values exactly fit the regression
model. By increasing the value of ε, larger deviations from the regression model
are permitted. Thus, the method is more robust to errors or noise in the data.
Intuitively, ε corresponds to the maximal error the user is willing to accept for
each correlation. Similar to density based clustering [EKSX96], all objects with
larger distances are excluded from the cluster.
The last parameter minSize simply restricts the minimal cardinality of each
cluster. Thus, meaningless correlations as, e.g., two objects forming a line are
prevented. By increasing minSize, the detected clusters reflect stronger correla-
tions in the data since they are supported by a larger set of objects. Obviously, the
number of clusters decreases while minSize is increased.
5.4 The SSCC Algorithm
In the following section we briefly introduce our algorithm SSCC (SubSpace Cor-
relation Clustering), which determines a clustering result according to Defini-
tion 5.7. We develop an efficient algorithm computing an approximate solution
since, as known from traditional subspace clustering, the number of cluster can-
didates is exponential in the number of objects and the number of dimensions.
Furthermore, generating all cluster candidates in a first step and selecting the
final clustering afterwards is highly inefficient since most of the clusters will be re-
jected as redundant anyway. Thus, our SSCC avoids the bottleneck of generating
all possible clusters by trying to directly generate only non-redundant clusters.
The general processing of SSCC is shown in Algo. 5.1. We first describe the gen-
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Algorithm 5.1: The SSCC algorithm
1 Result = ∅ // current result containing non-red. clusters
2 for λ from 1 to d− 1 do // low-dim. clusters first
3 λClusters = ∅
4 for S ⊆ Dim with |S| = λ+ 1 do
5 NonPrunedS=PruneObjects(DB,S,Result,λClusters) // cf. Section 5.4.3
6 if |NonPrunedS | < minSize then continue;
7 Tmp=FindλClusters(NonPrunedS , S, λ) // cf. Section 5.4.1
8 λClusters=MergeClusters(Tmp, λClusters) // cf. Section 5.4.2
9 // λClusters may now contain clusters with
10 // subspace cardinality |SC | > λ+1
11 for x from d to λ+ 1 do // high-d subspaces first
12 for C ∈ λClusters with |SC | = x do
13 if C is non-redundant to Result then // cf. Def. 5.6
14 Result = Result ∪ {C}
eral idea of our approach and discuss details in the subsequent paragraphs. Three
major principles are used to avoid generating redundant clusters: (1) Based on the
redundancy definition, a λ-dim. cluster can only be redundant to clusters with di-
mensionality λ′ ≤ λ. Thus, we can first mine all (non-redundant) low-dimensional
clusters (e.g., lines) before mining higher-dimensional ones (e.g. planes). This is
shown in line 2 of the algorithm. (2) For a non-redundant λ-dim. cluster in sub-
space S, its support has to be high enough after removing the objects contained in
clusters that make him potentially redundant (cf. Def. 5.5). We use this idea for
pruning objects: Since we already know the non-redundant λ′-dim. clusters with
λ′≤λ in similar subspaces, we remove all objects of the database (in this subspace)
that are already clustered (line 5). Thus, the set of objects to be considered is dra-
matically reduced (or even too small; line 6) and finding clusters is more efficient.
(3) We exploit the fact of collinearity to avoid analyzing the exponential number
of possible subspaces. Each λ-dim. cluster in subspace S is also a λ-dim. cluster
in any subspace S ′⊆S with |S ′|=λ+1. Thus, we only mine λ-dim. clusters in sub-
spaces with cardinality λ+1 (cf. line 4, 7) and we merge these clusters to obtain
clusters with higher subspace cardinality (line 8). E.g., if we have already found
similar clusters in subspace {d1, d2} and {d1, d3}, we merge them to {d1, d2, d3}.
If the cluster is still valid here, we do not have to analyze {d2, d3} since in our
model the collinearly correlated dimensions are represented by a single cluster.
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Based on these strategies, the lines 3-10 of Algo. 5.1 efficiently generate a set
of λ-dim. clusters (located in subspaces of arbitrarily high cardinality) that is non-
redundant with high probability. However, the previous steps do not perfectly
guarantee a non-redundant result. Thus, in lines 11-14 we finally ensure the ab-
sence of redundancy: For this, we can use an efficient incremental approach since
based on Definition 5.5 we can process the clusters of highest subspace cardinality
first (line 11,12) and we just have to compare these against the current result set
(line 13).
5.4.1 Finding λ-dim. clusters in a (λ+ 1)-dim. subspace
As described above, we just have to mine the λ-dim. clusters in (λ + 1)-dim. sub-
spaces. To achieve this, we apply the method of COPAC [ABK+07b] on the current
subspace projection S; however, with two important differences: 1) The basic idea
of COPAC is to compute for each object o its local correlation dimensionality λo,
i.e. the dimensionality of the correlation if only the objects in o’s neighborhood
are considered. Afterwards, COPAC partitions the objects according to their local
correlation dimensionality, and finds clusters in any of these partitions. Since we
are just interested in λ-dimensional clusters, we do not have to analyze all parti-
tions but just a single partition; the one corresponding to λ. Thus, we only have to
find clusters in the partition that contains the objects o having a local correlation
dimensionality of λo = λ. This is far more efficient than analyzing all objects. Note
that we still find clusters of higher dimensionality due to our overall processing.
2) As mentioned, existing methods may determine clusters containing uncorre-
lated dimensions. In contrast, our approach avoids these clusters, i.e., clusters
containing principal components that are nearly parallel to any axis of the current
subspace are rejected. Overall, based on our modification of COPAC, we efficiently
generate the desired set of λ-dim. clusters for a given subspace S.
5.4.2 Merging clusters to higher-dimensional subspaces
With our merging principle we avoid to analyze any possible subspace projection.
Given the set Tmp of newly detected λ-dim. clusters (cf. line 7), we try to merge
these with the already known λClusters to reach subspaces of higher cardinality.
A pseudo-code for this subroutine is given in Algo. 5.2. For each cluster C =
(O, S, λ) ∈ Tmp we first determine those Ci = (Oi, Si, λ) ∈ λClusters that fulfill
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Algorithm 5.2: Generate high-dimensional subspaces by merging
function: MergeClusters(.,.)
1 input: new clusters Tmp, already known λClusters
2 while Tmp 6= ∅ do
3 select C = (O,S, λ) ∈ Tmp
4 PotColl = {Ci ∈ λClusters | |S ∩ Si| ≥ λ ∧ Si 6⊆ S}
5 CIsRedundant = false
6 for Ci ∈ PotColl do
7 generate Cmerge = (O ∩Oi, S ∪ Si, λ)
8 if Cmerge is valid cluster then
9 Tmp = Tmp ∪ {Cmerge}
10 if Ci is redundant to Cmerge then
11 λClusters = λClusters\{Ci}
12 if C is redundant to Cmerge then
13 CIsRedundant = true
14 Tmp = Tmp\{C}
15 if CIsRedundant == false then
16 λClusters = λClusters ∪ {C}
|S ∩ Si| ≥ λ and Si 6⊆ S. Only these clusters are potentially collinear to C. If no
such Ci exists, we can simply add C to the current set of λClusters. Otherwise,
for each potentially collinear cluster Ci we do the following steps:
We generate the candidate Cmerge = (O ∩Oi, S ∪ Si, λ) and check if it is a valid
cluster. If so, we first add Cmerge to Tmp since it potentially can be merged with
further clusters later on (Note: Tmp acts as a queue, where we successively re-
move and add elements; the method stops if Tmp is empty). Second, we check
whether Ci is redundant to Cmerge. Since the ’potentially redundant’ rule is au-
tomatically fulfilled, we simply have to test |Oi| − |O ∩ Oi| < minSize. If Ci is
redundant, we remove it from λClusters, ensuring a manageable number of clus-
ters at any time. Similarly, we check the redundancy of C w.r.t. Cmerge. If it is
redundant, we mark it correspondingly.
If each Ci is processed, i.e., its merging with C has been analyzed, we remove C
from Tmp. If C is not marked as redundant, we finally add C to the set λClusters.
Note that the termination of our merging principle is guaranteed due to the
condition Si 6⊆ S. Since the subspace cardinality of the merged clusters increase,
at some point in time no further merging partners can be found, and the set Tmp
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will become empty. Note also that our merging is invoked within the for-loop
(line 4, Algorithm 5.1). Thus, the set Tmp is usually small and the clusters in
λClusters may already be of much higher subspace cardinality than λ + 1. Over-
all, our merging principle efficiently generates λ-dimensional clusters of subspace
cardinality larger than λ+ 1.
5.4.3 Object pruning exploiting the redundancy model
By our pruning step, we try to lower the number of objects of the current subspace
S that have to be analyzed for their clustering structure. According to Defini-
tion 5.6, a non-redundant cluster CS of dim. λ must have sufficiently high support
even if the object sets of some other clusters (based on Def. 5.5) are removed.
Since we already know the non-redundant clusters with dimensionality λ′<λ, we
can select those clusters C ′ ∈ Result that fulfill the ’potentially redundant’ rule
w.r.t. the current subspace S, i.e., those clusters C ′ for which CS ≺potred C ′ holds3.
Clusters fulfilling the rule might be the reason for induced correlation clusters in
S and hence their object sets can safely be removed. To put it clearly: If CS is a
valid non-redundant cluster in S, it will still be so even after removing the objects
determined above.
But we can remove even more objects: Our merging principle generates clus-
ters with subspaces of cardinality larger than λ+1. For example, based on clusters
in {d1, d2} and {d1, d3} we may get a cluster Cm in {d1, d2, d3}; it has the same
cluster dimensionality λ but higher subspace cardinality. Thus, before analyzing
the subspace {d2, d3} we can also remove the objects of Cm since the ’potentially
redundant’ rule holds for this cluster. In general, we can prune objects contained in
clusters C ′ ∈ λClusters with CS ≺potred C ′. This prevents the detection of redundant
collinear clusters with lower subspace cardinality. Hence, our merging principle
introduced in the previous paragraph also leads to an efficiency gain within this
subroutine.
Formally, the set of non-pruned objects is given as
NonPrunedS = {o ∈ DB | ¬∃C ′ ∈ Result ∪ λClusters :
C ′ = (O′, ., .) ∧ o ∈ O′ ∧ (DB,S, |S| − 1) ≺potred C ′}
3At this point we do not know which objects O are clustered in CS . However, since Defini-
tion 5.5 just uses λ and S, and we have λ = |S| − 1, all necessary information is given. We can
e.g., simply set CS = (DB,S, |S| − 1).
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Please note that depending on the current subspace S different sets of objects
are pruned since the ’potentially redundant’ rule may be evaluated differently.
Thus, objects can still contribute to several correlations due to different subspace
projections as desired by our model.
Overall, for each subspace S a large amount of objects might be already re-
moved based on the clusters in Result (to prevent induced clusters) and λClusters
(to prevent collinear clusters). Only in the remaining set of objects novel clusters
have to be detected.
5.4.4 Summary
Our SSCC generates clusters bottom-up w.r.t. their dimensionality and simultane-
ously removes redundant clusters top-down w.r.t. their subspace cardinality. Due
to the redundancy model and based on the increasing set of known clusters, we
are able to prune for each subspace a large amount of objects that have not be con-
sidered at all. Furthermore, by utilizing the collinearity phenomenon and merging
several clusters, we can avoid analyzing many subspace projections. Overall, SSCC
efficiently determines a non-redundant subspace correlation clustering result.
5.5 Experimental Analysis
Setup We compare SSCC against all (non-hierarchical) algorithms implemented
in the framework ELKI [AKZ08], namely ORCLUS [AY00], COPAC [ABK+07b],
and 4C [BKKZ04]. For subspace correlation analysis we choose CARE [ZPW08a].
Since REDUS [ZPW08b] is not exclusively designed for linear correlations, CARE
is better suited for our settings. To revisit our statement of the introduction that
it is not sufficient to simply use the groupings determined by correlation cluster-
ing and to calculate the truly correlated dimensions in a post-processing step, we
implement a post-processing method that discards all dimensions being approxi-
mately parallel to the principal components of a cluster and recalculates the clus-
ter’s dimensionality. We name this step PP and apply it to all results of full-space
correlation clustering methods.
We measure clustering quality by the CE measure (clustering error) [PM06],
which also considers the subspaces in its evaluation. For easier interpretation we
depict the results of 1-CE, where 1 indicates perfect quality and 0 lowest possible
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Figure 5.5: Scenario A
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Figure 5.6: Scenario B
quality. Efficiency is measured by the approaches’ runtime. For comparability all
experiments were conducted on Opteron 2.3GHz CPUs using Java6 64bit.
We start by evaluating the approaches based on synthetic data to analyze their
performance for the different subspace scenarios. We continue by observing the
approaches’ behavior for different database scalings and will confirm important
observations for the real world datasets ’Wages’4 and ’Image Segmentation’ [FA10].
For each algorithm we determine optimal parameter settings w.r.t. the CE value.
Test scenarios for subspace clustering In Figures 5.5-5.10 we depict the algo-
rithms’ results for different correlation scenarios, especially for subspace settings.
To allow a better interpretation, we provide visual descriptions of the used datasets
attached to the left of the evaluation results of each particular test scenario. Each
colored region corresponds to one cluster covering a specific set of objects in a
specific subset of dimensions. λ indicates the cluster’s dimensionality. Attribute
values in white regions are noise.
For the first simple test scenario A (Figure 5.5), with only full-space clusters,
the full-space approaches COPAC and ORCLUS perform better than SSCC. Since
clusters are well separated in the full space but are likely to be merged in subspace
projections, the merging strategy of SSCC tends to assign few objects to wrong
clusters. Surprisingly, 4C does not yield good results, which probably is originated
by its sensitivity to the setting of the neighborhood range, which however might
be different for clusters of different dimensionality λ, and its requirement of spa-
tially connectedness of the clusters. Since the CARE approach requires a cluster to
comprise the majority of a dataset’s objects, it does not perform well for datasets
with more than one cluster per subspace, which will be confirmed by the other
test cases.
4http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/datasets/CPS 85 Wages
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Figure 5.7: Scenario C
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Figure 5.8: Scenario D
Test case B (Figure 5.6) shows a simple subspace scenario, where clusters are
still disjoint and only few dimensions per cluster are noisy. Our SSCC manages
to achieve even better clustering results for this setting. The results of COPAC
and ORCLUS are significantly lower compared to scenario A. Noise dimensions
obfuscate the clustering structure in the full-space and even post-processing only
marginally improves the quality of the detected clusters. In contrast, CARE is able
to achieve better results than for test case A, as clusters have less overlap per
dimension.
Although scenario C (Figure 5.7) seems to be the easiest subspace setting, as
neither dimensions nor objects of clusters do overlap, it poses severe challenges
for full-space algorithms. Since the degree of noise dimensions exceeds the one
of relevant dimensions for all clusters, COPAC, ORCLUS, and 4C do not manage
to reveal the true clustering structure. Even post-processing achieves no further
improvement. As discussed in the introduction, existing correlation clustering
methods do not just suffer from their restriction to disjoint clusters (in Figure 5.7
the clusters do not overlap!) but they analyze the full-space where no clearly
outstanding grouping is present. By analyzing (individual) subspace projections,
SSCC increases the discrimination power between different correlations. SSCC is
the only approach being able to uncover the correlations.
Contrarily to scenario B, for the clusters of scenario D (Figure 5.8) not the
object sets but the subspaces are disjoint. As all approaches besides SSCC partition
the data into clusters, they will not recover the clustering structure by design.
However, since the clusters’ overlap is arbitrary, the correlations interfere with
each other and no clear statement about correlations is possible in the full space.
Still, SSCC nearly perfectly recovers the hidden correlations.
Although the degree of overlap of clusters w.r.t objects is increased in scenario E
(Figure 5.9) in comparison to scenario D, clustering results of COPAC and ORCLUS
are better. Clusters either agree perfectly or not at all regarding their objects or
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Figure 5.9: Scenario E
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Figure 5.10: Scenario F
dimensions. Therefore, the projection into full-space still enables the detection of
a certain clustering structure. Thus, not only the partitioning of the data hinders
the cluster detection for full-space algorithms but also the arbitrary interference
shown in scenario D.
The last test case F (Figure 5.10) shows a scenario typically described for sub-
space clustering. For these combined characteristics of the previous cases, we once
more observe that none of the examined approaches but SSCC is able to reveal the
underlying correlation clustering structure of the data.
For further experiments we will restrict our comparison of SSCC to COPAC
and ORCLUS, as the remaining methods have shown to be not effective to typical
subspace scenarios.
Quality w.r.t. number of noise dimensions To confirm our observations that
irrelevant dimensions obscure the clustering structure in the full-space, in Fig-
ure 5.11 we gradually add noise dimensions to the dataset of Figure 5.5. While
SSCC is mostly unaffected by noise dimensions, COPAC and ORCLUS increasingly
fail to discover the hidden correlations. For few noise dimensions, post-processing
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Figure 5.11: Effect of noise dimensions
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Figure 5.12: Overlapping clusters
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Figure 5.13: Effect of multiple views
slightly increases the quality of COPAC. In general, however, post-processing can-
not eliminate the problems of full-space clustering.
Quality w.r.t. overlap of clusters In Figure 5.12 we examine the effect of in-
creasing percentage of overlapping objects between clusters. For a 4d dataset
with 1000 objects, 2 clusters each with 500 objects in disjoint 2d subspaces, we
increase the clusters’ overlap without varying the clusters’ sizes. SSCC shows per-
fect result for any degree of overlap. For ORCLUS and COPAC the post-processing
is able to reveal the true correlations for small overlap. However, with increas-
ing overlap, both algorithms are destructed by the interference of the two clusters
in the full-space, shown by worse post-processing quality. Even worse, COPAC
groups the overlapping objects into a separate cluster, which is according to CE
more beneficial than to regard these objects as noise.
Quality w.r.t. number of views In Figure 5.13 we systematically increase the
number of views for a dataset of 1000 objects and 10 dimensions. Comparably
to scenario E (5.9), all views have disjoint, nearly equally sized subspaces and
contain two one-dimensional correlation clusters. We observe a fast decrease of
clustering quality of COPAC and ORCLUS with increasing number of views. SSCC
remains unaffected by the view number, showing perfect results.
Scalability w.r.t. database size Figure 5.14 (left) shows the results for varying
number of objects for a dataset with 5 dimensions and 4 equally sized full space
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Figure 5.14: Scalability w.r.t. database size & dimensionality
clusters without noise. All three algorithms scale linearly with the database size.
Note the logarithmic scale of both axes. Although SSCC has to cope with an expo-
nential number of subspaces, its runtime is still in range of COPAC’s runtime.
Scalability w.r.t. dimensionality For a dataset similar to scenario E (Figure 5.9),
except that all clusters comprise 500 objects, we consecutively concatenate the
dataset to generate datasets of higher dimensionality in Figure 5.14 (right). Al-
though the number of subspaces grows exponentially with the number of dimen-
sions, SSCC scales linearly. COPAC shows super linear behavior and thus exceeds
SSCC’s runtime.
Real world data In the following we analyze the results of SSCC and COPAC
for real world data. For Wages (534 objects, 4 numerical attributes, 7 categories)
we only used the four numerical attributes: ’education’, ’experience’, ’wage’, and
’age’. Both algorithms detected only a single 2-dimensional cluster in the sub-
space of ’education’, ’experience’, and ’age’ as visualized in Figure 5.15. Note that
COPAC does not actually report the relevant subspace but we have to use the post-
processing step to exclude the uncorrelated dimension ’wage’. In Figure 5.15, all
clustered objects are colored red, noise is colored blue. For the 2d correlation
in the Wages data, SSCC captures the objects much better than COPAC. COPAC
misses many objects since in the full-space they do not belong to this correlation,
i.e. the additional attribute ’wage’ disturbs the local correlation of these objects.
By analyzing subspace projections, SSCC is able to detect the truly correlated set
of objects.
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Figure 5.15: Results of SSCC and COPAC for Wages
For the Image Segmentation data we have 19 numerical attributes describing
pixel regions and one class attribute. We remove the class attribute and the con-
stant region-pixel-count attribute and normalize the remaining attributes between
zero and one. Although trying a wide range of parameter settings, COPAC was
not able to detect any cluster for this dataset. SSCC detected eight clusters, and
two exemplary clusters are plotted in Figure 5.16. Obviously, the clusters de-
tected by SSCC correspond to strong correlations, which can be visually verified
and are explainable from the dataset’s description. For example, SSCC is able to
detect a cluster in the subspace of exgreen.mean, exblue.mean, and value.mean
(cf. Figure 5.16 (right)). According to the dataset’s description, the first two di-
mensions are the measures of excess green and excess blue that are defined as
exgreen.mean = (2G + (R + B)) and exblue.mean = (2B + (R + G)). Here R de-
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Figure 5.16: SSCC results for Image Segmentation
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notes the average over the raw values of red, B for blue, and G for green, respec-
tively. The dimension value.mean is a 3-dimensional non-linear transformation of
the values R, G, and B. Obviously, from the definition of these dimensions we can
expect some correlation in this subspace. This correlation is successfully identified
by SSCC. Note that all of the correlations detected by SSCC appear only in subsets
of the attributes. Thus, full-space approaches are not able to detect these results,
confirming the need of our novel subspace correlation clustering paradigm.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have demonstrated that the observations of traditional sub-
space clustering analogously apply for the paradigm of correlation clustering. Due
to the decreasing discrimination power of distances, which results from overlap-
ping clusters and irrelevant dimensions, a clustering conducted in the full-space is
questionable. Thus, even a post-processing to refine the clustering result and to
exclude uncorrelated dimensions is not sufficient for typical subspace scenarios.
Instead, we analyze subspace projections of the data to find meaningful strong cor-
relations supported by subsets of objects. Our introduced approach reveals linear
correlations in subspace projections, allows objects to contribute to multiple cor-
relations, and simultaneously ensures a result of manageable size containing only
non-redundant subspace correlation clusters. For this, we carefully differentiate
between non-redundant correlation clusters and ones originated from collinearity
or induction. We design the efficient algorithm SSCC exploiting various pruning
techniques. As demonstrated in the experiments, a transfer of the ideas and obser-
vations from the subspace clustering paradigm leads to more precise correlation
clustering results compared to state of the art techniques in this domain.
With this chapter we conclude the first part of this thesis. We introduced novel
subspace clustering techniques that solve the challenge of redundancy, are able
to detect multiple views, and extract dense areas or correlations from the data.
In the two subsequent parts of this thesis we use the gained insights to develop
subspace clustering methods going beyond vector data but handling more complex
data types.

Part II
Subspace Mining
on Imperfect Data
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Chapter 6
Imperfect Data: Introduction
While the previous part of this thesis has introduced subspace clustering meth-
ods handling preprocessed data, the following part introduces subspace clustering
techniques tackling the challenge of imperfect information. Before presenting two
solutions for different kinds of imperfect information in Chapter 7 and 8, we start
with a classification of the different types of imperfect information and we discuss
sources for their occurrence in real world scenarios. To highlight the need for min-
ing methods that directly handle imperfect data, we give a brief overview of data
cleansing principles and we show their general drawbacks.
6.1 Types of Imperfect Information
Several schemes to classify imperfect information were proposed in the litera-
ture. So far, however, no standardized classification scheme is available. While
[BT85] uses the terms incompleteness, imprecision, and uncertainty, the methods
of [BP96, Tzv90] refer to imprecision, uncertainty, vagueness, and inconsistency.
In [Par96] a thorough discussion of the different terms is presented and current
methods to handle such data are reviewed. In the following, we focus on the most
important types of imperfect information.
Incomplete data. Incompleteness describes imperfect information due to the
absence of individual measurements. While the absence of specific information
regarding a single object is denoted as existential incompleteness, the absence of
objects as a whole is denoted as universal. Incomplete information, often referred
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to as data containing missing values, occurs for example due to faulty sensors or
incomplete customer questionnaires.
Imprecise data. In contrast, imprecision describes imperfect information that
is recorded but without sufficiently high granularity. For example, the age of a
customer is just given by an interval or by a fuzzy description as ”young”. The
notion of imprecision depends on the method that is used to analyze the recorded
data: for some tasks the granularity of the measured data is sufficient, e.g. just
the year of birth is needed, while other tasks require more precise data, e.g. the
exact day of birth. In general, imprecision is present if the attributes of an object
are non-singleton subsets of the domain to be analyzed. Intuitively, if an attribute
covers the whole domain, it corresponds to a missing value, e.g. the age of a
customer is in the range 0 to 200.
Inconsistent data. Inconsistency, as a third type of imperfect information, de-
scribes the occurrence of conflicting values within a database. For example the
city and the state of a customer do not match. This type of error often occurs if
different sources of information are used and merged into single database.
Uncertain data. Finally, in many scenarios uncertainty about the given infor-
mation does exist. In the case of uncertainty, one is just provided with an estimate
how likely the observed value is equal to (or may differ from) the true value. For
example, the measured GPS signal of a mobile phone is highly uncertain informa-
tion for determining its true position and one is only provided with an estimate
about this position by, e.g., incorporating probability distributions. Similar to in-
complete information, one distinguishes uncertainty about specific attributes – so
called attribute uncertainty – and uncertainty about the existence of whole objects
– tuple uncertainty. Besides uncertainty due to the data recording step, artificial
uncertainty due to privacy issues is present, i.e. before providing a data set sensi-
tive information is obfuscated.
As mentioned in [Par96], uncertainty differs to the previous types of imperfect
information since it is inherently subjective. An external subject, e.g. the user, has
to specify the underlying model, e.g. the probability distribution, how to estimate
the truth of a fact. The previous types, however, are objective since they are
elementary results of the data’s recording process. Furthermore, uncertainty and
imprecision are often closely connected since, e.g., a ”young” customer is more
likely 25 than 50 years old.
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6.2 Data Cleansing
As shown in the previous section, different types of imperfect information exists
and usually they cannot be handled by traditional data mining methods. Thus,
data cleansing techniques try to correct or remove imperfect information [HK01].
Various data cleansing methods were introduced ranging from simple parsing to
detect incorrect strings, over data transformations to convert measurements to dif-
ferent scales, to duplicate elimination to identify (almost) identical entries. More
advanced techniques use statistical methods, e.g, to impute missing values or they
perform outlier analysis to detect erroneous measurements.
Even though all these techniques try to increase the data quality, they have
several limitations. First, data cleansing is accompanied by high cost since the
methods are rarely completely automatic but the user has to be involved. Sec-
ond, the storage overhead can be huge since besides the original data also the
preprocessed data have to be stored. And last, preprocessing the data usually re-
sults in an information loss. On the one hand the preprocessing step is not aware
of the special characteristics of the subsequent data mining method, and on the
other hand the mining method cannot distinguish between a precise object and an
imperfect but cleaned object.
Overall, valuable information is no longer available due to preprocessing. Es-
pecially for the task of subspace clustering, as we will show in the next chapters,
this can lead to undesired clustering results. Thus, our aim is to develop inte-
grated mining methods that direct handle imperfect data for the task of subspace
clustering as illustrated in Figure 1.4. While our first method provides a solution
for the case of data containing incomplete information, our second method covers
the topic of attribute uncertainty.

Chapter 7
Subspace Clustering for Incomplete
Data
In today’s applications, data analysis tasks are hindered by many attributes per
object as well as by imperfect data containing missing values. Subspace clustering
tackles the challenge of many attributes by cluster detection in any subspace pro-
jection of the data. However, it poses novel challenges for handling missing values
of objects, since each object can be grouped in multiple clusters due to locally
different subspace projections (cf. Figure 7.1).
d1 d2 d3 d4 d5
o1 low value low value low value
o2 low value low value low value
o3 low value low value low value
o4 low value low value ??? high value high value
o5 high value high value high value
o6 high value high value high value
o7 high value high value high value
Figure 7.1: Simplified example of a missing value in multiple subspace clusters
Intuitively, missing values should be tolerated in such cases where sufficient in-
formation is given about the relevant dimensions and the object groupings. Thus,
in Figure 7.1 for example the object o4 should be included in both subspace clus-
ters. This general idea is independent of the underlying subspace cluster defi-
nition. Unfortunately, it is not supported by traditional techniques that handle
missing values.
In this chapter, we propose a general fault tolerance definition enhancing sub-
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space clustering models to handle missing values. We introduce a flexible notion of
fault tolerance that adapts to the individual characteristics of subspace clusters and
ensures a robust parameterization. Allowing missing values in our model increases
the computational complexity of subspace clustering. Thus, we prove novel mono-
tonicity properties for an efficient computation of fault tolerant subspace clusters.
Experiments on real and synthetic data show that our fault tolerance model yields
high quality results even in the presence of many missing values.
7.1 Motivation and Comparison with Related Work
Limitations of statistical pre-processing methods. The easiest way to handle
missing values is by eliminating objects containing missing values, the so called
complete case analysis [LR87]. It is known that this principle leads to huge in-
formation loss and may distort the distribution of the data. As an alternative,
imputation techniques were proposed to fill up the missing values. Single impu-
tation techniques such as imputing by means, hot deck imputation, or imputation
based on maximizing the observed-data likelihood [SG02a], fill up missing values
with a single value. By using just a single value, we would miss one of the hidden
clusters in Fig. 7.1. Subspace clustering, however, would be able to cope with
multiple different values depending on the used subspace projection.
Multiple imputation [Sch97, ACHM02] was introduced by [Rub87] and, for
example, applies Monte Carlo techniques to determine the values used for impu-
tation. The general idea of multiple imputation is to generate several (complete)
data sets. The missing values are, e.g., based on simulation or drawn from a
learned distribution. The used distribution is identical for any of the generated
data sets, but in our scenario missing values should be handled based on the cur-
rent context, i.e. which subspace is currently considered (cf. Fig. 7.1). A more
severe problem of multiple imputation is that we explicitly have to handle sev-
eral data sets: for each data set subspace clustering has to be performed and the
results have to be joined (pooling step). Thus, we need a technique for combin-
ing different subspace clustering results to obtain an overall solution. While for
traditional clustering ensemble/consensus techniques are available for this task
[SG02b, BS04], for subspace clustering there exists no such consensus function
to combine multiple clustering results. Furthermore, naive computation of inde-
pendent subspace clustering results on these complete data sets would be highly
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inefficient. Thus, current subspace clustering techniques cannot handle multiple
data sets as generated by multiple imputation.
Overall, all statistical imputation techniques act as pre-processing methods that
are used before the actual clustering step. Our approach, in contrast, handles
missing values during the clustering process, i.e. we develop an integrated mining
method. Even though the statistical pre-processing techniques have drawbacks,
we include complete case analysis and single imputation, both in combination
with existing subspace clustering techniques, as competitors in our experimental
analysis.
Missing value handling in related mining paradigms. While there exist
fault tolerant extensions for the (subspace clustering related) mining paradigms
of itemset mining [YFB01, PG09] and for the bi-clustering/co-clustering related
formal concept analysis [PB05, BRB06], they are not directly applicable for sub-
space clustering. All of these approaches were developed for binary data while for
subspace clustering we analyze numerical data. Also sets of similar objects are not
adequately considered in previous works. For example in fault tolerant itemset
mining only the support of an itemset is determined, not its actual object set as in
subspace clustering. The similarity of the object sets, however, is the reason for
redundancy and hence for fault tolerant subspace clustering we have to cope with
this challenge. Only one subspace clustering publication mentions the challenge of
missing values [AGGR05], but it does not provide a fault tolerant solution. Simply
allowing missing values in the relevant dimensions would introduce pseudo clus-
ters not present in the data, while simply discarding missing values as irrelevant
dimensions would lose some meaningful clusters.
Our contribution. As contribution of our fault tolerant subspace clustering
model we tackle major open challenges in fault tolerance. Overall, we develop:
• A general fault tolerance model handling missing values in subspace clusters
• A flexible and robust notion of fault tolerance adapting to cluster characteristics
• Novel monotonicity properties enabling efficient candidate pruning
We abstract from concrete subspace clustering definitions and propose a gen-
eral fault tolerance principle applicable to multiple instantiations. Thus, grid-
based subspace clustering approaches as CLIQUE [AGGR05] and its enhancements
[NGC01, SZ04, PJAM02, YM03], paradigms based on the density-based clustering
idea [KKK04, KKRW05, AKMS08a], and several other definitions can benefit from
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our approach. In addition to our general model, we present a concrete instantia-
tion to the well-established grid-based subspace clustering.
Fault tolerance introduces three novel challenges in both modeling of subspace
clusters and their computation: First, we have to take care that each object can
be part of multiple subspace clusters due to different subspace projections. Sec-
ond, a meaningful fault tolerance has to consider the varying object and attribute
characteristics for each subspace cluster individually. Therefore, we introduce a
fault tolerance notion that adapts to the characteristics of subspace clusters. To
quantify the amount of acceptable missing values we introduce parameters and
we compare different models of thresholds. Third, the exponential search space of
all possible subspaces poses a general challenge for subspace clustering. Allowing
missing values introduces an additional search space complexity. Thus, pruning
techniques for our fault tolerant model are essential to enable an efficient compu-
tation. We prove monotonicity properties for our thresholds and show especially
the robustness of our flexible fault tolerance in the empirical evaluation. Over-
all, these challenges go beyond the ones of traditional subspace clustering. We
tackle these challenges by our general fault tolerance model, which achieves high
clustering quality even in the presence of many missing values.
7.2 Fault Tolerant Subspace Clustering Model
In this section, we present the theoretical basics for tackling the challenges of miss-
ing value handling in subspace clustering. The basic principle of the model is to
permit a cluster to contain a specific amount of missing values. This way, we want
to ensure that all hidden clusters are found, although some of the inner structure
of the dataset is obfuscated by missing values. We first present our general model
and propose a specific instantiation in Section 7.3.
7.2.1 Relaxation of subspace cluster definitions
In general, a subspace cluster C = (O, S) is a set of objects O ⊆ DB together
with a set of dimensions S ⊆ Dim = {1, . . . , n}. In the given database, each
object o ∈ DB corresponds to an n-dimensional feature vector o = (o1, . . . , on)
such that DB ⊆ (R ∪ {?})n with ”?” as a missing value. Instead of requiring sim-
ilarity in the n-dimensional space, a subspace cluster (O, S) assumes similarity of
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objects O only w.r.t. a set of dimensions S. Thus, a subspace cluster definition
poses similarity constraints only based on these dimensions. Depending on the
underlying cluster model one, e.g., uses the Euclidean Distance in subspace S,
i.e. distS(o, p) =
√∑
d∈S(od − pd)2, or poses constraints at each dimension indi-
vidually by restricting |od − pd| to a maximal deviation for all d ∈ S. All other
dimensions d′ 6∈ S are irrelevant for this cluster and do not pose any constraints to
the object set O.
Definition 7.1 (Constrained Attribute Values)
For a subspace cluster C = (O, S) a clustering model poses constraints for each object
o ∈ O in all relevant dimensions d ∈ S: od is called a constrained attribute value of
(O, S) iff (o, d) ∈ O × S
A missing value would affect a subspace cluster (O, S) if it occurs in one of
the constrained attribute values. Traditional subspace cluster definitions require
all of these constraints to be fulfilled. Thus, they are not able to handle missing
values. Our fault tolerance model allows to relax some of these constraints to
allow missing values in the relevant dimensions S of clustered objects O. With
our fault tolerance model, any traditional subspace cluster definition can be re-
laxed to allow missing values. For example, one can use grid-based [AGGR05,
NGC01, SZ04, PJAM02, YM03] or density-based [KKK04, KKRW05, AKMS08a]
cluster definitions. For each missing value one simply assumes to have given the
ideal value instantiation inside the subspace cluster. Thus, only the non-missing
values have to fulfill the cluster definition while missing values relax the cluster
definition. Unfortunately, this naive relaxation to fault tolerance would allow any
amount of missing values. Trivial clusters consisting only of missing values would
be detected as valid subspace clusters. Our fault tolerance model enhances this
loose relaxation. The key idea is to restrict the number of allowed missing values
such that the given data is sufficient to infer the missing parts. Hence, the non-
missing values of a subspace cluster (O, S) are sufficient to validate the relevant
dimensions S and clustered objects O.
Let us sketch this idea with a toy example: In Figure 7.2 a database with
missing values is illustrated on the left. On the right, two potential subspace
clusters are selected. Both subspace clusters cover the same relevant dimensions
but include different objects. The upper cluster is not meaningful since the object 5
has just missing values in the relevant dimensions. Furthermore, the dimensions 2
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Figure 7.2: Database with missing values and two potential subspace clusters
and 4 have a high amount of missing values for this cluster; the relevance of these
dimensions is not well justified. The lower cluster, however, contains just one
missing value. Thus, it provides sufficient information. To check this formally, we
first introduce a definition to retrieve the amount of missing values per dimension
or per object of the cluster.
Definition 7.2 (Missing value set functions)
The objects having a missing value in dimension d ∈ Dim are defined by
O?(d) = {o ∈ DB | od =?}.
The dimensions of an object o ∈ DB containing a missing value are defined by
D?(o) = {d ∈ Dim | od =?}.
These functions return sets based on the full space and the whole database.
However, we are only interested in those missing values lying in a potential clus-
ter C = (O, S), i.e. missing values corresponding to the constrained attribute
values. Missing values in the irrelevant dimensions Dim\S or contained in the
currently not considered objects DB\O do not have any impact on the decision
whether (O, S) is a valid cluster or not. Thus, our model considers missing val-
ues based on the individual contexts, i.e. which subspace and object set is cur-
rently considered. Formally, we have to intersect the sets introduced in Defini-
tion 7.2 with the (potential) cluster: For the upper cluster in Figure 7.2 we get
O?(3)∩O = {5, 6}∩{2, 3, 4, 5} = {5} and D?(2)∩S = {1, 2, 4, 7}∩{2, 3, 4} = {2, 4}.
7.2.2 Novel fault tolerance bounds
The main idea is allowing a cluster to contain a certain amount of missing values,
which has a big impact on the clustering result. Allowing no missing values would
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end up in traditional subspace clustering that misses some clusters due to missing
values. Allowing an arbitrary amount of missing values, however, includes pseudo
clusters due to the loose model relaxation.
We propose three different characteristics to restrict the allowed number of
missing values in a meaningful way:
(1) Each object of the cluster should not contain too many missing values since
otherwise the similarity to the remaining objects is questionable. We de-
note this property object tolerance since it is checked for each object of the
cluster.
(2) Each dimension should not contain too many missing value since otherwise
it is questionable whether this dimension is relevant for this cluster. This
property is called dimension tolerance.
(3) We restrict the overall number of missing values in our cluster, i.e. by con-
sidering the objects and dimensions simultaneously: the pattern tolerance.
As first tolerance properties we introduce constant bounds as follows. More en-
hanced variable bounds are defined in the remainder of this section.
Definition 7.3 (Fault tolerances (constant case))
Given the tolerance thresholds εco, ε
c
s, ε
c
g ∈ N0, a subspace cluster C = (O, S) is
• εco–object tolerant, if ∀o ∈ O : |S ∩D?(o)| ≤ εco
• εcs–dimension tolerant, if ∀d ∈ S : |O ∩O?(d)| ≤ εcs
• εcg–pattern tolerant, if
∑
o∈O
|S ∩D?(o)| ≤ εcg
By selecting εco=2, ε
c
s=1, ε
c
g=4 in Figure 7.2 the upper cluster violates all thresh-
olds while the lower cluster fulfills all of them. If we chose εcg = 6, the pattern
tolerance would be fulfilled by the upper one; however, the remaining two toler-
ances are still violated. Note that none of these properties subsumes one of the
others. For example, one might be willing to accept at most 2 missing values per
object but at most 10 for the whole cluster. If the cluster covers more than 5 objects,
some objects must have less than 2 missing values. In this case, the εco threshold
cannot be reached by all objects simultaneously since by the εcg–pattern tolerance
we take a global view of all objects. Thus, all three thresholds are beneficial.
If a cluster fulfills all three tolerances, a sufficient amount of information can
be used to validate the underlying subspace cluster definition. Thus, assuming
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an ideal setting for the missing values to obtain a valid grouping is reasonable.
Besides this advantage of Definition 7.3, the drawback is the constant and thus
fixed number of permitted missing values. Though, the subspace clusters hidden in
the data can differ w.r.t. their number of objects as well as their number of relevant
dimension. Working with constant thresholds, however, forces each cluster to
keep conditions regardless of its dimensionality and size. Hence, a 4-dimensional
cluster is allowed to have the same amount of missing values as a 16-dimensional
one. For example, setting εco = 1 allows each object to cover one dimension with
missing values. This is meaningful for the 4-dimensional cluster but too restrictive
for the 16-dimensional one.
Formally, this challenge of flexible fault tolerance can be derived out of the
number of constrained attribute values (cf. Def. 7.1). As motivated in the pre-
vious paragraph, each dimension poses additional constraints to the objects in a
subspace cluster (O, S). Thus, a constant fault tolerance (cf. Def. 7.3) would fail
with increasing number of dimensions. Similarly, for increasing cluster size the
same drawback of constant tolerance can be observed. Overall, more and more
constraints have to be fulfilled due to the underlying subspace cluster definition.
Hence, the fault tolerance has to adapt w.r.t. the characteristic properties size |O|,
dimensionality |S| and number of constrained attribute values |O × S|.
We propose using relative thresholds to solve this problem. The key idea is
to limit the ratio of missing values and attribute value constraints. Thus, with
increasing number of constraints one allows a proportional increase of missing
values to be tolerated. Our flexible fault tolerance adapts to the dimensionality
and size of a pattern: the characteristics of the cluster are taken into account.
For example, a relative object tolerance of 1/4 allows each object of the current
subspace cluster C = (O, S) to cover 1/4·|S| dimensions with missing values. Thus,
for the 4-dimensional cluster at most one missing value per object is possible and
for the 16-dimensional cluster at most 4 missing values per object. Thus, relative
thresholds are more suitable than constant thresholds.
Definition 7.4 (Fault tolerances (relative case))
Given the tolerance thresholds εo, εs, εg ∈ [0, 1], a subspace cluster C = (O, S) is
• εo–object tolerant, if ∀o ∈ O : |S ∩D?(o)| ≤ εo · |S|
• εs–dimension tolerant, if ∀d ∈ S : |O ∩O?(d)| ≤ εs · |O|
• εg–pattern tolerant, if
∑
o∈O
|S ∩D?(o)| ≤ εg · |O| · |S|
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Figure 7.3: Relative thresholds: invalid cluster (left) and valid cluster (right) with
εo = εs = 0.6 εg = 0.5
In Figure 7.3 two clusters covering the same objects but having different di-
mensions are illustrated. While the left one violates the 0.6-object tolerance prop-
erty, the right one fulfills all thresholds since in the additionally included dimen-
sion 4 the object 3 does not contain a missing value. In contrast to the con-
stant thresholds that ignore the increased proportion of given values, our relative
threshold successfully adapts to the included dimension.
Overall, a valid fault tolerant subspace cluster is formalized by the following
definition.
Definition 7.5 (Valid subspace cluster)
A cluster C = (O, S) is called a valid fault tolerant subspace cluster, if
• (O, S) fulfills all three tolerances (constant or relative)
• there exists an instantiation of the missing values from (O, S) such that the re-
sulting cluster (O′, S) (without missing values) fulfills the selected subspace cluster
definition (e.g. [AGGR05, NGC01, KKK04, AKMS08a])
Thus, depending on the currently selected cluster and subspace, a missing
value can be instantiated differently enabling an object to be part of multiple clus-
ters (cf. Figure 7.1). In the following we will focus on the flexible fault tolerance
defined by the relative case and only briefly discuss the simpler constant case.
7.2.3 Proving monotonicity of fault tolerance
We prove some important monotonicity properties of our model. Most subspace
clustering models obey a (anti-)monotonicity: if (O, S) is a subspace cluster, then
in each subspace of S there exists a superset of objects such that this set is again a
subspace cluster. Formally,
(O, S) cluster ⇒ ∀S ′ ⊆ S : ∃O′ ⊇ O : (O′, S ′) cluster (7.1)
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This monotonicity is an essential property for pruning the exponential search
space in subspace clustering algorithms. The contrapositive of Equation (7.1) is
used in a bottom-up processing to prune higher-dimensional subspaces. Unfortu-
nately, as illustrated by the example in Figure 7.3, our fault tolerance model does
not fulfill this monotonicity property. By considering variable thresholds we de-
fined an enhanced model, however, if (O, S) is a valid subspace cluster this does
not imply that (O′, S ′) is one, too.
In the following, we derive a monotonicity property for enclosing cluster ap-
proximations of our fault tolerant model. These properties can later be used to
increase the efficiency of algorithms (e.g. in our instantiation; Sec. 7.3.2). Let
us first compare traditional monotonicity properties with our enclosing approxi-
mation: For monotone models, object sets increase in their size with decreasing
dimensionality. This aspect is illustrated in Figure 7.4 (left) and the property holds
for a variety of definitions including [AGGR05, NGC01, KKK04, AKMS08a]. Our
fault tolerance model does not obey such a monotonicity. Thus, we propose an
artificial monotonicity based on enclosing approximations, which correspond to
supersets of the actual clusters (illustrated by rectangles in the figure). Although
the clusters do not obey a monotonicity, our enclosing approximations do. In this
case, Equation (7.1) is not directly valid for the clusters but valid for their enclos-
ing approximations, which are later on refined to generate the actual clusters.
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Figure 7.4: Monotonicity of clusters and enclosing cluster approximations
In the following, we prove several novel monotonicity properties for our fault
tolerant subspace clustering model. To achieve this aim, we first have to develop
enclosing approximations for fault tolerant subspace clusters, i.e. we have to de-
fine supersets of the (truly) clustered objects. Second, we show for these approxi-
mations certain monotonicity properties, which can be used for pruning the search
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space. As a major aspect, we can prove that the monotonicity of Equation (7.1)
holds for our approximations: If there appears no approximation in the subspace
S ′, then we do not need to analyze any subspace S ⊃ S ′. Overall, our fault toler-
ance model is applicable for several subspace cluster definitions. In our proofs we
only assume the underlying subspace cluster model to fulfill Equation (7.1). Based
on this, we prove that our extension to fault tolerance achieves a monotonicity by
enclosing approximations as well.
Let us define our approximation for fault tolerant subspace clusters based on
variable thresholds. The definitions for the simpler constant case can be derived
respectively. The relative case is more complex since we have to consider the
dynamic adaption of the thresholds to the characteristics of the clusters. In higher-
dimensional spaces for example, we can permit a larger amount of missing values;
thus, the corresponding clusters can potentially contain more objects compared
to their lower dimensional counterparts. This aspect has to be considered by a
monotone and enclosing cluster approximation.
We derive so-called mx-approximations. Intuitively, a subspace cluster in sub-
space S can only be extended by a few additional dimensions up to a dimensional-
ity of mx (e.g. mx = 4 in Fig. 7.3). This maximal dimensionality is used to derive
our enclosing approximation.
Definition 7.6 (Cluster approximation (relative case))
Let εo, εs, εg be the selected tolerance thresholds. An mx-approximation A = (OA, S)
is a maximal fault tolerant subspace cluster determined based on the adapted toler-
ance thresholds ε′o = min{εo · mx|S| , 1}, ε′s = ε′g = 1.
Intuitively, for an mx-approximation the dimension tolerance and the pattern
tolerance are set to their maximal values. That is, an arbitrary number of miss-
ing values with respect to these two characteristics is possible. However, we still
exploit the object tolerance based on the adapted threshold ε′o. Thus, we actually
do not include arbitrary objects in the approximation but objects with too many
missing values must not be included. We show that each fault tolerant subspace
cluster can be represented by a corresponding mx-approximation if the cluster’s
dimensionality does not exceed mx:
Theorem 7.1 For each fault tolerant subspace cluster C = (O, S) (w.r.t. εo, εs, εg)
with dimensionality |S| ≤ mx exists an enclosing mx-approximation; that is, there
exists an mx-approximation A = (OA, S) with OA ⊇ O.
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Proof 7.1 An mx-approximation is a fault tolerant subspace cluster based on relaxed
thresholds. The dimension and pattern tolerance are set to the maximal values. The
former object tolerance εo is also replaced by a larger value ε′o since for all |S| ≤ mx it
holds: min{εo · mx|S| , 1} ≥ min{εo · mxmx , 1} ≥ εo. Since C = (O, S) fulfills all tolerances
w.r.t. εo, εs, εg, it obviously fulfills all tolerances if the thresholds are relaxed. Since
an approximation is a maximal fault tolerant subspace cluster (w.r.t. the relaxed
thresholds), there exists an approximation A = (OA, S) with OA ⊇ O. 2
The important aspect to be considered is the dependency between the dimen-
sionality of the clusters and the mx-approximation. By selecting mx, the approx-
imations are only correct for clusters up to this maximal dimensionality. Conse-
quently, for a single cluster different approximations based on different mx values
are possible. The smaller mx, the tighter is the approximation; however, with a
small mx we account only for few subspace clusters since |S| ≤ mx is required. By
fixing mx, the introduced cluster approximation shows also monotone behavior
w.r.t. the object sets.
Lemma 1 Monotonicity of objects
Given an mx-approximation A = (OA, S) with |S| ≤ mx, for each S ′ ⊆ S there exists
OB ⊇ OA such that B = (OB, S ′) is again an mx-approximation.
Proof 7.2 For each mx-approximation (OA, S) in the subspace S we get the object
tolerance condition |S∩D?(o)| ≤ min{εo·mx|S| , 1}·|S| ⇔ |S∩D?(o)| ≤ min{εo·mx, |S|}.
Since always |S ∩D?(o)| ≤ |S| this can be replaced by |S ∩D?(o)| ≤ εo ·mx. Thus,
we get on the right hand side the constant term εo ·mx, and OA ⊆ OB can be proven
by contradiction: Assume there exists an object o ∈ OA with o /∈ OB. o cannot
violate the object tolerance in OB, since ∀o ∈ OA : |S ∩ D?(o)| ≤ εo · mx S
′⊆S⇒
|S ′ ∩ D?(o)| ≤ εo · mx ⇒ object tolerance fulfilled. The dimension and pattern
tolerance are always fulfilled for a cluster approximation. Consequently, only if o is
not a valid element according to the cluster definition we can get o /∈ OB. However,
we assume Equation 7.1 (anti-monotonicity) to be true for the cluster definition (this
property was proven for, e.g., [AGGR05, NGC01, KKK04, AKMS08a]). Thus, there
exists an OB such that (OB, S ′) fulfills the cluster definition. ⇒ o ∈ OB and hence
OA ⊆ OB. 2
Besides the monotonicity of the object sets, we prove monotonicity properties
of the cluster sizes of the potential clusters represented by the approximations.
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More precisely, we present upper bounds for the cluster sizes (of clusters repre-
sented by the approximation) and these bounds are monotone decreasing with
increasing dimensionality of the clusters/approximations.
Since a cluster (O, S) is a subset of an approximation (OA, S), the cardinal-
ity |OA| is of course an upper bound for the size of O. Our aim is to develop
tighter bounding functions b((OA, S)). In other words, if we want to generate
an actual cluster (O, S) based on the approximation (OA, S) we can ensure that
|O| ≤ b((OA, S)) in addition to O ⊆ OA holds. For the first bound we assume
εs <
1
|S| (otherwise the naive bound |OA| still could be used for pruning).
For the definition of these bounds let us first provide some basic notions: Let
obj(O, S, x) ⊆ O be the set of objects with exactly x missing values in the dimen-
sions S. Formally, obj(O, S, x) = {o ∈ O | |S∩D?(o)| = x}. And greedy(O, S, y) the
largest subset of O with in total y (or less) missing values (break ties arbitrarily).
Formally, greedy(O, S, y) = argmaxM⊆O{|M | |
∑|S|
i=0 |obj(M,S, i)| · i ≤ y}. This
set can efficiently be determined by a greedy approach, selecting the objects in
increasing order of their missing values until y is exceeded.
Lemma 2 Monotonicity of cluster sizes (εs)
1) Given an mx-approximation A = (OA, S), the size of each valid cluster C = (O, S)
represented by the approximation is upper bounded by the function
bs((OA, S)) = |obj(OA, S, 0)| · 1
1− |S| · εs
That is, |O| ≤ bs((OA, S)) holds.
2) For each S ′ ⊆ S the corresponding mx-approximation B = (OB, S ′) with OB ⊇
OA fulfills: bs((OB, S ′)) ≥ bs((OA, S)).
Proof 7.3 1) In each dimension εs · |O| missing values are permitted; thus given
the clustered objects O, at most |S| · εs · |O| objects containing missing values can
be selected because otherwise at least one dimension exceeds the threshold. By se-
lecting objects without missing values we increase the potential for selecting objects
with missing values. Thus the size of the clustered objects is in the best case given by
|O| = |obj(OA, S, 0)| + |S| · εs · |O|. Solving this equation for |O| yields the desired
upper bound.
2) W.l.o.g. let d ∈ S and S ′ = S\{d}. The approximation OA contains at most
εs ·|obj(OA, S, 0)|· 11−|S|·εs := k objects with missing values in dimension d; for the best
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case we have to assume that these k objects have no missing values in the other dimen-
sions, thus they are included in obj(OB, S ′, 0). Since obviously also obj(OB, S ′, 0) ⊇
obj(OA, S, 0) holds, we get |obj(OB, S ′, 0)|· 11−|S′|·εs ≥ (|obj(OA, S, 0)|+k)· 11−(|S|−1)·εs=
|obj(OA, S, 0)| · 11−|S|·εs ·
2−|S|·εs
1+εs−|S|·εs ≥ |obj(OA, S, 0)| · 11−|S|·εs 2
Lemma 3 Monotonicity of cluster sizes (εg)
1) Given an mx-approximation A = (OA, S) with |S| ≤ mx, the size of each valid
cluster C = (O, S) represented by the approximation is upper bounded by the function
bg((OA, S)) = |greedy(OA, S, εg · |OA| ·mx)|
That is, |O| ≤ bg((OA, S)) holds.
2) For each S ′ ⊆ S the mx-approximation B = (OB, S ′) with OB ⊇ OA fulfills:
bg((OB, S
′)) ≥ bg((OA, S)).
Proof 7.4 1) In the best case OA itself is a valid cluster; thus, the pattern tolerance
would permit at most εg · |OA| · |S| ≤ εg · |OA| ·mx missing values⇒ the size of the
greedy set is an upper bound.
2) Since OB ⊇ OA and therefore εg · |OB| · mx ≥ εg · |OA| · mx, the monotonicity
holds obviously. 2
Overall, also the relative thresholds enable to generate monotone behaving
cluster approximations, and we can prove important bounds for the cluster sizes.
In the following, these properties are used for our instantiation of the model but
are of course not restricted to this instantiation. They enable in general an efficient
processing for the constant threshold case as well as for the relative threshold case.
7.2.4 Discussion of parameters
In our model we introduce the three parameters εo, εs, and εg that correspond to
the three different types of fault tolerances. These parameters are easy to interpret
since they directly correspond to the fraction of missing values the user is willing
to accept. By setting all parameters to 1, an arbitrary amount of missing values
per clusters is allowed. However, setting at least one parameter to 0 leads to tra-
ditional subspace clustering where no missing values can occur in the clusters. In
general, by increasing the parameters the tolerance w.r.t. missing values is eval-
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uate less strict. Thus, more missing values per cluster are permitted and larger
clusters can be obtained.
As mentioned in Section 7.2.2, none of the parameters subsumes any of the
other parameters, i.e. they are all beneficial to specify the characteristics of a clus-
ter. Though, they are not completely independent. Due to the object tolerance it
always holds that
∑
o∈O
|S ∩ D?(o)| ≤
∑
o∈O
εo · |S| = |O| · εo · |S|. Thus, the pattern
tolerance cannot be violated if we select εg larger than εo. In such a case the pat-
tern tolerance has no effect on the cluster. Accordingly, we get from the dimension
tolerance
∑
o∈O
|S ∩ D?(o)| =
∑
d∈S
|O ∩ O?(d)| ≤
∑
d∈S
εs · |O| = |S| · εs · |O|. Thus, the
user should select εg ≤ min{εo, εs} to activate the pattern tolerance condition.
On the other hand, if one chooses εo ≥ εg · |DB| it holds for all objects o of a
cluster that |S∩D?(o)| ≤
∑
o∈O
|S∩D?(o)| ≤ εg ·|O|·|S| ≤ εg ·|DB|·|S| ≤ εo·|S|, i.e. the
object tolerance is trivially fulfilled due to the pattern tolerance. A similar property
can be shown for the dimension tolerance. Overall, to use all three tolerances in a
non-trivial way the condition max{ εo|DB| , εs|Dim|} ≤ εg ≤ min{εo, εs} has to hold.
7.3 Instantiation and FTSC Algorithm
In this section, we use the general model presented in Section 7.2 to extend tradi-
tional subspace clustering. To focus on the handling of missing values, we decided
to keep the cluster definition as simple as possible. Further extensions to more
complex clustering models are intended for future work. Our method is called
FTSC (fault tolerant subspace clustering).
7.3.1 Subspace cluster definition
For our cluster definition we extend the widely used grid-based subspace cluster-
ing paradigm, e.g. used by CLIQUE [AGGR05] or SCHISM [SZ04]. The idea is
to discretize the search space by partitioning the data space into non-overlapping
rectangular grid-cells. Cells are obtained by partitioning every dimension into a
given number of equal-length intervals and intersecting intervals from each di-
mension. A grid-cell is dense and, hence, a cluster if it contains more than a given
number of objects. Assuming the database to be normalized between 0.0−1.0 and
using g intervals per dimension, a cluster C = (O, S) is defined by
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∀o, p ∈ O : ∀d ∈ S : bod · gc = bpd · gc, i.e. O contains the objects of a
S-dimensional cell, and |O| ≥ minPts, i.e. the grid cell is dense
To extend this approach to fault-tolerance, we additionally manage objects con-
taining missing values. Thus, besides the objects within the same cell we have to
consider for each dimension d the objects O?(d) to get the cluster approximations.
If Id denotes the objects of an one-dimensional interval for the dimension d, we
have to consider the set
⋂
d∈S I
d ∪ O?(d) to obtain the approximation. However,
keep in mind that Def. 7.6 restricts the maximal number of missing values allowed
per object. Thus, some objects of
⋂
d∈S I
d ∪ O?(d) must not be included in the
approximation. As an example, a cluster approximation for a cluster at cell (2, 1)
consists of the objects located in the cells (2, 1), (2, ?), (?, 1) and (?, ?). Assuming,
e.g., at most one missing value is allowed per object we can immediately reject the
cell (?, ?). Furthermore, we use the redundancy model introduced in [AKMS08a]
to exclude redundant clusters and to avoid an overwhelming result size.
7.3.2 Algorithmic processing
The general processing of FTSC is depicted in Algorithm 7.1. For generating the
clusters we use a depth-first search through the subspace lattice (starting with low-
dimensional subspaces going down to higher dimensional ones; line 11-14,20-22).
Advantageous in using a depth-first search is the elimination of low-dimensional
redundant clusters [SZ04, AKMS08a]: While descending the search tree we only
generate the cluster approximations (line 5). The actual clusters are generated
during the recursive ascension of the search tree; however, we only have to do
this if the previously generated approximation is not already redundant to the
identified clusters (line 15,16). Thus, in many cases we only generated the cluster
approximations and not the clusters while traversing the subspaces.
For an efficient generation of cluster approximations, we use an enhanced rep-
resentation of the corresponding object sets OA: we perform a partitioning of
this set according to the amount of missing values per object. An approximation
(OA, S) is represented by
(OA, S) = ([O
0
A, O
1
A, . . . , O
x
A], S)
where each partition OiA ⊆ OA (i ∈ {0, . . . , x}) denotes the objects having exactly
i missing values in S. Please note that x is upper bounded by Definition 7.6 due
to the value of ε′o, i.e. objects with too many missing must no be included in the
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approximation. The advantage of this representation is the efficient calculation
of approximations with increasing dimensionality as needed for a depth-first pro-
cessing. Given the objects I of an one-dimensional interval for the dimension d
and the objects O?(d) that exhibit a missing value in the same dimension (line 3-
4), then the extension of the cluster approximation ([O0A, O
1
A, . . . , O
x
A], S) to the
higher-dimensional subspace S ′ = S ∪ {d} can be obtained by
• O0B = (O0A ∩ I)
• OiB = (OiA ∩ I) ∪ (Oi−1A ∩O?(d)), 0 < i ≤ x
• Ox+1B = (OxA ∩O?(d))
generating ([O0B, . . . , O
x+1
B ], S
′). This efficient intersecting is possible due to the
monotonicity of the object sets as proven in Lemma 1 and utilized in line 5. Fur-
thermore, based on Definition 7.6 we can immediately prune the set Ox+1B if x+ 1
is larger than the maximal number of missing values allowed per object (line 6).
Since we used a valid approximation (OA, S) for the generation of (OB, S), we do
not have to check this property for the sets OiB with i ≤ x. Thus, this pruning can
be done very efficiently since we solely have to check whether the set Ox+1B can or
can not be pruned.
Pruning of cluster approximations. To avoid analyzing all exponential many
subspaces, our method uses the monotonicity properties introduced in Sec. 7.2.3
for pruning the search space. First, we exploit the monotonicity of the object
sets itself since the approximations are obtained by intersecting with previously
obtained ones (subset property; line 5).
Based on the monotonicity of the cluster sizes we can further increase the ef-
ficiency of FTSC. Since the cluster sizes are bounded by two different equations,
we can reject an approximation if one of these bounds is smaller than minPts;
we cannot get a valid cluster anymore. Because the bounds are monotone de-
creasing with increasing dimensionality, all approximations in higher-dimensional
subspaces can also not yield valid clusters; we prune the whole subtree (line 8-10).
When using relative thresholds, the following improvement can be realized: At
the beginning of the depth-first search we have to assume that valid clusters in the
full-dimensional space exist, i.e. we potentially have to traverse the tree down to
the subspace Dim. Since the mx-approximations are linked to the dimensionality
of the clusters, we have to start with mx = |Dim| to get a correct approximation.
However, if the highest dimensional subspace was already processed or the sub-
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Algorithm 7.1: The FTSC algorithm
function: traverseSubspaces(., ., .)
input: previous approximation (OA, S), current dimension d, maximal reachable
dimensionality mx
1 S′ ← S ∪ {d} // current subspace
2 foreach interval i of dimension d do
3 I ← getObjects(i,d) // objects of this interval
4 O?(d)← getObjects(?,d) // objects with miss. vals. in d
5 (OB, S
′)← newApprox((OA, S),I,O?(d)) // Lemma 1
6 prune objects with too many miss. vals. // Definition 7.6
7 if |OB| < minPts then continue; // next interval
8 bounds ← calc. bound of cluster size // Lemma 2
9 boundg ← calc. bound of cluster size // Lemma 3
10 if bounds < minPts ∨ boundg < minPts then continue; // next interval
11 for dimension d′ from d+ 1 to |Dim| do // depth-first
12 // maximal dimensionality of reachable clusters
13 mx′ ← |S′|+ |Dim| − d′ + 1
14 traverseSubspaces((OB, S
′), d′,mx′)
15 if (OB, S′) is not redundant to C ∈ Result then // cf. [AKMS08a]
16 (O,S′)← generateActualCluster((OB, S′))
17 if |O| < minPts then continue; // next interval
18 if (O,S′) is not redundant to C ∈ Result then // cf. [AKMS08a]
19 Result← Result ∪ {(O,S′)}
function: main()
20 for dimension d from 1 to |Dim| do
21 mx′ ← |Dim| − d+ 1
22 traverseSubspaces((DB, ∅), d,mx′)
tree was pruned beforehand, we can refine the maximal realizable dimensionality.
Thus, the value of mx can be decreased and we get tighter approximations of the
clusters, which lead to better estimations for the sizes and hence more effective
pruning (line 13,21). Overall, we use several pruning techniques to increase the
efficiency of our FTSC algorithm.
Summary. We presented an instantiation of our fault tolerant model in grid-
based subspace clustering; called FTSC. We used DFS along with powerful pruning
techniques to search for cluster candidates. In the following, we compare FTSC to
traditional subspace clustering that does not handle missing values.
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7.4 Experimental Analysis
Setup. As there are no competing subspace clustering approaches that han-
dle missing values, we compare FTSC with methods working on (complete) data,
cleaned by statistical preprocessing techniques. In one case we use complete case
analysis and in the second case mean value imputation. To ensure a fair compar-
ison, we apply the grid-based clustering methods CLIQUE and SCHISM on these
data since FTSC is also grid-based. The number of grid cells and the density pa-
rameters are identically chosen for each method. We generate synthetic data with
in general 5000 objects, 30 dimensions and 10 clusters by the method used in
[KKK04, AKMS08a]. Each cluster was hidden in 50-60% of the overall dimen-
sions. As real world data we use data of the UCI archive [FA10] (pendigits, glass,
breast cancer, vowel) and features extracted from sequence data (shape). We pro-
vide all datasets and executables on our website. We measure clustering quality
via the F1 value [GFM+11] frequently used in evaluation of subspace clustering
[AKMS08a, MS08, MSE06]. . For real world data class labels are used as indi-
cators for the natural grouping of objects. All experiments were conducted on
Opteron 2.3GHz CPUs and Java6 64 bit.
Scalability. In our work we focus on the quality of FTSC; nonetheless, we
briefly analyze the efficiency of the approach. In Figure 7.5 the dimensionality of
the data, containing 5% missing values, is varied. All methods show an increase in
their runtime. Not surprisingly, the runtime of FTSC is the highest since it has to
analyze the complex missing values while the others simply work on pre-processed
data. However, as we will analyze in the last experiment, our pruning methods
effectively lower the runtimes and lead to an applicability of fault tolerance in
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randomly
practical applications. An important result is that CLIQUE is not applicable for
high dimensionalities; the number of generated clusters is too large. Thus, in the
remaining experiments we focus on FTSC and SCHISM. A similar trend can be
observed in Figure 7.6 where the number of objects is varied. However, for this
setting the increase in runtime is only moderate.
Most important is the runtime behavior with increasing number of missing val-
ues (Figure 7.7). The amount of missing values spread inside the dataset defines
how much of the original inner structure is still present. The more missing val-
ues are spread, the less certain information is given. Therefore, we randomly add
missing values to the data. FTSC shows a slight increase in runtime since with
increasing number of missing values the cluster approximations get larger and
pruning is more difficult. Overall, the runtime of FTSC is higher than SCHISM;
however, this effort is worthwhile since it is accompanied by a high clustering
quality as analyzed in the following experiments.
Clustering quality. In Figure 7.8 the same data as in Figure 7.7 is used. As
shown, FTSC gets nearly perfect quality even with a high amount of missing val-
ues in the data. Our novel method based on relative thresholds countervails the
errors in the data. For the setting with 0 missing values, the competing approaches
get the same qualities. However, the quality of the delete method (complete cases
analysis) drops heavily due to the high information loss. By filling up the missing
values (single imputation), this effect can be slightly weakened; however, the er-
rors that come along with the preprocessing eventually get too large, leading to
poor quality. Overall, our FTSC method is the only choice for a flexible handling
of missing values.
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While in Figure 7.8 the missing values are randomly distributed within the
data, in Figure 7.9 we add them only to the dimensions of objects not covered by
the hidden clusters. Thus, we do not obfuscate the hidden clusters with missing
values. Again, our FTSC gets the highest quality while the delete approach drops
heavily. Under this setting SCHISM-fill can keep up with FTSC until 4000 missing
values. Since the missing values are distributed outside the clusters, they can
be recovered; however, with a huge amount of missing values artificial clusters
appear due to the preprocessing.
This observation is confirmed in Figure 7.10 where the data is generated the
other way round: the missing values are distributed within the objects and dimen-
sions of the hidden clusters. As expected, both SCHISM methods cannot handle
this scenario; the clusters cannot be detected even with few missing values. Our
FTSC is able to detect the hidden clusters with increasing number of miss. values.
Real world data. In the following experiments depicted in Figure 7.11-7.15
we analyze the clustering quality for real world data. We increase the number of
randomly distributed missing values to analyze the methods’ robustness to faults in
the data. For all datasets the following observations become apparent: By adding
0 missing values, the qualities of all approaches are nearly identical. The small
differences can be explained by slightly different clustering definitions. Our FTSC
achieves the highest clustering qualities and shows robust behavior with increasing
number of missing values. Even for a huge amount of missing values the quality
is high and only for some datasets a small decrease can be observed. The methods
based on pre-processing show a stronger decrease of their clustering qualities.
Especially, the deletion methods are consistently worse than the methods based on
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Figure 7.15: Quality on glass
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Figure 7.17: Relative vs. constant thresholds (clustering quality)
filling up missing values by mean value imputation. In Figure 7.16 the runtimes of
the methods for an exemplary number of missing values is depicted. The efficiency
of all approaches is high. Summarized, our FTSC shows good runtimes on real
world data and gets highest clustering qualities even if the data is polluted by a
huge amount of missing values.
Model analysis. At last, we analyze some characteristics of our approach. First
we highlight the difference by using constant or relative thresholds in Figure 7.17.
On the left we vary the relative threshold εo and determine the corresponding
clustering qualities. As shown we identify all hidden clusters within the data and
this can be realized by a wide range of parameter settings. The parameter is very
robust and only for the extreme cases (near 0 or 1) the quality drops. On the other
hand, by using constant thresholds (right figure, εco=absolute number of allowed
missing values) we cannot get a perfect clustering. Moreover, a good clustering
is only obtained for a single parameter setting. This experiment confirms that us-
ing constant thresholds is not meaningful for fault tolerant clustering approaches;
instead our flexible fault tolerance should be used. Relative thresholds are very
robust and are easily interpretable since they directly correspond to the fraction of
missing values the user is willing to accept.
In Figure 7.18 we analyze the efficiency gain of our pruning methods on the
pendigits data. We proved in Section 7.2.3 different monotonicities based on the
three types of tolerances/thresholds. These properties are used in the FTSC al-
gorithm for pruning the search space. In Figure 7.18 these pruning techniques
are turned on or off. Consequently, the highest runtime is obtained by using no
pruning, also setting up the baseline runtime (100% runtime; individually for the
relative and constant case). Using just a single pruning method already yields a
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Figure 7.18: Effectiveness of pruning methods
decrease of the runtime. For this dataset the pruning based on εs performs best but
for other data different results were obtained. However, by using all techniques
simultaneously (rightmost bars), we always achieve the lowest runtime. On aver-
age, we achieve a runtime improvement of about 60-90% for all datasets. By using
all the information derived in Section 7.2.3, our FTSC can efficiently determine a
subspace clustering result even in the complex scenario of missing values.
7.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we proposed a method for handling missing values in the context
of subspace clustering. We introduced a general fault tolerance model to handle
missing values that can be applied to multiple subspace cluster definitions. Our in-
tegrated mining model handles missing values based on the currently considered
subspace and set of objects, thus enabling objects to be part of multiple subspace
clusters. With our variable thresholds we realize a flexible model that adapts to
the individual cluster characteristics and that ensures a robust parameterization.
The increased complexity of fault tolerant subspace clustering demands for ef-
fective pruning methods. Thus, we proved important monotonicity properties of
our general model. As an instantiation of our general model we implemented a
fault tolerant grid-based method. In the experimental evaluation, this approach
yields high quality results on real and synthetic data even in the presence of many
missing values.
While our FTSC method handles incomplete data as one type of imperfect in-
formation, in the next chapter we will present an integrated subspace clustering
approach handling uncertain data.
Chapter 8
Subspace Clustering for Uncertain
Data
Analyzing high dimensional uncertain data is a challenge in data mining research.
While subspace clustering solves the problems of full-space clustering by analyz-
ing subspace projections of the data, all existing methods rely on precise values.
In scenarios where uncertain values occur, e.g. due to noisy sensor readings, one
cannot expect that these algorithms deliver high-quality patterns. Especially, de-
ciding whether dimensions are relevant for a subspace cluster is challenging in
uncertain settings. Thus, approaches for effective subspace clustering on uncer-
tain databases are needed.
In this chapter, we develop an integrated subspace clustering method hand-
ling uncertain data. The information provided by the individual distributions of
objects is used in an effective manner. Because in uncertain scenarios a strict
assignment of objects to single clusters is not appropriate, we enrich our model
with the concept of membership degree. Subspace clustering for uncertain data
is computationally expensive; thus, we propose an efficient algorithm. In thor-
ough experiments we show the effectiveness and efficiency of our new subspace
clustering method.
8.1 Motivation
Uncertainty is ubiquitous in application domains where data is processed [AY09].
Examples are sensor networks or data that is perturbated because of security rea-
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sons. For databases, two definitions of uncertainty are coexistent: tuple uncer-
tainty [DS07] and attribute uncertainty [CKP03]. While tuple uncertainty refers
to whole database tuples, i.e. the probability of a tuple’s validity, attribute uncer-
tainty expresses imprecise information about the attribute values of a tuple, i.e.
no exact values are given. Our model deals with attribute uncertainty.
In general, uncertain data can be divided into two categories: data with in-
herent uncertainty and data with artificially induced uncertainty. Data of the first
category is attributable to imprecise real world measurements, for example due to
noisy sensor readings, transmission inaccuracies, or hardware failures. A concrete
example are local sensing applications such as GPS, where coordinates become
invalid after very short time. In this case, exact tracking is infeasible. Another ex-
ample are sensor networks, where sensor readings of different nodes can be incon-
sistent and a combination of these readings yields uncertainty. On the other hand,
artificial uncertainty is intentionally added to the data. For example, before ana-
lyzing money transactions with a data mining method, the data is anonymized to
ensure the users’ privacy. Another example for artificial uncertainty is the informa-
tion loss due to specific (technical) limitations; e.g. data is sampled, aggregated,
or rounded to satisfy memory or bandwidth constraints.
Data mining on uncertain databases is critical since it is prone to errors in
the data. That is, small value deviations can induce completely different results.
Furthermore, attribute values with a large error are less reliable for data mining
purposes than ones with small errors. Our novel subspace clustering methods
considers these aspects to ensure robust clustering results. Since often uncertain
objects are represented by probability density functions (pdfs), our subspace clus-
tering methods analyses data objects modeled as (multi-dimensional) probability
density functions.
Figure 8.1 recaps the idea of clustering in subspace projections of the data: C1
denotes a full space cluster, i.e. both dimensions are relevant, while C2 represents
a cluster in the projection to dimension d2. In d1, the object values of C2 are highly
scattered, making d1 irrelevant for C2. This exclusion of dimensions is necessary
to identify the clustering structure of the data. Since Figure 8.1 represents a data
set with precise information, it can be handled by any existing subspace clustering
method. The data illustrated in Figure 8.2, however, corresponds to an uncertain
scenario. Uncertain objects are represented by percentiles of their distribution and
for each dimension, the 5th, 25th, 75th, and 95th percentiles are given. None of
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tering for uncertain data
the existing subspace clustering methods can analyze such data. While there exist
extensions of traditional full-space clustering algorithms to handle uncertainty,
approaches for subspace clustering are still missing.
For subspace clustering on uncertain databases, several problems need to be
solved. First, all clustering algorithms are based on object similarity. But how to
measure similarity between uncertain objects? Simple solutions that remove un-
certainty before using a standard clustering algorithm waste important informa-
tion. By using an integrated mining method that does not rely on a preprocessing
step the original data is analyzed and clustering quality can be increased.
Second, under uncertainty the decision whether a specific dimension is rele-
vant for a subspace cluster is challenging. See again Figure 8.2 for an illustration.
Comparing the groupings of blue and red objects, their individual uncertain ob-
jects have similar 5th and 95th percentiles, but the 25th and 75th percentiles differ
significantly; i.e. for the red objects the values are distributed over a much higher
range. Whether the groupings constitute clusters and what their relevant dimen-
sions are cannot be answered easily. Intuitively, the blue objects correspond to a
cluster with two relevant dimensions d1,d2: in d1 the individual object values have
overall a low dispersion and in d2 the inner percentiles (25% , 75%) show that the
distributions are concentrated on a short range in a similar position. In contrast,
the inner percentiles of the red objects have a high extent in both dimensions. No
cluster should be found here. A third case is illustrated by the black objects: for
the individual objects the dispersion is low for both dimensions. In d1, however,
the objects themselves are highly scattered over the whole dimension, making d1
irrelevant for cluster C2.
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And finally, the question of whether an object can belong to several clusters
has to be solved. Partitioning clustering approaches that find disjoint clusters are
obviously out of place in an uncertain setting. For instance, an uncertain object
can belong to different clusters with the same probability.
In this chapter, we introduce an integrated mining approach for subspace clus-
tering of uncertain data that tackles the issues mentioned above. To improve the
clustering results, maximal usage of available information is achieved. We present
our approach in three stages, which differ in their degree of information usage.
Furthermore, besides presenting a partitioning version of our approach that may
be desired by some applications, we introduce novel non-partitioning variants.
They are also designed to make maximal usage of the information provided. Es-
pecially, we augment clusters with membership degrees of their assigned objects.
This improves the quality of clusterings and enables users to extract more useful
information out of them. Since our proposed model is computationally expen-
sive, we present an efficient solution that uses Apriori-based pruning and heuristic
sampling while still providing high quality results.
Summarized, our contributions are
• A novel integrated subspace clustering method for uncertain data.
• A novel approach to non-partitioning clustering based on membership degrees.
• An efficient algorithm that uses Apriori-based pruning and heuristic sampling.
Before presenting our model, the following section reviews the limitations of
existing methods for subspace clustering of uncertain data.
8.2 Comparison with Related Work
As discussed in the first part of this thesis, performing full-space clustering might
lead to questionable clustering results since irrelevant dimensions obfuscate the
clustering structure. As a solution, subspace clustering [KKZ09, PHL04] was in-
troduced to find clusters hidden in locally relevant subspace projections of the
data. None of the existing subspace clustering approaches, however, can handle
uncertain data.
Uncertainty is ubiquitous in several application domains, e.g. similarity search,
indexing, data integration, skyline queries, stream processing, or data mining. A
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thorough summary can be found in [AY09]. The simplest solution to handle such
uncertain information is to clean the data in a pre-processing step, e.g. the pdf of
each object is a-priori replaced by the expected value of the pdf. Consequently,
after this transformation each object is represented by a usual numerical vector
and any existing subspace clustering method can be applied. The drawbacks of
such a pre-processing step were already discussed in Chapter 6 and 7 of this thesis:
valuable information is no longer available and the characteristics of subspace
clustering are not considered. Nonetheless, we include this variant as a baseline
competitor for subspace clustering on uncertain data.
To circumvent the limitations of preprocessing, integrated clustering methods
were introduced. The existing techniques, however, are restricted to full-space
clustering. The methods of [CCKN06, CM08, NKC+06] adapt the k-Means prin-
ciple to cluster uncertain data, while extensions of the density-based clustering
paradigm were proposed by [KP05a, KP05b, XL08]. In contrast to these full-space
clustering approaches, our novel model addresses subspace clustering for uncer-
tain data.
Please note that our model for clustering uncertain data and traditional mix-
ture models represent two orthogonal principles. Intuitively, in mixture models,
each cluster (i.e. component) is represented by a probability distribution. The
observed data, which is sampled from this distribution, however, corresponds to
precise data, i.e. objects are represented by usual vector data. In our case, how-
ever, each object is described by an individual pdf. Also, our method should not
be confused with kernel density estimation [Sil86]. Similar to mixture models,
kernel density estimation techniques try to model the probability density function
of the overall data; again, the actual objects are described by vector data.
8.3 Subspace Clustering for Uncertain Data
In this section, we present our model for clustering uncertain data in subspace
projections of the data. As a preliminary, we introduce in Section 8.3.1 a general
framework enabling the detection of subspace clusters. Based on this framework,
we present our general subspace cluster definition in Section 8.3.2. We progres-
sively increase the information usage obtained from the uncertain objects. In Sec-
tion 8.3.3 we present how our overall clustering result is determined and how
overlapping clusters are regarded.
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8.3.1 Preliminaries: Subspace Clustering Framework
In the following, we describe a general framework to identify subspace clusters.
This approach is similarly used, for example, in [PJAM02, YM03], and we adapt
this principle to handle uncertain data. In general, a subspace cluster is a set of
objects O along with a set of relevant dimensions S in which the objects group
together. In the remaining non-relevant dimensions the objects show no good
grouping.
Definition 8.1 Subspace cluster
Given a set of dimensions Dim and a database DB of uncertain objects within these
dimensions, a subspace cluster C is defined by
C = (O, S) with O ⊆ DB and S ⊆ Dim
The crucial point is to determine which objects actually support a specific clus-
ter in a specific subspace projection. Similar to the methods [PJAM02, YM03],
we want to adapt the cell-based clustering paradigm. As shown in [MGAS09],
approaches from this category are very efficient and they generate clusterings of
high quality. Efficiency is important because analyzing pdfs is more complex than
analyzing usual vector data. The basic idea of cell-based clustering (for precise
data) is to approximate clusters via hypercubes. In the relevant dimensions of
a subspace cluster the extent of the hypercube is limited by a maximal width w,
while in the non-relevant dimensions the extent is unlimited. For example, the
black objects in Figure 8.2 show a high extent in dimension d1 while in d2 the
grouping is compact.
Obviously, each hypercube can be represented by a specific medoid. Given
such a medoid m and a subspace S the support of a cluster around this medoid is
calculated by
supportcertain(m,S) = |{o ∈ DB | dS∞(mS, oS) ≤ w}|
where xS is the projection of the point x to the corresponding subspace, and the
distance is defined by:
Definition 8.2 Chebyshev distance
Given a subspace S and two |S|-dimensional points x, y ∈ R|S|, the Chebyshev dis-
tance for this subspace is defined by
dS∞(x, y) = max
i=1,...,|S|
{|xi − yi|}
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Thus, all objects whose Chebyshev distance within the relevant subspace is smaller
than the threshold w are included in the cluster.
For each subspace S ⊆ Dim the support around the medoid m can be com-
puted, and each cluster with a sufficiently high support (≥ minSup) is regarded
as valid. Since, however, not all subspaces show a good clustering structure and
most of them represent redundant information, one is only interested in the sub-
space S yielding the most interesting cluster (for a given medoid m). To measure
the interestingness of a subspace cluster we introduce a quality function that ac-
counts for the dimensionality of the cluster and its support. For this purpose we
adapt the quality function of [PJAM02].
Definition 8.3 Quality function
Given a medoid m and a subspace S, let support(m,S) be the support of the cluster
C around m in the subspace S. The quality of C is defined by
quality(m,S) = support(m,S) · (1/β)|S|
where β ∈ (0, 1] permits to trade off the cluster’s support against its dimensionality.
Algorithm 8.1: General framework for subspace clustering
1 repeat
2 bestQuality = −∞; bestMedoid = null; bestSubspace = null
3 medoids = 0
4 while medoids < numMeds do
5 m = selectNextMedoid()
6 medoids = medoids+ 1
7 foreach S ⊆ Dim do
8 if support(m,S) < minSup then continue;
9 if quality(m,S) > bestQuality then
10 bestQuality = quality(m,S)
11 bestMedoid = m; bestSubspace = S
12 generateCluster(bestMedoid, bestSubspace)
13 updateMedoidSelectionStrategy()
14 until no more clusters identified
Using this definition of support and quality, the general framework to find a
subspace clustering is presented in Algorithm 8.1. Similar to the Monte Carlo
methods [PJAM02, YM03], one iteratively tries to identify single good subspace
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clusters within the database (lines 2-12). This is accomplished by randomly se-
lecting uncertain objects out of the database that should represent the medoids
of different clusters (line 5). For each of these medoids we identify the subspace
for which the corresponding subspace cluster around the medoid results in the
highest quality (line 7-11). Thus, the subspace with the most interesting cluster-
ing structure is selected for this medoid. In the end, we will have identified the
medoid that is the best among all randomly selected medoids and we generate the
corresponding final subspace cluster (line 12).
After generating a single cluster, we have to update the medoid selection strat-
egy to avoid generating similar clusters several times (line 13). For precise data,
the methods of [PJAM02, YM03] use a simple partitioning approach to cope with
the problem of redundant clusters. If a subspace cluster is identified, the corre-
sponding objects are removed from the set of potential medoids. Additionally,
these methods also remove the objects from the database. This way, clusters de-
tected in subsequent iterations obviously represent different sets of objects; the
clusters are disjoint. The termination of this approach is guaranteed because the
minimal required size/support of a cluster is fixed to a constant value and in each
iteration one removes objects from the database. In Section 8.3.3, we propose our
novel update strategies for uncertain data.
Overall, as we can seen, the support of a cluster around the medoid is the most
important aspect that we need to define to detect meaningful subspace clusters.
For traditional, i.e. certain, data the support can easily be determined by simply
counting the number of objects that are near to the medoid: it is a binary deci-
sion whether an object exceeds the maximal distance or not. For uncertain data
defining the clusters’ support is more complex.
8.3.2 Support of Subspace Clusters in Uncertain Data
In this section we introduce our subspace cluster definition for uncertain data. In
contrast to the traditional subspace clustering task, where each object is repre-
sented by a single high-dimensional vector, we have to consider uncertain objects.
In our general approach each uncertain object is described by a probability den-
sity function (pdf). The pdf indicates the likelihood for an object to be located in
a specified region. For a database DB with n uncertain objects in a d-dimensional
space, we have n pdfs pi(x) with x ∈ Rd and for all i = 1, . . . , n the following
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condition is fulfilled: ∫
x∈Rd
pi(x) = 1
The terms object and pdf of an object are used interchangeably in this work. If we
need to address the components of a vector x, we use the notation pi(x1, . . . , xd)
instead of pi(x) .
Subspace clustering analyzes the clustering of objects in projections of the data
space. For precise data individual components of the object vectors are skipped
to obtain the projections. In our case, however, we have to consider the pdfs of
uncertain objects. Formally, the projection of an uncertain object pi to a subspace
S is defined by:
Definition 8.4 Projection of an uncertain object
Given a pdf pi and a subspace S ⊆ Dim = {1, . . . , d}, the projection of pi to S is the
marginal distribution of pi for S. The obtained pdf is called
pSi (x) with x ∈ R|S|
For example and w.l.o.g. S = {1, . . . , s}, then
pSi (x) = p
S
i (x1, . . . , xs) =
∫
· · ·
∫
xs+1,...,xd∈R
pi(x1, . . . , xd)
i.e., we marginalize over the dimensions {s+ 1, . . . , d}.
After defining the objects and their projections, we now introduce our subspace
cluster definition. As mentioned above, we want to adapt the cell-based clustering
paradigm. Please note, however, that in our case the shape of a cluster is actually
not restricted by a hypercube of with w because we consider pdfs. This is even true
if the pdfs’ support is finite. Informally, in our model we require that the uncertain
objects are very likely to be located within the corresponding hypercube.
The question in the following is how to determine the support of a subspace
cluster for uncertain objects. We want to use as much information as possible
to determine the quality of a cluster (based on the support, cf. Definition 8.3).
Additionally, we have to consider which objects belong to the final cluster. For this
purpose, it has to be discussed if a binary decision as in the certain case is useful.
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Expectation based support. In a first naive approach each pdf is transformed to
a single vector that represents the uncertain object and that can therefore be used
to calculate the support of a cluster. This step corresponds to the pre-processing
as mentioned in Section 8.2. A common representative is the expected position
E(pi, S) ∈ R|S| of the object pi in the subspace S. This expectation value is calcu-
lated via
E(pi, S) =
∫
x∈R|S|
x · pSi (x) dx
With these representations we can directly use our distance function to measure
if an object is near the medoid, i.e. if the distance is smaller than w. Thus, the
support of a cluster around the medoid m in the subspace S is
supportexp(m,S) = |{pi ∈ DB | dS∞(E(m,S), E(pi, S)) ≤ w}| (8.1)
As in the certain case, it is easy to decide which objects belong to the final cluster
because it is a binary decision whether pi contributes to the support or not.
Besides being simple, this first approach is not sufficient to cluster uncertain
objects. Let us consider the uncertain objects in the left region of Figure 8.2. In
dimension d2 the expected positions of the objects do not scatter and thus a rele-
vant dimension is assumed. The uncertain objects, however, show a high variance
in this dimension and hence the dimension is not a good candidate for clustering;
that is, non-relevant dimensions are wrongly identified as relevant by this first
approach. At the same time it is possible to miss some relevant dimensions of
a subspace cluster, especially if skewed or multi-modal distributions are present.
Similar problems can occur if we use other expectation based methods.
Specifically for subspace clustering we have to solve these problems. If we did
not, we would generate low quality groupings, and we would identify the wrong
relevant dimensions for our subspace cluster. Misinterpretation of the clustering
result is possible.
Minimal probability based support. In our next method, we do not transform
the uncertain objects to (certain) vector data but we exploit the information given
by the pdfs more accurately. We do not calculate an actual distance value but
we calculate the probability that two objects are near to each other. Formally,
the probability that the distance between two independent objects pi and pj in a
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subspace S is smaller than a maximal distance w is
P≤w(pi, pj, S) =
∫
x,y∈R|S|
dS∞(x,y)≤w
pSi (x) · pSj (y) dx dy (8.2)
We have to integrate over all possible vectors whose distance to each other is small
enough and multiply the corresponding densities of the underlying pdfs.
Please do not confuse this probability with the values computed, for example,
in the traditional EM-clustering based on Gaussian mixture models. In mixture
models, we compute for each object the likelihood of belonging to the cluster,
i.e. we evaluate the density of a single pdf (the cluster’s component) at a given
realization (the observed data point). Here, we compute the probability that any
two realizations of the two given pdfs are close to each other.
The support of a subspace cluster is now determined by all objects whose prob-
ability for the above event is high enough. Thus, besides the maximal distance w
we introduce the minimal probability minProb that an object has to exceed in or-
der to increase the support. Overall, we define the support of a cluster in subspace
S around the medoid m by
supportminProb(m,S) = |{pi ∈ DB | P≤w(m, pi, S) ≥ minProb}| (8.3)
Again we have a binary decision which objects belong to the cluster. In this new
variant, however, the relevant dimensions of a cluster are better detected. For
example, in Figure 8.2 the dimension d2 is not selected as relevant for the red
objects: due to the large scatter the probability for a small distance is not high
enough.
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Figure 8.3: Probability distribution with varying w
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Problems of this second method are presented in Figure 8.3. Given a fixed
medoid m, the maximal distance w is plotted on the x-axis. The y-axis indicates
the probability that an object is nearer to m than the current w. Three different
objects are analyzed in the figure. Given the distance threshold w1 and a minimal
probability of minProb = 0.5, the object p3 does not contribute to the support of
the cluster. If many objects marginally miss the threshold, the calculated support
will be underrated. The probability threshold is a hard bound for the objects to be
included in the cluster.
Furthermore, the two other objects increase the support of the cluster because
the probability is above the required threshold. Both objects, however, are consid-
ered equally important for the cluster, i.e. each object increases the support by 1,
even if their probability values differ. In reality, the object p1 is more likely clus-
tered with the medoid than the object p2. Thus, the minProb-based method does
not distinguish between clusters that with a high probability occur in the database
and clusters that are improbable. This is related to the fact that dense clusters are
usually preferred over sparse clusters. In Figure 8.4, both clusters would get the
same support value with this method; the cluster on the right should be preferred
because the uncertainty within this clustering structure is very low.
m1
supportminProb(m2,S)=5
supportexact(m2,S)=4.5
supportminProb(m1,S)=5
supportexact(m1,S)=3.4
m2
Figure 8.4: Minimal probability vs. exact probability
Exact probability based support. In this last approach we prefer clusters that
appear with a high probability in the feature space. Until now each object in
a cluster has the same weight, i.e. importance, for that cluster if the thresholds
are exceeded (binary decision). In our following idea we use the probabilities
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in a more advanced way by weighting the objects according to their likelihood;
accordingly, a possibility to calculate the support is
∑
pi∈DB P≤w(m, pi, S) for given
m and S. In contrast to supportminProb, objects with a higher probability increase
the support and thus the quality of the cluster to a higher degree. At the same
time, we do not exclude objects via a hard bound of a threshold; that is, we can
separate clusters based on the magnitude of their supporting objects and not only
based on their size. With this support definition, the cluster on the right in Figure
8.4 has a higher support than the other cluster. An interesting aspect is that the
support can be any positive real number and is not restricted to natural numbers.
Hence a more fine-grained indication of the support is possible.
The definition of the support, as proposed above, includes all objects, even
if their probability to be near the medoid is very low. These objects might be
undesirable for the user and might be removed from the cluster. To optionally
prohibit objects with a probability near to zero, we include a probability constraint
εProb that each object has to exceed. Thus, our final support definition is
supportexact(m,S) =
∑
pi∈DB
P≤w (m,pi,S)≥εProb
P≤w(m, pi, S) (8.4)
As before, we can calculate the support and the quality of a subspace cluster
with this formula. Thus, in Algorithm 8.1 we can determine the best medoid m
and the best subspace S for which we generate the surrounding cluster. Our novel
support criterion, however, no longer corresponds to a binary decision whether an
object is included in the cluster or not. What is the final cluster presented to the
user? Obviously, we could select all objects that account to the sum but this would
contradict our assumption that each object has a different weight for the support.
We extend the notion of subspace cluster to subspace cluster with membership
degree. Each object within a cluster is associated to a membership degree that
indicates the importance of the object for the cluster or the degree of this object
belonging to the cluster.
Definition 8.5 Subspace cluster with membership degree
Given a set of dimensions Dim and a database DB of uncertain objects within these
dimensions, a subspace cluster C with membership degree is defined by
C = (O, S, deg) with O ⊆ DB and S ⊆ Dim
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and deg : O → (0, 1] is a function that maps each object of the cluster to a specific
membership degree.
For our instantiation we use: Let m be the medoid of a hypercube and S the
current subspace, the membership degree is given by deg(p) = P≤w(m, p, S) for p ∈ O.
Thus, based on the support function supportexact, the cluster around the medoid
m in subspace S is given by C = (O, S, deg) with O = {pi ∈ DB | P≤w(m, pi, S) ≥
εProb}, and the membership degree exactly represents the probability that the
object p is located in the hypercube around the uncertain object m.
Please note that the membership degree is computed with respect to a single
cluster. Thus, we are not allowed to infer information in comparison to other
clusters. Especially, the membership degree of an object pi can exceed the value 1
summed over several clusters. E.g., for two clusters C1 and C2 the degree of object
pi can be 0.6 and 0.7. High membership degrees of a single object for several
clusters are possible because in subspace clustering objects can belong to several
different clusters due to the individual subspaces.
8.3.3 Determining the overall clustering.
In the previous sections we described how a single (best) cluster is found in an
uncertain database using different support definitions. Our overall goal, however,
is to identify a set of clusters that describe the characteristics of the whole dataset.
The obtained clusters should be discriminable in the sense that the same clustering
structure is not identified twice, i.e. redundant information should be avoided. To
achieve this aim, we update the medoid selection strategy (Alg. 8.1, line 13).
As mentioned, existing methods [PJAM02, YM03] perform a partitioning of the
objects since the already clustered objects are removed from the set of medoids as
well as from the database. Formally, given the set of clusters {Ci = (Oi, Si) | i =
1, . . . , k} generated so far in k iterations of the inner part of Algorithm 8.1, they
draw the medoids in the (k + 1)th iteration uniformly and randomly from
candMedoidsk+1 = DB −
k⋃
i=1
Oi
That is, the objects already covered by clusters are removed from the database and,
consequently, are not used as medoids anymore. To ensure the partitioning, the
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clustered objects are also restricted to these subsets. Thus, no redundant clusters
can be generated. Obviously, in the first iteration we have candMedoids1 = DB.
According to [YM03], we select numMeds = 2 · |candMedoidsk+1|/minSup.
An uncertain object contributes to a cluster only in a specific amount. In a
partitioning approach, already clustered objects cannot support another cluster.
Thus, it seems reasonable to handle uncertain objects in a different way. Further-
more, in subspace clustering a non-partitioning approach can lead to better group-
ings because some objects might be clustered in several different dimensions. For
these reasons, we introduce two novel non-partitioning clustering methods. These
methods are based on our cluster selection procedure but can also be transfered
to other subspace cluster definitions.
In our first non-partitioning approach we do not remove the objects from the
database, i.e. the clustered objects are not restricted to the above defined candi-
date subset; all objects can support a new cluster even if they are already contained
in several other clusters. The set of possible medoids, however, is reduced in each
iteration until this set is empty or no more clusters are identified in the inner part
of Algorithm 8.1. Thus, the termination of the method is again guaranteed.
This first non-partitioning variant is appropriate for our minProb-based sup-
port definition because this method adds only objects with high probability values
to the clusters. However, our exact support definition is able to include further
objects also with smaller probabilities; all these objects are excluded from the can-
didate set for the medoid selection in following iterations. Thus, this procedure
might not be meaningful for the exact support definition since several clusters
might be missed.
Consequently, we introduce our second variant of non-partitioning subspace
clustering for the support definition supportexact. This variant uses the additional
knowledge about the membership degree of the clustered objects. The basic idea
is that an object with a small membership degree for the already known clusters
is possibly included in further clusters. Thus, it is reasonable to use this object as
a medoid in later iterations. However, the probability of this object to be selected
is small compared to those objects that are not included in any clusters; the prob-
ability is high compared to objects that are in several clusters or to objects that
are very likely in clusters. Consequently, we use a weighted sampling to deter-
mine our medoids in each iteration. Let {Ci = (Oi, Si, degi) | i = 1, . . . , k} be the
set of subspace clusters with membership degree detected in the iterations 1 to k.
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The medoids in iteration k + 1 of Algorithm 8.1 are drawn from DB based on a
weighted sampling with the weights
∀o ∈ DB : weight(o) =

1, if o ∈ (DB −⋃ki=1Oi)
max{0, 1− k∑
i=1
o∈Oi
degi(o)}, else
Initially each object has the weight 1 and hence we draw the medoids uniformly
out of the whole database. The procedure terminates because the weights are
continuously decreasing. Especially an uncertain object that has been used as a
medoid for cluster generation can never be selected twice: its membership de-
gree must be 1 and hence its weights in following iterations are 0. The num-
ber of medoids numMeds selected in the current iteration is determined by 2 ·∑
o∈DB weight(o)/minSup, i.e. the cardinality used before is replaced by the sum
of weights. With this method we can generate overlapping clusters based on the
membership degree of the uncertain objects.
Summary Overall, in our model we can distinguish between three different clus-
ter definitions that vary in the calculation of the clusters’ support. Furthermore,
we introduce different methods to identify the overall clustering and we consider
the overlap of clusters by our non-partitioning approaches. Table 8.1 gives an
overview of the possible combinations and their corresponding names as used in
the experiments.
Partitioning Non-Partitioning
supportexp Exp-P Exp-NP
supportminProb MinProb-P MinProb-NP
supportexact Exact-P Exact-NP
Table 8.1: Overview of our algorithms
8.3.4 Discussion of Parameters
Our model can be adapted based on different parameters. Most of the parameters,
however, were already introduced in existing subspace clustering methods. To
specify the values of numMeds, minSup, β, and w we refer to the guidelines
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and heuristics proposed in [PJAM02, YM03, YM05]. According to [KP05a], we
recommend for the parameterminProb a value of 0.5. In this case, the support of a
cluster is determined by all objects whose likelihood of being in the neighborhood
of the medoid is larger than their likelihood of being far away, i.e. P≤w(m, pi, S) ≥
1 − P≤w(m, pi, S) has to hold. Finally, we recommend the choice εProb ≈ 0.12,
which is motivated by the following observation: Consider a medoid m whose
pdf is normally distributed according to N (0, w). Intuitively, if we sample from
m’s distribution, most of the samples p should also belong to the cluster of m. As
a rule of thumb, objects located outside the 99th percentile of a distribution are
often regarded as outliers. Thus, given P (−θ ≤ X ≤ θ) = 0.99 with X ∼ N (0, w),
samples in the range [−θ, θ] should belong to the cluster. If we now consider
the sample p at position θ itself as an uncertain object with pdf N (θ, w), we get
P≤w(m, p, S) ≈ 0.12. Thus, by selecting εProb ≈ 0.12, the object p belongs to the
cluster centered at m.
8.4 Algorithmic Properties
In the following section we discuss some algorithmic properties to ensure an ef-
ficient execution of our approach. The most important aspect in Algorithm 8.1
is the determination of the best subspace for a selected medoid, i.e. the subspace
that yields the highest quality. In order to do so, we have to calculate the support
of the current subspace cluster.
Anti-monotonicity property. Two of our techniques exploit an anti-monotoni-
city property that is valid for our subspace clustering model. Let OS, OT be
the set of objects that supports the cluster around the medoid m in subspace S
and T respectively; then for all subspaces T ⊇ S we have OT ⊆ OS. Similar:
support(m,T ) ≤ support(m,S) ∀T ⊇ S.
In this paragraph we prove that this property holds for all three variants of our
support definition, starting with the expectation based variant.
Lemma 4 Given a medoid m and subspaces T , S with T ⊇ S, for the expectation
based support it holds: OT ⊆ OS and supportexp(m,T ) ≤ supportexp(m,S)
Proof 8.1 W.l.o.g. we assume S = {1, . . . , s} and T = S ∪ {s + 1}. For two points
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x, y ∈ R|T | and their projections to S, denoted as xS, yS ∈ R|S|, it holds that
dS∞(x
S, yS) = max
i=1,...,s
{|xi − yi|} ≤ max
i=1,...,s,s+1
{|xi − yi|} = dT∞(x, y)
and
dT∞(x, y) ≤ w ⇒ dS∞(xS, yS) ≤ w
Using for x, y, xS, and yS the required expectation values of the pdfs we get
OT
(8.1)
= {pi ∈ DB | dT∞(E(m,T ), E(pi, T )) ≤ w}
⊆ {pi ∈ DB | dS∞(E(m,S), E(pi, S)) ≤ w}
(8.1)
= OS
Accordingly, supportexp(m,T ) = |OT | ≤ |OS| = supportexp(m,S). 2
The remaining two support definitions do not use the distance function directly
but the probability P≤w(pi, pj, S). Therefore, we first prove the following property:
Lemma 5 Given two uncertain objects pi, pj and subspace T , S with T ⊇ S, it holds:
P≤w(pi, pj, T ) ≤ P≤w(pi, pj, S)
Proof 8.2 W.l.o.g. we assume S = {1, . . . , s} and T = S ∪ {s + 1}. Then, for
x, y ∈ R|T | and their projections to S xS, yS ∈ R|S|, it holds
P≤w(pi, pj, T ) =
∫
x,y∈R|T |
dT∞(x,y)≤w
pTi (x) · pTj (y) dx dy
=
∫
x,y∈R|T |
max
i=1,...,s+1
{|xi−yi|}≤w
pTi (x) · pTj (y) dx dy
=
∫
xS ,yS∈R|S|
max
i=1,...,s
{|xi−yi|}≤w
∫
xs+1,ys+1∈R
|xs+1−ys+1|≤w
pTi (x) · pTj (y) dx dy
≤
∫
xS ,yS∈R|S|
dS∞(xS ,yS)≤w
∫
xs+1∈R
∫
ys+1∈R
pTi (x) · pTj (y) dx dy
=
∫
xS ,yS∈R|S|
dS∞(xS ,yS)≤w
pSi (x
S) · pSj (yS) dxS dyS
= P≤w(pi, pj, S)
2
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Using this property, we now show:
Lemma 6 Given a medoid m and subspaces T , S with T ⊇ S, for the minimal prob.
based support it holds: OT ⊆ OS and supportminProb(m,T ) ≤ supportminProb(m,S)
Proof 8.3 Based on Lemma 5 we get P≤w(pi, pj, T ) ≥ const ⇒ P≤w(pi, pj, S) ≥
const. Thus, OT
(8.3)
= {pi ∈ DB | P≤w(m, pi, T ) ≥ const}⊆{pi ∈ DB | P≤w(m, pi, S) ≥
const} (8.3)= OS. By choosing const = minProb and supportminProb(m,X) = |OX | we
get the required result. 2
Lemma 7 Given a medoid m and subspaces T , S with T ⊇ S, for the exact proba-
bility based support it holds: OT ⊆ OS and supportexact(m,T ) ≤ supportexact(m,S)
Proof 8.4 Similar as in Proof 8.3 but with const = εProb, and using the result
P≤w(m, pi, T ) ≤ P≤w(m, pi, S) in the summation as required for the definition of
supportexact. 2
Candidate generation and pruning. Based on the anti-monotonicity property
we can use the Apriori principle known from association rule mining [AS94] to en-
hance the performance of our algorithm. We efficiently generate and prune cluster
candidates of higher dimensionality based on the lower dimensional projections
for one medoid.
We start with the 1-dimensional subspaces and calculate the support of the
resulting clusters around a medoid. All subspaces that do not exceed the minSup
threshold are discarded (cf. Alg. 8.1). Afterwards we can obtain candidates for
the (x + 1)-dimensional subspace clusters based on the retained x-dimensional
ones. This procedure stops if the minSup threshold is not exceeded by any of
the generated candidates. With the Apriori method we prevent to analyze all
exponential many subspaces for one medoid (line 7 of Algorithm 8.1) by early
pruning of several subspaces.
Pruning based on quality estimation. While our first method prunes candi-
dates w.r.t. a single medoid, our second approach makes use of already detected
clusters, which could also be obtained from already processed medoids. We es-
timate the quality of all possible higher-dimensional projections of a cluster yet
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to come. We know the maximal support (because it can only decrease, cf. anti-
monotonicity) and the maximal dimensionality (union of the retained dimensions)
and hence an upper bound for the quality can be determined. This allows an ad-
ditional pruning if the quality of the currently best found cluster, potentially based
on another medoid, is already above this upper bound. In this case, we do not
need to generate the high-dimensional projections.
Sampling method. In some scenarios it might be possible to compute the ex-
act values for P≤w(m, pi, S) by solving the integral in Equation (8.2). Assuming
any possible pdf, however, this is an infeasible task. In our implementation we
use Monte-Carlo sampling to approximately calculate the integrals and hence we
realize an efficient method.
Each pdf pi is represented by m objects I = {o1i , o2i , . . . , omi } drawn from the
distribution obtained by pi. Given two pdfs pi and pj and their sampled objects
I and J respectively, we denote the projections of the objects in I and J to the
subspace S with IS and JS. Then we can approximate P≤w(pi, pj, S) by
1
|IS| · |JS| · |{(a, b) ∈ I
S × JS | dS∞(a, b) ≤ w}|
That is, we compute the pairwise distances between the sampled objects and use
the percentage of the objects pairs that have a smaller distance than w.
Summarized, we use three techniques to increase the efficiency of our algo-
rithm. The Apriori principle is used to compute the set of uncertain objects that
support the cluster in the current subspace. With the quality estimation we are
able to prune further subspaces based on already detected clusters. Finally, the
efficient sampling approach approximates the expensive integral computation.
8.5 Experimental Analysis
8.5.1 Setup.
Because there exist no direct competitors in the domain of subspace clustering
for uncertain data, we compare our approaches with UK-Means [CCKN06] and
Proclus [AWY+99]. UK-Means is chosen as a representative for fullspace clustering
on uncertain data while Proclus identifies subspace clusters on certain data. The
number of clusters k, required for both algorithms, is set to the true number of
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clusters hidden in the data. The average dimensionality for Proclus is also obtained
by the hidden clusters. According to [YM03], we use β = 0.25 and we calculate the
minimal support based on the database size, i.e. minSup = α · |DB| with α = 0.07.
Furthermore, w = 6, minProb = 0.5, and εProb = 0.1.
We generate synthetic data by adapting the methods from [AWY+99, PJAM02,
YM03] to obtain overlapping clusters with uncertain objects. From each probabil-
ity density function 10 samples are drawn. Unless stated otherwise, we generate
data with 16 dimensions, 1000 objects, 10 clusters, an average cluster dimension-
ality of 25% from all dimensions, 15% overlapping objects, and 10% uniformly
distributed noise objects. The pdfs are Gaussian distributions with a variance of
1% of the data range in the relevant dimensions and up to 50% of the data range
in the non-relevant ones. To study the performance on real world datasets we use
data that is available at the UCI archive [FA10] (pendigits, glass, breast cancer).
In addition, we use features extracted from sequence data in [KWX+06] (shape).
These datasets are also used in the evaluation study [MGAS09]. The data is en-
riched with uncertainty by replacing each object with a Gaussian pdf at the same
position. Different variances are used in the experiments.
We measure the quality of the subspace clustering results via the F1 value,
which is similar used in [MSE06, MGAS09]. We map each hidden cluster of a
synthetic dataset to one identified cluster that matches the objects and the cor-
responding subspaces best. The harmonic mean of recall (’are all objects and
dimensions detected?’) and precision (’how accurate is the cluster detected?’) is
the F1 value of the cluster. The average of all clusters’ F1 values is the quality
value of the entire clustering. With this measure we account for the object group-
ings and the identified subspaces simultaneously. For real world data we use the
class labels as indicators for the natural grouping of objects. No hidden subspaces
are available in this case, and therefore the quality accounts only for the object
groupings. The results of all algorithms are averaged over 5 runs. All experiments
were conducted on computers with Opteron 2.3GHz CPUs and Java6 64 bit.
8.5.2 Evaluation of different variants.
In the following, we evaluate the different variants of our approach. That is, the
support definitions and the differences between partitioning and non-partitioning
clusterings based on these definitions.
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For partitioning clustering, Figure 8.5 compares the quality of the three sup-
port definitions for different underlying distributions of the uncertain objects, i.e.
we used Gaussian, Exponential (skewed), or Uniform distributions for each ob-
ject. As it was expected from our model, the qualities of the resulting clusterings
improve with increasing usage of information. This is true for all three distribu-
tions. In comparison to the other two methods, Exp-P shows inferior performance
and it is very sensitive to the chosen distribution; this is especially true for the
skewed distribution. In Figure 8.6 the same experiment was repeated for the non-
partitioning variants and confirms the conclusions drawn from Figure 8.5. As a
result, we exclude Exp-P and Exp-NP in the rest of the experiments. A direct com-
parison of Figures 8.5 and 8.6 shows that overall the non-partitioning approaches
generate clusterings of higher quality. This is also illustrated in Figure 8.7, where
a varying overlap in the dataset, i.e. the percentage of objects that are assigned
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Figure 8.7: Varying overlap
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Figure 8.8: Varying size of the database
to more than one cluster, is analyzed. For no overlap (0%) the results of the
partitioning (dotted lines) and non-partitioning (solid lines) variants are nearly
the same. With increasing overlap both MinProb-NP and Exact-NP exceed their
partitioning-based counterparts by more than 10%, and therefore we will only use
the non-partitioning variants in the following experiments.
8.5.3 Comparison with competing approaches.
In the following we compare our methods to UK-Means and Proclus in several
experiments on synthetic and real world datasets.
Database size is analyzed in Figure 8.8. The quality experiment shows that
our approaches MinProb-NP and Exact-NP significantly outperform the compet-
ing algorithms by 45% and 55% respectively. For all algorithms the quality of
clustering results are very stable, that is, the database size has no influence. Fig-
ure 8.8(b) compares the runtimes for the same experiment (Please note the loga-
rithmic scale). The slopes of all 4 algorithms are similar, however, both UK-Means
and Proclus are faster than our approaches, which is easily explainable: UK-Means
only operates in the full dimensional space, i.e. no subspace projections are exam-
ined as in the other algorithms. Proclus uses certain values, but our approaches
have to consider all the sample points of uncertain objects. Considering the bad
quality of UK-Means and Proclus, their high efficiency is of no benefit. If we com-
pare MinProb-NP to Exact-NP, an interesting observation can be made: Exact-NP
takes more time but delivers better results.
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Figure 8.10: Varying average dimensionality of clusters
Varying dimensionality of the data space is evaluated in Figure 8.9. The re-
sulting clustering qualities are similar to the experiment in Figure 8.8(a), i.e. the
competing algorithms are clearly outperformed by both of our methods by more
than 50%. The runtimes also show a similar behavior as for database scalability.
MinProb-NP and Exact-NP have higher qualities, and thus their runtime perfor-
mances are again unproblematic.
The influence of a varying average dimensionality of subspace clusters in a 16-
dimensional dataspace is examined in Figure 8.10. As before, the clustering qual-
ities of Exact-NP and MinProb-NP exceed the results of the competing approaches
significantly. While the results of our algorithms are very stable, the results of UK-
Means and Proclus improve with a higher average dimensionality. Since UK-Means
is a full-space clustering method, this is reasonable; with increasing dimensional-
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Figure 8.11: Varying percentage of noise in the database
ity, more near-fullspace clusters are hidden in the data. For Proclus the results are
rather surprising: because it is a subspace clustering algorithm, better results for
lower average dimensionalities were expected. In contrast, our approaches are not
influenced by the average dimensionality; the correct clusters are detected on all
settings. The runtime evaluation in Figure 8.10(b) shows that the runtimes of the
UK-Means and Proclus are relatively stable, while the runtimes of our algorithms
increase with higher dimensionalities. This can be explained by the Apriori-based
(cf. Section 8.4) procedure: for higher average dimensionalities, much more sub-
space candidates for each medoid have to be generated; for lower dimensionalities
subspaces are pruned much earlier.
The influence of a varying percentage of noise in the dataspace, by increasing
the number of objects that do not belong to any cluster, is analyzed in Figure 8.11.
As in the other experiments, our methods show a much higher quality than UK-
Means or Proclus. While our methods are very robust to noise, UK-Means and
Proclus respond very sensitive: the quality decreases constantly with an increasing
noise ratio of the dataspace. In Figure 8.11(b) the runtimes of all algorithms
increase with more noise. The performance of our methods are more prone to it
because with an increasing noise ratio, more medoids are randomly selected and
discarded afterwards.
Performance of our model on real world data is analyzed in Figure 8.12. We
present the results for the 4 datasets pendigits, glass, breast cancer, and shape.
Note that we have optimized parameters for each algorithm on each dataset; for
our model, we chose the best result from all methods. Proclus is executed on the
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Figure 8.12: Clustering quality on real world data
original precise data. Our model and UK-Means use the uncertain variants of the
data; the variance of the underlying Gaussian distributions is set to 1%, 10%, and
25% of the data range.
The results on the pendigits dataset are presented in Figure 8.12(a). We can
see that also on real world data our model outperforms the competing algorithms.
Interestingly, the results of Proclus, operated on precise data, are worse than the
results of the approaches that have to cope with uncertain information. For higher
variances, however, we can see a decrease in quality; the clustering structure is
obfuscated by the high variance and hence a detection of clusters is difficult.
On the remaining datasets similar results are obtained. Only the shape dataset
(Figure 8.12(d)) is an exception: the quality of Proclus is slightly better than the
quality of UK-Means. Nevertheless, for every dataset the effectiveness of our model
is higher compared to the competing methods.
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8.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we proposed a model that enables subspace clustering of uncer-
tain data. We presented three variants that can be distinguished by the amount of
information extracted from the probability density functions. Furthermore, we in-
troduced a non-partitioning algorithm that is based on the concept of membership
degree. We provided an efficient solution that uses Apriori-based pruning and
heuristic sampling. Thorough experimental evaluation demonstrates that high-
quality clusterings are generated and that competing algorithms are substantially
outperformed.
This chapter concludes the second part of this thesis. We proposed integrated
subspace clustering techniques that directly handle imperfect information and are
robust with respect to errors in the data. Thus, we avoid the drawbacks accompa-
nied by cleaning the data in a pre-processing step that is unaware of the character-
istics of subspace clustering. While our novel models enable an effective subspace
clustering for imperfect data, in the next part of this theses we tackle the chal-
lenges for mining heterogeneous data.

Part III
Subspace Mining
on Heterogeneous Data
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Chapter 9
Heterogeneous Data: Introduction
In the previous two parts of this thesis we have focused on subspace clustering
techniques analyzing multi-dimensional vectors comprising numerical data. Even
though this type of data is predominant, many applications can acquire multiple,
diverse, and heterogeneous data sources. In this chapter we briefly discuss the
various kinds of data available in today’s applications and the resulting diversity
of data mining methods, while the three subsequent chapters provide solutions for
subspace clustering on a specific type of heterogeneous data.
9.1 Data Heterogeneity
The reasons for heterogeneous data are various: For example, heterogeneous data
occurs by accessing a multitude of separate data sources, e.g. databases of dif-
ferent companies or departments. Each source might represent the objects with
a different type of data leading to data heterogeneity. However, also in a single
system, heterogeneous data might occur. Protein databases, for example, usually
store for each protein its graph representation along with a textual description of
its function. In other applications, heterogeneous data occurs because the original
object representation, e.g. raw image data, cannot be processed reasonably but
different feature extraction methods are required, e.g. the image is segmented or
color features are extracted. Each feature might be of different type and, thus,
leads to heterogeneous data.
In general, by analyzing heterogeneous data, we have to cope with a variety of
different data types [HK01]. One of the most common data types is numerical vec-
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tor data (either discrete or continuous) as discussed in the first part of this theses.
Besides vector spaces, objects can often be described by categorical data, where
one distinguishes between single-labeled data or set-labeled data. In the first case,
each object is described by only a single value l ∈ Dom of the label domain Dom.
A typical scenario is the label domain of gender Dom = {female,male}. In the
second case, each object is characterized by a subset L ⊆ Dom of the labels, e.g.
as given in the scenario of hobbies Dom = {tennis, soccer, baseball}.
More complex descriptions of objects include the representation by text data,
e.g. web pages, by graph data, e.g. protein structures, or time series data, e.g.
sensor measurements. Even though time series are often numerical, they differ
from usual vector spaces since the time series’ dimensions are subject to a specific
temporal ordering.
In most applications, the previous data types are used to describe individual
objects. The relations between different objects, however, are also a valuable infor-
mation source. Such data can be observed in various domains including friendship
relations in social networks, interacting genes in biology, or connected routers in
the internet. Thus, besides characterizing single objects, network information is
used to describe the objects’ relations. Again, these relations can be represented
by different types of data, such as binary relations or weighted relations.
Overall, data heterogeneity is not just a matter of the used data types, but
also which information is described by the data: individual objects or relations
between the objects. From the variety of possibilities, we analyze in this thesis
binary network information in combination with numerical vector data since this
is one frequently occurring type of heterogeneous information sources.
9.2 Mining Diversity
The diversity of heterogeneous data has lead to a diversity of research directions
tackling specific challenges for the analysis of such kind of data.
Especially in the scenario where heterogeneous data is obtained by accessing
a multitude of separate data sources, several challenges going beyond the ones of
traditional data mining have to be solved: in this scenario it is not trivial to decide
if two objects originating from different data sources describe the same or two
different objects. If unique object identifiers, as the social security number, are
available in all sources, a simple join step is sufficient. In general, however, more
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complex data integration techniques such as schema mapping/matching [BV11,
RB01] or entity resolution/record linkage [EIV07] are necessary. Furthermore, it
is possible that objects do not occur in all sources, e.g. one source might represent
the friendship relation between two persons, while in another source only one of
these persons is listed.
Handling all these different scenarios is beyond the scope of this thesis. Thus,
in the following we assume that the data integration is already performed, i.e.
each object can uniquely be identified and it occurs in each source exactly once.
Hence, we (implicitly) focus on the case where the data is recorded in a single
system as, for example, given by a social network application where friendship
relations are only possible between the unique users registered in the system.
Multi-Source Learning and Learning in Parallel Universes The majority of
methods for an integrated mining of heterogeneous data focuses on the case
where individual objects are represented in multiple different ways. In general,
we can distinguish between the paradigms of multi-source learning [BS04, BM98,
KKPS04] and learning in parallel universes [WHB10, CB10, WB07].
Let us note that the paradigm of multi-source learning is often called multi-
view learning, which is motivated by the observation that for each object different
representations, i.e. views, are stored. However, this paradigm is not to be con-
fused with the multi-view methods introduced in Chapter 3. While the approaches
discussed in Chapter 3 extract multiple clusterings from a single data source, the
paradigm discussed in this section assumes multiple representations of the objects
but extracts a single clustering (cf. next paragraph). Thus, to avoid confusion, we
denote the paradigm discussed in this section as multi-source learning.
Multi-source clustering [BS04, BM98, KKPS04] tries to find a single global
clustering solution that is of high quality in all given sources. For each of the
different object representations, the groupings should be reasonable. Thus, multi-
source clustering determines a consensus solution among all sources.
If many different sources are given, multi-source clustering might not be able
to detect a global clustering result of high quality: some object representations
might not provide valuable information for clustering, or some objects group bet-
ter according to one representation, while another group is highly similar based
on another representation. Thus, in contrast to multi-source clustering, clustering
in parallel universes [WHB10, CB10, WB07], does not try to find groups that are
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reasonable in all of the sources but the groups might be restricted to subsets of
them.
The following example provides more insights in the above mentioned para-
digms. Consider a database as given in the first part of this thesis, i.e. each object is
represented by a d-dimensional vector. Instead of using this single source data, we
now use each dimension as an individual source, i.e. we consider d many sources
each representing the objects by 1-dimensional vectors. Multi-source clustering
detects a clustering where each group must be reasonable in all sources. Thus,
in the example it performs a kind of full-space clustering. In contrast, parallel
universes is able to detect clusters which show up only in some of the sources.
Thus, in the example it performs clustering in subspace projections.
In contrast to usual subspace/projected clustering, clustering in parallel uni-
verses is not restricted to vector data but each source might represent the object
by a different type. Thus, it is designed to handle heterogeneous data. By de-
tecting almost disjoint clusters, however, clustering in parallel universes is rather
related to projected clustering than to subspace clustering. Accordingly, it shows
the same limitations: the existing methods do not have the strength to detect
multiple overlapping clusters or different views (cf. Chapter 3 and 4).
Our mining task Both previous paradigms in common is that they focus on het-
erogeneous data sources where objects are described individually. In this thesis,
however, we analyze the more complex type where individual object descriptions
as well as relations between different objects are given. We develop integrated
clustering methods able to analyze vector data in combination with network data.
This type of data is specifically challenging since the underlying mining models
usually realize different and even contradicting objectives. We discuss the rele-
vant related work for this specific mining task in detail in the next chapter.
In summary, in this thesis we analyze heterogeneous data which represents
binary relations between the objects and describes individual objects by vector
data. We develop integrated clustering methods that determine clustering solu-
tions where each group is meaningful in the attribute domain as well as in the
network domain. Thus, we exploit both sources. In the attribute domain itself, we
perform subspace clustering. Thus, we do not need to consider all dimensions to
detect the clusters.
Chapter 10
A Synthesis of Subspace Clustering
and Dense Subgraph Mining
Today’s applications deal with multiple types of information: graph data to rep-
resent the relations between objects and attribute data to characterize single ob-
jects. Analyzing both data sources simultaneously can increase the quality of min-
ing methods. Recently, integrated clustering approaches were introduced, which
detect densely connected node sets within one large graph that also show high
similarity according to all of their attribute values. However, for attribute data it
is known that this full-space clustering often leads to poor clustering results; one
should prefer the task of subspace clustering.
In this chapter, we propose a method for finding homogeneous groups by join-
ing the paradigms of subspace clustering and dense subgraph mining, i.e. we de-
termine sets of nodes that show high similarity in subsets of their dimensions and
that are as well densely connected within the given graph. Our twofold clusters
should be maximized according to their density, size, and number of relevant di-
mensions. The optimization of the three objectives is usually conflicting; thus, we
realize a trade-off between these characteristics to obtain meaningful patterns. To
avoid redundant clusters in the result we develop a redundancy model to confine
the clustering to a manageable size of only the most interesting clusters. Based
on various pruning strategies we introduce the algorithm GAMER for the efficient
calculation of our clustering. In thorough experiments on synthetic and real world
data we show that GAMER achieves low runtimes and high clustering qualities.
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10.1 Motivation
In the knowledge discovery process, clustering is an established technique for
grouping similar objects while separating dissimilar ones. Traditional clustering
methods group similar objects based on the information given by attribute data
for each object. For example, genes are clustered based on similar expression
levels, people in social networks based on their common interests, or sensors in
sensor networks according to similar measurements as temperature and humidity.
Similarity of objects corresponds to similarity of attribute values. Another type of
information is graph data, which represents relations between the objects. Based
on this information, graph clustering methods determine groups of vertices that
correspond to densely connected subgraphs within a single graph. For example,
functional related genes are grouped together in gene interaction networks, people
showing the same friendship relations in social networks, or sensors communicat-
ing to each other in sensor networks. Here, the similarity of objects corresponds to
the density of connected subsets. Consequently, two different types of information
can be used to determine clusters in the data.
In many applications information of both categories are available for the ob-
jects, graph information as well as attribute data. Such heterogeneous data can
be modeled as a vertex-labeled graph such that vertices represent objects, edges
represent relations between them, and feature vectors associated to the vertices
represent the attributes for each object (cf. Fig. 10.1). Since the separate use of
both data types can lead to highly differing clusterings and, thus, to contradic-
tory results, the simultaneous use of both information for the process of clustering
promises more meaningful and accurate results. Therefore, integrated clustering
approaches handling this kind of heterogeneous data have been recently intro-
duced, which try to determine groups that are densely connected within the graph
as well as similar according to their attribute values.
The main problem of almost all integrated clustering approaches, however, is
the consideration of all attribute dimensions for determining the similarity. Often,
some dimensions are not relevant for all clusters, which is why clusters are located
in subsets of the dimensions. E.g. in social networks, it is very unlikely that people
are similar within all of their characteristics. A continuative aspect is the decreas-
ing discrimination power of distance functions with increasing dimensionality of
the data space due to the curse of dimensionality [BGRS99]. Since clusters are
strongly obfuscated by irrelevant dimensions and distances are not discriminable
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Figure 10.1: Combination of graph & attribute data and one potential twofold
cluster (highlighted in yellow) with two relevant dimensions
any more, searches in the full-space are futile or lead to very questionable clus-
tering results. As discussed in this thesis, subspace clustering provides a solution
to this problem. Consistently, also integrated clustering models should analyze
subsets of the attributes. However, this aspect is not adequately considered by the
existing models.
Our novel approach combines graph data and attribute data to identify groups
according to their density of connections as well as values of dimensions. In con-
trast to other approaches, however, we consider subsets of the dimensions to real-
ize meaningful similarity determination. In Fig. 10.1 for example we are able to
identify the cluster {1, 2, 5, 6} because the objects are similar in 2 attributes and the
density of the subgraph is high. A clustering procedure like this is advantageous
for a variety of applications: Besides the already mentioned example of gene anal-
ysis, highly connected groups of people in social networks (graph density) can be
used for target and viral marketing based on their specific preferences (attribute
subset). In sensor networks, an aggregated transmission of specific sensor mea-
surements (attribute subset) of communicating sensors (graph density) leads to
improved energy efficiency and, thus, to longer lifetime of the network.
A sound combination of the paradigms subspace clustering and dense subgraph
mining has to be unbiased in the sense that none of the paradigms is preferred
over the other. Most integrated clustering models focus on graph properties as
determining maximal sets whose density is large enough. In Fig. 10.1 for example
the largest clique (a certain type of dense subgraphs) is {2, 3, 5, 6}; however, the
vertices of this clique show similar behavior only in one of their three attributes.
Even worse, preferring just high dimensional clusters leads to {1, 4, 6}; this cluster
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cannot be reconciled with the graph structure. Obviously the cluster properties
’density/connectedness’, ’dimensionality’, and ’size’ are usually contradictory and
a clustering model has to realize a reasonable trade-off. The challenge tackled by
our approach is the optimization of all three goals simultaneously to ensure their
equal consideration. This enables each paradigm to be on a par with the other
one in order to obtain meaningful and consistent clusters. Vertex group {1, 2, 5, 6}
and vertex group {2, 3, 5} could be possible clusters for such an optimization. In
both clusters all vertices have similar values in 2 attributes, and the density of the
subgraphs is negligibly smaller than in cliques.
A further important observation is that overlaps between clusters are quite rea-
sonable. While the cluster {1, 2, 5, 6} might be of interest for video game produc-
ers, the cluster {2, 3, 5} might be of interest for sports wear retailers. Persons thus
can be assigned to more than one product target group. Also for the application of
gene interaction networks and sensor networks it holds that genes can belong to
more than one functional module and sensors to more than one aggregation unit.
Highly overlapping clusters, however, often imply nearly the same interpretations
and, thus, a strong overlap usually indicates redundancy. As shown in the previ-
ous chapters of this thesis, considering redundancy is indispensable for subspace
clustering methods. Also in the field of graph mining, avoiding redundant pat-
terns is studied [HCS+07]. The importance of a proper treatment of redundancy
is hence increased for the combined consideration of subspace clustering and sub-
graph mining albeit rarely treated accurately in the past. Our model successfully
avoids redundancy in the clustering result, while generally allowing the clusters
to overlap.
The main contributions of our work are the following:
• We introduce a novel cluster model, which equitably joins the paradigms of
subspace clustering and dense subgraph mining.
• We define a novel clustering model, which includes a redundancy model to
avoid unnecessary increase of the result set and at the same time permits
overlaps between clusters in general.
• We develop the algorithm GAMER, which exploits various pruning strategies
for the efficient calculation of the defined clustering.
Before presenting our approach, the following section examines existing ap-
proaches and their limitations in the analysis of attribute and graph data.
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10.2 Comparison with Related Work
In the past decades different clustering and subgraph mining paradigms have been
proposed, which we will shortly review in this section.
Clustering vector data. Traditional clustering for vector data evaluates clusters
regarding all attributes in the full data space. Independent of the clustering model,
they do not scale to high dimensional data due to the irrelevance of some attributes
for individual clusters [BGRS99, HK01]. Consequently, in this thesis we consider
subspace clustering methods detecting clusters hidden in individual subspace pro-
jections of the data [KKZ09, PHL04]. This is also important for the analysis of
heterogeneous network data, because we cannot expect that densely connected
groups are similar in all attributes but they belong to different subspaces.
In contrast to traditional clustering algorithms which mostly partition the data
into clusters, subspace clustering algorithms allow the clusters to overlap because
in many applications it is possible that one object belongs to several groups, e.g.
in different subspaces. However, by allowing overlapping clusters the problem of
redundancy arises: If clusters highly overlap, they are very similar to each other.
As shown in the previous chapters of this thesis, a subspace clustering approach
that ignores this fact will output a huge amount of clusters, which nearly represent
the same information. For this reason recent subspace clustering approaches use
redundancy models to confine the output to the most interesting clusters and thus
get a reasonable result size (cf. especially Chapter 2 and 3). None of the proposed
subspace clustering methods, however, considers graph data.
Clustering graph data. Clustering graph data has been done in different ways
[AW10]: For our purpose of finding groups in networks we focus on methods min-
ing densely connected subgraphs in one large graph. Methods as [LWZY06, LZY07,
RZ07, DHZ+01] perform a graph-partitioning while others assume that the given
graph naturally divides into (possibly overlapping) subgraphs of certain patterns,
e.g. cliques [WZZ06] or γ-quasi-cliques [LW08, PJZ05, ZWZK06, ARS02]. None
of these approaches, however, considers attribute data for the objects.
As in the area of subspace clustering, by using non-partitioning approaches
and allowing the patterns (e.g. quasi-cliques) to overlap, we encounter the prob-
lem of redundancy in the output set. For frequent subgraph mining, the problem
of redundancy between subgraphs has recently been tackled by some approaches
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[HCS+07, ZYL09]. However, in the field of graph clustering/dense subgraph min-
ing the problem of redundancy has not yet been researched thoroughly.
Integrated clustering approaches. Apart from the previously seen approaches
there exist methods that consider both information types: vector data and graph
data. Some of these techniques [DWP+07, KMS03, ITM06] consider attribute data
only in a post-processing step after determining subgraphs. Thus, attributes do not
influence the resulting subgraph structures.
In [HZZL02] the network topology is transformed into a (shortest path) dis-
tance and is combined with the feature distance such that any distance-based
clustering algorithm can be applied afterwards. Using combined distance func-
tions leads to results that are difficult to interpret as no conclusions about cluster
structures in the graph are possible. Similarly, the methods of [STM07, NAJ04] use
a weighted combination of the network information with the attribute information
but apply the principle of spectral clustering to determine the actual groupings.
In contrast to [HZZL02], which transforms the graph to distance values, the ap-
proach by [US07] transforms the feature information into an edge-weighted simi-
larity graph and determines dense subgraphs based on the original graph and the
similarity graph. Directly operating on the original data, the method of [EGG+06]
extends the k-center problem by requiring that each group has to be a connected
subgraph. All the previous approaches [HZZL02, STM07, NAJ04, US07, EGG+06]
cannot detect similarities between objects based on subsets of their attributes be-
cause they use full-space similarity. Since such similarity values are often not
discriminable [BGRS99], they unconsciously use only the graph information for
clustering, making the desired combination meaningless. Furthermore these ap-
proaches determine disjoint, or almost disjoint, clusters.
In the work of [ZCY09, ZCY10] categorical attribute values are modeled as
additional structural nodes into the original graph. Due to these structural nodes
new paths between vertices with similar feature values arise. Although objects in
one cluster do not necessarily correspond in all attributes, they are only pairwise
similar and no specific relevant attribute subset can be defined for the clusters.
In [SJZ10] graphs with labeled vertices are considered. This approach detects
patterns that are quasi-cliques where all vertices have a set of labels in common.
However, the approach only considers categorical labels and cannot handle data
with continuous attributes. CoPaM [MCRE09] is the only approach so far that
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deals with subspace clustering and dense subgraph mining. Though, it considers
the density and the subspace cardinality only as minimal threshold constraints.
Since CoPaM solely optimizes the number of vertices, density and subspaces are
just incidental. In our approach, however, we balance these measures yielding an
unbiased combination of subspace clustering and dense subgraph mining.
Besides the already mentioned disadvantages of all integrated clustering meth-
ods, one major drawback is their missing or limited redundancy handling. Espe-
cially for approaches analyzing subsets of attributes, as CoPaM for the integrated
clustering paradigm, this redundancy removal is essential. CoPaM, however, does
not consider redundancy of the resulting maximal subgraphs, which thus can po-
tentially overlap to a high extent. In our novel approach, redundant clusters are
removed from the output.
10.3 An Integrated Clustering Model
In this section we present our model for the detection of densely connected sub-
graphs that exhibit feature similarity in subsets of the dimensions – called twofold
clusters. Our model combines subspace clustering with methods for dense sub-
graph mining. To this end, we model attribute data together with graph data.
Formally, the input is a vertex-labeled graph G = (V,E, l) with vertices V , edges
E ⊆ V × V and a labeling function l : V → Rd where Dim = {1, . . . , d} is the
set of dimensions. We assume an undirected graph without self-loops, i.e. (v, u) ∈
E ⇔ (u, v) ∈ E and (u, u) 6∈ E. As an abbreviation we use l(O) = {l(o) | o ∈ O} to
denote the set of vectors associated to the set of vertices O ⊆ V and x[i] to refer
to the i-th component of a vector x ∈ Rd.
Based on this input graph, we introduce in Section 10.3.1 the cluster definition
that defines the properties a single valid cluster has to fulfill. In Section 10.3.2 our
clustering criteria are defined, which favor the selection of the most interesting
clusters. Since many similar clusters can be valid, this definition is crucial to
prevent high redundancy in the output.
10.3.1 Cluster definition
Our twofold clusters should represent meaningful subspace clusters and at the
same time meaningful dense subgraphs. Therefore we combine established defini-
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tions of both paradigms. For subspace clustering the cell-based methods show high
quality results and they are efficiently computable [MGAS09]. Thus, we choose
this paradigm for our model and use a cluster definition similar to the one used by
[PJAM02]. A subspace cluster is a set of objects along with a set of relevant dimen-
sions. Within the relevant dimensions the objects are very similar, i.e. the variation
of their attribute values is restricted to a maximal width w. For the non-relevant
attributes the values differ to a higher extent.
Definition 10.1 Subspace cluster property
Given a set of vectors X ⊆ Rd and a set of dimensions S ⊆ Dim, the tuple (X,S) is
a subspace cluster if
• ∀i ∈ S : ∀x1, x2 ∈ X : |x1[i]− x2[i]| ≤ w
• ∀i ∈ Dim\S : ∃x1, x2 ∈ X : |x1[i]− x2[i]| > w
In Fig. 10.2 the vectors l(O1) and the dimensions S1 are a valid subspace cluster
for w = 0.5. Another subspace cluster is (l(O4), S4). By normalizing attributes, dif-
ferent w values per dimension can be realized and by choosing w = 0, categorical
data can be analyzed if categories are represented by natural numbers.
For identifying dense subgraphs we use the notion of quasi-cliques [LW08].
Within a quasi-clique O each vertex v ∈ O has to be connected to a certain min-
imal percentage of vertices of O. This minimal degree reflects the density more
accurately than the average degree of the vertices. Furthermore, the strict com-
plete pairwise connectivity as for usual cliques is relaxed with this definition.
Definition 10.2 Quasi-clique property
A set of vertices O ⊆ V within a graph G = (V,E, l) is a γ-quasi-clique if
min
v∈O
{degO(v)} ≥ dγ · (|O| − 1)e
where degO(v) is the degree of vertex v within vertex set O, i.e. degO(v) = |{o ∈
O | (v, o) ∈ E}|. The density of a quasi-clique is defined by
γ(O) =
minv∈O{degO(v)}
|O| − 1
In Fig. 10.2 the set O2 is a 0.5-quasi-clique with maximal number of vertices.
Each vertex is connected to at least 3 other vertices within the group.
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Figure 10.2: Exemplary groups and their properties
Quasi-cliques describe object sets based on their connectivity; these groups are
dense but potentially have only few (or even no) relevant dimensions. Contrarily,
subspace clusters describe object sets based on their similarity in subspaces; these
subspaces are large in general but the underlying subgraph is potentially not dense
(or even not connected). For this reason, our twofold clusters have to fulfill both
properties simultaneously. We formalize:
Definition 10.3 Twofold cluster
A twofold cluster C = (O, S) within a graph G = (V,E, l) is a set of vertices O ⊆ V
and a set of dimensions S ⊆ Dim with the following properties
• (l(O), S) fulfills the subspace cluster property with |S| ≥ smin
• O fulfills the quasi-clique property with γ(O) ≥ γmin
• the induced subgraph of O is connected and |O| ≥ nmin
With the three minimum-thresholds we are able to parametrize the require-
ments for a twofold cluster; these are the properties that are important for sub-
space clusters and dense subgraphs. Additionally, we have to ensure the connec-
tivity of our vertex sets. If γmin < 0.5 a quasi-clique does not necessarily need to be
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connected [ZWZK06]. For a twofold cluster, however, the connectivity is reason-
able and enforced by our definition. For example in Fig. 10.2 we get the twofold
cluster (O3, S3) by choosing nmin = 3, smin = 2, γmin = 0.5. The previous examples
for subspace clusters or quasi-cliques, however, are not valid twofold clusters be-
cause at least one of our properties is violated by these sets. With Definition 10.3
we get more meaningful clusters.
10.3.2 Clustering definition
With the beforehand introduced definition we are able to determine the set of all
valid twofold clusters Clusters. Without any constraints this set can be large be-
cause we permit overlapping clusters in general (cf. Fig. 10.1). E.g., by choosing
smin = 1 the cluster (O2, S2) in Fig. 10.2 is also valid. This cluster, however, in-
tuitively provides only little novel information compared to the cluster (O3, S3);
the vertices differ only marginally and we have less dimensions. By introducing a
clustering definition, i.e. by determining a meaningful subset Result ⊆ Clusters,
we focus on the most interesting clusters. Redundant clusters, which provide
only little additional information, are not included in our result. The interest-
ingness of clusters is presented in Section 10.3.2 and our redundancy model in
Section 10.3.2. In Section 10.3.2 the overall clustering is defined.
Quality function To confine the Result ⊆ Clusters to the most interesting clus-
ters, we need a measure for the quality. Measuring the interestingness of our
twofold clusters is not trivial: Usually, subspace clustering models try to maximize
the dimensionality of clusters while dense subgraph methods maximize either the
number of vertices or the density of the subgraph. Optimizing all these properties,
however, results in conflicting objective functions. For example it is possible that
a set of vertices has a high density and by adding just one vertex to this set, e.g. to
achieve a maximal cluster size, the density dramatically drops to a low value. It is
thus mandatory to trade off these characteristics of clusters to realize a sound and
unbiased synthesis of subspace and subgraph mining. Our quality function rates
the interestingness of a twofold cluster based on these three aspects.
Definition 10.4 Quality of a twofold cluster
Given a twofold cluster C = (O, S), the quality of C is defined by
Q(C) = γ(O)a · |O|b · |S|c
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By this quality function we get a flexible model that is easily adaptable. With
a = c = 0, b = 1 for example we account only for the number of vertices as in many
other models. With a = b = c = 1, however, we rate all aspects equally. For the
example in Fig. 10.2 we thus get for the cluster C2 = (O2, S2) and C3 = (O3, S3)
the quality values Q(C2) = 0.5 · 7 · 1 = 3.5 and Q(C3) = 10.8.
Redundancy model With our redundancy model we identify clusters that con-
tribute only little to the information content of the final result. Previous ap-
proaches use the maximality of patterns (w.r.t. objects or dimensions) to exclude
other patterns that correspond to subsets of the objects/dimensions. In our model
we have two reasons why this is not meaningful. First, the maximal clusters may
differ only in few objects/dimensions as well; in this case they provide no novel
knowledge and the result size can still be large. Second and even more problem-
atic, the maximal clusters are not necessarily the most interesting clusters in our
model.
The quality function is important to identify the redundant clusters. A cluster
C can only be redundant compared to a cluster C ′ if C ’s quality is lower. If the
cluster C had a higher quality, then it should not be reported as redundant w.r.t.
C ′; the user is more interested in C. Thus, Q(C) < Q(C ′) must hold for the
redundancy of C w.r.t. C ′.
Furthermore, the cluster C induces redundancy w.r.t. C ′ if it does not describe
novel structural information. In our context, the objects as well as the relevant
dimensions of C = (O, S) have already been covered to most parts by the cluster
C ′ = O′, S ′). If the fraction |O∩O
′|
|O| is large, only a small percentage of C ’s objects
are not contained in C ′; we do not have a large information gain based on the
object grouping of C. The same holds for the set of relevant dimensions. If all
three conditions hold, the cluster C is redundant w.r.t. C ′. We denote this by
C ≺red C ′ and we formally define:
Definition 10.5 (Binary redundancy relation)
Given the redundancy parameters robj, rdim ∈ [0, 1], the binary redundancy relation
≺red is defined by:
For all twofold clusters C = (O, S), C ′ = (O′, S ′):
C ≺red C ′ ⇔
[
Q(C) < Q(C ′) ∧ |O∩O′||O| ≥ robj ∧ |S∩S
′|
|S| ≥ rdim
]
The parameters robj, rdim intuitively represent the percentage of already covered
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objects and dimensions of the cluster C under consideration. Note that our re-
dundancy relation is non-transitive, i.e. we can have clusters {Ca, Cb, Cc} with
Ca ≺red Cb, Cb ≺red Cc but ¬(Ca ≺red Cc). Furthermore, ≺red is irreflexive, i.e.
a cluster is never redundant to itself, and ≺red is asymmetric, i.e. we cannot get
Cb ≺red Ca if Ca ≺red Cb holds.
The higher the redundancy parameter robj/rdim, the more objects/dimensions
of C have to be covered by C ′ to denote C as redundant. For the extremal case of
robj = rdim = 1, C ’s objects/dimensions have to be a subset of the ones of C ′. In this
case only few clusters are redundant. By choosing smaller values, the redundancy
occurs more often. Considering the clusters C2 = (O2, S2) and C3 = (O3, S3) in
Fig. 10.2 we get C2 ≺red C3 for robj = rdim = 0.5. By choosing robj = 1, rdim = 0.5,
however, none of the clusters is redundant compared to the other.
To identify a cluster as redundant, all three conditions have to hold. It is
not enough that, e.g., only the set of objects is covered; if considerably many
other dimensions are comprised, the cluster will still not be redundant. Especially,
two clusters located in disjoint subspaces are never redundant to each other (if
rdim > 0) leading to the possibility to detect multiple clustering views.
Determining overall clustering Up to now we defined a binary relation for pair-
wise redundancy of clusters. The final step is to define the overall clustering, i.e.
given the set of all twofold clusters Clusters we want to get a meaningful subset
Result ⊆ Clusters.
Since redundant clusters provide only little novel information, they are not
beneficial for the user. Thus, the final clustering has to fulfill the redundancy-free
property: The result set must not contain clusters of which one is redundant to
another. To achieve this property it would be sufficient to remove all clusters from
Clusters that are redundant to at least one other cluster. Formally we would get
Result = {C ∈ Clusters | ¬∃C ′ ∈ Clusters : C ≺red C ′}. This solution, however,
is too naive for our model because our redundancy relation is non-transitive. For
the clustering {Ca, Cb, Cc}, introduced in the non-transitivity discussion above, the
result would just be {Cc}. However, the result {Ca, Cc} is more useful since these
clusters are also pairwise non-redundant and we additionally get Ca. Intuitively,
since we exclude Cb from the result, the property Ca ≺red Cb does not need to be
considered; thus, Ca represents novel information and it should be included in the
result.
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Evidently, we need our result to fulfill a second property – the maximality prop-
erty: For all clusters C not selected for the result set, there is at least one selected
cluster to which C is redundant. Thus, if we select C the redundancy-free property
would be violated. Our overall clustering result is:
Definition 10.6 Optimal twofold clustering
Given the set of all twofold clusters Clusters, the optimal twofold clustering Result ⊆
Clusters fulfills
• redundancy-free property: ¬∃Ci, Cj ∈ Result : Ci ≺red Cj
• maximality property: ∀Ci ∈ Clusters\Result : ∃Cj ∈ Result : Ci ≺red Cj
The maximality property ensures that our optimal result contains the most in-
teresting clusters. In our previous example with {Ca, Cb, Cc}, e.g., the clustering
{Cb} is not optimal. Although, no further cluster can be added without introduc-
ing redundancy to the result, the second criterion is violated since Ca ≺ Cb does
not hold. Thus we get the desired maximal result of Result = {Ca, Cc}. With
our optimal twofold clustering the output is confined to the most interesting clus-
ters and redundant clusters are avoided. Due to the meaningful result size and
by incorporating attribute information in subspaces with the paradigm of dense
subgraphs, the user is able to extract novel knowledge.
10.3.3 Complexity analysis
In this section we analyze the complexity of our clustering model. First we show
that the overall complexity of our model, i.e. for generating the twofold clus-
ters and selecting the optimal clustering, is #P-hard. We denote this problem as
OV ERALL. Second, however, we show that if the set of twofold clusters Clusters
is already given, selecting the optimal clustering Result ⊆ Clusters can be done
in polynomial time. We denote this subproblem as SELECT .
Complexity of the overall result determination
Theorem 10.1 Given a vertex-labeled graph G = (V,E, l), determining the optimal
clustering according to Def. 10.6 is #P-hard w.r.t. the number of vertices V .
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We prove the #P-hardness of our overall result determination (OV ERALL)
by a polynomial reduction from the #P-hard problem MAXCLIQUE [GJ79] of
finding the number of all maximal cliques with at least k nodes in a graph G =
(V,E). We prove that OV ERALL can be used to solve MAXCLIQUE, i.e.
MAXCLIQUE ≤P OV ERALL
Proof 10.1
Input Mapping: The graph G is taken as it. We choose γmin = 1, nmin = k, smin = 0,
robj = 1, rdim = 0, a = 0, b = 1, c = 0.
Output Mapping: The cardinality of the result Result obtained by OV ERALL cor-
responds to the number of maximum cliques in the graph.
(1): The set of twofold clusters only contains all cliques (γmin = 1) of at least size k
(nmin = k). As for usual cliques, the attribute values do not matter (smin = 0).
(2): Only subsets of clusters induce redundancy, i.e.
C = (O, S) ≺red C ′ = (O′, S ′)
⇔ Q(C) < Q(C ′) ∧ |O ∩O
′|
|O| ≥ 1 ∧
|S ∩ S ′|
|S| ≥ 0
⇔ |O| < |O′| ∧O ⊆ O′ ⇔ O ⊂ O′
Consequently, for a maximal cluster Cm there exists no C with Cm ≺red C.
Accordingly, for each non-maximal cluster Cn, there exists a maximal cluster with
Cn ≺red Cm.
(3): Since the optimal twofold clustering is maximal and redundancy-free, Result
contains all but only the maximal clusters, which correspond to the maximal cliques.
Thus, OV ERALL generates a valid solution for MAXCLIQUE. 2
Complexity of selecting the final clustering While the overall complexity of
our model is #P-hard, we can show that the subproblem of redundancy elimina-
tion can be solved efficiently.
Theorem 10.2 Given a set of twofold clusters Clusters, the optimal clustering ac-
cording to Def. 10.6 can be determined in quadratic time w.r.t. the number of clusters.
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Figure 10.3: Ranking of clusters to determine the optimal clustering
To prove this theorem we provide an algorithm calculating the optimal result.
Let us assume that the set of all valid clusters Clusters is given. If a cluster C is
not selected for the result, there must exist another cluster Cr in the result with
C ≺red Cr (cf. maximality). Particularly, Cr must have a higher quality than C. As
a consequence our clustering result always contains the most interesting cluster
denoted by C+1 . Because this cluster has the highest quality, it cannot be redundant
to another cluster. Furthermore, all clusters that are redundant to C+1 cannot be
selected for the result and thus can be removed from our set of clusters Clusters.
From the remaining clusters again the cluster C+2 with the highest quality has to be
selected for our result. This cluster is not redundant to C+1 (the redundancy-free
property is still fulfilled) and also not redundant to all remaining clusters (they
have lower quality). To ensure the maximality we select C+2 and we can remove
all clusters that are redundant to C+2 . These steps can be repeated until no clusters
remain.
Thus, our optimal twofold clustering can be calculated with the procedure that
is illustrated in Figure 10.3. At the beginning, our result set is empty (Result =
∅) and clusters are ranked in descening order based on their quality values. In
each step we remove the first cluster C from the queue. If there exists a cluster
C ′ ∈ Result with C ≺red C ′ the cluster is rejected. Otherwise we add C to Result
and select the next cluster. Based on this procedure we can infer the following
corollary.
Corollary 10.1 The clustering result based on Definition 10.6 contains the most in-
teresting (top-ranked), non-redundant clusters. This set of clusters is unique.
To analyze the worst case runtime complexity of the algorithm, we can distin-
guish two phases: In the first phase we have to sort the clusters, i.e. the complexity
is O (|Clusters| · log (|Clusters|)). In the second phase, each cluster is compared
to the current result set to evaluate the redundancy. In the worst case, each clus-
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ter is non-redundant and we have to compare the ith cluster against i − 1 many
clusters resulting in
∑|Clusters|
i=1 i − 1 = (|Clusters|−1)·(|Clusters|−2)2 many comparisons.
Since the result set, however, is usually much smaller than the number of clusters,
the bound |Clusters| · |Result| is often more precise. Thus, the overall complexity
is given by the following theorem:
Theorem 10.3 Given a set of twofold clusters Clusters, the optimal clustering result
Result ⊆ Clusters according to Def. 10.6 can be determined in time
O (|Clusters| · log (|Clusters|) + |Clusters| · |Result|) = O (|Clusters|2)
Since computing the optimal result is polynomial w.r.t. the number of clus-
ters, however, #P-hard w.r.t. the number of vertices, the number of clusters has
to depend superpolynomial on the number of vertices. Otherwise, i.e. assuming
a polynomial bound, the overall complexity would also be polynomial. Thus, the
number of clusters can be large in general and highlights the need for removing
redundant clusters as proposed by our model.
Corollary 10.2 Given a vertex-labeled graph G = (V,E, l), the number of twofold
clusters Clusters cannot be polynomially bounded w.r.t. the number of vertices V .
10.3.4 Discussion of parameters
With our GAMER model we propose a flexible clustering approach, which can eas-
ily be adapted based on the users’ needs. Even though a high flexibility is beneficial
for the analysis, it may also hinder the model’s application in practice since differ-
ent parameters have to be set up. Thus, in the following we recommend specific
parameter settings, which can act as a starting point for an in depth analysis of
the data under consideration.
First, the user is able to adapt the quality assessment of the individual clusters
(cf. Def. 10.4). If no specific preferences are given, we recommend the choice of
a = b = c = 1. In this case, all characteristics are equally important, which leads a
sound synthesis of subspace clustering and dense subgraph mining.
Second, the redundancy between different clusters can be controlled by robj
and rdim (cf. Def. 10.5). By selecting larger values, a higher overlap between the
clusters is allowed. For many applications, however, we recommend the parameter
setting robj, rdim → 0 since it leads to an easy interpretation of the clustering result:
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two clusters are either disjoint w.r.t. their objects or w.r.t. to their dimensions.
Thus, an object is not clustered twice within a single dimension. Please note that
this result is still superior to projected clustering, which requires disjoint object
sets. Similar to our OSCLU and MVGen model (cf. Chapter 3 & 4), we are able
to detect multi-views: if the subspaces are disjoint, completely different groupings
are possible.
Last, the user has to specify the characteristics each individual cluster has to
fulfill (cf. Def. 10.3). Actually, the parameters smin, γmin, and nmin do not in-
fluence the characteristics of the clusters, but they simply control the number of
valid clusters. That is, by lowering these thresholds, the set Clusters gets larger.
Indeed, the overall clustering is quite robust if the threshold values are selected
sufficiently small. For small thresholds, the set Clusters would contain besides the
most interesting clusters also clusters with low quality values. These uninteresting
clusters, however, are anyhow not selected due to our redundancy model. Thus,
if no further knowledge is given one could simply ignore the thresholds (at the
cost of increased runtime since more clusters need to be analyzed). Since often,
however, some basic properties of the clusters are desired, e.g. clusters with two
objects or clusters located in 1-dimensional subspaces are usually not meaningful,
one should restrict the set of valid clusters a-priori by the three thresholds and
far lower runtimes of the overall algorithm are achievable. Overall, only the pa-
rameter w is important for the clusters’ characteristics, and it is easy to set since
it simply controls the maximal extent of a cluster in the attribute space. Further-
more, heuristics to select the parameter w based on the given data are discussed
in [YM05, PJAM02].
In summary, the proposed default parameters can be used to get a first under-
standing of the data’s clustering structure. Moreover, for an in depth analysis, our
model offers the necessary flexibility by varying the individual properties.
10.4 The GAMER Algorithm
In the following section we introduce our algorithm GAMER (Graph & Attribute
Miner) for efficiently determining the optimal twofold clustering. The algorithm
interweaves the processes of calculating twofold clusters and of selecting the op-
timal clustering among these. By utilizing model-specific properties based on the
cluster and clustering definition, we are able to exclude those vertex sets from
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our considerations, that cannot be valid clusters, or that might be valid clusters
but will not be selected anyway because of the redundancy criteria. Through this
early pruning we reduce the amount of analyzed vertex sets. Furthermore, our in-
terweaved execution of both processes is preferable over a sequential one because
it further increases the pruning potential.
10.4.1 Pruning based on cluster definition
In a naive approach we would have to check 2|V | many subsets O ⊆ V whether
they fulfill our twofold cluster definition. Instead, we use Definition 10.3 system-
atically for the early pruning of vertex sets that cannot lead to valid clusters. The
combination of our two properties, subspace cluster and quasi-clique, is crucial.
Initial pruning
Based on our subspace cluster property, two neighboring vertices can only belong
to the same cluster if they are similar (their variation is smaller than w) in at least
smin dimensions. Thus, we remove all edges of our graph whose adjacent vertices
do not fulfill this property. These edges cannot contribute to any cluster. We just
retain the edges
Enew = {(u, v) ∈ E | ∃S ⊆ Dim : |S| ≥ smin ∧ ∀d ∈ S : |u[d]− v[d]| ≤ w}
Furthermore, our twofold clusters have to reach a minimal density and a minimal
size. Thus, each vertex has to exceed the degree of dγmin · (nmin − 1)e (after re-
moving the edges in the previous step) to be a potential cluster object. Vertices
that do not fulfill this property are removed, i.e. vertices with
degV (v) < dγmin · (nmin − 1)e
By removing vertices, the degrees of other vertices can decrease accordingly. Thus,
we iteratively check the minimal degree of the vertices until no more vertices can
be removed. By this initial pruning our graph gets more sparse and might be even
decomposed in several connected components. Since a twofold cluster must be
connected, each component can be processed separately, which is more efficient
than handling the original graph.
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Efficient enumeration of twofold clusters
To enumerate the vertex sets in our graph, we use the set enumeration tree
[Rym92]. A complete tree for a graph with four vertices is depicted in Fig. 10.4.
Each node of the tree represents a set of vertices O ⊆ V . All nodes of the tree
together represent the powerset of V , which is the set of all potential clusters. On
level i of the tree the cardinality of the sets is i. To build the tree a total order ≺
of the vertices is needed. In Fig. 10.4 we use the order v1 ≺ v2 ≺ v3 ≺ v4. Each
node O is associated with a candidate set candO, which contains all vertices that
are ordered behind the vertices in O (candO = {vi ∈ V | ∀vj ∈ O : vj ≺ vi}). A
child node O′ extends its parent node O through one of the vertices in candO.
Thus, the subtree of a node O represents all potential node sets X such that
O ⊂ X ⊆ O ∪ candO. Please note that it is possible to use different orderings
of vertices in each tree node O to sort the vertices from candO. This property will
be beneficial for the overall algorithm in Section 10.4.3.
By pruning the set enumeration tree we narrow down the search space of ver-
tex sets that we have to check against our cluster property. Note that the quasi-
clique property is not monotone [PJZ05], thus we cannot simply prune a whole
subtree if the parent node is not a valid cluster. Instead we prune a vertex v from
the candidate set of a node O, if {v} ∪ O could never result in a valid cluster,
not even by adding further vertices. If we were able to remove e.g. the vertex v3
from the set cand{v1}, the highlighted 2
|cand(O)|−1 many subsets in Fig. 10.4 would
disqualify themselves as clusters without further analysis.
The vertices to be pruned can be inferred from our cluster definition. In con-
trast to the initial pruning step where the subspace cluster property and the quasi-
clique property are used separately for pruning, we now integrate both paradigms
in combined pruning techniques to achieve synergetic effects and thus a higher effi-
ciency gain. We use the pruning techniques described in the following sections to
avoid generating invalid clusters.
Pruning by subspace diameter
In [PJZ05] it is shown that the diameter of a γmin-quasi-clique is restricted by an
upper bound k(γmin). Thus, each quasi-clique X containing the vertex t has to be
a subset of t’s k-neighborhood NVk (t), i.e. X ⊆ NVk (t). The neighborhood is given
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{v1,v2,v3,v4}
{ }
{v1} {v2} {v3} {v4}
{v3,v4}{v2,v3} {v2,v4}{v1,v4}{v1,v3}{v1,v2}
{v1,v3,v4}{v1,v2,v3} {v2,v3,v4}{v1,v2,v4}
O={v1}
candO={v2,v3,v4}
O’={v2,v3}
candO’={v4}
pruned vertex set
Figure 10.4: Exemplary set enumeration tree and pruned vertex sets
by
NVk (t) = {v ∈ V | dV (t, v) ≤ k}
where dV (t, v) is the number of edges in the shortest path between t and v using
only vertices from V .
Considering a vertex set O and a candidate set candO, we therefore can delete
all vertices from candO that are not contained in
⋂
u∈ON
V
k (u), since by adding one
of these vertices to O we would loose the quasi-clique property. Note that our
vertex sets O incrementally grow by adding single vertices according to the set
enumeration tree. Thus, the current set O is obtained by a step O = O′ ∪ {t} with
t ∈ candO′ where candO′ is known. Since candO ⊆ cand′O has to hold, we can
incrementally determine candO by just checking the neighborhood of the ’novel’
vertex t, i.e. candO = {v ∈ candO′ | t ≺ v ∧ v ∈ NVk (t)}.
If we were only searching for quasi-cliques, we could just use the edge infor-
mation for pruning (like in the Quick algorithm by [LW08]). However, as our
clusters also have to fulfill the subspace cluster property, our pruning technique
additionally uses the attributes of the vertices for excluding unpromising vertices.
Note that at this step in the algorithm the subspace S(O) is already known and it
holds that |S(O)| ≥ smin (otherwise we would not have to process this subtree as
it would not contain any valid cluster). To form a valid cluster, a set of vertices has
to be a subspace cluster in at least smin dimensions. Every vertex v that could be
an element of a cluster C = (X,S) with X ⊃ O has to ’fit’ into the subspace S(O)
in at least smin many dimensions, i.e. the distance between v and any vertex from
O may not be higher than w in the corresponding dimensions.
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Figure 10.5: Pruning of vertices based on diameter and neighborhood calculations
To use this fact for pruning we restrict the k-neighborhood of the vertex t ∈ O
to the vertices that also ’fit’ into the subspace of O:
NVk (t, O) = {x ∈ NVk (t) | |{d ∈ S(O) | ∀u ∈ O : |u[d]− x[d]| ≤ w}| ≥ smin}
We can now prune the candidate set using the new k-neighborhood, i.e. the set
candO contains just the vertices {v ∈ candO′ | t ≺ v ∧ v ∈ NVk (t, O)}.
The concept of this pruning technique is depicted in Fig. 10.5. Let us assume
the parameters are set to smin = 2, w = 1 and the maximal diameter be computed
as k(γmin) = 2. Thus, the current subspace of the set O is given by S(O) =
{1, 2}. Using the traditional pruning technique, i.e. just considering the graph
information, we are only able to prune the vertex y since its shortest path to t is
longer than k = 2. Following our new definition we see that also u can be pruned.
Although u is similar to t in 2 dimensions, it is only similar in 1 < smin dimension
w.r.t. the current subspace S(O) since dimension 3 is currently not relevant. Thus,
if we added u to O, we would violate the subspace cluster property. We can safely
prune the vertex u from candO. Accordingly, our novel procedure only retains the
vertices x and w as candidates.
Considering the vertex x we can further enhance the effectiveness of our prun-
ing technique. Vertex x is part of the 2-neighborhood of t as there exists a path of
length 2 between t and x. However, as the vertex u is excluded from the candi-
date set this path does not longer exist in the new candidate set; thus the vertex
x also has to be excluded as the new shortest path between t and x has length 3.
Thus, for the neighborhood/shortest path computation it is not allowed to use the
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whole set V but only the non-pruned vertices. Formally, we recursively have to
determine the neighborhood
NonPrunedi+1 = N
NonPrunedi
k (t, O) starting with NonPruned0 = V
until a fixpoint is reached, i.e. NonPrunedi = NonPrunedi+1 holds.
Definition 10.7 Subspace k-neighborhood
The subspace k-neighborhood SNVk (t, O) of a vertex t ∈ O is the largest set
NonPruned ⊆ V with NNonPrunedk (t, O) = NonPruned.
Overall, the set candO contains just those vertices of candO′ that are also located
in t’s subspace k-neighborhood, i.e. candO = {v ∈ candO′ | t ≺ v ∧ v ∈ SNVk (t, O)}.
In our algorithm we efficiently determine this subspace neighborhood by a (re-
stricted) depth first search in the graph. Starting the depth first search in the
vertex t we can stop the traversal at a vertex v if either the path is longer than
k or the subspace property is violated. Thus, in our example the traversal in the
vertex u does not continue, we do not reach the vertex x in 2 steps and x is finally
pruned. Overall our pruning technique integrating subspace properties prunes all
vertices except of w, which shows the superiority over the traditional graph based
approach.
Pruning by subspace vertex degrees
Our algorithm uses several pruning techniques based on the vertex degrees. In tra-
ditional quasi-clique mining [LW08] these pruning methods just consider graph-
information, while our novel pruning technique again integrates edge and at-
tribute information to achieve higher pruning effectiveness. To apply the pruning
techniques, we generally have to distinguish between the ’indegree’ indeg and the
’exdegree’ exdeg of a vertex u w.r.t. the sets O and candO. In traditional quasi-
clique mining these two definitions are given as
indegO(u) = |{x ∈ O|(u, x) ∈ E}| , exdegO(u) = |{x ∈ candO|(u, x) ∈ E}|
Considering Fig. 10.6 we get indegO(u) = 4 and exdegO(u) = 3. The inde-
gree describes the number of adjacent vertices of u in the set O (marked in red),
the exdegree describes the number of adjacent vertices in the candidate set candO
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Figure 10.6: Example for novel indegree/exdegree definitions based on subspaces
(marked in blue). Both values are used to estimate the possible size and den-
sity of quasi-cliques that contain the vertex u. Considering the vertex t, we get
indegO(t) = 1 and exdegO(t) = 2.
Using the notion of indegree and exdegree, the methods of [LW08, ZWZK07]
introduce different pruning techniques. In general, the smaller the indegree/exde-
gree values of a vertex, the higher the chance to prune this vertex. Thus, our
goal is to derive more accurate estimations for the indegree/exdegree values, i.e.
smaller values should be determined by considering the special characteristics of
our twofold clusters.
Degree values w.r.t. subspaces The basic idea of our pruning is introduced by
the example in Figure 10.6. Considering the traditional – just graph based – defini-
tions for the indegree and exdegree we get in Figure 10.6 the values indegO(u) = 4
and exdegO(u) = 3. However, in our model the vertices of a cluster do not only
have to fulfill the quasi-clique property but also the subspace cluster property. Let
us assume the parameters w.r.t. the subspace cluster property are set to smin = 2
and w = 1. We see that x can only be added to the set O if we just consider
subsets of the subspace S = {1, 3}. If we selected the second dimension, e.g. the
subspace {1, 2}, the subspace property would be violated by O ∪ {x}. Thus, intu-
itively the indegree for the vertex x is zero or undefined for subspaces including
the dimension 2.
Considering the traditional exdegree: the vertex x contributes to the exdegree
of u since both vertices are adjacent. However, examining e.g. the subspace {1, 2},
we know thatO∪{x} cannot lead to a valid cluster. Thus x should not contribute to
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the exdegree of u in this subspace. If we use the subspace {1, 3}, x can be added to
O. However, in this subspace u and x are not similar. They cannot both belong to a
valid subspace cluster and hence u’s exdegree should not include x. Generally, an
edge between the vertices u, x should only be considered if both vertices together
can belong to a subspace cluster C = (X,S) with O∪{u, x} ⊆ X ⊆ O∪ candO and
|S| ≥ smin. In our example, the vertex x should not contribute to the exdegree of
u at all.
In contrast, the vertices y and u can be added toO together; y should contribute
to the exdegree of u. Similarly, z and u can belong to a valid subspace cluster; z
should also contribute to u’s exdegree. However, since {y}∪O leads to a subspace
cluster in the subspace {2, 3} and {z}∪O in {1, 3}, it would not make sense if both
vertices contributed to the exdegree of u at the same time. Of course, if we look
at the subspace {3}, both vertices contribute to u’s exdegree; however, {3} is not
a valid subspace since smin = 2.
Abstracting from this example, we see that the currently considered subspace S
determines the vertices which contribute to the degree of u. Thus, theoretically we
can determine for each subspace S ⊆ S(O) with |S| ≥ smin an individual indegree
and exdegree.
Definition 10.8 Subspace indegree and exdegree
The subspace indegree and the subspace exdegree of a vertex u w.r.t. the vertex set O,
the candidate set candO, and the subspace S are
indegO(u, S) =
{
|{x ∈ O | (u, x) ∈ E}| if ∀d ∈ S : u[d] ∈ [upper[d]− w, lower[d] + w]
−1 else
exdegO(u, S) =

−1 if indegO(u, S) = −1
|{x ∈ candO | (u, x) ∈ E ∧ indegO(x, S) 6= −1
∧∀d ∈ S : |u[d]− x[d]| ≤ w}| else
with upper[d] = maxo∈O{o[d]} and lower[d] = mino∈O{o[d]}
Note that S is not necessarily the current subspace S(O) of O but can be any
subspace S ⊆ S(O) with |S| ≥ smin since the true subspaces of the potential
clusters are not known at this time. By using the values upper[d] and lower[d],
we can easily check whether the adding of a vertex u to O violates the subspace
property. In Fig. 10.6 for example we get upper[d1] = 2 and lower[d1] = 2. Thus,
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any vertex with an attribute value between [2− 1, 2 + 1] = [1, 3] in this dimension
can potentially lead to a cluster. If the attribute value of a vertex u is not in this
range, we cannot get a valid cluster. Thus, in this case we set indegO(u, S) = −1
to indicate that u cannot belong to a cluster in this subspace. Consequently, we
are also able to set the vertex’s exdegree to −1 if the indegree equals −1.
If a vertex x ∈ candO should contribute to u’s exdegree in the subspace S, it has
to fulfill three requirements: First, it has to be adjacent to u. Second, its indegree
is not undefined (6= −1) since otherwise x cannot belong to the subspace S. Last,
the vertices have to be similar in the current subspace since otherwise we cannot
select both vertices simultaneously for the cluster.
Besides including subspace characteristics, one further advantage of our defi-
nition is the dependency between the exdegree and indegree values. While tradi-
tionally both values are computed independently, in our method the exdegree can
be substantially lowered by taking the indegrees of the neighboring vertices into
account.
Deriving single bounds for pruning To apply the pruning techniques intro-
duced in [LW08, ZWZK07] we need a single indegree/exdegree value per object.
Our novel definitions determine the degree values if the subspaces of the potential
clusters are known. However, since we do not know the subspaces of the clusters
C = (X,S) with O ∪ {u} ⊆ X ⊆ O ∪ candO apriori1 and since we have to guar-
antee that vertices belonging to valid clusters are not pruned, we have to perform
a optimistic estimation for the overall degrees of a vertex u: We have to choose
the subspace S that leads to the highest indegree and exdegree values respectively,
because the pruning techniques exclude vertices if their indeg and exdeg values
are too low. Thus, within the pruning method introduced beforehand we could
use the values
indegOnew(u) = max
S⊆S(O),|S|≥smin
{indegO(u, S)}
exdegOnew(u) = max
S⊆S(O),|S|≥smin
{exdegO(u, S)}
without losing any valid vertex.
Obviously, determining these values is exponential w.r.t. the size of the cur-
rent subspace S(O) and thus computationally demanding. To still guarantee an
1We just know that S ⊆ S(O) and |S| ≥ smin has to hold.
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efficient pruning method, we define upper bounds for the degree values that are
computable in linear time.
We compute one indegree and exdegree value per dimension d ∈ S(O) which
provides an upper bound for the corresponding value for any subspace containing
the dimension d. As the subspace of a valid cluster has to contain at least smin
dimensions we choose the smin-highest value as the indegree or exdegree of the
vertex:
Definition 10.9 Linear time subspace indegree and exdegree
The linear time subspace indegree and subspace exdegree of a vertex u w.r.t. the vertex
set O and the candidate set candO are
indegOlin(u) = smin-highest value from list [indeg
O(u, {d}) | d ∈ S(O)]
exdegOlin(u) = smin-highest value from list [exdeg
O(u, {d}) | d ∈ S(O)]
For vertex u in our example we would get indegOlin(u) = 4 as the attribute values
of u fit into the range of O in any dimension. For the exdegree of the vertex u in
the first dimension we can only count vertex z, thus we get exdegO(u, d1) = 1.
In the second dimension y contributes to u: we get exdegO(u, d2) = 1. In the
third dimension both vertices increase the exdegree of u, i.e. exdegO(u, d3) = 2.
Since each valid subspace has to cover at least smin = 2 dimensions, we select
the second highest value and we get an overall value of exdegOlin(u) = 1. This
value is considerably smaller than the traditional exdegree of 3. Even by selecting
smin = 1, our pruning yields a tighter estimation; we then get an exdegree of 2.
We prove the following inequalities:
Theorem 10.4 Bounds for the indegree and exdegree values
Given a set O and the corresponding candidate set candO, the following bounds hold
for each u ∈ O ∪ candO:
indegOnew(u) ≤ indegOlin(u) ≤ indegO(u)
exdegOnew(u) ≤ exdegOlin(u) ≤ exdegO(u)
Proof 10.2 1) We first show indegOnew(u) ≤ indegOlin(u): Obviously, indegO(u, S) ≤
indegO(u, {d}) for all d ∈ S since less constraints are given for the attribute values of
u. Thus, also indegO(u, S) ≤ mind∈S indegO(u, {d}) holds and we infer:
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indegOnew(u) = max
S⊆S(O),|S|≥smin
{indegO(u, S)} ≤
max
S⊆S(O),|S|≥smin
(
min
d∈S
indegO(u, {d})
)
= max
S⊆S(O),|S|=smin
(
min
d∈S
indegO(u, {d})
)
=
max
S⊆S(O),|S|=smin
(
indegO(u, {d∗}) with d∗ = argmin
d∈S
indegO(u, {d})
)
=
smin-highest value from [indegO(u, {d}) | d ∈ S(O)] = indegOlin(u)
2) Next, we show the inequality indegOlin(u) ≤ indegO(u): From the definition of
indegOlin(u) we can derive
indegOlin(u) = smin-highest value from list [indeg
O(u, {d}) | d ∈ S(O)]
≤ max
d∈S(O)
indegO(u, {d})
Def. 10.8
≤ max
d∈S(O)
|{x ∈ O | (u, x) ∈ E}| = indegO(u)
3) For the exdegree, the inequality exdegOnew(u) ≤ exdegOlin(u) is shown by
exdegO(u, S) ≤ min
d∈S
exdegO(u, {d})
which can be derived from Def. 10.8. It holds exdegO(u, S)
≤ |{x ∈ candO | (u, x) ∈ E ∧ indegO(x, S) 6= −1 ∧ ∀d ∈ S : |u[d]− x[d]| ≤ w}|
≤ |
⋂
d∈S
{x ∈ candO | (u, x) ∈ E ∧ indegO(x, {d}) 6= −1 ∧ |u[d]− x[d]| ≤ w}|
≤ min
d∈S
exdegO(u, {d})
The construction of the subspace S which maximizes exdegO(u, S) can be done as in
the proof for the indeg value.
4) Last, we prove exdegOlin(u) ≤ exdegO(u):
exdegOlin(u) = smin-highest value from list [exdeg
O(u, {d}) | d ∈ S(O)]
≤ max
d∈S(O)
exdegO(u, {d})
Def. 10.8
≤
max
d∈S(O)
|{x ∈ candO | (u, x) ∈ E ∧ indegO(x, S) 6= −1 ∧ ∀d ∈ S : |u[d]− x[d]| ≤ w}|
≤ max
d∈S(O)
|{x ∈ O | (u, x) ∈ E}| = exdegO(u)
2
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The inequalities indegOnew(u) ≤ indegOlin(u) and exdegOnew(u) ≤ exdegOlin(u) have
to hold since otherwise we potentially prune vertices which still could lead to valid
clusters. The other two inequalities ensure that our novel pruning method yields
tighter estimations of the degrees than just using graph based pruning. Neverthe-
less, we realize an efficient computation of the degrees. Overall, this contributes
to a more efficient cluster computation as we can prune more vertices from the
candidate set without losing valid clusters.
Summary
In this section we proposed several pruning techniques that are based on our clus-
ter definition. Our pruning techniques jointly exploit the attribute data of the
vertices and the graph data for pruning. We have shown that by taking both data
types into account we are often able to obtain smaller candidate sets and thus a
higher pruning effectiveness. The introduced pruning techniques enable a quick
identification of subtrees in the set enumeration tree that cannot lead to valid
clusters. In GAMER we (mostly) traverse the set enumeration tree in a depth first
manner, we check the cluster properties for the current vertex set, and we prune
subtrees with our methods above. Thus, we can efficiently generate all twofold
clusters.
10.4.2 Pruning based on clustering definition
Since our clustering model does not allow any redundant clusters in the result
set, it is worthwhile to early prune whole sets of (potential) clusters that would
not be selected for the result set anyway – already before checking their validity.
Through the beforehand introduced pruning, we avoid analyzing invalid clusters;
in the following we additionally avoid generating valid ones that are redundant
and thus are not allowed for the result.
Pruning of cluster collections
The following pruning methods utilize our clustering definition or redundancy
model respectively. Please keep in mind that our redundancy relation is not tran-
sitive; thus, we cannot easily discard redundant clusters. As mentioned in Section
10.3.3, we can use a ranking of clusters to enable the efficient determination of
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Figure 10.7: Extended ranking that considers clusters and cluster collections
our optimal clustering (cf. Figure 10.3). We use this ranking idea for our algo-
rithm. In the set enumeration tree, however, we do not want to check each node
individually for its validity. Thus, we represent whole sets of not yet analyzed nodes
by so called cluster collections that are also included in our ranking. Each cluster
collection represents a subtree in our set enumeration tree, i.e. a set of potential
clusters. The basic idea of our method is to exclude initially those cluster collec-
tions Colli from validity considerations for which a cluster Cr exists such that all
clusters represented by one Colli are redundant to the corresponding Cr. Thus,
if Cr is added to Result, we can immediately remove the whole collection – and
thus the whole subtree – from our queue. We do not have to generate and verify
any of the represented clusters. This idea is illustrated in Fig. 10.7. The cluster
collection CollA represents three clusters (not yet knowing whether they are valid
ones) and each of these possible sets is redundant to the cluster C+1 . If we select
C+1 for the result we can directly remove CollA and thus a whole set of not yet
analyzed clusters.
Definition 10.10 formalizes the stored information within a cluster collection
and shows the link to the set enumeration tree. Based on an already analyzed
node O ⊆ V in the set enumeration tree and its (pruned) candidate set candO, a
cluster collection represents all nodes X with O ⊂ X ⊆ O∪ candO. Thus, a cluster
collection represents all potential clusters within the subtree of O.
Definition 10.10 Cluster collection
A cluster collection Coll = (O, candO, S(O), Qmax, Cr) consists of:
• A set of vertices O ⊆ V and the (pruned) candidate set candO
• The relevant dimensions S(O) of the subspace cluster of O
• An upper bound Qmax for the quality of all represented clusters, i.e.
∀X : O ⊂ X ⊆ O∪candO it holds: X induces a valid cluster C ⇒ Qmax ≥ Q(C)
• An anchor cluster Cr, to which all represented clusters are redundant, i.e.
∀X : O ⊂ X ⊆ O ∪ candO it holds: X induces a valid cluster C ⇒ C ≺red Cr
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Figure 10.8: Two types of cluster collections: superset collection (left) and subset
collection (right)
The maximal quality Qmax is required for inserting the cluster collection at the
correct position within the ranking. Furthermore, we need this quality as well as
the subspace S and the vertex sets to calculate whether the cluster collection is
redundant w.r.t. other clusters. In the remainder of this subsection we will provide
bounds for the maximal possible overlap between the objects/dimensions of the
represented clusters and the ones of Cr, and we derive bounds for the maximal
possible quality of the represented clusters. Based on these bounds we can ensure
that any vertex set X with O ⊂ X ⊆ (O ∪ candO) will be redundant to Cr. Thus,
by pruning the cluster collection, we do not wrongly discard some valid clusters.
A cluster collection represents a whole set of potential clusters without actually
generating them. If we discard such a collection we get a high efficiency gain.
During the enumeration of our clusters, i.e. while traversing the set enumeration
tree, we use two different techniques to generate such cluster collections and their
corresponding anchor clusters Cr.
Superset collection The first technique is illustrated on the left hand side of
Fig. 10.8. The aim of this technique is to prevent the processing of a subtree
rooted by the set O if CO = (O, S(O)) is a valid cluster and every possible cluster
in the subtree would be redundant w.r.t. the cluster CO. We aim at excluding
redundant supersets of the anchor cluster CO. This constellation occurs especially
when the quality function prefers clusters with high density or dimensionality.
To get a valid superset collection Collsup = (O, candO, S(O), Qmax, CO), we have
to ensure that each represented cluster C = (X,S) with O ⊂ X ⊆ (O ∪ candO) is
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redundant w.r.t. CO. In the following we introduce properties a superset collection
has to fulfill to guarantee the validity of C ≺red CO, i.e. the three conditions from
Definition 10.5 are true for any cluster C = (X,S) in this case. First, we assume
that upper bounds for the size, the dimensionality and the density of such clusters
C = (X,S) are given by nmax, smax and γmax.
1. Lower quality: If Qmax < Q(CO) is true, then Q(C) < Q(CO) holds for each
represented C. By choosing Qmax = γamax · nbmax · scmax this conclusion is
obviously valid.
2. Object overlap: If nmax ≤ |O|robj is true, then
|X∩O|
|X| ≥ robj holds for each repre-
sented C. Since O ⊂ X, we get |X∩O||X| = |O||X| ≥ |O|nmax ≥
|O|·robj
|O| = robj.
3. Dimension overlap: In any case |S∩S(O)||S| ≥ rdim holds for each represented C.
Because of the antimonotonicity of the subspace property for every cluster C
with O ⊂ X it holds that S ⊆ S(O). Thus |S∩S(O)||S| = 1 ≥ rdim.
If the superset collection fulfills these properties for the redundancy, we store
the cluster CO and the cluster collection Collsup in the queue and we stop travers-
ing the subtree rooted by O. An additional benefit of this technique is that if we
get nmax < nmin or γmax < γmin we know that we cannot find a valid cluster at all
in this subtree. In this case we do not have to search the subtree in any case, so
we do not store the cluster collection and just stop processing the subtree.
In the following we determine the upper bounds for the size, dimensionality
and density of the represented clusters C.
Theorem 10.5 Upper bounds for superset collection
For every C = (X,S) with O ⊂ X ⊆ O ∪ candO the following bounds apply:
a) |S| ≤ |S(O)| =: smax
b) γ(X) ≤ min deg|O| =: γmax with min deg = minv∈O(indegOlin(v) + exdegOlin(v))
c) |X| ≤ min(bmin deg
γmin
c+ 1, |O ∪ candO|) =: nmax
Proof 10.3 a) Because of the antimonotonicity of the subspace cluster property
it holds for every cluster C = (X,S) with X ⊃ O: S ⊆ S(O). Thus we get
|S| ≤ |S(O)|.
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b) The maximal density of a cluster C = (X,S) is determined by the minimal
degree of the vertices of X:
min
v∈X
(degX(v)) ≤ min
v∈O
(indegOlin(v) + exdeg
O
lin(v)) = min deg
We only consider vertices from O as the vertices from candO do not have to be
part of X, thus a vertex from candO with a small degree does not necessarily
influence the minimal degree of the vertices of X.
Thus, for the density of the vertex set X it holds that
γ(X) =
minv∈X(degX(v))
|X| − 1 ≤
min deg
|X| − 1
As X is a superset of O it holds that |X| ≥ |O|+ 1 and thus
γ(X) ≤ min deg|O| =: γmax.
c) The maximal size nmax of a cluster C = (X,S) is also determined by the mini-
mal degree min deg. Every valid cluster has to fulfill
min deg ≥ min
v∈X
(degX(v)) ≥ dγmin · (|X| − 1)e ⇔ bmin deg
γmin
c ≥ |X| − 1
Furthermore, the size of a cluster C = (X,S) with X ⊆ (O ∪ candO) cannot be
larger than |O ∪ candO|. Thus the maximal size of a valid cluster is
nmax = min(bmin deg
γmin
c+ 1, |O ∪ candO|).
2
Subset collection The second pruning technique is illustrated on the right hand
side of Fig. 10.8. Before a set O is extended by a single further vertex v ∈ candO,
we check the validity of the cluster obtained by the set O ∪ candO, i.e. by adding
all vertices of candO simultaneously. We denote this cluster by Cr = (Or, Sr) with
Or = O ∪ candO and Sr = S(O ∪ candO). If Cr is a valid cluster and if every
possible cluster C = (X,S) with O ⊂ X ⊂ (O ∪ candO) is redundant w.r.t. Cr
we can again generate a cluster collection, store it in the queue and we can stop
processing this subtree. In contrast to the previous technique we aim at excluding
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redundant subsets of the anchor cluster whereas in the first technique we excluded
redundant supersets. Especially for quality functions that prefer large clusters, this
is a likely constellation.
To get a valid subset collection Collsub = (O, candO, S(O), Qmax, Cr), we have
to ensure the redundancy of each represented cluster w.r.t. Cr. Thus, for every
possible cluster C = (X,S) with O ⊂ X ⊂ (O ∪ candO) = Or the three conditions
from Definition 10.5 must be true. If the subset collection fulfills certain prop-
erties we can guarantee the validity of these conditions. Again, we first assume
upper bounds nmax, smax and γmax for the size, dimensionality and density of such
clusters are given.
1. Lower quality: If Qmax < Q(CO) is true, then Q(C) < Q(CO) holds for each
represented C. By choosing Qmax = γamax · nbmax · scmax this conclusion is
obviously valid.
2. Object overlap: In any case |X∩Or||X| ≥ robj holds for each represented C. As
every possible X in this subtree is a subset of Or, we get
|X∩Or|
|X| = 1 ≥ robj.
3. Dimension overlap: If |S(O)∩Sr||S(O)| ≥ rdim is true, then |S∩Sr||S| ≥ rdim holds for
each represented C. Due to the antimonotonicity of the subspace cluster
property, for every S it holds that Sr ⊆ S ⊆ S(O). Thus |S∩Sr||S| = |Sr||S| ≥
|Sr|
|S(O)| =
|S(O)∩Sr|
|S(O)| ≥ rdim.
If the subset collection fulfills these properties for the redundancy, we store
Collsub in the queue and stop processing this subtree. Also the cluster Cr is stored
as a valid cluster in the ranking.
Theorem 10.6 Upper bounds for subset collection
For every C = (X,S) with O ⊂ X ⊂ (O ∪ candO) the following bounds apply:
a) |S| ≤ |S(O)| =: smax
b) γ(X) ≤ min deg|O| =: γmax with min deg = minv∈O(indegOlin(v) + exdegOlin(v))
c) |X| ≤ |O ∪ candO| − 1 =: nmax
Proof 10.4 a) As in the proof of Theorem 10.5 a)
b) As in the proof of Theorem 10.5 b)
c) For every set X ⊂ (O ∪ candO) it holds that |X| ≤ |O ∪ candO| − 1.
2
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Pruning of cluster collections w.r.t. non-anchor clusters
The previous techniques avoid the processing of a collection if all possible clusters
in this subtree would be redundant w.r.t. a certain anchor cluster Cr. If the anchor
cluster is selected for the result, we can prune the whole cluster collection. How-
ever, if Cr itself turns out to be redundant, the corresponding subtree still has to be
processed. However, if Cr is redundant it is likely that there exists a similar cluster
C∗ in the final result set such that every cluster from the collection would be re-
dundant w.r.t. C∗. In this case we can also avoid the processing of the collection.
The detection of such a cluster C∗ is the aim of our next pruning technique.
Before we process a cluster collection Coll = (O, candO, S(O), Qmax, Cr) we
are searching in the current result for a cluster C∗ = (O∗, S∗) so that each cluster
from the collection is redundant to C∗. For this, the three properties according to
Definition 10.5 have to hold for each cluster C = (X,S) with O ⊂ X ⊆ O∪ candO.
Again, we introduce properties the cluster collection has to fulfill to guarantee the
redundancy of the represented clusters w.r.t. C∗.
1. Lower quality: If Qmax < Q(C∗) is true, then Q(C) < Q(C∗) holds for each
represented C. This is obvious due to the definition of Qmax.
2. Object overlap: It has to hold |X∩O
∗|
|X| ≥ robj for any given X. Thus, if we find
a lower bound for the number of overlapping vertices and if this smallest
number of overlapping vertices still results in redundancy w.r.t. the objects,
any cluster of the collection has to be redundant w.r.t. the objects. We show:
Theorem 10.7 If
|O∗ ∩O|+ max{nmin − |O| − |candO \O∗| , 0}
max{nmin , |O|+ |candO \O∗|} ≥ robj
is true, then |X∩O
∗|
|X| ≥ robj holds for each represented cluster C = (X,S).
Proof 10.5 To get a lower bound for the number of overlapping vertices |X ∩
O∗| we assume that the set X contains as few vertices from O∗ as possible and
as much vertices from candO \ O∗ as possible. As X ⊃ O, it also holds that
(X ∩O∗) ⊃ (O ∩O∗), thus the overlap X ∩O∗ has to contain at least |O∗ ∩O|
many vertices. To get the minimum value for |X∩O
∗|
|X| , we first add all vertices
from candO \ O∗ to X. However, if |O| + |candO \ O∗| < nmin we have to add
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nmin − |O| − |candO \ O∗| many vertices from O∗ to X in order to get a valid
cluster, by which the overlap increases. Thus the minimal value for |X∩O
∗|
|X| is
|O∗ ∩O|+ max{nmin − |O| − |candO \O∗| , 0}
max{nmin , |O|+ |candO \O∗|}
2
3. Dimension overlap: It has to hold |S∩S
∗|
|S| ≥ rdim. Thus, if we find a lower
bound for the number of overlapping dimensions and if this smallest number
of overlapping dimensions still results in redundancy w.r.t. the dimensions,
any cluster of the collection has to be redundant w.r.t. the dimensions. We
show:
Theorem 10.8 If
smin − |S(O) \ S∗|
smin
≥ rdim
is true, then |S∩S
∗|
|S| ≥ rdim holds for each represented cluster C = (X,S).
Proof 10.6 For the subspace S of any cluster from the collection it holds that
S ⊆ S(O) (antimonotonicity). Furthermore S has to fulfill the minimum di-
mensionality smin. To get a lower bound for the number of overlapping relevant
dimensions |S∩S∗| we assume that S covers as many dimensions from S(O)\S∗
as possible. If |S(O)\S∗| < smin we have to add smin−|S(O)\S∗|many dimen-
sions from the subspace S∗ in order to get a valid cluster. The minimal overlap
of the subspaces S and S∗ can be computed as smin − |S(O) \ S∗|. Thus the
minimal value for |S∩S
∗|
|S| is
smin−|S(O)\S∗|
smin
. 2
If all three properties are fulfilled by the cluster collection, we can prune the
collection Coll because it is guaranteed that each of the represented clusters is
redundant w.r.t. C∗.
Summary
In this section we introduced several pruning techniques that are based on our
clustering definition. While the pruning techniques proposed in the last section
aimed at pruning subtrees of the set enumeration tree that cannot contain valid
clusters at all, the techniques introduced here prune subtrees that only contain
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redundant clusters. By using these techniques we can avoid generating the set of
all valid clusters and thus obtain a more efficient computation.
10.4.3 Overall algorithm
In our GAMER algorithm the method of the set enumeration tree, for generat-
ing the clusters, and the priority queue, for ranking the clusters, are nested. The
pseudo codes are given in Algorithm 10.1 and Algorithm 10.2. After performing
the initial pruning (line 3), we start the depth-first traversal of the set enumer-
ation tree with the nodes containing just a single vertex (i.e. one layer below
the empty root; line 6). During the depth first traversal (function DFStraversal,
Alg. 10.2) clusters and/or cluster collections are inserted into the queue. At the be-
ginning, we prune the candidate set of the current node (line 1) according to the
techniques introduced in Section 10.4.1. Thus, the search space is substantially
narrowed. Furthermore this step leads to compact cluster collections and thus to
a more accurate estimation of their redundancy. If the current node represents a
valid cluster CO, we insert it into the queue (line 4), which is sorted according
to the corresponding quality values. After this, we apply our pruning based on
cluster collections: We generate the collections (line 5 and 14) and we check their
redundancy w.r.t. the clusters CO or Cr respectively (line 8 and 15). If one of these
collections is redundant, we currently stop the traversal of this subtree, insert the
collection into the queue and hopefully prune the whole subtree later on. If the
collections are not redundant, we further have to descent into the subtrees and
recursively invoke the traversal function for each vertex in the pruned candidate
set (line 20). Please note that the candidate set is sorted based on the indegree
(indegOlin(u)) of the vertices. Thus, vertices potentially leading to clusters with
high density are processed first, increasing the probability to generate the most
interesting clusters first.
If the current depth-first traversal is finished (since either the collections are re-
dundant or all vertices/clusters are processed) the algorithm returns to the queue
processing step (lines 8 ff., Alg. 10.1). At each time we select the top ranked,
i.e. highest quality, object from the queue (line 9). If it is a cluster, we check
the redundancy w.r.t. clusters in the actual result set Result. If it is redundant,
we discard the cluster (line 13) and proceed with the next object. If the cluster
is non-redundant, we add it to the Result. If the object is a cluster collection
Coll = (O, candO, S,Qmax, Cr), we first check if the anchor cluster Cr is already
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Algorithm 10.1: GAMER algorithm (main method)
1 Result = ∅ // current result set
2 queue = ∅ // priority queue containing clusters and collections,
// sorted by their quality values in descending order
3 perform initial pruning // cf. Section 10.4.1
4 sort vertices v ∈ V descendingly by their vertex degree
5 for v ∈ V do
6 DFS traversal({v}, V ) // start one layer below the empty root
7 V = V \{v} // only vertices ordered behind v must be considered
8 while queue 6= ∅ do
9 remove first object Obj from queue
10 if Obj is cluster then
11 // check redundancy
12 for C ∈ Result do
13 if( Obj ≺red C) goto line 8 // discard redundant cluster
14 Result = Result ∪ {Obj} // cluster is non-redundant
15 else // Obj is collection Coll = (O, candO, S,Qmax, Cr)
16 if anchor cluster Cr ∈ Result then
17 goto line 8 // discard whole collection
18 // else check redundancy w.r.t. non-anchor clusters (cf. Sec. 10.4.2)
19 for C ∈ Result do
20 if Coll is redundant to C then
21 goto line 8 // discard whole collection
22 // collection is non-redundant, restart traversal
23 sort vertices v ∈ candO descendingly by indegOlin(v)
24 for v ∈ candO do
25 DFS traversal(O ∪ {v}, candO)
26 candO = candO\{v} // consider only vertices ordered behind v
27 return Result
included in the result (line 16). If so, we can safely prune the whole collection/-
subtree. If Cr 6∈ Result, we apply our pruning based on non-anchor clusters. Thus,
the collection is potentially rejected. If even this pruning is not successful, we fur-
ther have to traverse the set enumeration tree at the corresponding subtree (the
previous stopping position; stored within the collection) as shown in lines 22-26.
We refine this subtree, i.e. we generate further clusters and cluster collections that
are inserted into the queue.
Because the queue is ranked based on the (estimated) quality values, we aim
for the most interesting parts of the set enumeration tree. This way, in later steps
we can discard many redundant cluster collections. We mainly generate clusters
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Algorithm 10.2: GAMER algorithm (DFS traversal method)
Input: current vertex set O, previous candidate set candO′
1 determine and prune candO (based on candO′) // cf. Section 10.4.1
2 determine CO = (O,S(O)) // current cluster
3 if CO is valid twofold cluster then
4 insert CO into queue
5 determine superset collection Collsup
6 if nmax < nmin or γmax < γmin then
7 return; // no further clusters in this subtree possible
8 if Collsup is redundant to CO then
9 insert Collsup into queue
10 return; // (currently) stop DFS traversal
11 determine Cr = (O ∪ candO, S(O ∪ candO)) // look ahead
12 if Cr is valid twofold cluster then
13 insert Cr into queue
14 determine subset collection Collsub
15 if Collsub is redundant to Cr then
16 insert Collsub into queue
17 return; // (currently) stop DFS traversal
18 sort vertices v ∈ candO descendingly by indegOlin(v)
19 for v ∈ candO do
20 DFS traversal(O ∪ {v}, candO)
21 candO = candO\{v} // consider only vertices ordered behind v
that are selected later on for the result and that are non-redundant. Overall we
use the subspace property, the quasi-clique property and the redundancy model si-
multaneously to achieve a speed-up of our algorithm. Based on our model-specific
characteristics we realize an efficient execution.
10.5 Experimental Analysis
10.5.1 Experimental setup
We compare our GAMER method to CoPaM [MCRE09], the only method which
also considers subspaces and dense subgraphs. To include a further competitor
we extend Cocain [ZWZK06] to handle our data. Originally, this method con-
siders a set of graphs to find sets of vertices forming quasi-cliques in several of
these graphs. Since we use attribute data, we generate one graph per dimension
and retain only those edges of the original graph connecting vertices with similar
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attribute values in this dimension; thus, our Cocain◦ method simulates subspace
clustering. Furthermore, we implement two baseline algorithms to analyze the ef-
ficiency of GAMER. These baseline algorithms generate the same clustering result
as GAMER but do not simultaneously use the subspace and subgraph properties
for generation and pruning of clusters. The first algorithm SeqSubGraph starts
by generating all quasi-cliques (based on [LW08]) and after this it checks the
subspace property of these sets. The approach SeqSubSpace starts by generating
all subspace clusters (based on the Apriori principle) and afterwards checks the
quasi-clique property. At the end both algorithms remove the redundant clusters.
Overall, these algorithms sequentially check the properties of twofold clusters.
By default for our approaches, CoPaM and Cocain◦ we use the parameter setting
γmin = 0.5, smin = 1, nmin = 10. The redundancy parameters for GAMER are set to
robj = rdim = 0.5.
We use synthetic data and several publicly available real world data sets. We
provide all datasets and their descriptions as well as executables, parameter set-
tings and evaluation measures on our website. We use gene data and their interac-
tions obtained from [S+06, S+05] (3548 vertices; 8334 edges; 115 dimensions),
patent information2 (492007 vertices; 528333 edges; 5 dimensions), an extract
of the Arxiv database3 (13003 vertices; 120213 edges; 300 dimensions) and a
co-author graph extracted from the DBLP database4 (2482 vertices; 7438 edges;
11 dimensions). The synthetic data is generated based on quasi-cliques since all
competing approaches perform quasi-clique detection. To model such data, we
first generate quasi-cliques of certain sizes and densities that represent the ground
truth information. Then, these vertex sets are randomly connected by further
edges and feature vectors are assigned based on the methods of [PJAM02, YM03].
We additionally implement that the vertices of different quasi-cliques can overlap.
By default we generate 20 dimensional data with 80 clusters, each with 15 ver-
tices, an average density of 0.6 and 5-10 relevant dimensions. 6% of the clusters
vertices overlap. We vary the different characteristics of the data in our experi-
ments.
The efficiency of the approaches is measured by their runtime. For compara-
bility all experiments were conducted on Opteron 2.3GHz CPUs and Java6 64 bit.
For the clustering quality we calculate the F1 value, which is commonly used in
2http://www.nber.org/patents/
3http://www.cs.cornell.edu/projects/kddcup/datasets.html
4http://dblp.uni-trier.de
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Figure 10.9: Scalability of the algorithms with respect to the database size
evaluation of subspace clustering [MGAS09]. It is the harmonic mean of recall
(’are all objects of the hidden cluster detected?’) and precision (’how accurately is
the cluster detected?’) values, respectively. The F1 value of the entire clustering is
the average of all clusters’ F1 values.
10.5.2 Scalability on synthetic data
In the first experiment in Fig. 10.9(a) we increase the database size by varying
the number of clusters and keeping the number of objects per cluster fixed. Our
GAMER algorithm is several orders of magnitude faster than the competing ap-
proaches (please note the logarithmic scale). Especially, the SeqSubSpace base-
line method increases heavily and is not applicable on data sets with more than
1500 vertices. This approach generates a huge amount of subspace clusters, that,
however, are not connected and hence are not valid clusters. The pruning in this
approach is very limited. By incorporating the graph structure we can early reject
vertex sets, which is exploited by our GAMER.
In the next experiment in Fig. 10.9(b) we increase the database size by varying
the number of objects per cluster and keeping the number of overall clusters fixed.
This is even more challenging because by hiding larger clusters we consequently
get larger candidate sets in the set enumeration tree and thus more nodes have
to be analyzed. While all runtimes increase, our GAMER is still the most efficient
approach. We see that our baseline algorithms, CoPaM, and Cocain◦ are already
not applicable for small data sets. The various pruning strategies of GAMER enable
the efficient generation of the clustering solution.
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Fig. 10.10 analyzes the effects when the data dimensionality is increased. The
slopes of all curves are nearly identical. The high runtime of SeqSubSpace indi-
cates that graph based pruning is more effective than subspace pruning. However,
a combination of both is even better because the absolute runtime of GAMER is
still the lowest, as also indicated by the previous experiments.
10.5.3 Quality on synthetic data
In the following experiments, we exclude the baseline algorithms because the clus-
tering results are identical to GAMER. In Fig. 10.11 we analyze the robustness of
the algorithms w.r.t. noise. Besides the clustered objects we add noise objects that
do not belong to any cluster (25% w.r.t. the former objects) and noise edges that
connect vertices from different clusters. Our GAMER is nearly not influenced by
noise and gets high quality. The qualities of CoPaM and Cocain◦ decrease. By
adding noise, supersets of the hidden clusters can become dense. Because both
maximize the number of vertices in a cluster, they misleadingly detect these su-
persets and include noise. GAMER, however, identifies the correct clusters since
they have higher density and more relevant dimensions. Our trade-off between
the three characteristics leads to better quality. By preferring maximal clusters
w.r.t. their size, i.e. by setting the quality parameters to a=c=0, b=1, as the other
models implicitly do, GAMER can also obtain perfect qualities in settings with few
noise; however, by trading off the three characteristics (a=b=c=1) we get high
qualities for all settings.
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In Fig. 10.12 we increase the degree of overlap, i.e. the overlapping vertices
can belong to a maximal number of clusters that is depicted on the x-axis (for
the degree 1, the clusters do not overlap). Again, the high quality of GAMER
is confirmed. GAMER can handle high overlap, because we focus on the most
interesting and non-redundant clusters. CoPaM and Cocain◦ fail for these settings;
the quality drops or the algorithms are not applicable at all due to extreme memory
usage. Since CoPaM and Cocain◦ maximize the number of vertices, a high overlap
leads to vertex sets combined of different clusters that are wrongly identified as
clusters. Along with the redundancy models that do not exclude these clusters,
low qualities are obtained. Our redundancy model, however, prevents to generate
these clusters.
Next, we analyze the effects of a varying minimal density γmin. In Fig. 10.13 we
generate clusters with densities between 0.5 and 0.8. At the beginning (γmin = 1)
none of the algorithms gets perfect quality. Since the hidden clusters have lower
densities they cannot be detected with γmin = 1; only parts of the clusters are
identified. If the minimal density is decreased, the quality of GAMER increases.
We detect more and more hidden clusters. For a sufficiently small γmin the qual-
ity remains constantly high. Although several further subsets fulfill these minimal
density, our redundancy model concentrates on the true ones. Cocain◦ shows a
different behavior. Starting also with a slight increase in clustering quality it dra-
matically drops for low density values. For a low density threshold many clusters
are regarded as dense and these redundant clusters are not excluded from the re-
sult set. Based on similar reasons, CoPaM also shows poor clustering quality. Due
to our redundancy model, GAMER is more robust w.r.t. the minimal density. An-
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Figure 10.14: Clustering quality and runtime of the algorithms for gene data
other drawback of CoPaM and Cocain◦ is, that the minimal density has to be larger
than 1/3 or 1/2 respectively. GAMER, however, can operate with arbitrary densi-
ties. Overall, all experiments indicate that GAMER gets a high clustering quality
by confining the result to the most interesting and non-redundant clusters.
10.5.4 Quality on real world data
For real world data the ground truth is usually not given; determining the clus-
tering quality is often not possible. For our gene data, however, we can use the
Go-Miner tool [ZFW+03] that assigns genes to biological categories. These classes
are used as hidden clusters as also done in [MCRE09]. For this experiment in
Fig. 10.14, GAMER obtains the highest quality results. The limited models of Co-
PaM and Cocain◦ are not able to detect meaningful clusters. Furthermore, we
calculate for this experiment the results of approaches that consider only one
paradigm, i.e. subgraph mining (maximal quasi cliques, Quick [LW08]) or sub-
space clustering (Proclus [AWY+99]). The quality of these two algorithms is low,
indicating that a synthesis of both paradigms – as our model does – can effectively
increase the clustering quality. Considering the runtime, we see that our approach
is more than 100 times faster than CoPaM and even better compared to Cocain◦.
Next, we analyze how the clustering quality is influenced by excluding redun-
dant clusters for the previous data set. In Fig. 10.15(a) we vary the redundancy
parameter robj. A higher parameter assesses less clusters as redundant; thus, in-
creasing the number of clusters in the result. The quality decreases accordingly
because we include also low-quality clusters in the result. However, it is interest-
ing that too small values also result in low qualities. In this case we exclude too
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Figure 10.15: Influence of the redundancy model on the clustering (gene data)
many and also important clusters. In Fig. 10.15(b) we analyze the influence of the
parameter rdim. As with robj, by increasing the parameter the overall clustering
quality decreases. However, by choosing rdim too small we get a very small result
set, as many clusters are discarded as redundant. Overall, a modest removal of
redundant clusters yields high quality results.
For our remaining data sets (DBLP, Arxiv and the Patent data) we have no in-
formation about the hidden clusters and thus cannot compute F1 values. Thus, we
analyze in Fig. 10.16 different properties of the clustering results determined by
GAMER, CoPaM and Cocain◦. The first observation is that the runtimes of CoPaM
and Cocain◦ are orders of magnitude higher than the runtime of GAMER. For the
Patent data CoPaM did not finish within 2 days; even worse Cocain◦ only finished
on the DBLP data. Our approach is very efficient due to the developed pruning
techniques. Considering the number of generated clusters, the huge result size
of CoPaM becomes apparent. CoPaM excludes nearly no clusters; the redundancy
model is too simple and the clusters highly overlap. The user cannot analyze such
huge result sets. In our approach we permit an overlap of clusters in a more
meaningful manner by determining only the most interesting and non-redundant
clusters. A detailed analysis of the Arxiv data reveals the basic problem: While in
our approach just 4 vertices are included in more than 10 clusters, in CoPaM 781
vertices are in more than 10 clusters. CoPaM generates highly overlapping clus-
ters; thus, generating redundant information. Our approach, however, realizes an
overlap of clusters in a more meaningful manner. Furthermore, Fig. 10.16 indi-
cates that our approach generates clusters with just slightly less objects than Co-
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PaM that concentrates on maximizing the number of vertices per cluster. Although
GAMER implements a trade-off between different criteria it determines clusters of
comparable size but considerably higher density. Especially for the gene data, we
see that the dimensionality is higher too.
In Fig. 10.17 we analyze the trade-off in our model by varying the quality
parameters a and b. In each case we vary just one parameter (a or b respectively)
while fixing the remaining parameters to 1. Fig. 10.17 indicates that increasing
the parameter a yields an increase of the average density of the clustering result
(solid circles, left axis). Consequently, varying parameter b respectively, results in
an increase of the average number of vertices per cluster (non-solid circles, right
axis). Our quality function enables us to control the clustering result based on the
users’ notion of interest. Our model offers a high flexibility.
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10.5.5 Effectiveness of pruning the set enumeration tree
In this section we analyze how much the different pruning techniques contribute
to the efficiency of GAMER. For this reason we run GAMER several times on the
same dataset with the same parameters but each time ignoring one of the prun-
ing techniques. In Fig. 10.18 we compare the runtime of the different runs. The
techniques for pruning by vertex degree, upper bound and lower bound are sum-
marized here by the term ’vertex-based pruning techniques’.
For this experiment we use a synthetic dataset which consists of 996 vertices
with 3542 edges, containing 80 clusters and has an overall dimensionality of 20.
The cluster sizes vary between 10 and 15 vertices, the number of relevant di-
mensions between 2 and 5 and the densities between 0.4 and 0.5. The quality
parameters for all runs are set to a = c = 0 and b = 1, thus clusters with a large
number of vertices are preferred over smaller ones.
Efficiency gain of the different pruning techniques As shown in Fig. 10.18,
using all pruning techniques simultaneously leads to the lowest runtime. The
effect of the pruning techniques that are based on the cluster definition is analyzed
in the following: By leaving out the pruning by subspace diameter (second bar in
Fig. 10.18) the runtime increases only by a small amount (ca. 2%). Because the
vertex-based pruning techniques often exclude most of the vertices that are also
excluded by the subspace diameter pruning, we only get slightly bigger candidate
sets by skipping the subspace diameter pruning. In the next run (bar 3) we do
not use the vertex-based pruning techniques. The runtime is now two orders
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of magnitude higher than the runtime if all pruning techniques are used. This
experiment shows that the vertex-based pruning techniques highly contribute to
the efficiency of GAMER.
Next, we analyze the effect of the pruning techniques that are based on the
clustering definition: In this setting, the pruning of subset collections (bar 4) pro-
vides a large efficiency gain. Because of the parameters a = c = 0 and b = 1, large
clusters get a higher quality than their subsets, even if the subsets have a higher
density or dimensionality. As the analyzed technique aims at excluding redundant
subsets it is especially useful in such parameter settings. Contrarily, the pruning
of superset collections (bar 5) only provides a small efficiency gain here, as in our
parameter setting a superset will never be redundant w.r.t. one of its subsets. The
last bar shows the effect of the pruning w.r.t. non-anchor clusters. As shown in
Fig. 10.18, this pruning technique also leads to a considerable efficiency gain.
Efficiency gain of pruning by subspace property Last we analyze the effect of
jointly using the subspace cluster property and the quasi-clique property for prun-
ing. In Section 10.4.1 we developed several pruning techniques incorporating
the attribute similarity into graph based pruning. In Fig. 10.19 we compare the
runtime of GAMER using this specialized pruning based on the subspace property
with the runtime by neglecting this property. For the latter case, GAMER simply
applies the vertex-based pruning techniques with the traditional indeg/exdeg def-
initions which consider just the graph information. Furthermore, also the pruning
by subspace diameter uses the traditional definition for the k-neighborhood which
does not take the attributes into account. The figure shows that by ignoring the
attribute values the runtime increases by an order of magnitude. Thus, the com-
bined usage of graph and attribute information is crucial for an efficient mining of
twofold clusters.
10.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we introduced the method GAMER for finding homogeneous groups
of objects regarding combined graph and attribute data. Our twofold clusters join
the advantages of subspace clustering and dense subgraph mining. We simulta-
neously account for the density, the size and the number of relevant dimensions
for each cluster to obtain the most interesting ones. Our redundancy model con-
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fines the clustering by excluding redundant clusters that provide no additional
information. Overall, we include only the most interesting and non-redundant
clusters. Our GAMER exploits several novel pruning strategies based on the clus-
ter definition and the redundancy model for efficiently determining this clustering
result. Thorough experiments demonstrate that our integrated mining technique
constantly outperforms the competing approaches in terms of efficiency and clus-
tering quality.
In the next chapter we present an extension of our GAMER method that uses
an enhanced redundancy model to further increase the clustering quality. Further-
more, to cope with the challenge of large heterogeneous data sets we present an
efficient algorithm computing an approximate solution.
Chapter 11
Efficient Mining of Combined
Subspace and Subgraph Clusters
Large graphs are ubiquitous in today’s applications and their analysis is still a re-
cent challenge in data mining research. Besides the mere graph structure, data
sources usually provide information about single objects by high-dimensional fea-
ture vectors. To realize the full potential for knowledge extraction both informa-
tion types should be considered simultaneously by using integrated mining meth-
ods. Due to the inherent complexity of such integrated models the existing meth-
ods are not efficiently executable and are hardly applicable to large graphs.
In this chapter, we develop an efficient method realizing a sound combination
of subspace clustering and dense subgraph mining. To achieve this aim, we intro-
duce a clustering model that globally optimizes the overall clustering and avoids
redundancy. We prove the complexity of our model and identify the critical parts
inhibiting an efficient execution. Based on this analysis, we develop the efficient
and effective algorithm EDCAR that approximates the optimal clustering solution.
In thorough experiments on synthetic and real world data we show that EDCAR
outperforms all competing approaches in terms of runtime and simultaneously
achieves high clustering qualities.
11.1 Motivation
In the past few years, real world networks have become bigger and also more
numerous. Their growing availability motivated researchers and practitioners to
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Figure 11.1: Exemplary graph with feature vectors and a combined subspace and
dense subgraph cluster (located in subspace {temperature, humidity})
analyze and use them for several purposes. One aim is to identify groups of ob-
jects, i.e. clusters, representing highly connected subsets of nodes, which is useful
for, e.g., social network analysis. However, restricting the considerations only to
the nodes’ relations does not realize the full potential for knowledge extraction.
Usually for all objects a variety of additional information is available in form of
attribute data (cf. Fig. 11.1). This information allows for finding homogeneous
node sets. In order to gain more informative patterns it is preferable to consider
relationships together with shared characteristics.
As shown in the previous chapter, combining the paradigms of dense subgraph
mining and subspace clustering leads to promising clustering results for such kind
of heterogeneous data. Since clusters are identified in locally relevant subspace
projections of the attribute data, the problems of (integrated) full-space clustering
methods are circumvented: irrelevant dimensions do not longer obfuscate the
clustering structure but are excluded. In Fig. 11.1 for example the sensors 3, 4, 6, 7
are highly connected and they show similarity in two of their three measurements.
Such integrated subspace clustering methods enable us to detect more meaningful
clusters in the data, like groups of friends sharing only some product relevant
attributes. However, combining the paradigms of dense subgraph mining and
subspace clustering poses several efficiency challenges.
First, analyzing subspace projections is inherently hard since the number of
subspaces grows exponentially in the number of attributes. Second, as shown in
the previous chapter, to obtain high quality clusterings, an unbiased synthesis of
both paradigms has to be conducted; none of them should be favored over the
other. Thus, the clustering process has to realize a complex optimization to fairly
trade off the cluster properties ’size’, ’density’, and ’dimensionality’. This further
increases the overall complexity of the analysis. Last, often an overlap between
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clusters is reasonable since objects can belong to multiple clusters when regard-
ing different attribute subsets. Musicians of an orchestra, e.g., may share similar
musical interests but probably will do sport with different persons. However, if
the clustering model allows clusters to overlap, it is indispensable to avoid redun-
dancy induced by highly overlapping clusters. As we have proven in Chapter 2 & 3
already for usual subspace clustering, redundancy elimination is highly complex.
As we have seen so far, a model for a proper combination of subspace clustering
and dense subgraph mining has to handle numerous aspects. Although most of the
existing approaches do not accommodate all requirements, they already have high
runtime and space consumptions. Thus, an execution on large datasets (if possible
at all) is not efficient.
In this chapter we deal with all the aforementioned aspects but lay special fo-
cus on the efficiency challenges described above. We start by taking the idea of
GAMER to the next level. While GAMER restricts the underlying clustering model
to just greedily select good clusters for the result, which does not necessarily result
in the most interesting clustering, we aim at a globally optimizing clustering model
inspired by our methods introduced in the first part of this thesis. Since even the
models of GAMER and CoPaM [MCRE09] are rarely efficiently computable, it is
not surprising that such a model, aiming at a globally optimal clustering, has a
high complexity. However, in many applications the exact solution is not required
but a sub-optimal solution is sufficient. We therefore analyze our model’s complex-
ity to identify the most critical parts, which inhibit an efficient execution of such
integrated clustering approaches. We substitute these critical parts through highly
efficient heuristics that, however, influence the clustering quality only marginally.
We, thus, are able to develop a highly efficient algorithm to approximate the opti-
mal result. It is worth mentioning that also other approaches could benefit from
these heuristics. Thorough experiments demonstrate that our algorithm not only
is far superior to all other approaches in terms of runtime but also shows better
quality in nearly all experiments due to the globally optimizing model. The main
contributions of this work are:
• We develop a novel clustering model for a result having globally maximal qual-
ity, allowing clusters to overlap in general, and avoiding redundancy
• We prove the runtime complexity of our clustering model in detail
• We introduce the efficient and effective algorithm EDCAR that approximates
the optimal result
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11.2 Comparison with Related Work
As discussed in the previous chapter, besides our own GAMER approach there
exists just one method dealing with subspace clustering and dense subgraph min-
ing. CoPaM’s [MCRE09] combination of both paradigms, however, is not sound
since important properties of the paradigms are not appropriately considered. The
method solely maximizes the number of nodes, while the density of subgraphs
and the subspace dimensionality only have to exceed a minimal threshold; they
are thus incidental. Furthermore, CoPaM does not eliminate redundancy. Espe-
cially in the analysis of subspace projections, however, many clusters can occur
which lead to an overwhelming result size. Our GAMER approach performs an
unbiased synthesis of subspace clustering and dense subgraph mining by simulta-
neously considering the density, the size, and the dimensionality of clusters and
trading off these characteristics. Furthermore, GAMER uses a redundancy model
to confine the result to a manageable size. A disadvantage, however, is the sim-
ple determination of the final clustering: GAMER does not globally examine the
result but simply successively adds (in a greedy manner) clusters to the result.
This ranking principle was used throughout the algorithm and is the reason for
the polynomial complexity (cf. Chapter 10.3.3). Due to this greedy selection, the
overall clustering does not necessarily correspond to the most interesting one.
A further drawback of both methods is their high runtime and large space
requirement, which prevents an application on larger datasets. With our novel
algorithm we try to solve this drawback by efficiently determining an approximate
solution of the optimal clustering result.
11.3 Quality-Optimal Clustering
Our EDCAR method (Efficient Determination of Clusters regarding Attributes and
Relationships) realizes a novel clustering model. The model is based on the cluster
definition introduced in our GAMER approach. The input of our model is a vertex-
labeled graph G = (V,E, l) with vertices V , edges E ⊆ V × V and a labeling
function l : V → Rd where Dim = {1, . . . , d} is the set of dimensions. We assume
an undirected graph without self-loops, i.e. (v, u) ∈ E ⇔ (u, v) ∈ E and (u, u) 6∈ E.
We use l(O) = {l(o) | o ∈ O} to denote the set of vectors that is associated to the
set of vertices O ⊆ V .
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In Section 11.3.1 we briefly describe the cluster definition taken over from
GAMER and we focus on our cluster selection procedure to get the most interesting
clustering. In Section 11.3.2 we analyze the complexity of our model.
11.3.1 Clustering model
Our method combines objectives from subspace clustering and dense subgraph
mining. As our cluster definition we use the twofold cluster model as introduced
in Definition 10.3, i.e. a set of objects O ⊆ V and a set of dimensions S ⊆ Dim
is a valid twofold clusters if O is a quasi-clique in the given graph and (O, S) is a
subspace cluster. For example in Fig. 11.2 (choosing w = 0.5, nmin = 3, γmin = 0.4
and smin = 2) the vertex set C1 = {v1, v2, v4, v5, v6, v7} is a valid cluster with the
relevant dimensions 2 and 3 (marked in orange). The set C2 = {v2, v3, v7} is a
cluster with the relevant dimensions 1 and 4 (marked in blue).
Based on the definition of twofold clusters (cf. Def. 10.3), the number of node
sets fulfilling this definition is potentially very large and probably many clusters
will overlap. Since these redundant clusters are not beneficial but obstructing for
the user, they should be excluded from the result. To identify a redundant cluster
C w.r.t. another cluster C ′, we use the binary redundancy relation as introduced
in the GAMER model:
Definition 11.1 (Binary redundancy relation) Given the redundancy parameters
robj, rdim ∈ [0, 1], the binary redundancy relation ≺red is defined by:
For all twofold clusters C = (O, S), C ′ = (O′, S ′):
C ≺red C ′ ⇔
[
Q(C) < Q(C ′) ∧ |O∩O′||O| ≥ robj ∧ |S∩S
′|
|S| ≥ rdim
]
Note that a redundant cluster has to fulfill multiple conditions: First, the clus-
ter C should be less interesting than the cluster C ′; otherwise one would prefer
C. This interestingness is modeled by the quality function Q(C) and can be easily
adapted by the user. Second, the structural information of the corresponding clus-
ters has to be similar, i.e. they have to share a large portion of their vertices and
their dimensions. This is realized by the last two conditions of the above defined
redundancy relation.
Cluster selection based on global optimization Due to the redundancy prob-
lem, it is usually not beneficial to output the whole set Clusters of all twofold
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Figure 11.2: Exemplary twofold clusters
clusters. In contrast, we select the final clustering Result as a subset Result ⊆
Clusters. Our goal in selecting the final clustering is to extract the most interest-
ing clustering which potentially contains overlapping clusters but at the same time
minimizes the redundancy in the final output.
As a first property, our Result must not contain clusters that are redundant to
each other, i.e. it has to be redundancy-free: for each cluster Ci ∈ Result there
must not exist another cluster Cj ∈ Result with Ci ≺red Cj. Obviously, an empty
result fulfills this property but it is not useful. Thus, we also want to select the
most interesting clustering.
While the GAMER method greedily selects clusters according to their quality,
we perform a more sophisticated selection in our approach. Instead of deciding
locally which cluster to select next for the result, we perform a global optimiza-
tion to get the most interesting clustering. Thus, we do not prefer the selection of
single interesting clusters, since that carries the risk of selecting only uninteresting
clusters afterwards, but we select the overall most interesting clustering. Corre-
spondingly, our Result has to fulfill the maximum quality sum property, which
means that the sum of the clusters’ qualities in Result has to be maximal com-
pared to all other possible clusterings. Formally, the quality-optimal clustering is
defined as follows:
Definition 11.2 (Quality-optimal clustering) Given the set of all twofold clusters
Clusters, the quality-optimal clustering Result ⊆ Clusters fulfills
• (redundancy-free) ¬∃Ci, Cj ∈ Result : Ci ≺red Cj
• (maximum quality sum) ¬∃Res′ ⊆ Clusters : Res′ fulfills the redundancy-free
property and
∑
Ci∈Res′ Q(Ci) >
∑
Ci∈Result Q(Ci)
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Figure 11.3: Selecting the final clustering: global optimization in EDCAR vs.
greedy selection in GAMER
Fig. 11.3 shows an example for the final clusterings of GAMER and EDCAR.
In the example, nine clusters, their corresponding quality values, and the redun-
dancy relation are illustrated. The quality sums of the determined clusterings are
depicted on the right of the figure. GAMER selects the cluster C2 since it is not re-
dundant w.r.t. any other cluster. A greedy selection according to the quality values
is performed. In EDCAR, cluster C2 is not selected for the final clustering. While
C2 has a high quality itself, by including it we would have to exclude the clusters
C3, C4 and C6. However, by including these clusters and excluding C2 we obtain a
final clustering of higher quality (39.7 vs. 29.6).
As the example illustrates, EDCAR optimizes the interestingness of the overall
clustering, which can yield better results but is computationally more challenging.
11.3.2 Complexity analysis
In this section we analyze the complexity of our clustering model. First, the over-
all complexity of our model, i.e. generating the twofold clusters and selecting the
quality-optimal clustering, is #P-hard (like the GAMER model). We denote this
problem as OV ERALL. Second, even if the set of twofold clusters Clusters is
given, selecting the quality-optimal clustering Result ⊆ Clusters according to Def-
inition 11.2 is NP-complete w.r.t. the input size. This is in contrast to the GAMER
model, where selecting the clustering can be done in polynomial time. We denote
this subproblem of our model as SELECT .
Theorem 11.1 Given a vertex-labeled graph G = (V,E, l), determining the quality-
optimal clustering according to Def. 11.2 is #P-hard w.r.t. the number of vertices V .
We prove the #P-hardness of our overall result determination (OV ERALL)
by a polynomial reduction from the #P-hard problem MAXCLIQUE [GJ79] of
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finding the number of all maximal cliques with at least k nodes in a graph G =
(V,E). We prove that OV ERALL can be used to solve MAXCLIQUE, i.e.
MAXCLIQUE ≤P OV ERALL
Proof 11.1
Input Mapping: The graph G is taken as it is. We choose γmin = 1, nmin = k,
smin = 0, robj = 1, rdim = 0, a = c = 0, and b > log x
x−1
(2x−2) with x = max{2, |V |}.
Output Mapping: The cardinality of the result Result obtained by OV ERALL cor-
responds to the number of maximum cliques in the graph.
(1): The set of twofold clusters only contains all cliques (γmin = 1) of at least size k
(nmin = k). As for usual cliques, the attribute values do not matter (smin = 0).
(2): Only proper subsets of clusters induce redundancy, i.e.
C = (O, S) ≺red C ′ = (O′, S ′)
⇔ Q(C) < Q(C ′) ∧ |O ∩O
′|
|O| ≥ 1 ∧
|S ∩ S ′|
|S| ≥ 0
⇔ |O|b < |O′|b ∧O ⊆ O′ ⇔ O ⊂ O′
Consequently, for a maximal cluster Cm there exists no C with Cm ≺red C.
(3): To ensure that only maximal clusters (w.r.t. their objects) are selected, any cluster
C = (O, S) must get a higher quality than the quality-sum of all of its potential (non-
empty) subsets, i.e.
Q(C) = |O|b >
∑
O′⊂O,O′ 6=∅
|O′|b
We infer ∑
O′⊂O,O′ 6=∅
|O′|b ≤
∑
O′⊂O,O′ 6=∅
(|O| − 1)b = (2|O| − 2)(|O| − 1)b
Now, we have to prove for each (non-empty) cluster C = (O, S) the property
|O|b > (2|O| − 2)(|O| − 1)b ⇔
b > log |O||O|−1 (2
|O| − 2) |O| > 1
b ∈ R |O| = 1
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Since log |O|
|O|−1
(2|O| − 2) is monotonically increasing in |O|, the inequality is obviously
true for all clusters by choosing b as follows:
b > log x
x−1
(2x − 2) with x = max{2, |V |}
(4): Result contains all maximal clusters Cm w.r.t. their size. Proof by contradic-
tion: Assumption: Cm is maximal but Cm = (O, .) /∈ Result ⇒ it exists a maximal
subset M ⊆ Result with
∀C ′ = (O′, .) ∈M : C ′ ≺red Cm ∨ Cm ≺red C ′
(2)⇔ ∀C ′ = (O′, .) ∈M : C ′ ≺red Cm
⇔ ∀C ′ = (O′, .) ∈M : O′ ⊂ O
Thus, by removing M from Result and adding Cm we will get a novel redundancy-
free clustering Res′. However, based on (3) we know that Q(Cm) >
∑
C∈M Q(C).
Thus, Res′ has higher quality and Result cannot be the optimal clustering.
The assumption was wrong⇒ Cm ∈ Result
(5): Based on (1), (2) and (4), Result contains all and only the maximal clus-
ters, which correspond to the maximal cliques. Thus, OV ERALL generates a valid
solution for MAXCLIQUE. 2
Now we prove the complexity of the cluster selection process. While in the
GAMER method the complexity was polynomial w.r.t. the number of clusters, our
quality-optimal clustering is NP-complete w.r.t. the input size.
Theorem 11.2 Given a set of twofold clusters Clusters, selecting the quality-optimal
clustering according to Def. 11.2 is NP-complete w.r.t. the number of clusters.
We show the complexity of this subproblem SELECT by a polynomial reduc-
tion to the maximum weighted set packing problem (MWSP ) and vice versa, i.e.
we prove
MWSP ≤P SELECT ≤P MWSP
The input for the maximum weighted set packing problem consists of a base set
of objects U = {u1, . . . , un} and a set of sets T = {U1, . . . , Ul} with U1, . . . , Ul ⊆ U
where each set Ui is annotated with a weight wi ∈ Q. The task is now to choose
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a subset M ⊆ T of pairwise disjoint sets such that ∑Ui∈M wi is maximal. This
problem is known to be NP-complete and is hard to approximate [Pas97].
We first show that SELECT can be used to solve the MWSP problem, i.e.
MWSP ≤P SELECT .
Proof 11.2
W.l.o.g. we assume wi ∈ N (rational numbers can be scaled by a constant factor to
obtain natural numbers; this scaling obviously does not influence the optimal solu-
tion).
Input Mapping: The input of MWSP has to be mapped to an input for SELECT .
Thus, each Ui and wi is mapped to a cluster Ci = (Ui, {1, . . . , l2 · wi + i}) and we
choose robj = 1n , rdim = 0, a = 0, b = 0, c = 1. Obviously, this is a polynomial
reduction.
Output Mapping: The final clustering Result obtained by SELECT represents the
MWSP solution Ui ∈M ⇔ Ci ∈ Result. We prove this fact in several steps:
(1): We show that each cluster has a different quality:
• Case wi = wj (for i 6= j):
l2 · wi + i = l2 · wj + i 6= l2 · wj + j
⇒ the subspaces of Ci and Cj have different sizes
⇒ Q(Ci) 6= Q(Cj).
• Case wi > wj:
wi − wj ≥ 1 ⇔ l2 · wi − l2 · wj ≥ l2
⇔ (l2 · wi + i)− (l2 · wj + j) ≥ l2 + i− j ≥ l2 + 1− l ≥ 1
⇒ l2 · wi + i > l2 · wj + j
⇒ the subspaces of Ci and Cj have different sizes
⇒ Q(Ci) 6= Q(Cj).
• Case wi < wj analogously.
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(2): Redundancy holds iff object sets are not disjoint:
As the redundancy parameters are set to robj = 1n , rdim = 0 it holds that
Ci ≺red Cj ⇔ Q(Ci) < Q(Cj) ∧ |Oi ∩Oj||Oi| ≥
1
n
∧ |Si ∩ Sj||Si| ≥ 0
|Oi|≤n⇔ Q(Ci) < Q(Cj) ∧ |Oi ∩Oj| ≥ 1
Since all cluster qualities are different (see (1)) we get
Ci ≺red Cj ∨ Cj ≺red Ci
⇔ (Q(Ci) < Q(Cj) ∨Q(Cj) < Q(Ci)) ∧ |Oi ∩Oj| ≥ 1
(1)⇔ Oi ∩Oj 6= ∅
(3): A redundancy-free clustering contains only pairwise disjoint objects sets, since it
holds
¬∃Ci, Cj ∈ Result : Ci ≺red Cj ∨ Cj ≺red Ci
⇔ ¬∃Ui, Uj ∈M : Ui ∩ Uj 6= ∅
(4): For a clustering Result with maximal quality (and ∀Res′ ⊆ Clusters) the
following bounds apply: ∑
Ci∈Res′
Q(Ci) ≤
∑
Ci∈Result
Q(Ci)
We infer
l2
∑
Ci∈Res′
wi ≤
∑
Ci∈Res′
l2 · wi + i =
∑
Ci∈Res′
Q(Ci) ≤
∑
Ci∈Result
Q(Ci)
= l2
∑
Ci∈Result
wi +
∑
Ci∈Result
i ≤ l2
∑
Ci∈Result
wi +
(l + 1)l
2
W.l.o.g. we have l > 1, thus dividing by l2 we get
∑
Ci∈Res′
wi ≤
∑
Ci∈Result
wi +
(l + 1)
2 · l <
∑
Ci∈Result
wi + 1
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(5): A clustering Result with maximal quality sum corresponds to a set M with
maximal overall weight:
Assumption: M has not maximal weight, i.e. it exists M ′ with
∑
Ui∈M ′ wi >∑
Ui∈M wi. Since all the weights are natural numbers, the difference in the overall
weights has to be at least 1
⇒
∑
Ui∈M ′
wi −
∑
Ui∈M
wi ≥ 1⇒
∑
Ui∈M ′
wi ≥
∑
Ui∈M
wi + 1
However, according to (4) we know∑
Ci∈Res′
wi <
∑
Ci∈Result
wi + 1
Due to the correspondence between M/M ′ and Result/Res′, the assumption has to
be wrong. Thus, M is a set with maximal weight.
(6): Based on (3) and (5), Result contains those pairwise disjoint clusters that have
overall maximal weight. Thus, SELECT generates a valid solution for MWSP . 2
We now show SELECT ≤P MWSP , i.e. MWSP can be used to solve SELECT .
Proof 11.3
Input Mapping: The base set U is determined by
U = {i, {i, j} | Ci, Cj ∈ Clusters}
Each cluster Ci ∈ Clusters is mapped to a set
Ui = {i} ∪ {{i, j} ∈ U | Ci ≺red Cj ∨ Cj ≺red Ci}
The set Ui represents the cluster itself and its redundant counterparts. The weights
correspond to the clusters quality, i.e. wi = Q(Ci). This is a polynomial reduction
since the redundancy relation ≺red can be determined in polynomial time.
Output Mapping: The result M obtained by MWSP represents the clustering Ci ∈
Result⇔ Ui ∈M .
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(1): Obviously, it holds
Ci ≺red Cj ∨ Cj ≺red Ci ⇔ Ui ∩ Uj = {{i, j}}
(2): The resulting clustering is redundancy-free since
∀Ui, Uj ∈M : Ui ∩ Uj = ∅ ⇒ ¬∃Ui, Uj ∈M : |Ui ∩ Uj| > 0
⇒ ¬∃Ci, Cj ∈ Result : Ci ≺red Cj ∨ Cj ≺red Ci
(3): The resulting clustering has maximum quality since∑
Ui∈M
wi =
∑
Ci∈Result
Q(Ci)
is maximal
(4): Based on (2) and (3), M represents a redundancy-free clustering with maximal
quality. Thus, MWSP generates a valid solution for SELECT . 2
Conclusions From Theorem 11.1 (and similarly stated in Corollary 10.2) we can
infer that the number of twofold clusters which provide the input for the cluster
selection process can be exponential in the number of vertices. Thus, we can
identify two parts that, especially in combination, prevent an efficient determination
of the optimal clustering: the tremendous amount of clusters used as candidates
for the optimal result and the complexity of the selection process for a final subset
of these clusters.
11.4 The EDCAR Algorithm
As shown, efficiently determining the optimal clustering is not possible. Thus, we
develop the heuristic algorithm EDCAR to ensure an efficient execution by approx-
imating the optimal result. We have to tackle the two important challenges: First,
the number of result candidates has to be small. We cannot use the whole set
Clusters of exponentially many candidates as the input for the selection proce-
dure. Second, we have to resolve the NP-hardness of the selection process itself.
In Section 11.4.1 we show how the candidates for the result are reduced to a
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Figure 11.4: Generating a reduced number of candidates
manageable size and in Section 11.4.2 we approximate the selection process. Sec-
tion 11.4.3 describes the overall processing, which introduces a method to increase
the clustering quality of the final result.
11.4.1 Reduce the number of result candidates
This first phase generates the cluster candidates among which the subsequent pro-
cess chooses the final clustering. The goal is to efficiently determine a set of twofold
clusters that is of manageable size and of high quality. Consequently, we do nei-
ther want to analyze all sets of vertices nor want to include unnecessarily many
candidates for the NP-complete selection process.
As in our GAMER algorithm, we use the set enumeration tree to analyze sets of
vertices whether they are valid twofold clusters (cf. Chapter 10.4.1). To recap the
idea, we refer to Fig. 10.4: Each node of the set enumeration tree represents a set
of vertices O ⊆ V . All nodes together represent the powerset of V , which is the
set of all potential clusters. A child node O′ extends its parent node O through one
of the vertices stored in the candidate set candO. Thus, the subtree of a node O
represents all potential clusters X with O ⊂ X ⊆ O ∪ candO. By pruning a vertex
v from the candidate set of a node O, the search space can be reduced. If we were
able to remove e.g. the vertex v3 from the set cand{v1}, the highlighted subsets in
Fig. 10.4 would disqualify themselves as clusters without further analysis. EDCAR
employs the pruning methods introduced in the Chapter 10.4.1 to prune nodes
that lead to invalid clusters.
As stated before, we want to avoid to analyze each node along each (non-
pruned) path in the set enumeration tree since this could lead to an exponential
number of twofold clusters which are used as candidates for the final clustering.
To reduce the number of candidates we implement two different strategies. In the
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first step, we avoid analyzing all paths of the tree by systematically determining
single paths along which interesting clusters can be expected. By selecting a poly-
nomial number of paths we will also only get a polynomial number of candidates
since the number of clusters per path is restricted by its length. This path selection
is illustrated in Fig. 11.4 by the solid lines. Even though this method reduces the
number of clusters considerably, this set is still unnecessarily large and will be re-
duced in a second step. Since along each selected path in the set enumeration tree
the object sets successively grow by one vertex (cf. Fig. 10.4), the analyzed sets
and accordingly the subspaces are very similar. Thus, the clusters along a single
path are most likely redundant to each other. Using all these clusters as the in-
put for the selection step is needless since most clusters will be discarded anyway.
Based on the definition of our redundancy relation we know that clusters with
high quality are preferred. Thus, instead of using all clusters, we further reduce
the number of candidates by selecting along each path just the cluster with the
highest quality. This path reduction is indicated by the dots in Fig. 11.4. Overall,
we realize by our two strategies that only few candidates are used as the input for
the cluster selection step. Thus, this step considerably contributes to the efficiency
of our algorithm. In the remaining of this section, we present more details on our
path selection technique.
GRASP for efficient path selection. The question remains open how to system-
atically (and efficiently) achieve a selection of interesting paths. For this purpose,
we adapt the GRASP principle (Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure)
[PR02, Res09, RR10], which is, in our scenario, motivated by the following obser-
vations: Naively, one could randomly determine a path, i.e. one extends a (partial)
path ending in the node O of the set enumeration tree by randomly expanding it
with a vertex v ∈ candO. This, however, does not assure to generate high quality
clusters. Alternatively, one could decide at node O which successor v (potentially)
leads to a good cluster and one descends in the subtree with the highest potential.
Thus, we formally need an (efficiently computable) function g(v|O) to estimate
the potential of each node v ∈ candO depending on the current set O. The defini-
tion of the function g(v|O) will be derived in the next subsection. This approach
corresponds to a greedy construction of the path since previous decisions which
subtrees to analyze are not revised. The huge advantage of this greedy method
is that the graph structure and the cluster definition can be incorporated into the
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Algorithm 11.1: generateCandidates()
1 Cands← {}
2 for 1 . . .maxClusterPerIter do
3 α← rand([0 . . . 1]) // trade off greedy & randomized
4 O ← {} // root of set enumeration tree
5 while true do // generate path P
6 determine candO and prune (cf. Chapter 10.4.1)
7 if candO = ∅ then break;
8 determine RCLO as in Equation 11.1
9 v ← rand(RCLO)
10 // extend path P by v
11 O ← O ∪ {v}
12 select cluster C+ along path P with highest quality
13 Cands← Cands ∪ {C+}
14 return Cands
estimation function g to rate the potential of the path. Thus, it corresponds to an
informed search and high quality clusters can be expected. Disadvantageous is the
risk of reaching only local maxima and generating always very similar paths (if a
deterministic estimation is used). These problems do not hold for the randomized
approach, which is able to generate a diversity of paths in an uninformed fashion.
To exploit the advantages of both methods, the GRASP principle, which acts
as a metaheuristic to combine them, is used in our method. Several studies show
that this principle often leads to optimal or nearly optimal solutions [PR02]. Thus,
according to the GRASP principle, we first construct a restricted candidate list
(RCL) corresponding to a set of potentially meaningful vertices for expanding the
path. Afterwards, we randomly select one vertex v ∈ RCLO to descend into a
subtree. Formally,
RCLO = {v ∈ candO | g(v|O) ≥ smin + α · (smax − smin)} (11.1)
with smin= min
v∈candO
{g(v|O)} and smax= max
v∈candO
{g(v|O)}. Thus, the vertices with the
highest potential are included in the RCL. By choosing α=1 we can simulate the
greedy approach whereas α=0 corresponds to a completely randomized selection.
The determination of a single path is shown in Algorithm 11.1, line 5 to 11: In
line 6 we determine the candidate set candO for the current vertex set O, which is
then reduced using the pruning techniques introduced in our GAMER approach (cf.
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Chapter 10.4.1). These techniques only exclude vertices from candO that can not
lead to twofold clusters. Thus, for the path extension only the remaining vertices
need to be considered. Next we determine the RCL as described above and add a
randomly selected node to O. This procedure is repeated until candO=∅, i.e. no
more nodes can be added to the path.
As depicted in Fig. 11.4 we want to descend in several paths. The number of
processed paths is given by the parameter maxClusterPerIter. This is done in line 2
and we use a randomly determined α to trade off the two GRASP principles for
each novel path, leading to more stable results [RR10]. Overall, we efficiently
generate different paths that contain high quality clusters based on the estimated
potential.
Potential of paths. At last, we have to determine the potential of a subtree. In
our case, the potential directly depends on the quality of the expected clusters
(cf. Def. 10.4). We therefore want to use the quality as our estimation function
g(v|O). If efficiency was not required, one could use g′(v|O) = γ(O ∪ {v})a · |O ∪
{v}|b · S(O ∪ {v})c where S(X) denotes the subspace of the corresponding vertex
set. In this case, the density, the size, and the dimensionality of the potential
cluster O ∪ {v} are exactly calculated and thus also the quality. One prefers to
expand the path by the most interesting vertices. However, efficiency is crucial
in our case. Thus, g(v|O) has to be efficiently computable. While the size and
the subspace can be efficiently determined, the exact density is computationally
expensive. Keep in mind that g(v|O) has to be evaluated for each v ∈ candO.
Therefore, we approximate the density γ(O∪{v}) of the potential cluster O∪{v}.
Theorem 11.3 The density of the set O ∪ {v} can be lower bounded by
γ(O, v) :=
min{mino∈O degO(o), degO(v)}
|O| ≤ γ(O ∪ {v})
Proof 11.4 γ(O, v) = min{mino∈O deg
O(o),degO(v)}
|O| =
mino∈O∪{v} degO(o)
|O|
≤ mino∈O∪{v} degO∪{v}(o)|O∪{v}|−1 = γ(O ∪ {v}) 2
The density approximation γ(O, v) can be efficiently computed for different
vertices v because it is mostly independent of v. We only have to compute the
term degO(v). Our overall estimation function is
g(v|O) = γ(O, v)a · (|O|+ 1)b · S(O ∪ {v})c
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11.4.2 GRASP for efficient clustering selection
In the previous section we reduced the number of candidates used as the input
for the cluster selection step. Now we want to approximate the optimal clustering
according to Definition 11.2 itself since its determination is NP-hard w.r.t. a given
set of candidates Cands. At first we will relax Definition 11.2 by only demanding
the resulting clustering Res to be redundancy-free and maximal:
(¬∃C,C ′∈Res : C ≺red C ′)∧(∀C∈Cands\Res : ∃C ′ ∈ Res : C ≺red C ′∨C ′ ≺red C)
To still guarantee a high quality of the clustering we again use the GRASP prin-
ciple. Previously, we used GRASP to extend the path by further vertices, now
we have to extend a (preliminary) result set Res by further clusters C ∈ Cands.
Thus, we have to define an estimation function h(C|Res) to assess the potential of
adding C to Res. Since we want to increase the quality sum as much as possible,
we directly use the quality of clusters: h(C|Res) = Q(C). This value is already
given at this time. Thus, no additional computation has to be done. The pseudo
code for selecting the subset is given in Algorithm 11.2. Based on the possible
clusters Cands the RCL is determined and one cluster is randomly selected to ex-
pand the result set (line 5-7). Note that our model requires the redundancy-free
property. Therefore, we are able to remove in line 8 all clusters that induce such
a redundancy. These clusters can no longer be added to Res and hence they are
removed from Cands.
Algorithm 11.2: selectClustering(set of clusters Cands)
1 Res← {} // (preliminary) result
2 α← rand([0 . . . 1])
3 while Cands 6= ∅ do
4 smin = minC∈Cands h(C|Res), smax = maxC∈Cands h(C|Res)
5 RCL={s ∈ Cands | h(C|Res)≥smin + α(smax − smin)}
6 C ← rand(RCL)
7 Res← Res ∪ {C}
8 Cands← Cands\{C ∈ Cands | ∃C ′ ∈ Res : C ≺red C ′ ∨ C ′ ≺red C}
9 // improve clustering by local search
10 for NewRes ∈ Neighborhood(Res) do
11 if Q(NewRes) > Q(Res) then // higher quality sum
12 Res← NewRes
13 goto line 9 // efficient first-improving strategy
14 return Res
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To further increase the overall quality, we conduct in line 9-13 a local search on
the set of valid clusterings. The idea is to replace a cluster C ∈ Res by a set of not
yet selected clustersNewC to get the potentially better clusteringRes\{C}∪NewC .
The set NewC is built by collecting clusters from Cands\Res, in decreasing order
w.r.t. their quality values, as long as the redundancy-free property of the overall
result Res\{C} ∪ NewC is not violated. Thus, an efficient greedy approach can
be used to generate the set NewC . Formally, for each cluster X ∈ Cands\Res not
selected for NewC it holds:
X /∈ NewC ⇔ ∃C ′ ∈ NewC : (X ≺red C ′)
∨ ∃C ′ ∈ Res\{C} : (X ≺red C ′ ∨ C ′ ≺red X)
Note that there is no term (∃C ′ ∈ NewC : C ′ ≺red X) since then Q(X) > Q(C ′)
would hold and thus C ′ would not be included inNewC . The overall neighborhood
of a clustering Res is the whole set of such generated alternatives
Neighborhood(Res)={Res\{C} ∪NewC | ∀C ∈ Res}
If a clustering of this neighborhood with a higher quality sum is identified
(line 11), we replace the current solution and we repeat the local search based on
this novel result. If no better clustering exists, we have reached a local maximum.
Thus, the cluster selection in this iteration is finished.
11.4.3 Overall processing scheme
The two phases of our method, generating a small number of candidates and
selecting the resulting clustering based on these candidates, lead to an overall
efficient execution. However, by just executing the two phases once, we cannot
ensure a high quality of the final clustering. Selecting just the one cluster with
the highest quality along each path, on the one hand, accounts for high efficiency
but, on the other hand, prevents lower quality clusters from getting the chance
to be selected for the result. Nevertheless, also clusters with lower qualities can
contribute to the overall result, as C9 in Fig. 11.3. To give these low-quality but
valuable clusters the chance to be considered as result candidates, we repeat both
phases recurrently (cf. Algorithm 11.3). While improving the overall quality of the
result, this will also maintain the efficiency.
In the first iteration no information is given (Res = ∅) and we select the clus-
ters with highest quality along each path. However, after the first iteration, we
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Algorithm 11.3: EDCAR algorithm
1 Res← {} // preliminary result
2 do
3 Cands← generateCandidates() // non-red. to Res
4 Tmp← Res ∪ Cands // expansion
5 Res← selectClustering(Tmp) // contraction
6 while Cands 6= ∅
7 return Res
already have a preliminary clustering result Res. This result set is used to avoid
considering redundant candidates, which otherwise would probably have to be re-
jected later by the complex selection process. Prioritizing non-redundant clusters
is meaningful since they have bigger chances to manage an improvement of the
current result. We thus block redundant parts of a path and select the most inter-
esting cluster among the remaining non-redundant ones as additional candidate.
Overall, we generate in each iteration only candidates fulfilling
∀C ∈ Cands : ¬∃C ′ ∈ Res : C ≺red C ′
It is very likely that some of these clusters can be added to the final clustering.
Thus, we perform the clustering selection phase on the enriched set Cands∪Res to
get the novel preliminary result Res∗ ⊆ Cands∪Res. Keep in mind that the redun-
dancy is not ensured the other way around, i.e. ∃C ∈ Cands : ∃C ′ ∈ Res : C ′ ≺red
C is possible. In this case C ∈ Cands has a higher quality than C ′ and hence a
selection of C is preferable. For the same reason, we have to perform the final
selection on the whole set Cands ∪ Res since the redundancy-free property is not
ensured before.
Overall, our processing interweaves the generation and the selection of clus-
ters by cyclically invoking both phases. The set of considered clusters is alternately
expanded by further candidates and contracted by the selection step. As further
advantage, the method automatically terminates if no further non-redundant can-
didates can be identified in one iteration. The general EDCAR processing is given
in Algorithm 11.3.
By successively generating (high-quality) clusters, we ensure the effectiveness
of EDCAR. By focusing on generating a small number of (non-redundant) candi-
dates in each step and by approximating the clustering selection itself we ensure
the efficiency.
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11.5 Experimental Analysis
Setup. We compare EDCAR with our GAMER method and with CoPaM [MCRE09];
both consider subspaces and dense subgraphs. As a further competitor we extend
Cocain [ZWZK06] to handle our data. Originally, this method identifies object sets
corresponding to quasi-cliques in several graphs. Since we analyze single vertex
labeled graphs, we extract one graph for each dimension and retain only those
edges of the original graph connecting nodes with similar attribute values in the
particular dimension. Thereby, we simulate subspace clustering with our Cocain◦.
We use synthetic data, by default with 80 clusters, each with 15 nodes, a density of
0.6 and 5-10 relevant dimensions out of 20 dimensions. 6% of the clusters nodes
overlap. Furthermore, we use public available real world data including genes1,
patent data2, the Arxiv database3 and the DBLP database4. We provide all datasets
with descriptions as well as executables and parameter settings on our website.
Efficiency is measured by the approaches’ runtime. For comparability all ex-
periments were conducted on Opteron 2.3GHz CPUs using Java6 64 bit. Methods
that did not finish within two days were aborted. Clustering quality is calculated
via the F1 value as also done in the previous chapters. It is the harmonic mean
of recall (’are all objects of the hidden cluster detected?’) and precision (’how ac-
curately is the cluster detected?’) values, respectively. The F1 value of the entire
clustering is the average of all clusters’ F1 values.
Scalability w.r.t. database size. The primary objective of our method is its ef-
ficient execution. If the quality of the resulting clusterings, however, is low, a high
performance will be futile. Thus, besides the runtimes we also depict the algo-
rithms’ clustering qualities. We start our analysis by varying the database size, i.e.
we increase the number of vertices in the graph by increasing the number of clus-
ters and keeping the number of objects per cluster fixed. As depicted in Figure 11.5
(left), EDCAR is several orders of magnitude faster than all competing approaches
(note the logarithmic scale on both axes). EDCAR is the only method applicable on
large data sets. Especially CoPaM is no longer executable for these settings since
its limited redundancy model leads to an impracticably large amount of clusters.
GAMER scales worse than EDCAR too because it has to analyze the complete set
1http://thebiogrid.org, http://genomebiology.com/2005/6/3/R22
2http://www.nber.org/patents/
3http://www.cs.cornell.edu/projects/kddcup/datasets.html
4http://dblp.uni-trier.de
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Figure 11.5: Scalability and quality w.r.t. database size
of all twofold clusters, leading to a high runtime. Although EDCAR uses an even
more complex clustering model, the runtime is lower since we systematically gen-
erate and select only the most interesting clusters. A huge amount of clusters is
not examined at all.
Besides EDCAR’s high efficiency, we observe in Figure 11.5 (right) its high
effectiveness. Despite the used approximations, the quality of EDCAR is similar or
even higher than that of GAMER. We are able to detect the hidden clusters in the
data. The remaining approaches CoPaM and Cocain◦ achieve only low qualities,
as already shown in the previous chapter of this thesis.
This experiment has shown that EDCAR is also applicable on large datasets.
Though, for the following experiments we chose medium-sized datasets to enable
a comparison with the other algorithms.
Scalability w.r.t. cluster size. Next we increase the database size by keeping
the number of clusters fix but increasing the number of vertices per cluster. This
setting is more challenging since longer paths within the set enumeration tree has
to be generated due to the cluster sizes. In Figure 11.6 (left) we observe a very
good scalability of EDCAR: the increase in runtime is only slow. EDCAR generates
only few paths within the set enumeration tree and extending a path by a further
node is efficiently done by the GRASP principle. All competing approaches show
heavily increasing runtimes and they are not applicable at an early stage.
Figure 11.6 (right) shows nearly perfect quality for EDCAR. The quality of the
other methods decreases to different extent. Many object sets are regarded as
potential clusters for this setting. Thus, with a simple redundancy model as used
in CoPaM and Cocain◦ also uninteresting clusters are selected for the result and
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Figure 11.6: Scalability and quality w.r.t. cluster size
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Figure 11.7: Scalability and quality w.r.t. cluster density
hence the quality is low. GAMER shows a slightly worse quality than EDCAR. The
advantage of our novel clustering model becomes apparent.
Scalability w.r.t. graph density. In Figure 11.7 we increase the graph’s den-
sity, i.e. we add edges between the clustered nodes. Accordingly, by keeping the
minimal density threshold fixed, more subsets fulfill the cluster definition and the
runtimes of the methods increase. Again, EDCAR is orders of magnitudes faster
confirming the usefulness of our approximation techniques developed in this work.
Please note that CoPaM was only able to determine the clustering for just a single
dataset (first symbol in the plot).
Scalability w.r.t. cluster dimensionality. The effects of varying dimensionality
of the hidden clusters are shown in Figure 11.8. For subspace clustering this prop-
erty is challenging since exponential many subspace projections of each subspace
cluster may exist. As illustrated, all algorithms are nearly not influenced by this
characteristic; except for CoPaM, which again can only be applied for the smallest
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Figure 11.9: Scalability w.r.t. the dimen-
sionality of the dataset
dataset. This experiment indicates that EDCAR is the most efficient method since
its absolute runtime is once more the lowest. By traversing only small parts of the
set enumeration tree, which is based on the object sets, EDCAR scales very well
w.r.t. the cluster dimensionality.
Scalability w.r.t. data dimensionality. In Figure 11.9 we increase the data’s
dimensionality instead of the clusters’ dimensionality. Though the runtimes of
the competing methods do not increase significantly, they are not applicable for
larger datasets due to the extreme memory usage. CoPaM is not applicable at all.
The other methods have to manage a tremendous amount of clusters whereas our
algorithm generates incrementally a small set of clusters.
Overall, all experiments indicate that EDCAR achieves far better runtimes than
all competitors. EDCAR is the only method applicable to large datasets. At the
same time the results of our approximation achieve high effectiveness.
Real world data. For the real world data in Figure 11.10 we cannot determine
clustering qualities since no hidden clusters are given. Besides the runtime we
Gene Arxiv Patent DBLP
EDCAR GAMER CoPam EDCAR GAMER EDCAR GAMER EDCAR
runtime [s] 49 76 33060 179 945 282 574 25752
∅ nodes 9 8.8 9.67 7.7 8.2 12 11.7 9.3
∅ density 0.74 0.72 0.24 0.69 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.83
∅ dim. 15.8 15.47 12.21 5 5 3.0 3.0 3.02
Figure 11.10: Clustering properties for real world data
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Figure 11.11: Generated paths per iteration of EDCAR
thus analyze different properties of the clustering results. For all datasets EDCAR
is orders of magnitude faster than the other methods. GAMER is only applicable on
three of the datasets. CoPaM can only be executed on the gene data and achieves
extremely high runtimes. Cocain◦ finished on none of the datasets within 2 days.
Considering the clustering result, we see that the clusters identified by EDCAR and
GAMER have nearly similar properties; their characteristics differ only marginally.
Thus, our approximations do not impair the clustering quality and EDCAR is able
to detect interesting clusters in the data. Overall, EDCAR is the only method of
choice for analyzing real world data.
Robustness. At last, we analyze the robustness of EDCAR w.r.t. the parameter
maxClusterPerIter, which determines the number of selected paths and thus the
maximal number of clusters generated in each iteration. By generating a large set,
we can select the final clustering based on a larger portfolio of clusters; higher
qualities should be obtained. However, large parameter values are accompanied
by larger runtimes since more clusters are generated. In Figure 11.11 we vary this
parameter for graphs with different sizes and we depict on the y-axis the overall
quality sum of the final clustering (i.e. the criterion to be maximized). Very small
parameter settings result in slightly smaller quality sums: too few and potentially
not the most-interesting clusters are available for the final cluster selection. Using
slightly higher settings, however, our method quickly converges towards the max-
imal quality sum for each graph. Even if we generate just a small set of clusters,
we will get high qualities. EDCAR is robust w.r.t. the number of generated paths.
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11.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we introduced an integrated mining method for efficiently detect-
ing clusters showing high density in graphs as well as feature similarity in subspace
projections. Our model combines subspace clustering and dense subgraph mining
and performs an overall optimization of the result to get the most interesting,
redundancy-free clustering. Based on the proven complexity of our model, we de-
veloped the algorithm EDCAR to efficiently calculate an approximate solution. By
interweaving the process of cluster generation and cluster selection, which both
make use of the GRASP principle, we determine high quality clusters and ensure
low runtimes. Thorough experiments demonstrate that EDCAR has high effective-
ness and at the same time constantly outperforms all competing approaches in
terms of efficiency.
While both GAMER and EDCAR make use of the twofold cluster definition,
we propose in the next chapter a more sophisticated cluster definition. This novel
model is the first approach that exploits the advantages of density-based clustering
in the domain of graph and attribute data.
Chapter 12
Density-Based Subspace Clustering
for Graph Data
In the previous chapters, we introduced integrated subspace clustering approaches
successfully circumventing the problems of full-space clustering in heterogeneous
attribute and graph data. For these initial solutions, we selected a simple cluster
definition, which is limited to clusters of certain shapes. In this chapter we intro-
duce a density-based cluster definition taking the attribute similarity in subspaces
and the graph density into account. This novel cluster model enables us to detect
more complex clusters of, e.g., arbitrary shape and size. Based on the novel no-
tion of local densities, our DB-CSC model uses a fixed point iteration to find the
desired clusters. Further pruning techniques, allow an efficient calculation of the
overall clustering solution. In thorough experiments we demonstrate the strength
of DB-CSC in comparison to related approaches.
12.1 Motivation and Comparison with Related Work
By our integrated subspace clustering methods introduced in the previous two
chapters, we provide solutions to cluster objects represented by attribute data
as well as network data. Since usually for each object a multitude of different
characteristics is recorded – though not all of these characteristics are relevant
for each cluster –, our methods perform dense subgraph mining in combination
with subspace clustering, i.e. clusters are identified in subspace projections of the
attribute data. An example is illustrated in Figure 12.1(b), where the highlighted
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Figure 12.1: Clusters in a social network with attributes ’age’, ’tv consume’ and
’web consume’
group of customers is densely connected in the network as well as similar in two
of their three attributes.
Joining the paradigm of subspace clustering and dense subgraph mining leads
to clusters useful for many applications: In social networks, closely related friends
with similar interests in some product relevant attributes are useful for target mar-
keting. In systems biology, functional modules with partly similar expression levels
can be used for novel drug design. In sensor networks, long distance reports of
connected sensors sharing some similar measurements can be accumulated and
transfered by just one representative to reduce energy consumption. Overall, by
using subspace clustering the problems of full-space similarity are, in principle,
circumvented for these complex data.
Though, the cluster models of GAMER (Chp. 10), EDCAR (Chp. 11) and CoPaM
[MCRE09] are limited to clusters of certain shapes. Similar to grid-based subspace
clustering [AGGR98], a cluster (w.r.t. the attributes) is simply defined by taking
all objects located within a given grid cell, i.e. whose attribute values differ by at
most a given threshold. The methods are biased towards small clusters with little
extend. This drawback is even worsened by considering the used notions of dense
subgraphs: e.g. by using quasi-cliques the diameter is a priori constrained to a
fixed threshold [PJZ05]. Very similar objects just slightly located next to a cluster
are lost due to such restrictive models. For real world data, such cluster definitions
are usually too restrictive since clusters can exhibit more complex shapes. Consid-
ering for example the 2d attribute subspace of the objects in Figure 12.1(a): The
two clusters can not be correctly detected by the rectangular hypercube model of
CoPaM, GAMER, or EDCAR. Either both clusters are merged or some objects are
lost. In Figure 12.1(b) an extract of the corresponding network structure is shown.
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Since the restrictive quasi-clique property would only assign a low density to this
cluster, the cluster would probably be split by the existing methods.
In this chapter, we combine dense subgraph mining with subspace clustering
based on a more sophisticated cluster definition; thus solving the drawbacks of
previous approaches. Established for other data types, density-based clustering
techniques [EKSX96, SEKX98, HK98, KKK04, XYFS07, AKMS08a] have shown
their strength in many scenarios. They do not require the number of clusters
as an input parameter and are able to find arbitrarily shaped clusters. However,
none of the introduced density-based clustering models considers graph data in
combination with attribute data.
Even though the method of [XYFS07] analysis graph data, it solely transforms
the network information to a (shared nearest neighbor) distance function. Simi-
lar the the method of [HZZL02], any distance-based clustering algorithm can be
applied afterwards; in [XYFS07], the DBSCAN method is used. Thus, the work
of [XYFS07] can simply be regarded as an instance of the generalized DBSCAN
[SEKX98] principle. As already mentioned in Chapter 10.2, transforming the net-
work to a distance function leads to results that are difficult to interpret as no con-
clusions about cluster structures in the graph are possible. Furthermore, [XYFS07]
neither considers attribute data annotated to the vertices nor subspace clusters.
Thus, we introduce the first approach exploiting a density-based clustering prin-
ciple to join the paradigms of subspace clustering and dense subgraph mining. Our
clusters correspond to dense regions in the attribute space as well as in the graph.
Based on local neighborhoods taking the attribute similarity in subspaces as well
as the graph information into account, we model the density of single objects.
By merging all objects located in the same dense region, the overall clusters are
obtained. Thus, our model is able to detect the clusters in Figure 12.1 correctly.
Besides the sound definition of clusters based on density values, we achieve a
further advantage. In contrast to previous approaches, the clusters in our model
are not limited in their size or shape but can show arbitrary shapes. For example,
the diameter of clusters based on quasi-cliques is a priori restricted by a parameter-
dependent value [PJZ05] leading to a bias towards clusters of small size and little
extent. Such a bias is avoided in our model, where the sizes and shapes of clusters
are automatically detected. Overall, our contributions are:
• We introduce a density-based cluster definition taking attributes in subspaces
and graph information into account.
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• We ensure an unbiased cluster detection since our clusters can have arbitrary
shape and size due to our novel concept of local densities.
• We show that our clusters can be calculated using a fixed point iteration and
we develop the algorithm DB-CSC to determine our clustering solution.
12.2 A Density-Based Clustering Model for
Combined Data
In this section we introduce our density-based clustering model for the combined
clustering of graph data and attribute data. The clusters in our model correspond
to dense regions in the graph as well as in the attribute space. For simplicity, we
first introduce in Section 12.2.1 the cluster model for the case that only a single
subspace, e.g. the full-space, is considered. The extension to subspace clustering
and the definition of a redundancy model to confine the final clustering to the most
interesting subspace clusters is introduced in Section 12.2.2, while a discussion of
this model is presented in Section 12.2.3.
Formally, the input for our model is a vertex-labeled graph G = (V,E, l) with
vertices V , edges E ⊆ V × V and a labeling function l : V → RD where Dim =
{1, . . . , D} is the set of dimensions. We assume an undirected graph without self-
loops, i.e. (v, u) ∈ E ⇔ (u, v) ∈ E and (u, u) 6∈ E. Furthermore, we use x[i] to
refer to the i-th component of a vector x ∈ RD.
12.2.1 Cluster model for a single subspace
In this section we introduce our density-based cluster model for the case of a single
subspace. The basic idea of density-based clustering is that clusters correspond to
connected dense regions in the dataspace that are separated by sparse regions.
Therefore, each clustered object x has to exceed a certain minimal density, i.e. its
local neighborhood has to contain a sufficiently high number of objects that are
also located in x’s cluster. Furthermore, in order to form a cluster, a set of objects
has to be connected w.r.t. their density, i.e. objects located in the same cluster have
to be connected via a chain of objects from the cluster such that each object lies
within the neighborhood of its predecessor. Consequently, one important aspect
of our cluster model is the proper definition of a node’s local neighborhood.
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Figure 12.2: Dense region in the attribute space but sparse region in the graph
If we would simply determine the neighborhood based on the attribute data, as
done in [EKSX96, HK98], we could define the attribute neighborhood of a vertex
v by its ε-neighborhood, i.e. the set of all objects which distances to o do not exceed
a threshold ε. Formally,
NVε (v) = {u ∈ V | dist(l(u), l(v)) ≤ ε}
with an appropriate distance function as, e.g., the maximum norm dist(x, y) =
maxi∈{1,...,D} |x[i] − y[i]|. Just considering attribute data, however, leads to the
problem illustrated in Figure 12.2. Considering the attribute space, the red tri-
angles form a dense region. (The edges of the graph and the parameter ε are
depicted in the figure.) Though, this group is not a meaningful cluster since in the
graph this vertex set is not densely connected. Accordingly, we have to consider
the graph data and attribute data simultaneously to determine the neighborhood.
Intuitively, taking the graph into account can be done by just using adjacent
vertices for density computation. The resulting simple combined neighborhood of a
vertex v would be the intersection
NVε,adj(v) = N
V
ε (v) ∩ {u ∈ V | (u, v) ∈ E}
In Figure 12.2 the red triangles would not be dense anymore because their simple
combined neighborhoods are empty. However, using just the adjacent vertices
leads to a too restrictive cluster model, as the next example in Figure 12.3 shows.
Assuming that each vertex has to contain three objects in its neighborhood
(including the object itself) to be dense, we get two densely connected sets, i.e.
two clusters, in Figure 12.3(a). In Figure 12.3(b), we have the same vertex set, the
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Figure 12.3: Robust cluster detection by using k-neighborhoods. Adjacent vertices
(k = 1) are not always sufficient for correct detection (left: successful; right: fails)
same set of attribute vectors and the same graph density. The example only differs
from the first one by the interchange of the attribute values of the vertices v3 and
v4, which both belong to the same cluster in the first example. Intuitively, this set of
vertices should also be a valid cluster. However, it is not because the neighborhood
of v2 contains just the vertices {v1, v2}. The vertex v4 is not considered since it is
only similar to v2 w.r.t. the attributes but not adjacent to v2.
The missing tolerance w.r.t. interchanges of the attribute values is one problem
induced by using just adjacent vertices. Furthermore, this approach would not be
tolerant w.r.t. small errors in the edge set. For example in social networks, some
friendship links are not present in the current snapshot although the people are
aware of each other. Such errors should not prevent a good cluster detection.
Thus, in our approach we consider all vertices that are reachable over at most k
edges to obtain a more error-tolerant model. Formally, the neighborhood w.r.t. the
graph data is given by:
Definition 12.1 (Graph k-neighborhood) As vertex u is k-reachable from a vertex
v (over a set of vertices V ) if
∃v1, . . . , vk ∈ V : v1 = v ∧ vk = u ∧ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} : (vi, vi+1) ∈ E
The graph k-neighborhood of a vertex v ∈ V is given by
NVk (v) = {u ∈ V | u is x-reachable from v (over V ) ∧ x ≤ k} ∪ {v}
Please note that the object v itself is contained in its neighborhood NVk (v) as
well. Overall, the combined neighborhood of a vertex v ∈ V considering graph
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Figure 12.4: Novel challenge by using local density computation and the graph
k-neighborhood
and attribute data can be formalized by intersecting v’s graph k-neighborhood
with its ε-neighborhood.
Definition 12.2 (Combined local neighborhood) The combined neighborhood of
v ∈ V is:
NV (v) = NVk (v) ∩NVε (v)
Using the combined neighborhood NV (v) and k ≥ 2, we get in Figure 12.3(a)
and Figure 12.3(b) the same two clusters. In both examples v2’s neighborhood
contains 3 vertices, e.g. NV (v2) = {v1, v2, v4} in Figure 12.3(b). So to speak,
we “jump over” the vertex v3 to find further vertices that are similar to v2 in the
attribute space.
Local density calculation. As mentioned, the “jumping” principle is necessary
to get meaningful clusters. However, it leads to a novel challenge not given in pre-
vious density-based clustering approaches. Considering Figure 12.4, the vertices
on the right hand side form a combined cluster and are clearly separated from the
remaining vertices by their attribute values. However, on the left hand side we
have two separate clusters, one consisting of the vertices depicted as dots and one
consisting of the vertices depicted as triangles. If we would only consider attribute
data for clustering, these two clusters would be merged into one big cluster as the
vertices are very similar w.r.t. their attribute values. If we would just use adjacent
vertices, this big cluster would not be valid as there are no edges between the dot
vertices and the triangle vertices. However, since we allow “jumps” over vertices,
the two clusters could be merged, e.g. for k = 2.
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This problem arises because the dots and triangles are connected via the ver-
tices on the right hand side, i.e. we “jump” over vertices that actually do not belong
to the final cluster. Thus, a “jump” has to be restricted to the objects of the same
cluster. In Figure 12.3(b) e.g., the vertices {v2, v3, v4} belong to the same cluster.
Thus, reaching v4 over v3 to increase the density of v2 is meaningful. Formally, we
have to restrict the k-reachability used in Definition 12.1 to the vertices contained
in the cluster O. In this case, the vertices on the right hand side of Figure 12.4 can-
not be used for “jumping” and thus the dots are not in the triangles’ neighborhoods
and vice versa. Thus, we are able to separate the two clusters.
Overall, for computing the neighborhoods and hence the densities, only ver-
tices v ∈ O of the same cluster O can be used. While previous clustering ap-
proaches calculate the densities w.r.t. the whole database (all objects in V ), our
model calculates the densities within the clusters (objects in O). Instead of calcu-
lating global densities, we determine local densities based on the cluster O. While
this sounds nice in theory, it is difficult to solve in practice, as obviously the set of
clustered objects O is not known a priori but has to be determined. The cluster O
depends on the density values of the objects, while the density values depend on
O. So we get a cyclic dependency of both properties.
In our theoretical clustering model, we can solve this cyclic dependency by as-
suming a set of clustered objects O as given. The algorithmic solution is presented
in Section 12.3. Formally, given the set of clustered objectsO three properties have
to be fulfilled: First, each vertex v ∈ O has to be dense w.r.t. it local neighborhood.
Second, the spanned region of these objects has to be (locally) connected since
otherwise we would have more than two clusters (cf. Figure 12.4). Last, the set O
has to be maximal w.r.t. the previous properties since otherwise some vertices of
the cluster are lost. Overall, we define:
Definition 12.3 (Density-based combined cluster)
A combined cluster in a graph G = (V,E, l) w.r.t. the parameters k, ε and minPts is
a set of vertices O ⊆ V that fulfills the following properties:
(1) high local density: ∀v ∈ O : |NO(v)| ≥ minPts
(2) locally connected: ∀u, v ∈ O : ∃w1, . . . , wl ∈ O : w1 = u ∧ wl = v ∧ ∀i ∈
{1, . . . , l − 1} : wi ∈ NO(wi+1)
(3) maximality: ¬∃O′ ⊃ O : O′ fulfills (1) and (2)
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Please note that the neighborhood calculation NO(v) is always done w.r.t. to
the set O and not w.r.t. the whole graph V . Based on this definition and by using
minPts = 3, k ≥ 2, we can e.g. detect the three clusters from Figure 12.4. By
using a too small value for k (as for example k = 1 in Figure 12.3(b)), clusters
are often split or even not detected at all. On the other hand, if we choose k too
high, we run the risk that the graph structure is not adequately considered any
more. However, for the case depicted in Figure 12.4 our model detects the correct
clusters even for arbitrary large k values as the cluster on the right hand side is
clearly separated from the other clusters by its attribute values. The two clusters
on the left hand side are never merged by our model as we do not allow jumps
over vertices outside the cluster.
In this section we introduced our combined cluster model for the case of a
single subspace. As shown in the examples, the model can detect clusters that
are dense in the graph as well as in the attribute space and that can often not be
detected by previous approaches.
12.2.2 Overall subspace clustering model
In this section we extend our cluster model to a subspace clustering model. Besides
the adapted cluster definition we have to take care of redundancy problems due to
the exponential number of subspace projections. As mentioned in the last section,
we are using the maximum norm in the attribute space. If we just want to analyze
subspace projections, we can simply define the maximum norm restricted to a
subspace S ⊆ Dim as
distS(x, y) = maxi∈S |x[i]− y[i]|
In principle any Lp norm can be restricted in this way and can be used within our
model. Based on this distance function, we can define a subspace cluster which
fulfills the cluster properties just in a subset of the dimensions:
Definition 12.4 (Density-based combined subspace cluster)
A combined subspace cluster C = (O, S) in a graph G = (V,E, l) consists of a set
of vertices O ⊆ V and a set of relevant dimensions S ⊆ Dim such that O forms
a combined cluster (cf. Def 12.3) w.r.t. the local subspace neighborhood NOS (v) =
NOk (v) ∩NOε,S(v) with NOε,S(v) = {u ∈ O | distS(l(u), l(v)) ≤ ε}.
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As we will show, our subspace clusters fulfill an anti-monotonicity property,
which we will exploit in our algorithm to find the valid clusters more efficiently.
Theorem 12.1 (Anti-monotonicity) For every subspace cluster C = (O, S) and ev-
ery S ′ ⊆ S there exists a vertex set O′ ⊇ O such that (O′, S ′) is again a valid cluster.
Proof 12.1 For every two subspaces S, S ′ with S ′ ⊆ S and every pair of vertices u, v
it holds that distS′(l(u), l(v)) ≤ distS(l(u), l(v)). Thus for every vertex v ∈ O we
get NOS′(v) ⊇ NOS (v). Accordingly, the properties (1) and (2) from Def. 12.3 are
fulfilled by (O, S ′). If (O, S ′) is maximal w.r.t. these properties, then (O, S ′) is a valid
combined subspace cluster. Else, by definition there exists a vertex set O′ ⊃ O such
that (O′, S ′) is a valid subspace cluster. 2
Redundancy removal. Because of the density-based subspace cluster model,
there can not be an overlap between clusters in the same subspace. However, a
vertex can belong to several subspace clusters in different subspaces, thus clusters
from different subspaces can overlap. Due to the exponential number of possible
subspace projections, an overwhelming number of (very similar) subspace clus-
ters may exist. Whereas allowing overlapping clusters in general makes sense in
many applications, allowing too much overlap can lead to highly redundant in-
formation. Thus, for meaningful interpretation of the result, removing redundant
clusters is crucial. The redundancy removal in our novel method is similar to the
ones introduced in our GAMER approach.
First, we define the interestingness of a cluster. The combined subspace clus-
ters are characterized by the two important properties “number of vertices” and
“dimensionality”. Since both measures cannot be optimized simultaneously (cf.
anti-monotonicity), we again trade them off in a single objective function. Please
note that in contrast to our GAMER approach, we do not consider the density of
the clusters. Since, first, the density of any combined subspace clusters is lower
bounded by minPts and second according to Definition 12.7 we select maximal
object sets, it is very likely that at least one vertex of the cluster fulfills the equal-
ity |NO(v)| = minPts (and not the inequality >). Thus, with high probability
the density of any cluster is around minPts and, hence, a consideration of such
a constant value in the objective function is not necessary. Overall, we define the
interestingness of a single cluster as follows:
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Definition 12.5 (Interestingness of a cluster)
The interestingness of a combined subspace cluster C = (O, S) is computed as
Q(C) = |O| · |S|
For the selection of the final clustering based on this interestingness definition
we use the same redundancy definition as introduced by GAMER. For complete-
ness, we review the two important definitions. First, the redundancy between two
clusters is given as follows:
Definition 12.6 (Redundancy between clusters) Given the two redundancy para-
meters robj, rdim ∈ [0, 1], the binary redundancy relation ≺red is defined by:
For all combined clusters C = (O, S), C ′ = (O, S ′):
C ≺red C ′ ⇔
[
Q(C) < Q(C ′) ∧ |O∩O′||O| ≥ robj ∧ |S∩S
′|
|S| ≥ rdim
]
Second, since the redundancy relation ≺red is non-transitive, we cannot just
discard every cluster that is redundant w.r.t. any other cluster. Therefore we have
to select the final clustering such that it does not contain two clusters that are
redundant w.r.t. each other and at the same time, the result set has to be maximal
with this property, i.e. we can not just leave out a cluster that is non-redundant.
Overall, the final clustering has to fulfill the properties:
Definition 12.7 (Optimal density-based combined subspace clustering)
Given the set of all combined clusters Clusters, the optimal combined clustering
Result ⊆ Clusters fulfills
• redundancy-free property: ¬∃Ci, Cj ∈ Result : Ci ≺red Cj
• maximality property: ∀Ci ∈ Clusters\Result : ∃Cj ∈ Result : Ci ≺red Cj
Our clustering model enables us to detect arbitrarily shaped subspace clusters
based on attribute and graph densities without generating redundant results.
12.2.3 Discussion of Clustering Model and Parameters
Our cluster model can be adapted based on the three parameters ε, k, andminPts,
whose effects we discuss in the following. We use the gained insights to develop
an algorithm that resolves the cyclic dependency of our cluster definition in the
next section.
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Let us first consider the parameter ε: By increasing ε the neighborhood sizes
regarding the attribute domain increase. For the extremal value of ε → ∞, all
objects are considered similar to each other, i.e. NVε (v) = V . Or even more precise,
we get NOε (v) = O for all O ⊆ V . In this case, the combined neighborhood NO(v)
(cf. Definition 12.2) can be simplified to the graph k-neighborhood NOk (v) and,
thus, in our overall cluster definition we just consider the graph data. Accordingly,
the results for each subspace S are identical and our method just has to analyze
the full-dimensional space.
For this scenario and choosing k = 1, we can show that the clusters determined
by our method correspond to the well-known notion of x-cores [DGM06, JL07].
Definition 12.8 (x-core) An x-core O in a graph G = (V,E, l) is a maximal con-
nected subgraph O ⊆ V in which all vertices connect to at least x other vertices in O,
i.e. ∀v ∈ O : degG(v,O) ≥ x where degG(v,O) = |{u ∈ O | (v, u) ∈ E}|.
Using this definition, we show the following theorem:
Theorem 12.2 (Relation between clusters and cores) If ε→∞ and k = 1, each
combined subspace cluster C = (O, S) in the graph G = (V,E, l) (cf. Definition 12.3
and 12.4) corresponds to a (minPts−1)-core in G.
Proof 12.2 Due to property (1) of Def. 12.3 we get: high local density ⇔ ∀v ∈ O :
|NO(v)| ≥ minPts k=1⇔ ∀v ∈ O : |NOk (v)| ≥ minPts ε→∞⇔ ∀v ∈ O : |{u ∈ O | (v, u) ∈
E} ∪ {v}| ≥ minPts⇔ ∀v ∈ O : degG(v,O) ≥ minPts− 1
Due to property (2) of Def. 12.3 we get: locally connected ε→∞,k=1⇔ ∀u, v ∈ O :
∃w1, . . . , wl ∈ O : w1 = u ∧ wl = v ∧ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , l − 1} : (wi, wi+1) ∈ E ⇔ O
is connected in G
Due to property (3) of Def. 12.3, C = (O, S) is a maximal subgraph fulfilling the
above properties. Thus, C = (O, S) is a (minPts−1)-core in G. 2
This observation just holds for the simple case k = 1, but we will show in
the next section how to extend this idea to solve the general setting with k >
1. Before this, however, we analyze the parameter k: Similar to ε, increasing
k leads to larger neighborhood sizes; in this case w.r.t. the graph information.
Assuming a connected graph and the extremal value of k → ∞, all vertices are
located in the graph neighborhood, i.e. NVk (v) = V . However, we cannot infer
that NOk (v) = O for all O ⊆ V . Due to the local density principle, we are only
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allowed to consider the vertices of O and we (implicitly) remove the vertices V \O,
resulting in a potentially disconnected graph where we cannot reach all vertices,
i.e. NOk (v) 6= O might hold. As a consequence, for the scenario k → ∞ it is not
possible to simplify the combined neighborhood. Thus, even for k →∞ we exploit
both sources: the graph data and the attribute data (in contrast to ε→∞, where
we only consider the graph data).
A special case, in which we can simplify the combined neighborhood, is assum-
ing a complete input graph. Obviously, in this case, the graph structure is not (and
need not to be) considered by our model. Thus, any choice of k leads to the same
result and we only detect clusters based on the attribute values. For this setting,
our model is related to traditional density-based clustering methods such as DB-
SCAN [EKSX96] or its extension to subspace clustering SUBCLU [KKK04]. How-
ever, our model differs in two aspects: First, our model removes redundant clusters
to prevent an overwhelming result size. Second, the methods of [EKSX96, KKK04]
include so called border objects. These objects correspond to objects whose den-
sities do not exceed the value of minPts but are located in the neighborhood of a
dense object. To include border objects in our model, we can use a tuple (O,Ob)
to distinguish between the different types of objects in a cluster and we have to
slightly modify Definition 12.3 to
(1) high local density or border object: ∀v ∈ O : |NO∪Ob(v)| ≥ minPts and
∀v ∈ Ob : ∃u ∈ O : v ∈ NO∪Ob(u)
(2) locally connected: as before
(3) maximality: ¬∃(O′, O′b) with (O′∪O′b) ⊃ (O∪Ob) and (O′, O′b) fulfills (1) & (2)
Please note that Property (2) remains unaffected: one has to ensure the local
connectivity of O, i.e. one cannot use border objects to connect the vertices from
O. Otherwise, an object with low density could potentially merge two different
dense regions into a single clusters (similar to Figure 12.4). As a side effect of this
modification, the resulting clusters in a single subspace are not necessarily disjoint
any more. Instead, a border object can belong to more than one cluster as it does
not merge the two clusters.
At last, we discuss the parameter minPts. While increasing the values of k or
ε leads to larger clusters due to larger neighborhood sizes, the parameter minPts
causes the inverse effect: the larger minPts, the smaller the clusters. The minimal
density threshold is harder to reach and fulfilled by less objects. Consequently,
the choice minPts → ∞ is not meaningful. For the case minPts ≤ 2 (and again
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k = 1) our model returns for each subspace S the connected components of the
graph G′S that results by removing every edge (of the original graph) connecting
dissimilar nodes. Formally,
Theorem 12.3 (Relation between clusters and connected components)
If minPts ≤ 2 and k = 1, any combined subspace cluster C = (O, S) in the graph
G = (V,E, l) (cf. Definition 12.3 and 12.4) corresponds to a connected component of
the graph G′S=(V,E
′
S, l) with E
′
S = {(v, u) ∈ E | distS(l(v), l(u) ≤ ε)}.
Proof 12.3 Due to property (2) of Def. 12.3 we get: locally connected k=1⇔ ∀u, v ∈
O : ∃w1, . . . , wl ∈ O : w1 = u ∧ wl = v ∧ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , l − 1} : (wi, wi+1) ∈ E ′S ⇔ O
is connected in G′S.
Since O is connected, each v ∈ O fulfills |NO(v)| ≥ 2 ≥ minPts. Thus, property (1)
of Def. 12.3 is directly fulfilled.
Due to property (3) of Def. 12.3, C = (O, S) is a maximal connected subgraph of G′S.
That is, C is one of G′S ’s connected components. 2
Note that Theorem 12.3 holds for arbitrary ε values, while Theorem 12.2 re-
quires ε → ∞ but allows arbitrary minPts values. Combining both theorems, i.e.
ε → ∞ and minPts ≤ 2, we have shown as a nice byproduct the well-known
observation that any 1-core in graph G corresponds to one of its connected com-
ponents. In the next section we utilize the notion of cores to solve our general
clustering model for arbitrary parameter settings and especially for the complex
case of k ≥ 2.
12.3 The DB-CSC Algorithm
In the this section we describe the DB-CSC (Density-Based Combined Subspace
Clustering) algorithm for detecting the optimal clustering result. In Section 12.3.1
we present the detection of our density-based clusters in a single subspace S and in
Section 12.3.2 we introduce the overall processing scheme using different pruning
techniques to enhance the efficiency.
12.3.1 Finding clusters in a single subspace
Before we present our method to detect the combined clusters in subspace S, we
first introduce some basic definitions. Theoretically, each subset of objects O ⊆ V
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could be evaluated whether it forms a valid cluster in the subspace S, and selecting
some of these sets results in a potential clustering C. We denote with A the set of
all possible groups in subspace S, i.e. A = {(O, S) | O ⊆ V }, and with A the set
of all possible groupings in subspace S, i.e. A = P(A). Obviously, one of these
groupings R ∈ A has to correspond to the (so far unknown) clustering solution in
the subspace S. Given the set A, we first define the following binary relation to
compare different groupings:
Definition 12.9 (Strict partial order of groupings) Let A = {(O, S) | O ⊆ V } be
the set of all possible groups in subspace S and A = P(A) be the set of all possible
groupings in subspace S. The strict partial order <AS over the set of all possible
groupings A in subspace S is defined as
∀C1, C2 ∈ A : C1 <AS C2 ⇔ (Cov(C1) ⊂ Cov(C2)) ∨ (Cov(C1) = Cov(C2) ∧ |C1| > |C2|)
with Cov(C) = ⋃(Oi,S)=Ci∈C Oi
Intuitively, the grouping C2 is ”better” than the grouping C1 (C1 <AS C2), if the
object groups contained in C2 cover a larger amount of objects or if the coverage is
identical but C2 needs less sets to obtain such a coverage. In the following, we use
this partial order to prove our main theorem for detecting the clustering solution.
Clustering by Fixed Point Iteration
Given the set of all possible groupings A, we are interested in finding the correct
element R ∈ A that corresponds to the clustering solution in subspace S, i.e. we
want to detect all but only the object sets O ⊆ V fulfilling Definition 12.3/12.4.
To achieve this aim, we transfer the observations of Theorem 12.2 to the general
case of arbitrary ε values and k > 1.
To make Theorem 12.2 applicable, we first introduce a graph transformation
that represents attribute and graph information simultaneously.
Definition 12.10 (Enriched subgraph) Given a set of vertices O ⊆ V , a subspace
S, and the original graph G = (V,E, l), the enriched subgraph GOS = (V
′, E ′) is
defined by V ′ = O and E ′ = {(u, v) | v ∈ NOS (u)∧ v 6= u} using the distance function
distS.
Please note that the enriched subgraph is calculated based on a given vertex
set O, which is not necessarily the whole vertex set V . Two vertices are adjacent in
the enriched subgraph iff their attribute values are similar in S and the vertices are
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Figure 12.5: Finding clusters by (minPts−1)-cores in the enriched graphs (exam-
ple with k=2, minPts=3)
connected by at most k edges in the original graph (using just vertices from O).
In Fig. 12.5(b) the enriched subgraph for the whole set of vertices V is computed,
while Fig. 12.5(c) just considers the subset O1 and O2 respectively.
Since in the enriched subgraph the neighborhood information based on the
attribute domain is directly encoded in the graph structure (using the original
value of ε), we can select in the transformed graph ε→∞. Similarly, the (original)
graph k-neighborhood is encoded by adjacent vertices in the enriched subgraph;
we can select k = 1. Thus, Theorem 12.2 is applicable on the enriched subgraph,
i.e. in this graph we can concentrate on the detection of (minPts−1)-cores for
our cluster detection. However, the detected cores do not exactly represent our
clusters!
While constructing the enriched subgraph GOS , we consider the neighborhoods
based on all vertices of O. However, due to our local density calculation, we are
only allowed to use the clustered objects O′ for the neighborhood calculation,
which are potentially a subset of the objects O. Thus, as illustrated in Figure
12.5(b), the detected cores can still merge several clusters. Though, what is true
is the following: Each cluster O′ is a subset of some (minPts−1)-core in GVS . More
precisely, we can prove this property for each enriched subgraph GOS with O ⊇ O′.
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Theorem 12.4 (Subset property w.r.t. cores) Let C = (O′, S) be a combined sub-
space cluster, O ⊇ O′, and GOS the enriched subgraph w.r.t. O. There exists a
(minPts−1)-core X ⊆ O in GOS with O′ ⊆ X.
Proof 12.4 a) Since O ⊇ O′, we get NOS (u) ⊇ NO′S (u) for all u ∈ V and thus GOS
contains all edges of GO′S .
b) Due to property (1) of Def. 12.3 for the cluster C it holds: high local density ⇔
∀v ∈ O′ : |NO′(v)| ≥ minPts ⇔ ∀v ∈ O′ : |NO′(v)\{v}| ≥ minPts − 1 ⇔ ∀v ∈
O′ : degGO′S (v,O
′) ≥ minPts − 1 a)⇒ ∀v ∈ O′ : degGOS (v,O′) ≥ minPts − 1 ⇒ exists
maximal set X ⊇ O′ with ∀v ∈ X : degGOS (v,X) ≥ minPts− 1
c) Due to property (2) of Def. 12.3 for the cluster C it holds: locally connected ⇔
∀u, v ∈ O′ : ∃w1, . . . , wl ∈ O′ : w1 = u∧wl = v∧∀i ∈ {1, . . . , l−1} : wi ∈ NO′S (wi+1)
⇔ ∀u, v ∈ O′ : ∃w1, . . . , wl ∈ O′ : w1 = u ∧ wl = v ∧ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , l − 1} : (wi, wi+1)
are adjacent in GO′S ⇔ GO′S is connected
a)⇒ O belongs to a single connected component
of GOS
d) Based on b+c: there exists a connected maximal set X ⊇ O′ with ∀v ∈ X :
degGOS (v,X) ≥ minPts− 1⇒ X is a (minPts−1)-core in GOS with O′ ⊆ X 2
Theorem 12.4 implies that our algorithm only has to analyze vertex sets that
potentially lead to (minPts−1)-cores. If we were able to guess the cluster O′, then
the detected core in GO′S would exactly correspond to our cluster since in this case
O=O′ and thus O′ ⊆ X ⊆ O′. Based on these observations, we show:
Theorem 12.5 (Fixed Point Solution) Let <AS be the strict partial order over the
set of all possible groupings A in subspace S.
1) The set of all combined clusters in subspace S corresponds to the largest fixed point
of the function fS : A → A with
fS(C) = {(O, S) | O is a (minPts−1)-core in GOiS with Ci = (Oi, S) ∈ C}
2) The sequence f∞S ({(V, S)}) converges to this fixed point
Proof 12.5 Let R ∈ A be the set of all combined clusters in subspace S.
a) R is a fixed point of fS. Due to Theorem 12.4 there exists for each cluster Ci ∈ R
a (minPts−1)-core X ⊆ Oi in GOiS with Oi ⊆ X. Thus, X = Oi has to hold. Since
all vertices of GOiS are covered by X there cannot exist further cores in G
Oi
S . Thus,
fS({Ci}) = {Ci} and overall fS(R) = R.
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b) R is the largest fixed point. Assume R is not the largest fixed point, i.e. there
exists C ∈ A with fS(C) = C and R <AS C. Thus, due to Definition 12.9 either
Cov(C) ⊃ Cov(R) or Cov(C) = Cov(R) with |C| < |R| has to hold. The first case
cannot hold since R contains all maximal clusters (Prop. (3), Def. 12.3), i.e. the
coverage of R is maximal, and thus Cov(C) ⊆ Cov(R). Thus, the second case with
|C| < |R| has to hold. To realize this, at least two clusters Ci, Cj ∈ R have to be
(partially) merged into a single group D ∈ C. In this case, however, D contains
at least two (minPts−1)-cores, i.e. |fS({D})| ≥ 2 and especially fS({D}) 6= {D}.
Thus, {D} and therefore C are not fixed points of fS. This is a contradiction to the
assumption. Hence, R is the largest fixed point.
c) It holds f∞S ({(V, S)}) = R. First, we do not miss (or split up) any cluster C ∈ R by
applying the sequence f∞S . Due to Theorem 12.4 each cluster (O
′, S) ∈ R is contained
in a (minPts−1)-core of the graph GOS with O ⊇ O′. Especially it has to be contained
within a core of the graph GVS . Since in each iteration fS(Ci) = Ci+1 the whole set
of cores is returned, there exists due to Theorem 12.4 one core (O, S) ∈ Ci+1 with
O ⊇ O′. Furthermore, since cores are disjoint due to their maximality, the result of
f∞S ({(V, S)}) cannot contain subsets of clusters. Second, the result of f∞S ({(V, S)})
only contains the clusters of R. Assume a group D ∈ f∞S ({(V, S)}) which is not a
valid cluster (and not one of its subsets). Based on Statement 1 of Theorem 12.5
we know that {D} cannot be a fixed point. Thus, there exists a k such that D 6∈
fmS ({(V, S)}) for all m > k. This is a contradiction to the assumption. Overall,
f∞S ({(V, S)}) = R. 2
Overall, Statement 2 of Theorem 12.5 provides us with a solution to our clus-
tering problem. The clusters in a single subspace S can be detected by a fixed
point iteration. Thus, we are able to resolve the cyclic dependency. Algorithmi-
cally, we start by extracting from GVS all (minPts−1)-cores, since only these sets
could lead to valid clusters. In Fig. 12.5(b) these sets are highlighted. However,
keep in mind that these (minPts−1)-cores do not necessarily correspond to valid
clusters. Theorem 12.5 requires a fixed point. In Figure 12.5(b) for example, we
will get two cores but, as already discussed, the left set O1 is not a valid cluster
but has to be split up. Thus, we recursively have to apply the function until the
fixed point is reached. Intuitively, in each iteration the clusters are refined until
the final clusters are obtained.
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Figure 12.6: Illustration of fixed
point iteration method
In Figure 12.6 we depict a schematic rep-
resentation of the vertex sets to be analyzed
in our method. Similar to a dendrogram, we
start in the root with the whole set of ver-
tices V . By applying the function fS, smaller
cores are detected. These cores are depicted
as child nodes with solid lines in the dendro-
gramm. Vertices that do not belong to any
core are depicted with dashed lines. By recur-
sively applying fS the cores are refined un-
til the final clusters are obtained (leaf nodes
with solid lines in the tree). Thus, in the ex-
ample, four different clusters Ci with their corresponding object sets Oi are de-
tected.
In summary, detecting density based clusters in combined data sources is far
more complex than in traditional vector data. While existing clustering approaches
can simply determine the density values for each object independently [EKSX96,
KKK04], in our method such an independent computation is not possible due to
the local density calculation. Please note that the toy example in Figure 12.5(a)
might lead to the idea that we can simply remove all edges connecting dissimilar
nodes and then perform a simple clustering on the residual graph. This a-priori
rejection of edges, however, is not possible. As discussed, the Figure 12.3(b) con-
tains two clusters, which, however, will not be detected if we would remove the
edge between v2 and v3. Indeed, this edge belongs to the cluster even if the two
vertices are not directly similar. Overall, our fixed point iteration provides us with
a solution to detect all combined clusters in the subspace S.
Convergence and Complexity
In this section we analyze the convergence and complexity of the fixed point it-
eration method. Important for practical applications is the convergence of the
sequence f∞S ({(V, S)}) after a finite number of iterations. It holds:
Theorem 12.6 (Convergence) Let R be the set of all combined clusters in subspace
S. The fixed point iteration started with {(V, S)} converges after at most |R| +
|V \Cov(R)| iterations.
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Proof 12.6 Using the representation of our method as illustrated in Fig. 12.6 or
12.7, this upper bound is easy to show. Obviously, the height of such a tree corre-
sponds to the number of required iterations. For the worst case, we have to determine
the maximal height among all possible trees (valid for the given clustering scenario):
First, the number of leaf nodes in the tree is given by |R| + |V \Cov(R)|. Since each
valid cluster corresponds to a solid leaf node in the tree representation, each inner
node of the tree is the union of the object sets of its child nodes, and the root has
to represent all objects V , we must have |V \Cov(R)| dashed leaf nodes. Second, the
maximal height of a tree with |R|+|V \Cov(R)| leaf nodes is achieved by a binary tree
as illustrated in Fig. 12.7. This corresponds to the bound as given in Theorem 12.6.2
V
O4 O3
O2
v
u
O1
w
Figure 12.7: Worst
case scenario
To determine the overall complexity of the fixed point
iteration we furthermore need to bound the size of the
cores to be analyzed. Since an inner node O in the
tree represents the union of all its child nodes, we can
distinguish two cases: First, O contains objects that do
not belong to any valid cluster, i.e. O is an inner node
whose subtree contains leafs with dashed lines. In this
case, fS({(O, S)}) must lead to cores that are subsets of
O and for each (O′, S) ∈ fS({C}) we have |O′| < |O|.
Accordingly, the size of the largest child node of O in
the tree is bounded by |O| − 1. Second, O contains
only objects that belong to valid clusters. That is, the
inner node O is exactly the union of several valid clus-
ters {C1, . . . , Cn} = R′ ⊆ R. In this case the largest core of fS({(O, S)}) can
be bounded by |O| − min(Oi,S)∈R′ |Oi| since fS({(O, S)}) cannot be a fixed point,
the resulting cores must be supersets of the true clusters, and the cores need to
be disjoint. Intuitively, this happens if the smallest cluster is split from O, while
the remaining clusters are still merged into a single core. Based on these upper
bounds for the largest core we can show the following theorem:
Theorem 12.7 (Complexity) Given the graph G = (V,E, l), the set R of all com-
bined clusters in subspace S can be computed in time
O(|V \Cov(R)| · |V |3 + |R|4 · |Omax|3)
with (Omax, S) = arg max(O,S)∈R{|O|}
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Proof 12.7 We first show that given a set of vertices O ⊆ V , the cores of the enriched
subgraph GOS can be computed in cubic time: The graph G
O
S can be constructed by
a restricted breadth-first search in the original graph, started at each node v ∈ O.
Thus, in the worst case it requires time O(|O|3). Detecting cores can be simply done
by first recursively removing nodes with a node degree less than minPts−1 from GOS
and then returning the connected components [DGM06, JL07]. The first step requires
time O(|O|2), since the removal of one node leads to an update of the degrees of the
adjacent nodes. Determining the connected components also requires time O(|O|2).
Overall, the worst case runtime is dominated by constructing the enriched subgraph,
i.e. time O(|O|3).
Now, we prove the overall complexity. First, as in the proof of Theorem 12.6, the
worst case complexity occurs for a binary tree because each non-binary tree can be
transformed to a binary one with larger runtime: W.l.o.g. we assume an inner node
O with three child nodes O1, O2, O3 is given. By replacing O’s child nodes with O1
and X = O2 ∪ O3 as well as appending O2, O3 as child nodes to X, we get a binary
tree representing the same clustering structure as before. Obviously, determining the
clustering in this way leads to a higher runtime since the additional inner node X
has to be analyzed.
Second, the worst case occurs if the cardinality of the object sets represented by
inner nodes of the tree is as large as possible. Obviously, this happens if in the first
|V \Cov(R)| iterations, only the non-clustered vertices are removed. That is, the first
case of the above discussion applies and in iteration i = 0, . . . , |V \Cov(R)| − 1 we
are just able to bound the size of the core to be analyzed by |V | − i. After these
iterations, all non-clustered vertices are removed and the second case can be used: In
the remaining |R| iterations, we split up in the worst case only the smallest of the
clusters from the core. Let x1, . . . , x|R| be the cluster sizes in increasing order, then we
have to analyze in iteration j a core of at most size
∑|R|
n=j xn.
Since each analysis step requires at most cubic time, we get∑|V \Cov(R)|−1
i=0 (|V | − i)3 +
∑|R|
j=1
(∑|R|
n=j xn
)3
≤∑|V \Cov(R)|−1i=0 |V |3 +∑|R|j=1 ((|R| − j + 1) · x|R|)3
≤ |V \Cov(R)| · |V |3 +∑|R|j=1 (|R|3 · |Omax|3)
≤ |V \Cov(R)| · |V |3 + |R|4 · |Omax|3 2
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Please note that our worst case analysis assumes that in each iteration the
enriched subgraph is computed from scratch, which results in the cubic complexity.
In practice, however, we can extremely speed up the computation by exploiting the
property that for each O′ ⊆ O the edges of GO′S need to be a subset of the edges
of GOS . Furthermore, we assume that for each subspace S we start with the whole
vertex set V . In the following section, we show that the fixed point iteration can
be initialized with far smaller object sets if we analyze multiple subspaces. In
any case, however, the clustering result in a single subspace can be computed in
polynomial time w.r.t. the input graph.
12.3.2 Finding clusters in different subspaces
This chapter describes how we efficiently determine the clusters located in dif-
ferent subspaces. In principle, our algorithm has to analyze each subspace. We
enumerate these subspaces by a depth first traversal through the subspace lat-
tice. To avoid enumerating the same subspace several times we assume an order
d1, d2, . . . , dD on the dimensions. We denote the dimension with the highest index
in subspace S by max{S} and extend the subspace only by dimensions that are
ordered behind max{S}. This principle has several advantages:
By using a depth first search, the subspace S is analyzed before the subspace
S ′ = S ∪ {d} for d > max{S}. Based on the anti-monotonicity we know that
each cluster in S ′ has to be a subset of a cluster in S. Thus, in subspace S ′ we do
not have to start with the enriched subgraph GVS but it is sufficient to start with
the vertex sets of the known clusters, i.e. if the clusters of subspace S are given
by Clus = {C1, . . . , Cm}, we will determine the fixpoint f(f(. . . f({(Oi, S ′)}))) for
each cluster Ci = (Oi, S) ∈ Clus. This is far more efficient since the vertex sets
are smaller, i.e. Theorem 12.6 and 12.7 are now based on the set Oi instead of V .
In Algorithm 12.1 the depth first traversal based on the clusters of the previous
subspace is shown in line 21, 23 and 29.
The actual detection of clusters based on the verticesO is realized in line 13-19,
which corresponds to the fixed point iteration described in the previous section.
In our algorithm, we use the following observation to calculate the fixed point: If
C is the largest fixed point of the function fS, then obviously any individual cluster
Ci ∈ C is also a fixed point, i.e. fS({Ci}) = {Ci}. Thus, if a graph GOS contains
a single (minPts−1)-core O1 with O1 = O, we have reached a fixed point for
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Algorithm 12.1: The DB-CSC algorithm
method: main()
1 Result = ∅ // current result set
2 queue = ∅ // priority queue with clusters and subtrees, descendingly sorted by quality
3 for d ∈ Dim do DFS traversal({d}, V, ∅)
4 while queue 6= ∅ do
5 remove first (highest-quality) object Obj from queue
6 if Obj is cluster then // check redundancy
7 for C ∈ Result do if( Obj ≺red C) goto line 4 // discard redundant cluster
8 Result = Result ∪ {Obj} // cluster is non-redundant
9 else // Obj is subtree ST = (S,O,Qmax, Parents, Parentsred)
10 if Parentsred ∩Result 6= ∅ then goto line 4 // discard whole subtree
11 else DFS traversal(S,O, Parents) // subtree is non-redundant, restart traversal
12 return Result
method: DFS traversal(subspace S, candidate vertices O, parent clusters Parents)
13 foundClusters = ∅, prelimClusters = {O}
14 while prelimClusters 6= ∅ do
15 remove first candidate Ox from prelimClusters
16 generate enriched subgraph GOxS
17 determine (minPts− 1)-cores→ Cores = {O′1, . . . , O′m}
18 if |Cores| = 1 ∧O′1 = Ox then foundClusters = foundClusters ∪ {(O′1, S)}
19 else prelimClusters = prelimClusters ∪ Cores
20 add foundClusters to queue
21 for Ci = (Oi, S) ∈ foundClusters do
22 Parentsi = Parents ∪ {Ci}
23 for d ∈ {max{S}+ 1, . . . , D} do
24 determine Parentsred ⊆ Parentsi to which whole subtree is redundant
25 if Parentsred 6= ∅ then
26 calc. subtree information ST = (S ∪ {d}, Oi, Qmax, Parentsi, Parentsred)
27 add ST to queue // (currently) do not traverse subtree!
28 else
29 DFS traversal(S ∪ {d}, Oi, Parentsi) // check only subsets of Oi
this individual cluster. In this case, we can add the cluster to the set of detected
clusters (line 18). In the other cases, we recursively have to repeat the procedure
for each (minPts−1)-core {O1, . . . , Om} detected inGOS (line 19). Though, instead
of applying fS to the whole set of cores simultaneously, we just have to apply it for
each core individually (line 15), until all clusters are detected.
Using a depth first search enables us to store a set of parent clusters (before-
hand detected in lower dimensional subspaces) that a new cluster is based on
(cf. line 22). Furthermore, given a set of verticesO in the subspace S we know that
by traversing the current subtree only clusters of the kind Creach = (Oreach, Sreach)
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with Oreach ⊆ O and S ⊆ Sreach ⊆ S ∪ {max{S} + 1, . . . , D} can be detected.
This information together with the redundancy model allows a further speed-up
of the algorithm. The overall aim is to stop the traversal of a subtree if each of the
reachable (potential) clusters is redundant to one parent cluster, i.e. if there exists
C ∈ Parents such that Creach ≺red C for each Creach. Traversing such a subtree is
not worthwhile since the contained clusters are probably excluded from the result
later on due to their redundancy.
Redundancy of a subtree occurs if the three properties introduced in Defini-
tion 12.6 hold. The second property (object overlap) is always fulfilled since each
Oreach is a subset of any cluster from Parents (cf. anti-monotonicity). The maxi-
mal possible quality of the clusters Creach can be estimated by Qmax = |O| · |S ∪
{max{S} + 1, . . . , D}|. By focusing on the clusters Cp = (Op, Sp) ∈ Parents with
Qmax < Q(Cp) we ensure the first redundancy property. The third property (di-
mension overlap) is ensured if |Sp| ≥ |S∪{max{S}+1, . . . , D}| ·rdim holds. In this
case we get for each Creach: |Sp| ≥ |Sreach| · rdim ⇔ |Sp ∩ Sreach| ≥ |Sreach| · rdim ⇔
|Sp∩Sreach|
|Sreach| ≥ rdim. Those parent clusters fulfilling all three properties are stored
within Parentsred (line 24).
If Parentsred is empty, we have to traverse the subtree (else case, line 28). If
it is not empty (line 25), the current subtree is redundant to at least one parent
cluster. We currently stop traversing this subtree. However, we must not directly
prune the subtree ST : if the clusters from Parentsred themselves are not included
in the result, clusters from the subtree would become interesting again. Thus, we
do not finally reject the subtree ST but we store the required information and add
the subtree to a priority queue.
Processing this queue is the core of the DB-CSC algorithm. The priority queue
contains clusters (line 6, 20) and non-traversed subtrees (line 9, 27). We succes-
sively take the object with the highest (estimated) quality from the queue. If it is
a cluster that is non-redundant to the current result, we add it to the result (line
7-8). If it is a subtree, we check if some cluster from Parentsred is already included
in the result: if so, we finally reject this subtree (line 10); otherwise, we have to
restart traversing this subtree (line 11).
Overall, our algorithm efficiently determines the optimal clustering solution
because only small vertex sets are analyzed for clusters and whole subtrees (i.e.
sets of clusters) are pruned using the redundancy model.
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Figure 12.8: Quality (left) and runtime (right) w.r.t. varying database size
12.4 Experimental Analysis
Setup. We compare DB-CSC to GAMER and CoPaM [MCRE09]. In our exper-
iments we use real world data sets as well as synthetic data. By default the
synthetic datasets have 20 attribute dimensions and contain 80 combined clus-
ters each with 15 nodes and 5 relevant dimensions. Additionally we add random
nodes and edges to represent noise in the data. The clustering quality is mea-
sured by the F1 measure as also done in the previous chapters of this thesis. The
efficiency is measured by the algorithms’ runtime.
Varying characteristics of the data. In the first experiment (Figure 12.8) we
vary the database size of our synthetic datasets by varying the number of gener-
ated combined clusters. The runtime of all algorithms increases with increasing
database size (please note the logarithmic scale on both axes). For the datasets
with more than 7000 vertices, CoPaM is not applicable any more due to heap
overflows (4GB). While the runtimes of the different algorithms are very similar,
in terms of clustering quality DB-CSC obtains significantly better results than the
other approaches. The competing approaches tend to output only subsets of the
hidden clusters due to their restrictive cluster models.
In the next experiment (Figure 12.9) we vary the dimensionality of the hidden
clusters. The runtime of all algorithms increases for higher dimensional clusters.
The clustering qualities of DB-CSC and CoPaM slightly decrease. This can be ex-
plained by the fact that for high dimensional clusters it is likely that additional
clusters occur in subsets of the dimensions. However, DB-CSC still has the best
clustering quality and runtime in this experiment.
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In Figure 12.10 the cluster size (i.e. the number of vertices per cluster) is var-
ied. The runtimes of DB-CSC and GAMER are very similar to each other, whereas
the runtime of CoPaM increases dramatically until it is not applicable any more.
The clustering quality of DB-CSC remains relatively stable while the qualities of
the other approaches decrease constantly. For increasing cluster sizes the expan-
sion of the clusters in the graph as well as in the attribute space increases, thus the
restrictive cluster models of GAMER and CoPaM can only detect subsets of them.
Robustness. In Figure 12.11(a) we analyze the robustness of the methods w.r.t.
the number of “noise” vertices in the datasets. The clustering quality of all ap-
proaches decreases for noisy data, however the quality of DB-CSC is still reason-
ably high even for 1000 noise vertices (which is nearly 50% of the overall dataset).
In the next experiment (Figure 12.11(b)) we vary the clustering parameter ε,
for a fixed value of k = 2. For GAMER and CoPaM we vary the allowed width of a
cluster in the attribute space instead of ε. As shown in the figure, by choosing ε too
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Figure 12.11: Robustness of the methods w.r.t. noise and parameter values
small we cannot find all clusters and thus get smaller clustering qualities. How-
ever, for ε > 0.05 the clustering quality of DB-CSC remains stable. The competing
methods have lower quality.
To further evaluate the detected clusterings, we depict in Figure 12.11(c) the
number of found clusters for varying ε-values and different values for the parame-
ter k. The synthetic dataset consists of 80 hidden clusters. For k = 1, DB-CSC does
not detect any clusters, so only the results for k = 2, 3, 4 are included. For k = 3,
DB-CSC finds slightly more clusters than for k = 2. However, by increasing the
parameter further to k = 4 the number of clusters remains nearly stable. As seen
before, if ε is chosen too small DB-CSC cannot find all the clusters and so outputs
only small numbers of clusters. For ε = 0.05, more than the hidden 80 clusters
are found, which can be explained by the fact that subsets of the hidden clusters
can form additional clusters in higher dimensionalities. However, for even larger
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ε-values the number of found clusters remains stable and all but only the hidden
clusters are found.
In the last experiment (Figure 12.11(d)) we evaluate the robustness of DB-CSC
w.r.t. the parameter minPts. For too small values for minPts, many vertex sets
are falsely detected as clusters, thus we obtain small clustering qualities. However,
for sufficiently high minPts values the quality remains relatively stable, similar to
the previous experiment.
Overall, the experiments show that DB-CSC obtains significantly higher cluster-
ing qualities. Even though it uses a more sophisticated cluster model than GAMER
and CoPaM, the runtimes of DB-CSC are comparable to (and in some cases even
better than) those of the other approaches.
Real world data. As real world data sets we use gene data1 and patent data2 as
also used in our GAMER method. Since for real world data there are no “hidden”
clusters given that we could compare our clustering results with, we compare
the properties of the clusters found by the different methods. For the gene data
DB-CSC detects 9 clusters with a mean size of 6.3 and a mean dimensionality of
13.2. In contrast, GAMER detects 30 clusters (mean size: 8.8 vertices, mean dim.:
15.5) and CoPaM 115581 clusters (mean size: 9.7 vertices, mean dim.: 12.2),
which are far too many to be interpretable. In the patent data, DB-CSC detects
17 clusters with a mean size of 19.2 vertices and a mean dimensionality of 3.
In contrast, GAMER detects 574 clusters with a mean size of 11.7 vertices and a
mean dimensionality of 3. CoPaM did not finish on this dataset within two days.
The clusters detected by DB-CSC are more expanded than the clusters of GAMER,
which often simply are subsets of the clusters detected by DB-CSC.
12.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we introduced an integrated clustering model which simultane-
ously considers graph data and attribute data in subspaces. Our model is the first
approach that exploits the advantages of density-based clustering in both domains.
Based on the novel notion of local densities, our clusters correspond to dense re-
gions in the graph as well as in the attribute space. To avoid redundancy in the
result, our model selects only the most interesting clusters for the final clustering.
1http://thebiogrid.org/ and http://genomebiology.com/2005/6/3/R22
2http://www.nber.org/patents/
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We developed the algorithm DB-CSC, which uses a fixed point iteration method to
efficiently determine the combined clustering solution. The correctness, conver-
gence, and complexity of this iteration method are proven analytically. In the ex-
perimental analysis we demonstrate the high clustering quality and the efficiency
of our DB-CSC method.
With this chapter we conclude the third part of this thesis. We introduced inte-
grated clustering techniques that simultaneously analyze network data in combi-
nation with vector data. Our methods avoid the problems of full-space clustering
by analyzing subspace projections of the attribute data. We tackle the challenge
of redundancy by proposing clustering models that confine the clustering result to
only the interesting and non-redundant clusters. Overall, our methods enable an
effective subspace clustering for one widely processed type of heterogeneous data.

Part IV
Summary
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Chapter 13
Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis, we proposed novel models for an effective subspace clustering of
complex data. We analyzed three different types of data: vector data, imperfect
data, and network data in combination with vector data. For each of these differ-
ent data sources, we showed the importance of subspace clustering and the need
to develop enhanced mining models. In this section, we briefly review the main
research results and we present an outlook of possible future research directions.
13.1 Conclusion
In the first part of this thesis, we introduced novel subspace clustering models
handling vector data. As a major contribution, all models tackled the challenge of
redundancy in subspace clustering results. In our RESCU approach, we proposed
a global optimization method to select the most-interesting and non-redundant
clusters. Generalizing the weighted Set Cover problem, our model is able to de-
tect overlapping subspace clusters without including redundant information. We
proved the NP-hardness of our model and we developed an efficient algorithm
determining an approximate clustering solution. Our model has been published
at the 2009 IEEE International Conference on Data Mining [MAG+09b]. As a
second contribution, our OSCLU model additionally tackles the challenge of mul-
tiple views induced by different subspace projections. In our OSCLU model we
proposed a global optimization of the overall clustering exploiting the clusters’
similarities regarding their sets of objects as well as their subspace projections. We
proved the complexity of our optimization technique and we developed an effi-
cient algorithm. The OSCLU model has been presented at the 2009 ACM Confer-
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ence on Information and Knowledge Management [GMFS09]. An extension of this
model to detect alternative clustering solutions based on previously known group-
ings was proposed in [GFMS10]. A different principle to detect multiple clustering
solutions is exploited by our MVGen approach. We introduced a novel generative
model to represent data showing multiple groupings in subspace projections. In
contrast to traditional mixture models, our novel approach is not restricted to a
single grouping and it allows to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant di-
mensions of clusters by performing Bayesian model selection. Our method has
been published at the 2012 ACM SIGKDD Conference on Knowledge Discovery
and Data Mining [GFS12]. As our next contribution, we proposed the paradigm of
subspace correlation clustering. Our SSCC model detects local correlations in sub-
space projections of the data. By excluding collinear and induced correlations, our
approach avoids redundant clusters and enables the detection of multiple overlap-
ping correlations. The SSCC model has been presented at the 2012 ACM SIGKDD
Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining [GFVS12]. Furthermore, as
a general contribution, we provided an overview of different models for the detec-
tion of multiple clustering solutions in our tutorial ’Discovering Multiple Clustering
Solutions: Grouping Objects in Different Views of the Data’. Our tutorial was pre-
sented at the 2010 IEEE International Conference on Data Mining [MGFS10], the
2011 SIAM International Conference on Data Mining [MGFS11], the 2012 IEEE
International Conference on Data Engineering [MGFS12a], and the 2012 Pacific-
Asia Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining [MGFS12b].
In the second part of this thesis, we proposed subspace clustering techniques
handling imperfect data. As our first contribution, we developed an integrated
clustering method that copes with the problem of missing values. Our model for
fault tolerant subspace clustering allows multiple instantiations of missing values
based on the considered subspace projection and it adapts to the clusters’ charac-
teristics. We introduced novel pruning techniques to realize an efficient execution
of our algorithm. The experiments demonstrated the robustness of our method
against a high amount of missing values. Our model has been published at the
2011 IEEE International Conference on Data Mining [GMRS11]. As a second con-
tribution, we introduced a method to perform subspace clustering on uncertain
data. We presented different variants of subspace cluster definitions and intro-
duced techniques to realize overlapping subspace clusters in uncertain data. We
developed an efficient algorithm, and we showed in experiments that our inte-
grated clustering technique outperforms competing methods. This work has been
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presented at the 2010 SIAM International Conference on Data Mining [GKS10].
In the third part of this thesis, we introduced subspace clustering techniques
handling network data in combination with vector data. As our first contribution,
the GAMER method joins the paradigms of subspace clustering and dense sub-
graph mining. Our GAMER method avoids redundant information but still allows
multiple overlapping clusters in network data. We proposed several pruning tech-
niques to realize an efficient integrated mining of such combined data sources.
In experiments, we showed the quality and efficiency of our GAMER method. Our
model has been published at the 2010 IEEE International Conference on Data Min-
ing [GFBS10]. As a second contribution, we introduced the EDCAR model exploit-
ing a global optimization of the overall clustering to select the most-interesting and
non-redundant clusters. This novel principle increases the quality of the overall
clustering solution. We proved the complexity of our method, and we developed
an efficient algorithm to determine an approximate solution based on the GRASP
principle. As our last contribution of this part, we proposed the first density-based
clustering method simultaneously analyzing network data and vector data. Our
DB-CSC model exploits the novel principle of local density computation to avoid
misleading clusters and to achieve the advantages of density-based clustering for
this specific type of heterogeneous data. We showed that a fixed point iteration
can be utilized to determine the clustering result, and we proved to correctness,
convergence, and complexity of this approach. The DB-CSC method has been pre-
sented at the 2011 European Conference on Machine Learning and Principles and
Practice of Knowledge Discovery in Databases [GBS11].
Overall, the proposed techniques enable an effective clustering in subspace
projections of complex data. In several experiments, we demonstrated that exist-
ing techniques are outperformed by our novel methods. Furthermore, based on
these methods and the insights gained in this thesis, additional research results
were achieved. The application of subspace clustering for the purpose of indexing
was shown in [GKLS11b], and the novel principle of tracing subspace clusters in
temporal data was introduced in [GKLS11a, GKLS12]. As a general contribution
to the research community, we developed the OpenSubspace toolkit [MAG+09a,
MAG+11] providing a variety of subspace clustering techniques and allowing the
comparability of experimental results. Focusing on the analysis of multiple clus-
tering solutions, we furthermore developed extensions [GFKS10, GKFS10] of the
OpenSubspace toolkit that allow an interactive exploration of the detected clus-
tering results. These demonstrations were presented at the 2010 International
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Conference on Very Large Data Bases and the 2010 IEEE International Conference
on Data Mining. To also support the application of subspace clustering in practical
applications, we proposed in [GKS11] an extension of the PMML standard provid-
ing a baseline to describe, exchange, and process subspace clustering results.
13.2 Future Work
Based on the models and results presented in this thesis, further challenging re-
search questions arise. Incorporating prior knowledge into the clustering task is
a promising direction. Often, the user is aware of certain knowledge that can
be used to guide the clustering process. For example, constraints which objects
must belong to the same cluster might be given or the user might already know
some groupings and is only interested in alternative solutions. Exploiting this in-
formation in novel subspace clusterings techniques can enhance the quality of the
detected clustering solutions.
Handling imperfect data in subspace clustering methods is still an ongoing re-
search topic. Generative models, as, for example, used in our MVGen approach,
have the potential to directly incorporate imperfect information, and suitable ex-
tensions of this model can be investigated. Furthermore, while in thesis we intro-
duced methods to analyze incomplete and uncertain information, subspace clus-
tering models for other kinds of imperfect data are not available so far but are
worth to be developed in the future.
Also for the area of subspace clustering in network data, several further inter-
esting research objectives arise. In this work, we focused on graphs with unlabeled
relations; however, in some applications different types of edges or even edges an-
notated with feature vectors might occur. Designing novel models to handle this
kind of information is a challenge that should be investigated in the future. Ad-
ditionally, the problem of imperfect information has to be tackled for subspace
clustering in network data. Since, e.g., missing edges occur frequently, combin-
ing the insights gained in the second and third part of this thesis is a promising
research direction.
Finally, the paradigm of subspace clustering can be extended to further com-
plex data types: relational data, time series data, and dynamic network data rep-
resent only a small selection of data types for which the huge potential of subspace
clustering is worth to be investigated.
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